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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION TO A STUDY OF THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

Location 

During the course of the last two years (1948-1949),. 

The Amerind Foundation, Inc., of Dragoon, Arizona, has con-

ducted archaeological excavations in southeastern Arizona in 

Cochise County, at a pre-historic site known as the Baboco-
1 

mari Village. 

The Village lies on private land, and a lease to exca-

vate was negotiated with Mr. Robert Mitchell of Fry, Arizona. 

During the digging period, the property changed hands and a 

new lease was negotiated with Mr. John Williams. 

The Babocomari River, from which the valley derives its 

name, rises in the Babocomari Land Grant on the eastern edge 

of the Canelo hills •. The river flows northeast, entering 

the San Pedro River at Fairbank, in Township 20 South, Range 
2 21 East. 

The valley lies roughly in a west-east line between the 

Huachuca Mountains on the south and the Whetstone Mountains 
I 

on the north (~ont;l.sPiec~.). Approximately twelve miles west 

by southwest of the village of Fairbank, on the south bank of 

1 Al'lZ0na: EE: 7: 1, Amerind Foundat;;~ -;~;ve~~te~~. -.----
The VillaRe is located in the south harr-or Section 2, 
Township 21 South, Range 19 East. 

2Ba~nes. 1935, p. 34. 
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the Babocomari River, lies the village site ARIZONA:EE:7:1. 

It nestles against the northern foothills of the Huachuca 

Mountatm range at an elevation of 4,429 feet above sea level. 

Geography 

According to Messrs. Sauer and Brand, the site may well 

be termed a true mountain pediment site. 

The Huachuca slope merges into the san Pedro basin floor 

in a curvi~g surface which has been developed mainly by the 

wearing down of the mountain range. The wearing back of the 

northern slope of the Huachuca range exposes a low bedroCk 

surface, which basin-vard may be a rock slope thinly screened 

with rock spalls. A smooth base of the upper terrace of the 

San Pedro River Valley extends several miles about the foot 

of the Huachuca range. This slope increases steadily mountain-

ward, and has upon it a veneer of slowly moving detritus of 

lessened thickness and increased coarseness toward the mount-

ain. The surface, being of similar slope at equal distance 

from the mountain front, forms an inclined and concavely curv

ed apron upon which the summer rains and the summer streams 

from the Huachuca Mountains spread out 1n ephemeral sheet 

floods. These are most affluent about the canyon mouths. They 

may transport enough debris on to the pediment of the canyon 

debouchares to be destructive to growing vegetation, but fur

ther basin-ward they leave water and mud in beneficent amounts 

as they have done in the immediate vicinity of the Babocomari 
3 

Village site. 

- ---------
3Saue~ and Brantl, 1930, pp. 929-437. 
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liThe important thing in localizing the prehis
toric settlement on the pe~iment is not local orink
water supply (although in the speciric case or the 
Babocomari Village, the Babocomari River unooubteo~ 
fi~ure~ in the 10calriIn~of the villa~e - author's 
note) which mayor may notbe present, -but one or 
the clay stretches (locate~ immeoiat~ south of the 
ruin area ano extendin~ to the south to the northern 
flats-or-the Huachucas-for~IDi the border of the 
val~~ author's note) often-indicated by-Sacaton 
ano cat's4claw, which enjoys superior rrequency of 
wetting." 

At present, the Babocomari Valley and the a~jacent land 

are used almost entirely as cattle country. The average rain-

fall for this area is approx1mately twelve inches, fully half 

of which falls ~uring the three summer months. 

A number of short canyons, cutting from the northern slopes 

of the Huachuca Mountains into the Babocomari River valley, 

feeo the valley with additional clays and water. The valley 

floor consists of a thick beo of clay covered with sacaton, 

cat's claw, mesquite trees, and a number of varieties of cacti 

local to that elevation. On the northern sioe of the valley 

in the vicinity of the prehistoric ruin, the river has cut into 

the clay floor to a depth of from 12 to 14 feet. The cutting 

process has oi8close~ two definite strata of sedimentation. 

It was in the contact zone between the two strata in the face 

of this cut that a number of bison bones (po 3 ) were exhumed 

during the course of excavation. 

There are several cienegas in the valley proper. There 

is one approximately one mile west of the ruin and another 

near the site of old Fort wallen. 5 Downstream there is another 

- -----------------------
4 
Sa~e~ and Bra~, 1930, p. 430. 

5Barnes, 1935, p. 474. 
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cienega near the confluence with the San Pedro River. These 

cienegas are presently covered with mesquite jungles and lie 

on the valley floor 12 to 14 feet above the present river 

channel. They are being dissected by the effects of window 

erosion. 

Along the very banks of the intermittent stream itself 

are stands of Spanish willow, an occasional walnut tree, an 

abundance of mesquite and clumps of cottonwood. The land is 

eroded and the once nutritious grasses have disappeared, leav

ing the flats above the valley barren and the valley floor 

brown and dusty. 

The wind is a very important factor- in this area. Through

out most of the year, and especially in the months of April 

through mid-June, a strong wind blows persistently out of the 

southwest over the Huachuca Range and across the valley. Mois

ture which penetrates the ground some 16 to 18 inches during 

the course of the winter months is quickly dried out by the 

heavy winds. 

H~story, 1949-1910 - Cattle Period 

The valley, at the present time, is a picture of desola

tion. The hills bordering the valley carry little growth 

while on the valley floor itself, in the immediate vicinity of 

the prehistoric rUin, stand the skeletons of several old 

homesteads. The ruin area is strewn with agricultural tools 

and trash accumulated by farming settlements. An old truck 

chassis bearing license plates dated 1922 indicates when some 

of the settlement was still occupied. A series of dams of 

concrete construction were built across the river near the 
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ruin area. Leading from them, a series of four parallel 

ditches cross and criss-cross over the old ruin itself. 

During the course of excavation, an old adobe homestead was 

uncovered. The homestead lay directly over one of the old 

houses occupied by the Indians during prehistoric times. 

Today, small herds of cattle grace the valley, cutting paths 

1n their search for water over the surface of the ruin. 

1910-1880 - Farm Period 

From the trash of this homestead, several old beer bottles 

were excavated. These bottles dated between the year~ 1895 
6 

and 1905. 

From Mrs. Eva Frances Turner, a native of Babocomari, 

the author was able to piece together a fleeting picture of 

the life of this area at the turn of the century. The home

stead nearest the ruin belonged to the McLain family wbo, 

with a group of other settlers, came to the valley to farm. 

Dams and a pumping system were used to irrigate the clay 

flats. The main crop of these fields was alfalfa which was 

sold to nearby Fort Huachuca to supply the cavalry unit. 

Barley and corn also were raised with great success. In 1910, 

Mrs. Turner claims, there were no mesquites to speak of in 

the valley. This is an astonishing fact inasmuch as the 

valley is literally covered with this particular growth at 

present. During the early 1900's (1909-1910), a water-right 

dispute concerning these settlers and the owner of the 

6 
Letter: March 11, 1949, from Mr. B H. Nissen of the 

Brewery Division Laboratories-Anhauser Busch, Inc., 
St. LOUis, Missouri. 
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Babocomari Land Grant (Mr. John Perrins) caused a change 

in the status of the farmers. A court case, which uphele 

Mr. Perrins' demands, forcee the farmers to relinquish the 

Babocomari as a source of water. Slowly the pattern of sub-

sistence changed. The cement dams were washed out from 

neglect and the land, once turned by the plow, was given over 
7 

to the mesquite forests. 

The Babocomari River valley is extremely interesting in 

that it portrays, with considerable completeness, the history 

of the Southwest. For here, first-hand, one can examine the 

present-day effects of erosion: the encroachment of the mes

quite trees and the drying up of a river that once flowed all 

year. There is history that definitely belongs to the 

ancient village that lay buried under the wind-blown clays 

of the Babooomari valley. 

We have defined the physiographic conditions of' dissec

tion connected with the valley today. Seventy years ago the 

physiographic temperament of the Babocomari valley was en

tirely different. On the pediment flats, above the valley 

proper, there was an abundance of nutritious grasses. The 

canyon draws were so well planted in wild grasses that several 

of the early homesteaders, especially Mr. J. Kane, one of 

the first settlers in the area, freighted this wild hAy to 
8 

Fort Huachuca to feed the cavalry mounts. 

7personal interviews with Mrs. Eva Frances Turner of Camp
stone, Arizona, and members of the pyeatt family. 

8personal interview with Mrs. E. F Turner •.• J. Kane 
first settled the old Yaeger Ranch. 
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B8ndelier visited the Babocomari River valley between 

1880 and 1885. He states: 

"I could not fino any trace of antiquities in 
the narrow gorges that cleave the sierra, but on its 
nor'thern base, around Fort Wallen, ana on the 
Babocomari, traces of ruins are visible. While 
mounds almost obliterateo, foundations of small 
houses, and large enclosures formec by stones set 
on edge, may be distinguished, no clear conception 
can be obtained of the general plan and purpose of 
the structures. The articial objects differ from 
those found along the San Pedro only in respect of 
the pottery, among which I found the ancient white 
and black, and red and black varieties, 50 abuncant 
in more northern ruins ... I infer that the valley of 
the B8bocomari creek was inhabited in places by sed
entary tribes about whom we have no cocumentary in
for~ation. The interior of the Huachuca chain was 
uninhabited, and the same seems to have been the 
case with the Sierra Mariquita, if I am correctly 
informed. 11 9 

tJnfortunately, Bandelier was wrong in regard to the ab

sence of habitations in the interior of the Huachucas, inasmuch 

as sites similar to the Babocomari Village were found at the 

mouth opening of each major canyon along the eastern face of 

the Huachuca Mountains. Prior to Bandelier-'s visit, in the 

1870's, R. J. Hinton produced a Hanobook of Arizona in which 

the Babocomari River valley is describeo 1n lush detail. 

1880-1762 - Homesteade~s' Period 

An early correspondent of the Prescott Miner, engaged 

as a scout with the military who have ocoupied a temporary 

post in the Huachuca Mountains a few miles from the Sonora 

border, describes the Babocomari valley in 1878: 

9 

"We struck the valley of the Babocoma ri Creek, 
and find ~rass all alon~. The Babocomari is said 
to be an ancient Spanish grant. The MoGarkey broth-

E8ndelier, 1892, pp. 489 -480. 
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tIers have a ranch on the creek about seven mile s above 
old Ca.mp "allen, but they are not farming to amount 
to anything, bein~ principally engaged in sheep and 
cattle raising."lO 

Hinton himself describes his visit to the Babocomari 

valley in the following words: 

"The Babocomari is twenty-five miles long from 
its source to its junction with the San Pe~ro, and 
flows east through a fine valley, with plenty of water 
all the way, and in places large cienagas. I have 
been down the san Pedro twelve miles below the mouth 
of the Babocomari Creek, and up the San Perlro to its 
head in Sonora and on all its tributaries. It is 
impossible for me to estimate the number of settlers 
that could find valuablilfarming land and stock 
ranches on this river." 

At another point in his description of' the area about the 

B8bocomari Fiver, Hinton tells of farming activities around 

the site of old Fort ~allen located on the north bank of the 

Babocomari some three miles above the Babocomari Village: 

"The military have a garden down at old Camp 
Wallen where they produce vegetables for the camp. 
Everything grows not only large, but with wonderful 
rapidity, and is unexcelled in delicac~ of flavor 
by similar productions elsewhere. Beets and carrots 
root dovn over two feet, and the corn grows so high 
there that it is not unusual to find stalks where lr 
the ears are from six to seven feet from the ground." C 

The ecological conditions existing when the Babocomari 

Village was first occupied suggest strongly that the valley 

was a lush oasis in the midst of a desert country as is sug

gested by Hinton's glowing accounts in 1878. We know that 

the economic pattern of' the Bfbocomarites centered around 

agriculture from archaeological evidence described in detail 

lOH.1nton, 1878, -;~. 234 
11 Ibid., p. 234-
1'-" 'Ibid., p. 236 
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throughout the ensuing pages. 

Our next hint of the history perta1ning to this area 

comes from Pedro Ensayo. 

1762-1690 -- Sobaipuri-Spanish Period 

"The most warlike among all the Pima tribes 
are those we call the Sobaipuris, for they are 
born and reared on the border of the Apaches; but 
they have become tired of living in constant war
fare, and have, during the present year of 1762, 
abandoned their beautiful and fertile valley, re
tiring some to Santa M8ria Soanca, and some to 
the Xavier del Bac and to Tucson, thus leaving to 
the enemies ~ free entrance to the hi~h re~ion of 
the Pimas."lj - -

In the month of July, 1706, Padre Kino, in answering the 

request of visiting Father Francisco Marfa Picolo for informa

tion concerning the names and needs of the missions of Pimerfa, 

stated that a missionary "the eighth for Santa Ana del ~uiburi, 

S an Joaquin, and Santa Cruz, where lives the famous Captain 

Coro"14, was needed. On his map of Plmer!a Alta, 1687-1711,15 

Bolton locates the San Joaquin rancherla in the vicinity of 

the Babocomari Village site. 

1690-1500 -- Sobaipul'~Period 

In the late 1600's, Kino worked his way down the San 

Pedro into Sobaipuri country near the present city of Fairbank, 

and established two visitas: 

"Thus, in the San Ped ro Valley below Fairbank 
there lived more than two thousand people in fifteen 
villages, chief of which were ~uiburi and Ojio. 
Everywhere they raised with irrigation plentiful 

13Russell, 1908, p. 23 

14Bbltoh, 1948, Vol. 2., p. 182 

15Ibid., end of book. 
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"crops of calabashes, frijoles, maize, and cotton, 
a fiber which was dextrously woven, dyed, and used 
for clothing. Of these people and their country, 
Male wrote, 'The whole valley is wide, long, and 
very fertile. Their fields are irrigated with 
acequias, and the Indians are dressed and adorned 
with colored mantas, belts, and strings of beads 
around the neck.' And thus did the superb report
ers, Kino, Manje, and Bernal, record for us their 
visit to these interesting folk. It is a chronicle 
which never since has been and never can be equaled, 
for the people of chiefs Coro and Humari no longer 
dwell on their native stream."16 . 

Piecing together the early historical evidence prior to 

1762 A.D., the area of the San Pedro and the Babocomari River 

yas inhabited by the 30baipuri Indians, a group who tt were 

possibly the foremost of the five Piman tribes under consid

eration. Also, that they were not Pima, but papago. 1117 

1500 - -- Babocomari Villal1e Period 
w 

The people who lived in the Babocomari Village before the 

coming of or contemporaneously with the Sobaipuris, may have 

been the antecedents of the Sobaipuris of early historical 

times, or else the Sobaipuris themselves. The Villagers farmed 

their valley and hunted in the Huachuca Mountains enjoying 

the lushness the river offered them. 

CONCLUSION 

Briefly, we can organize the few historical facts avail

able concerning the valley of the Babocomari River and state 

that in late prehistoric times an agricultural people who had 

certain affiliations with the people to the south, in Sonora, 

MeXico, and peripheral to the Chihuahuan culture area, moved 

------ -----
16 

'BOl'ton, 1936, p. 367. 

170lao'Win, 1937, p. 97. 
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into the area of the eastern slopes of the Huachuca Mountains. 

They came unmolested, and built four loosely-knit Villages, 

and apparently were at peace with the world and busied them

selves with their farming. One of the Villages was the Babo

comari Village. As the twilight of the historic period 

evolved, we f!nd that the early Spanish found a people termed 

the Sobaipuris living in the area. These people were, so to 

speak, the buffer against the Apache Indian attacks coming 

from the east, and the peaceful Papago-Pima groups living to 

the west. (It is still a moot question as to whether Babo

comarites were the forerunners of the Sobaipuris or not. 

Ther~ are strong archaeological suggestions for and against 

this possibility which can be solved only when a r~cognized 

historical site, bearing the remains of the Sobaipuris, is 

excavated, and the materials coming from the Babocomari Village 

are compared with this Sobaipuri Village.) In 1693 the domain 

of the Sobaipuris was the San Pedro River valley. Along the 

banks of this river, Kino estab11shed the visitas of Qu1buri 

and of Santa Cruz at Sobaipuri villages located near the 

present town of Fairbank. We know also, from historical 

sour'ces, tha t the Sobaipuris left the banks of the San ped ro 

River sometime around 1792 A.D. when they moved, or rather 

retreated, ~nder Apache pressure to Aan Xavier del Bae ano 

Santa Maria Soanca. Fro~ 1792 until the end of the Apache 

wars, the area was under the domination of these Indians. 

~e learn again of the Baboeomari valley in the late 
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1800's when Fort Wallen, the later Fort Huaohuca, were built 

to suppress the Apache raiders. At this time also the beaut

ies of the Babocomari Valley were aptly described by Hinton. 

The lushness of the valley which could have supported a substan

tial population at the Babocomari Village was taken advantage 

of by early settlers in the late 1800's and early 1900's. 

They tilled the land and harnessed the water of the Babocomari 

River. Slowly the land became what it is today - barren wastes 

of mesquite jungles. The reason was the same here as in othe r 

areas of the Jouthwest - erosion. Financial depression played 

its part also. In the last years of the 1800's and early years 

of the 1900's, the ranchers tenaCiously held on to their 

lands and stock until the land was depleted and the stock 

va.s starved. These two factors, erosion and financial depr'ess

ion, plus the ensuing drought, caused the once fertile valley 

to become a dry, dusty bowl. 
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CHAPTER II. 

FIELr TECHNIQUES USED AT THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

Lease 

i';ctual excavations were begun at the Babocomari Village 

ruin on February 17, 1948, after a preliminary survey had 

been made and a number of test trenches had been sunk in 

the area. The ruin was located on patented land, and the 

!\.merind Foundation made arrangements to lease the site area, 

some 25 aeres, for a period of a year. When the excavation 

period was extended into the second year, the lease was re-

newed. 

Labor 

The working day consisted of driving to the ruin from 

the Amerind Foundation, a distance of sixty miles, picking 

up the laborers in Benson, Arizona, working a full day, and 

returning at nightfall. No camp was set wp at the ruin. The 

author worked alone from February until April 20th, when two 

laborers were employed. The labor situation proved most 

difficult. From April until June, when the excavation was 

closed, the two-man crew was filled by four different persons: 

Mr. Mitchell helped occasionally; Mr. Percy of Benson worked 

throughout the period from April to June; Mr. Bexel and 

Mr. Hatman helped part time. The second-season crew consist

ed of Mr. Ruiz Andres, Mr. Fobert Trujillo, and Mr. Beto 

Gonzales, all of Benson, ~rizona. 
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The second season of work began about October 17, 1948, 

and ended on May 23, 1949. ~s before, no field camp was 

e3t~blished . 

M?.2ping Sys te~ 

":. grld system was established on the site, using rect

an~ular units one meter by two meters. 1\ transit was used 

for the preliminA.ry work of setting up the grid stakes. 

ii, traverse was run from the railroad station of Campstone 

to the 3ite in or~er to approximate the elevation of the datum 

pOint. ~ll other map work was carried on with the aid of 

a plane table and an alidade using metric tapes. Upon com

pletion of an architectural feature such as a house, all 

material was left in sltus and mapped. Postholes, hearths, 

walls, metates, manos, etc., were all located with the aid 

of the alidade, rod, and tape. 

p~~ to !U·'_~£~~ 

The photography consisted of first obtaining aerial pho

tos of the site area from a rented plane. Then each house 

feature was photographed, usually using the height of a truck 

as a tower. The final shots were made by once again rentlng 

a light plane and shooting the area of completed excavatlons. 

All of the photography was done with a Recomar #33 Kodak 

camera using film pack. In his photographic work the author 

attempted to cover the objects by using a long, medium, and 

close -up shot of 1 terns beinR: photographed. Two hund red and 

three field photographs were taken. 
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Excavation Techniques 

The area was covered with a growth of mesquite trees 

which had to be cut. Wherever possible the roots of the 

trees were removed, and where they were too large to be re

moved, the tree branches were cut close to the ground. 

Limbs were left to dry and were then burned. 

The actual excavations were carried on by taking ad

vantage of the established grid system, with the sinking of 

test trenches one meter in width in desired areas. ~ork 

was begin in what proved to be the southeast corner of Plaza 1, 

where house nA211 was uncovered. Test trenches were then cut 

into the area where house "B2" was soon located. The system 

used after a house cluster was located was to work one house 

clean, then jump the adjoining wall into the next house. 

Whenever the trash fill seemed deep enough, a stratigraphic 

test was made. In an effort to discover some sort of strati

graphic sequence, varying levels were established. Sometimes 

two, but more often three or more, levels were used; but 

even the most complicated of stratigraphic plans, such as 

used in house "G", proved that we would get no vertical 

stratigraphy but would have to depend on horizontal strati

graphy. Once the Plaza 1 area was outlined, work was carried 

on to the west of Plaza 1. In this manner, Plazas 2 and 3 

were uncovered. Then, with additional information gained 

from the excavation of the other areas, work was once again 

resumed in Plaza 1. Three-fourths of the entire plaza area 
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was completely stripped to the sterile earth and plaza 

features were found. Along the north-south and east-west 

axes, trenches one meter in width were cut from wall to 

wall across the plaza. Then the quarters were bisected, and 

whenever a test trench located some new architectural feature, 

the area was expanded by stripping. In this manner, the 

interesting relationship between houses and cremation areas 

was revealed. 

The cremation areas were located first by preliminary 

testing. Then using the face of the test trench as a broad

face, the area was stripped until the pits containing human 

bone and evidences of crematory pyres were exposed. Cremation 

Area 1 was thoroughly checked beyond the limits of the pits 

to gain full information concerning it. Cremation Area 2 was 

stripped beyond its pit limitations on the south and east sides. 

The west and north sides were bordered by houses. The areas 

were stripped down approximately 25 em. below the cr~mation 

pits, the floor of the stripping platform being below the 

actual cremations. 

No backfilling, save in the cremation areas, took place 

during the excavation period inasmuch as the ruins were all 

close to the surface and the lease stipulated that the area 

be left open. The author took advantage of this situation by 

flying over the area after the work was completed and took 

full aerial views. 
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Reconnaissance 

The author carried on two reconnaissance projects. The 

first was made along the Babocomari River in early June of 

1948. A number of red-on-buff sites were located, but no 

other site carrying Babocomari Polychrome was located. The 

method employed was simple. The valley and alluvial flats 

on both sides of the river were checked on foot. At the same 

time sherd collections were made, photographs taken, and 

pertinent <'lata recorded accoroing to the survey system employed 

at the Amerind Foundation. The second reconnaissance was 

made along the eastern slopes of the Huachuca Mountains during 

the second and last break in the season. Three ruins reveal

in~ Babocomari Polychrome and other wares comparable to those 

of the Babocomari Village site, were found. Most of this 

survey was done by truck and on foot. The ruins were all lo

cated at the mouths of the major canyons on the east face of 

the Huachuca Mountains (See Fig. 2 for location of related 

Babocomari sites.). 

The three sites which carried heavy surface counts of 

Babocomari Polychrome and showed architectural similarities 

to the Babocomari Village in layouts and house groups were: 

-6rizo~a:EE:ll:l 

Tanner ,~anyon Ruin, located on the Fort Huachuca 

Military Reserve south of Garden Canyon. Babocomari 

Polychrome, Gila Polychrome, and Tanque Verde Red

on-brown were found on the surface. 
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Completely undefended site located at mouth of a 

deep canyon, suitable for both farming and hunting 

subsistence pattern. 

Arizona:EE:ll:2 

Ramsay Canyon Ruin, located south of Tanner Canyon 

on the property of Mr. Roy A. Newman. Babocomari 

polychrome, Tanque Verde Red-on-brown and Gila Poly

chromes present in the surface collection. Loose 

knit site, undefended, located at mouth of large 

canyon. Good location for both hunting and agri~ul

ture. It was this particular site that Sauer and 

Brand visited in 1930 and called an early Chihuahua 
1 site because of the presence of Babocomari Polychrome. 

~~!.z~na:EE!11:3 

Miller Canyon site, located south of Ramsay Canyon 

at mouth of Canyon. Babocomari Polychrome, Gila 

Polychrome, and Tanque Verde Red-on-brown present 

in surface collections. 

-------
1 

Sauer and Brand, 1930, p. 437. 
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CHAPTER III 

Foor STUFFS EMPLOYED BY THE BABOCOMARITES 

_~ricultural Products 

The Babocomarites were basically farmers who tilled the 

bottom land of the Babocomar1 River around the site of their 

village. Strewn through the trash fill of abandoned houses, 

in fire hearths, and in the outdoor fire pits, corn cobs, 

charred beans, squash, and several unidentified foodstuffs 
1 

were found which gave further proof that these people were 

essentially agrarian. However, they did supplement their 

subsistence by hunting as is indicated by the great amount 

of animal bone found in the outdoor pit ovens, in the trash 

fills, and on the floors of the houses in the village. 

HuntinlZ products .... 

The author is indebted to Dr. W. H. Burt who identified 

the IIl8iIi1nal bones of the village and to Mr. Harrison Tordoff2 

who identified the bird bones. During the course of the ex

cavation the author segregated the animal bones exhumed from 

house floors, cooking pits, trash areas, and special caches 

----------------------- ---
IThe velZetable matter found at the villalZe was sent to 

Dr. Volney Jones of the University of-MichilZan 
for ident1fication. Unfortunately his findlnlZs had 
not been received at the time of the writinlZ of this 
report, but will be issued when the material is 
returned to the Amerind Foundation, Inc. 

2 Both Dr. W. H. Burt and Mr. Harrison Tordoff are af-
filiated with the University of Michi~an Museum 
of Zoology, Mammal DiVision, AnnA.rbor, Michigan. 
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in order to determine which animals were used specifically 

for eating and were then thrown into the refuse of the out

door cooking pits, those which were used for decorative 

purposes in the secular houses, and those which might have 

been used in special animal caches associated with the cre-

mation areas. The following groups were identified by Dr. 

Burt: 

1. Bison (could be cow, but probably not). 

This group of bones came from the floor of 

house 14p2. 

2. Bison (could be cow, but probably not). 

This group of bones was found in the banks 

of the Babocomari Fiver itself at a depth 

of approximately 8 feet below the present 

surface of the area. 

3. Mammals: 

Lepus californicus 
Canis 
Antilocapra 
Odocoileus hemionus 
Ondatra 

Biros: 

Aquila 
Buteo 

-or- Black-tailed jackrabbit 
-or- Probably Indian dog 
-or- Pro~horn antelope 
-or- Mule deer 
-or- Muskrat{femur of young 

animal) 

-or- Eagle 
-or- Hawk 

This group of bones came from outdoor ~ook-

ing oven 3 of Plaza 1. The bones show every in

dication of being burned, as is the case with 

many of the deer bones which were split with a 

stone instrument. 
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4. Mammals: 

Lepus californicus 
Citellus variegatus 
Canis 
~ocoileus hemionus 
Antilocapra 
Bison 

Bubo virginianus 

-or- Black-tailed jackrabbit 
-or- Rock squirrel 
-or- Ind ian dog 
-or- Mule deer 
- or- Pronghorn 
-or- Bison 

-or- Great horned owl 

This group of bones, like group 3, came 

from an outdoor cooking oven (cooking pit 2, 

5. MAmmals: 

Canis 
Odocoileus or 

A.n til O-Ja pI'd 

-or- Indian dog 

-or- Mule deer or pronghorn 

This group of bones came from the floor of 

house 5P2. The deer bones were located at the 

base of the rear central post hGle, indicating 

that the skull of this animal was probably hung 

originally from the wooden roof support. 

6. Mammals: 

~ocoileus, probably 
hemionus -or- Mule deer 

As in the case of the deer bones of group 5, 

these were located in the same relative position 

and appeared to be the remains of a deer skull 

used for neooration. 



7. Mammal s : 

Canis 
Odocoileus, probably 

hemionu3 
Lepus californicus 
Sylvilagus 

-or- Indian dog 

-or- Mule deer 
-or- Black-tailed jackrabbit 
-or- Cottontail 

This group of bones was taken from a test 

trench which cut through an outd oor- cooking pi t 

in Plaza 4. 

8. Mammals: 

Od ocoileu3 -or- Mule deer 

This skull was fou~d on ~he flDor ~f he¥se 

IP3 in the same position as groups 5 and 6. 

9 • Ma rnma 1 s : 

Odocoileus hemionus 
Antilocapra 
Canis 
Lepus californicus 

Blr-d s: 

Buteo 
Anas 

-or- Mule deer 
- or- Pronghorn 
- or- Ind ian dog 
-or- Black-tailed jackrabbit 

-or- Hawk 
-or- Duck 

This group of miscellaneous bones came from 

several shallow trash pit tests made in the 

northeast corner of the village. 

10. Mammal: 

Bison -or- Bison (Some ma~ be cow, 
but probably all 
bison. ) 

This group of bones represented a single 

animal burial (Pl.75 ) located in the northwest 

corner of Cremation Area 5. Some of the bones 
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were obviously painted before being buried, 

suggesting a ceremonial burial. 

11. Mammal: 

Antilocapra americana -or Pronghorn antelope 

This cranium was found on the floor of 

house 3P3. The skull cap was trephined, that 

is, a circular hole measuring 3 cm. in diameter 

was located in the center of the skull. (Pl.30 ). 

The great abundance of bone found in the outdoor cooking 

ovens indicated that the Babocomarites augmented their normal 

means of subsistence, i.e., agriculture, by hunting. The 

mule deer, pronghorn antelope, and bison apparently afforded 

meat for the village larder, as well as such smaller animals 

as the dog, muskrat, black-tailed jackrabbit, rock squirrel, 

and cottontail. The complete lack of turkey bones at the 

village is an indication that the 3alado peoples who suppos

edly influenced this area in late prehistoriC times did not 

actually impress this particular trait upon the Babocomarites. 

However, the Babocomarites did eat such birds as the eagle, 

hawk, great-horned owl, and the -duck. 
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CHAPTER IV 

~CHITECTURE OF THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

VILLAGE PLAN 

The Babocomari Village was located on the south bank 

or the Rio Babocomari. The village lay on the valley rloor 

upon a small fan or sand which runs up into the surrounding 

terraces. Presently it lies some 3 to 9 feet higher than 

the recently-tilled, homesteaded fields. The term "village" 

is used to connote permanent habitations and settled life, 

based upon agriculture and hunting. However, in studying 

the map (Fig. 49 ) it must be kept in mind that the houses 

were not all in contemporaneous use, and that two phases 

of houses are represented. 

The noteworthy features of the village are: 

1. The village was laid out in a circular plaza form, 

using wing walls as connecting walls, but not with protect

ive purpose suggested by the compound wall. The village 

was built by a people coming into the valley with all their 

culture in flower. They were seemin~ly unafraid of being 

molested and built a loosely joined group of ho~ses in 

crude plaza units. 

2. The house clusters are extremely interesting, as 

two or three were built together, not as a unit but as a 

group. There is every indication, especially as seen in 

the abutments of the individual house walls, that the houses 
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were built by a family group. As the need for more space 

became apparent, they added a wing on to the established 

family house. Various floor levels, wall thicknesses, 

and abutments indicate this interesting feature. Socially, 

the house clusters may indicate the family custom common 

to the earlier papago. Underhill states: 

"Generally one family had three or four little 
round houses like this, one for the parents and 
the others for the married sons who all brou~ht 
their wives to live at home."l -

Wi th the present fund of knowled ge, it cannot be prov

en definitely that such was the case with the Babocomarites. 

But the material remains of houses and their unusual group-

1n~ are highly suggestive of this social habit recently 

common to the papago. 

HOt~SES 

INTRODUCTION 

To attempt to assign the houses of the Babocomari 

Village to a special classificatory pigeon hole and to as

sume that all the houses were built according to specific 

blueprints approved by all the villagers would be an ex

tremely rash thing to do. The reader will note that no 

two houses of the village were exactly alike. Each house 

had its own particular character, simply because it was 

built by a human being with his likes and dislikes. The 

houses show individuality and probably some error in manu-

---- -- ----------
1 
~nderhill, 1940, p. 10. 
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facture. Houses have been individually described in 

detail to emphasize their minute variations. hhen at-

tempting to place the houses in phases, at best we can in

dicate only a trend and not a radical change from one phase 

to the next. 

In assigning the Village to a larger taxonomic classi

fication, we can assume that, since the Babocomari houses 

were constructed of puddled adobe, were thick walled, and 

were built in small-house clusters, they can be compared 

with the rooms excavated at the Tanque Verde Village. 2 

There is a constructional similarity between the houses 

assigned to the Tucson Phase eycavated by Tuthill at Tres 

Alamos 3 and the houses of the Babocomari Village. As a 

matter of fact, the puddled adobe house construction is a 

common trait found along the banks of the San Pedro, c:,anta 

Cruz, Gila, and Salt Rivers in late prehistoric times. 

The presence of puddled adobe houses, built in clus

ters of two or three, and built around a plaza with perhaps 

a compound wall connecting the house clusters, is a trait 

\ihich has been classified as a Salado Trait. Tuthill4 states 

the belief that, during the Tucson Phase of the Tres Alamos 

Village,.a time roughly contemporaneous with the Babocomari 

Village, these builders of adobe constructions invaded and 

lived with the Red on-brown peoples who built pit houses. 

----- ------- - - ------------ ----
2 

FrApe, 1935; Haury, 1928, pp. 37-63. 

3Tuthill, 1947, pp. 18-23. 
4 Idem., 1947, p. 25. 
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Tuthill is not alone in this belief. Haury5 states the 

same hypothesis in Los Muertos report. Indeed, MCGregor6 

in his text on southwestern archaeology assigns the tJpe 

of adcbe construction found at the Babocomari Village to 

the Salado in the following words: "By the time the Poly-

chrome Invas10n had gotten well under way larger, more 

massive pueblo sites were being buil t." He continues his 

description of the massive structures for the desert areas 

by stating: 

"The 2eneral architectural arran2ement was 
also modified in the desert country, and here 
the characteristic type of structure is the com
pound. A pueblo might be defined as a mass of 
rooms completely or partly surrounding one or 
more courts, often with a wall closing the open 
end or sides. "7 

It is postulated that the Salado or polychrome Invasion 

moved into the upper 3an Pedro at a late period and built 

lar2e puddled adobe houses. It is believed that the south-

eastern section of Arizona was invared by these peoples, 

although very little excavation has been carried on in 

this time horizon and in the pa. rticula I' a rea unde I' discus sion. 

The presence of Gila Polychrome, as well as Tonto Polychrome, 

found in surface surveys alone, more than likely had a great 

deal to do with the classification of Salado in southeastern 

Arizona during the late time periods. sauer and Brand,8 on 

-_._----- --------
S 
-Haur'y, 1945, pp. 19-21 
6 MCGregor, 1941, pp. 325-340. 

7Ibid., pp. 332 333. 

8sauer and Brand, 1930, Fig. 3. 
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the other hand, assign this area as marginal to the Chihuahua 

cuI ture. 

It 1s the author's belief that the Babocomari Village 

represents the northwestern margin of the Chihuahua culture, 

rather than a late Salado site. The area along the eastern 

face of the Huachuca Mountains, undoubtedly, was influenced 

by the northern Salado group. 

rse 

Forty-two houses were examined at the Baboccmari Village. 

Of this number, 26 Type 1 houses were completely excavated 

and 11 were trenched. Two Type 2 and three Type 3 houses 

were completely excavated. The typing of these houses was 

based upon the use to which the houses were primarily put. 

!I~~_Hous~-L~ecul~ 

Both the Huachuca Phase and the Babocomari Phase were 

used primarily as living (secular) quarters. These houses 

are described on pages 3L to I ~q The material found on 

the floors of these houses clearly indicates their use as 

living and storage quarters. 

Type 2 Houses (Ceremonia!l 

Two examples were found with a Type I house super

imposed over them. This house type was probably used as 

R gathering lodge or ceremonial structure of one sort or 

another. The presence of such features as an adobe banquette, 

and the peculiar arrangement of fire hearth and two ash

retaining pits suggest a possible ceremonial gather'ing room. 
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Underhill describes a specialized round structure used 

ceremonially by the early Papago: 

"At each village, the men built a special 
round enclosure where they would work out of 
sight of the women. Here the song composers 
brought the materials for their 1mages and they 
taught the young men of the ·village the e1ght 
new songs."9 

~. 3 Houses (Women's House) 

Three circular houses fall into this category. 

It can be suggested that these couses were used as a 
10 

women's house similar to those described by Underhill 

as used by the earl1er papago: 

"There was one more build in" in the fam1ly 
group. This was a small house at a distance 
with the door facing away from the huts. Here 
the women of the family went to stay once a 
month. It was the belief of the People that 
at such times a magic power descended on women 
and made them dangerous to everyone around them 
but espec1ally to the men and the tools men 
used. If they touched a manls bow, it would 
not shoot and if they ate the animal a man had 
k1lled, the meat would be poisoned. So the 
safest thing was for the women to stay away 
unt1l all danger had passed. n 

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION 

Type 1 House 

The secular houses of the village, which were by far 

the most numerous, were built along similar lines but had 

a great many 1ndividual var1ations. A description of a 

"traditional house" through each step of construction vill 

explain the building of these houses. 

9underhil1, 1940, o. 52. 
10 ~ 

Ib1d., p. 12. 
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Step 1 The builders, deciding on the desired site, 

excavated a rectangular hole into the sterile earth, from 

10 to 35 cm. in depth, approximately 6.50 m. in length 

and 3.5 m. in width. Apparently, some of the earth tak-

en from the original house excavation was employed in the 

making of puddled adobe for the walls. 

Step 2 The walls were laid on the sterile clay and 

built up in sections, similar to the construction of walls 

described at Tanque "lerde,ll (Plate 4 shows how the 

puddled adobe was built into walls.). 

~~J Dedicating the House. In or near post holes 

are found caches of axes, fleshing knives, arrow shaft 

smoothers, hammerstones, and manos. This leads the author 

to speculate that possibly the Villagers would dedicate 

some little gift, such as the above--mentioned items, to one 

of their deities, perhaps a house god. It is interesting 

to note the trend of this habit during the Huachuca Phase 

and the Babocomari Phase; fifty per-cent of the houses of 

each phase contained a post hole cache. 

~ter,_4 A series of three rows of parallel posts 

vere set into the sterile eElrth floor. The posts vere set 

approximately 90 cm. apart and vere set in approximately 

40 cm. from the nev vall. Three rows of si~ posts were 

usually employed. The favorite vood used was that of the 

juniper vhich probably grew on the eastern slopes of the 

Huachuca Mountains. 

----------_._--
11 

Haury, 1928, p. 57 
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b. Type 2. 
o. Type 3. 
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~~~ 2 The roof was constructed by first placing 

short cross beams from post to post. Second, a matting of 

reeds, grasses, and small branches was laid at right 

angles to the ceiling crossbeams. Finally, a layer of 

puddled adobe from 8 to 24 cm. in thickness was laid over 

the flat roof. 

~t~p_6 A deorway was constructed as the hcuse wall 

was built. Doorways fall into two general types: 

n.orvay Type 1 (Fig. 3 ) It consisted 

merely of an opening in the wall facing the plaza, 

approximately 55 cm. wide and 15 cm. above the 

flo(I1·. This type prevailed in the HUB chuca Phase, 

twelve houses, or 92%, using this doorway. Forty

three ]:,e rcent of the houses of the Babocomari Phase, 

or 6 houses, also used Type 1 doorways. 

) A specialized 

doorway, consistin~ either of a puddled adobe 

step or an actual covered entrance, was used in 

the Babocomari Phase. The specialized doorway 

1s a trait common to the houses of the Tanque Verde 
12 

Ruin found to the west Rnd north. Only one 

house assigned to the Huachuca Phase (House G) em

ployed a specialized doorway; whereas 57%, or 8 

of the houses of the Babocomari Phase used a 

specialized doorway. Hence, we may safely assume 

~ ----- ------
12 

Fraps, 1935. 
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tha t as the Babocomari Village grew the re was, in its later 

phase, a trend towards specialized doorways, i.e., covered 

or stepped entryways. 

St~ Building for Fire Hearths (Fig. 4 ) . 
Fire Hearth Type 1 The plain basin type hearth 

W3S m~nufactured simply by scooping out a bit of the sterile 

earth floor and packing the scooped out earth around the 

rim of a basin which would serve as a hearth. Seventy-three 

percent, or 8 of the houses excavated, belonging to the 

HU8chuc8 Phase employed this type of hearth, while 69%, or 

9 of the houses of the Babocomari Phase also employed type 1 

hearth. 

Fire Hearth Type 2 (Fig. 4 Occasionally 

the builders took great pains in making their hearths, and 

plastered them inside with a fine har-d gray plaster. Only 27% 

of the houses assigned to the Huachuca Phase had plastered 

hearths. In one case, a HW:lchuca Phase house (House 1, 

Plaza 1), the makers went to the trouble of plastering a very 

nice heal'th and then, for some reason, filled it with ster

ile ear·th and rebuilt a larger basin type hearth. Twenty

three percAnt, or 3 of the Babocomari houses, had plastered 

hear·ths. In most of the hearths, the finger impressions 

are still Visible. 

Fire Hea rth T~3 (Fig. 4 ) House 17, 

Plaza ,..... 
aSSigned to the had special-e, Babocomari Phase, a 

ized hearth. Some ingen:1Dus (or lazy) person took one half 

of d. 'or'oken jal" (Babocomari P1ainware) and sank it into the 
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red sterile earth until its sides were flush with the floor 

level. This he used as a hearth. 

::o,t~:J 8 (]onst~u,~tion::>f Ash-Retaining Pits (Fig. ~_ ). 

Ash-Retaining Pit Type 1 (Fig.4 ). refinitely 

this ~~s the most ~ommon type of ash-retaining pit. It ~on-

,tsted of a hole dug vertically into the sterile floor behind 

the fire hearth and usually in line 'With it And the coo!')(~y. 

Thl~ ~imClle type of a.sh-retainer pit prevailed in all but 

011f to'Lse of both pha se s . 

Ash-Retaining Pit Type 2 (Fig. 4 A specialized 

8sh-retainer pit was found in House 2, Plaza 2. It consisted 

of an adobe-lined hole with a restricted orificp. 

It iR intel'est.lng to not~ th~ ch.!nge in the use of 

ash-retaining pits during the two phases of the Babocomari 

V1l13 ge occupa tion. Eighty-one pe rcent of the houses excavat

ed and assigned to the Huachuca Phase contained ash-retaining 

pits, whereas only 56% of the houses assigned to the B8bocomari 

Ph2se used ash-retaining pit~. 

~tep 2. Decorating the house with a set of deer antlers, 

hanging them from the post in line with the doorway, hearth, 

and ash-retainin~ pit against the back wall. Only 4 houses 

in each of the two phases ,~ontained the remains of a set of 
-

antlers. Perhaps this custom had some social significance, 

such as indicating a deer clan group. But interpL'etatlon of 

this nature is at best dangerous, although the possibilities 

of such findings must necessarily be mentioned. Other traits 



which should be taken into consideration in connection with 

possible clan interpretation are: the finding of specialized 

cremation areas, village construction and house clusters (of 

two or three house groups) in small plazas. One is, ob

viously, that of a deer clan. 

T1.pe 2 House 

Only two structures, both found with superimposed houses 

over them, were located and placed in this category. 

Step I The builders excavated a shallow pit into the 

sterile earth, 30 to 45 cm. in depth, appro~imately 6.50 m. 

in length, and 3.50 m. in width. 

Step 2 Large poSt3 were pl.3.ced in holes dug into the 

sterile earth floor. 

?,tE:l'::' A puddled adobe banquette approximately 30 cm. 

in height and 28 cm. in width was constructed of rtturtlebacks" 

and laid between the line of posts. The banquette was 

mudded around the posts to give them an intramuL'al appea.f'~"'.nce. 

The posts and puddled adobe banquette were set approximately 

20 em. in from the pit side. The banquette was finished b} 

applyin~ a plaster and roundin~ it to make a comfortable seat. - -
Ste~~ The roof was constructed in the same way as 

described for House Type 1. 

Step 5 Smaller posts were placed in the sterile floor 

to help support the roof, and pr'obably odcause short cross 

beams wer'e the only timbers evailable. 

Step~ Hypothetical reconstruction of walls, made of 

reeds and branches, held in place by tying to the outside of 
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the heavy posts and between a series of cross-wall logs 

supported by four post holes located in the four corners 

immediately outside of the banquette wall. This was 

covered with a light layer of mud. 

step-I Construction of a Type 2 fire hearth and two 

specialized ash-retainers. One small rectangular pit be

hind the hearth and a deep circular pit behind and to the 

north of the hearth were located in SUb-house IP3. 

Type 3 House 

Three circular (round) houses were uncovered at the 

village. 

SteD The builders excavated a round pit apprOXimately 

20 em. into the sterile earth. 

Step 2 Green branches were placed against the sterile 

earth of the pit depression to serve as walls. The tops of 

the branches were tied together to form a small round house 

similar to those used in the early days by both the Papago 

and the Pima. The outside of these branches was mudded 

until 3. firm covering over the interlaced branches formed 

a protection against the elements. 

~tep~ The house floor and the side walls were plaster

ed to a hetght of approximately 20 cm. with plaster approx

imately 5 em. in thickness. 

Step 4 A Type 2 plastered fire hearth was constructec 

in the center of the house floor. 



CLASSIFICATION 

House "A", P1a_~a 1 

HODSE NUMBER: House "An, Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: Southeast corner of Plaza 1. 

PLAN Ot"TLlNE: Figure 5. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Plate .5. 
HorSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. 

SHAPE: Rectangular. Rounded interior corners, 3.70 m. x 

5.20 m. 

ORIENTATION: poorway faaes north opening into Plaza 1. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Four three-quarter grooved axes (B/17 1 18, 19, 20), 
Fig. 6'3 

Bir-d bone whistle (B/16), Fig. 40 

Bone bead (B/33), Plate 41. 
Bone bead (B/34), Plate 41. 
Bone awl (B/35), Plate 41. 

Approximately 50 cm. deep, consisting of 

eolian filIon top 20 em. and refuse material 

to floor level. Refuse dark soft material strewn 

with sherds, broken lithic artifacts and lenees 

of vhi te aeh debris from fire hearths. (South

west sector of house disturbed by rodent 8.ctivi-

ty. ) 
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She rd s Total 526 she rd s : 

Babocomari Plainware 88% Tucson Polychrome .5% 

Babocomari Polychrome 9% Santa Cruz Poly
chrome 

Gila polychrome l~ Rincon Red-on-
brown 

Tanque Verde Red-on
brown 

San Carlos Brown .5% 
l~ , ' 

Thick a~obe walls, built within original pit de-

pression of house construction. 

North South East w~st ---- ----
Height: Inside floor 35 em. 50 em. 22 em. 35 em. 

Outside ster-
ile earth 30 em. 43 em. 17 em. 29 em. 

Thickness: Base 43 em. 80-85 em. 40-45 em. 60 em. 

Top 25-30 em. 40-46 em. 33-27 em. 40 em. 

~butment: East ano west walls butt into north and south walls. 

Specifications: Intramural post hole center of south wall (::: i:, . 

Wall Plaster No plaster in evidence in this house. ~alls 

smoothed, probably wn1Ie plastiC. 

FLOOR 

Sherds (10 cm. level used as floor level) 

Babocomari Plainware 84% Tanque Veroe Red-on-
brown l~ 

Baboeomari Polychrome 6% San Carlos Red-on-
brown 1% 

Gila Pb~yehrome 4% Sells Red 2% 

Tucson Polychrome 2% 



Conditiqn Rough and irregular. Well defined in the 

immediate area of the fire hearth where heavy traffic and ash 

formed a hard packed area. 

Fire Hearth (Type 1) Shallow pear-shaped basin fired 

until adobe turned brick red. Measured 30 em. on long axis, 

20 cm. on short axis, and 15 em. in depth. Basin filled with 

white ash, unstratified. Located in approximate center of 

house in line with door entrance, 151 cm. from inner edge of 

d oar base. 

Ash-Retainer Pit Located 33 em. behind fire hearth in 

line with doorway; 14 em. diameter, 36 em. deep, filled with 

vh1 te ash. 

Post Holes 12 post holes were clearly defined as be-

longing to house "Arl. Others were obliterated by rodent action. 

The post holes formed a pattern of three parallel rows located 

along the south wall, the center sector, and the north wall. 

The posts were located approximately 42 cm. from the inner 

edge of the house walls and were approximately I m. apart. 

The smallest post hole measured 14 om. in diameter and 9 cm. 

in depth, while the largest measured 52 cm. in diameter and 

51 cm. in depth, and contained an upright juniper post (floor 

). The average post hole measurement was 

27 ern. in diameter and 34 cm. in depth. Filled with soft dirt 

and decayed wood fragments. 

Post Hole Cache A single cache of four three-quarter 

grooved axes (Fig. and Photo 5 ), was found in house "A". 
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The axes were cached so that the bit ends pointed upward in 

the post hole. Found in south row of post holes second from 

the southeast corner. 

ll(D(DF M":ATEB1A,1l: House 'I A" displayed a layer of adobe approxi

mately 10 cm. above the established floor layer which consist

ed of reed-impressed clumps of mud which formed the roof. 

DOORWAX: Approximate center of north wall, opening out into 

Plaza 1. Doopway rectangular, being approximately 69 cm. in 

wid th at base. A s11gh t na tural step d own from the plaza to 

the interior house floor measured 5 cm. 

DESTRUCT::tON: Not burned; probably natural collapse. Post found 

in situ showed no evidence of being charred. 

Sub-house "An Plaza 1 --- --'--''--~---

HorSE NUMBER: Sub-house "A", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: Southeast corner of Plaza 1, under house "All. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 5. House "An, Plaza 1. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 5 House "A" 

HODSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. Earlier than 

house II A" , but belonging to the same Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectan~ular (Poorly preserved due to overlay of house 

II A2f1 and subsequent rodent activity (2.90 m. x 5.10 m.). 

ORIENTATION: Questionable. 

i\RTIF'ACTS: Deer bone awl (B/32). 

FILL: 

Appl'o:Ximately 15 to ~O C'm .. below rl001" level of house 
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"A". Extremely difficult to establish due to rodent 

activity. 2her-d count was, unfortunately, mixed in 

the field and consequently discarded as invalid. ThE 

sherd count Apparently corpesponded closely to that 

of the floor level of house "A". 

W~LLS: Completely disintegrated. 

PLASTER: Not in evidence. 

FLOOR: On sterile earth. 

Sherd s 

B.3bocornari Pl·"lin \-lara 80% T,3.nque Verde Red -on-
brown 2% 

Babocomari Polychrome 7% San Carlos Red-on-

Gila Polychrome 3% (3) 
brown 2% 

Tucson Polychrome 4% (4) 
Sells Red 2% 

CONDITION: Fairly smooth and well defined, especially in im-

mediate vicinity of fire hearth. 

FIRE HEA.RTH: Type 1, similar to fire hearth of house "An. 

Pear shaped, measuring 25 cm. on lcng axis, 18 em. on 

short axis, and 10 cm. deep. Well defined and filled 

with fine white ash. Located a.pproximattily 35 em. 

from the center of the north row of post holes. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: Located approximately 32 cm. in straight 

line behind fire hearth. Measurec 16 cm. in diameter 

and approximately 32 cm. in depth. Filled with white 

ash mixed with fine gravel material. 

POST HOLES: Seventet':f1 pos tholes, be longing to sub-houae 

were examined. On the whole, the posts were smaller 

t1 A, t, 
.~ , 
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than those employed in house "A". The smallest post 

measured 13 em. in diameter and 7 em. in depth, and 

the largest measured 21 em. in diameter and 31 em. in 

depth. Apparently two parallel rows of post holes, 

rather than three l were used for roof support. The 

average post hole measured 17 em. in diameter and 25 

em. in depth. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None found. 

ROOF MATERIAL: Not defined. 

DOORWAY: Not defined. 

DESTRUCTION: Unknown. 

House "B", Plaza 1 

HOUSE NtlMBER: House "B", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: Northeast section of Plaza Ill". 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 6. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 6. 

HOUSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with slightly rounded corners. 

2.95 m. x 4.08 m. 

ORIENTATION: Northeast corner of Plaza 1. Doorway oriented 

to the southeast, opening into plaza proper. 

A.RTIFACTS: Two metates in situ on the floor. 

FILL: 80-45 em. in depth. 

0-15 em. in depth; Eolian fill, few sherds. 
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15-40 cm~ Soil oily black vith bon., Sh8~.A f1~~ 

cracked stone, and white ash lens intrusions. 

40-70 cm: Clumps of burned adobe; wall and ceiling 

collapse. 

70-80 cm: Floor contact fill, sherds, two trough 

metates. 

POTTERY: 218 sherds 

Baboeomari Plainware 86% Sells Red 1.5% 

Baboeomari polychrome 6% 

Tanque Verde Red -on .. 
brown 3% 

San Carlos Red-on-brown 2% 

WALLS: 

Height: Inside rloor 

Outside ster
ile earth 

North 

76 em. 
(Present) 

Gila Poly-
chrome 1% 

santa Cruz 
Polychrome .5% 

South East 

68 em. Collapsed 

" 

West 

74 em. 

46 em. 51 cm. 33 em. 
Fl. Hse "C II 

Thickness: Base 42 cm. 

Top 35 em. 

47 cm. 

40 cm. 

11 

n 

Abutment: West wall nutts into north and south walls. 

PLASTER: 

In evidence on the north wall of the house. 

Small patch remained in northwest corner of the house, 

approximately 8 cm. thick, small patch about 13 em. 

in diameter. 

FLOOR: 

Sherds See fill levels (70-80 em.) 

"5 .., em. 

37 em. 



Babocomari Plainware 

Babocomari Polychrome 

89% Sells Red 

7.5% santa Cruz 
Polychrome 

2.5~ 

CONDITION: Rough and irregular. Rodent activity along east wall. 

FIRE HEARTH: 
(Type 2) 

Excellent condition. Finger marks of original 

maker still impressed on side walls of fire hearth. 

Fire hearth 15 cm. in diameter at orifice, but the 

adobe plaster lip extends outward at floor level 

forming a circle 37 em. in diameter. Hearth is 45 cm. 

in depth but adobe lining stops at 25 em. Hearth is 

located to the west of the doorway, approximately one 

meter in from the south wall. Hearth filled with fine 

white ash. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: 

Only one identifiable post hole located in the 

center of the house floor area. The post hole con-

tained particles of decayed wood. The lip of the post 

hole was built up with adobe as though or~ginal base 

of post was plastered with mud. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None recovered. 

FLOOR PITS: 

A single pit located behind trough metate in north

west corner of house was located. The pit measured 

86 cm. in diameter and 32 em. in depth, and was so 10-

cated behind the metate that it was obvious that the 
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pit was designed to hold the body of a person ~r1ndin~ - -
material at the metate. Likewise, the metate was so 

propped by small stones as to achieve the best angle 

for grinding when a working position was taken in the 

pit. This was the only occasion where such a pit was 

located. Elevated metates have been located at Pueblo 

Grande in the Salt River Valley and their presence is 

explained by the fact that possibly old, arthritic 

persons unable to bend over the metate without great 

pain worked in an upright position, :esting on her 

knees. 

ROOF MATERIALS: House "B" did not display in its fill, 

a layer of roof collapse common in most of the houses. 

The absence of the east wall and the finding of only 

a single post hole in the center of the house might 

indicate that the house, unlike the others, was of 

light construction. It was entered from Plaza 1 

through the usual door typical of the other houses. 

DOORWAY: A typical doorway (Type 1) was located in the south 

wall of house "B". The doorway measured 75 ('!'ft. in 

width at the remaining wall base, and it was necessary 

to step down into the house when entering from the Plaza. 

A small depression was dug in front of the doorway 

on the Plaza side, caused either by wear or purposely 

put there to catch falling rain and thus protect the 

floor interior. 
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DESTRUCTION: Hou3e "B" contained no evidence of burning. 

House "C", Plaza I 

HOUSE Nt1MBER: House "C", Plaza 1. 

LOC.~TION: North side of Plaza I, between house "B" and house "D". 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 7. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 7. 

HOUSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. 

SHAPE: Rectangular, measuring approximately 3.5 m. by 3.70 m. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faces south, opening out into Plaza 1. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Stone spindle (B/40), Plate 6l. 
Stone knife (B/41) Plate 59. 
~hell ornament (B!43), Plate 70. 
Sherd spindle whorl (B/44), Plate 44. 

The center section of house "e" a block, 2 m. by ~ m., 

was cored and then tested for stratigraphy. Three arbitrary 

levels were used to make the test but no difference in sherds 

was noted in the test. It was not until later in the excava-

tion period that a horizontal, rather than a common vertical, 

stratigraphic method proved to give time depth. 

Stratigraphic Results 

Levell (0-32 cm.) 64 sherds: 

Babocomari Plainware 
BAbocomari polychrome 
Tucson polychrome 

Levell consisted of 15 cm. of wind-blown fill, and the 

rest consisted of dark trash material with some evidence 
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or .attn·: t"llil, possIbly due to flash floods common in 

the area. 

Level 2 (32 em. to 73 em.) 

Soft black fill with many ash deposits. Base of 

this level exposed wall and celling collapse, i.e., 

ad obe clumps. 

Sherds 53 sherds. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 

Level 3 (83 cm. to 105 em.) 

Fill consisted of burned adobe clumps, an abundance 

of ashy material and charred roof material which broke 

away to a good clean floor. 

WALLS~ 

Sherds: 73. 

Babocomari Plainvare 

Tanque Verde Red-on
brown 

92% Baboeomari Poly-
chrome 1% 

6% Gila. Pol ychrome 1% 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 72 cm.~· 78 cm. 46 cm. 83 cm. 

Outside ster-
ile earth 31 cm. 31 cm. 84 em. 65 em. 

FI Hse ttB" Hse liD" 

Thickness: Base 43 cm. 43 cm. 45 em. 42 em. 

Top 35 em. 30 em. 37 0rn .. 3C'l ~I!l .. 

Abutment: East and west walls butt inti> ili>l'\n and south 

walls. South wall is a running wall from house "B". 

They were thick adobe walls built within original pit 

depression, made for house construction. 
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WALL PLASTER: None noted in this house. Wall interiors 

probably smoothed while adobe was still plastic. 

Sherds Sherds taken from floor exelus1ve of strati-

graphic test defined as level three as descr1bed in 

section on fill. 73 sherds: 

Babocomari Plainware 80% San Carlos Red-on-
brown 1% 

Babocomari Polychrome 9% 
Tucson Polyohrome 1% 

Tanque Verde Red-on-
brown 5~ Santa Cruz Poly-

chrome 1% 
Gila Polychrome 2% 

CONDITION: 

Floor hard packed and easily distinguishable for ap

proximately 2.5 meters around fire hearth area. 

FIRE HEARTH: 

Dug into the red sterile earth. Circular pit, Type 2, 

measures 22 em. in diameter and 12 cm. in depth. Located in 

front of the doorway approximately 81 em. from inside edge 

of door. Filled with white ash. Clay shows results of heat, 

turning to brick red and bluish color. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Directly behind fire hearth, approximately 20 em. 

Measures 18 em. in diameter and 12 em. in depth. 

POST HOLES: Nine post holes, including the intramural post 

hole in the east wall, were discovered in this house. The 

pattern is typical of the houses of the Village, three 

parallel rows of posts set approximately 41 em. in from the 

walls. Smallest post measured 12 em. in diameter and 9 em. 
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in depth, while the largest central post measured 32 cm. in 

diameter and 30 cm. in depth. All of these contained soft 

fill dirt with fragments of decayed wood. No charred wood was 

removed from this house. This seems contradictory to the 

material found on the floor which consisted of burned adobe 

clumps and charred reed material. Inasmuch as the adjOining 

house (house "DIt) was definitely burned, one can assume that 

much of the material fell into the house "C" floor when the 

east wall of house "DJt collapsed. This, plus the fact that 

some of the material from other houses may have been dumped into 

house tiC" after abandonment, may explain the presence of the 

contradictory material. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None found. 

ROOF MATERIAL: Described unoer the description of strati-

graphic test level #3, page 45 Material may be foreign to 

house which was used as dumping area. 

DOORWAY: Off center in the south wall. Opens into Plaza 1, 

measures 63 cm. in width at base of opening. The door base 

lies 40 cm. above the inside floor level and 6 cm. above the 

outside sterile earth level. A slight depression, 5 cm. in 

depth, was also noted in the sterile earth in front of the 

11 " door stoop of house B'. 

DE3TRtCTION: Not burned. 
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House liD", Plaza 1 

HOUSE Nt'MBER: House "D", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: Northwe~t corner of Plaza 1, joinin~ house "C". 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 8. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 8 .. 

HOUSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measures 6.05 m. 

in length and 3.55 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway oriented to the southeast, facing Pla~·a. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Slate spindle whorl, fill (B/45) 
Slate spindle whorl, floor (B/46~ 
Projectile point, floor (B/47) 
Ceramic pendant, floor (B/48) 
Paint mortar, floor (B/49) 
Three quarter ~rooved axe, 

post hole cache (B/50) 
Mortar, floor 

Plate 61. 
Plate 61. 
Plate ,8. 
Plate 5· 
Flate bb. 

Plate 63. 

House f1D" was exposed by ~inking three levels to the 

floor level. 

Levell. (0 - 48 em.) Soft brown-black fill containing 

lenses of white ash and fire-cracked stones. 

Level 2. (48 - 74 cm.) Consisted of burned ceiling 

beam and adobe clumps. 

Level 3. (74 - 80 em.) Layer of charred material. Ash 

and floor debris lying beneath adobe strata. 

Sherds (Count made for all levels combined) 450 sherds. 
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Babocomari Plainware 84% Tucson Polychrome .2% 

Babocomari Polychrome 10% Rillito Red-on-brown .2% 

Tanque Verde Red -on-
brown 1.8% Sulfur Springs Red-on-

brown .2% 
Santa Cruz Polychrome 1% 

San Carlos Brown .2% 
Gila Polychrome 1% 

Sells Red .2% 
Babocomari Red 1% Chihauhua Punctate .2% 

WALLS: Thick adobe walls. Common to Village. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 60 cm. 51 cm. 65 cm. 87 

Outside ster-
ile earth 54 em • 49 cm. 83 cm. 50 

Fl Hse fie" 

Thickness: Base 48 cm. 64 cm. 32 cm. 53 

Top 40 cm. 53 cm. 30 cm. 42 

Abutment: North wall butts into east wall. West wall butts 

into north wall, and south wall butts into east 

and west walls. 

WALL PLASTER: 

Northwest corner on north wall patch of plaster .8 em. 

thick remained. Section 32 cm. in width and 14 cm. in length. 

Plaster laid over interior of puddled adobe. Approximately 

6 layers of plaster were identified. 

FLOOR: 

Dept in. sterile earth: Floor level varies from 10 to 

30 cm. 

Sherds: 564. 

Babocomari Plainware Tanque Verde Red-on-

cm. 

cm. 

cm. 

cm. 

brown 1.2~ 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila polychrome 

Sells Red .5% 



Santa Cruz Polychrome 

Tucson Polychrome 

CONDITION: 

51 

1.2% 

.3~ 

~n Carlos Brown .5% 

Chihuahua Punctate .3% 

well preserved in central area of house about fire 

hearth and ash retainer. Soft around the inside border of 

walls showing little use. 

FIRE HEARTH: 

Type 1 fire hearth, basin shape and not lined with adcbe. 

Located in direct line with doorway, approximately 85 cm. 

from the inside edge of the door. Measures 32 cm. in length, 

30 cm. in width, and 8 cm. in depth. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Directly behind fire hearth in line with doorway. Approx

imately 35 cm. behind fire hearth. Measures 22 cm. in diameter 

and 58 cm. in depth. Filled with fine white ash. 

POST HOLES: 

TWenty-three post holes were used in the house "D" structure 

for ceiling supports. Four of the holes held the remains of 

post stubs and the others contained fragmentary wood pieces. 

The smallest post hole measured 13 cm. in diameter and 18 cm. 

in depth, while the largest measured 32 em. in diameter and 

70 cm. in depth. The average rost hole measured 21 cm. in 

diameter and 38 cm. in depth. The post stubs remaining in situ 

~ere all charred and the ceiling material lying at floor 

contact also suggested burning. None of the posts leaned or 

\Ie re angled. 

POST HOLE CACHE: A hole similar to a post hole dug in center 
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section of west wall approximately 10 cm. out from wall con-

tained a large three-quarter grooved axe (Photo of axe 

in situ). The axe was buried so that the cutting edge pointed 

downward unlike the cache of axes in house "An whose cutting 

edges pointed upwar~. 

DEER ANTLER: 

A pair of badly burned and broken deer antlers with bits 

of the skull cap remaining were found at the base of the 

rear house post directly in line with the doorway, fire hearth, 

and ash-retaining pit. The presence and position of these 

antlers suggest the use of deer antlers either as a decorative 

or ceremonial fetish hung from a post support located as 

designated above. The use of antlers as similar house decora-

tion was not uncommon to both the Papago and the Pima. However, 

according to Underhill, 13 the antlers were ceremonial objects 

used by the men, and were hung so that neither dogs nor women 

could touch and defame them. 

ROOF MATERIAL: 

A number of adobe clumps bearing reed impressions and 

post impressions were located on the near floor fill of house "D". 

Indeed, charred reeds were very much in evidence. These indi

cated that the roof structure consisted of short cross beams 

which demanded the use of the numerous post supports indicated. 

Specifically, the pos ts, spaced approximately one mete r apa. d., 

were spanned by short pieG~3 of me~quite and juniper logs. 

These in turn were covered by reeds running at a 90-degree angle 

to the cross beam. A layer of mud, 10 to 20 cm. in thickness, 

13 
-Underhill, R. in conversation. 
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was then laid over the entire mass to form a water-tight 

structure. The strength of the numerous posts~ plus the heavy 

walls, and the finding of artifacts mixed and sealed with 

the adobe clumps, would support the idea of roof dwelling 

as used by the Babocomarites. 

DOORWAY: 

The doorway was located in the south wall of house flD" 

and opened out into the Plaza. The doorway (Type 1) was on 

a level with the inside floor and slanted slightly upward to 

the outside plaza level. The door measured 60 cm. in ~idth 

at its base. 

DESTRCCTION: Burned. 

House "E", Plaza 1 

HOUSE NUMBER: House "E", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: South section of Plaz8 1, between house "A" and 

h h 'I II wing wall leading to t e west to ouse M . 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 9. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl.9. 

HOUSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1 (store room). 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measures 3.55 m. 

in length and 4.05 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Questionable. No doorway found. 

A.RTIFACTS: None o' 
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FILL: 

Forty-eight em. of fill wer-e noted in house u E". The 

actual depth of fill in house "En is highly questionable as 

no floor level was established. The fill consisted of wind-

blown material and less trash material than was common to 

other house fills. 

Sherds 133. 

Baboeomari Plainware 
Gila Polychrome 
Babo~omari Polychro~e 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

San Carlos Red-on-brown 
Santa ~ruz Poly~hrome 
Sells Red 
San Carlos Brown 
Chihuahua Punctate 

WALLS: Extremely well made walls. Corners exceptionally 

well bonded. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 42 em. 46 em. 29 em. 31 cm. 

Outside ster-
ile earth 31 cm. 39 em. 35 cm. ·,0 

CI!l. c.u 

FI house 1111." 

Thlcknf'!!!!!! : Base 38 em. 40-46 em. 60 em. 47 em. 

Top 31 em. 35 em. 40 em. 36 em. 

Abutment: Both west and east walls butt into north wall 

which is a running wall, and south wall butts 

into west wall. 

The inside wall height measurements were taken from base 

of adobe wall where it rested on sterile ea:cth 3.3 no floor level 

'Was established. 

'rlttLL PLASTER: None noted. 

FLOOR: Not established. 

SHERDS: No floor count taken. 
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CONDITION: Indeterminant. 

FIRE HEARTH: Absent. 
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ASH RETAINING PIT: Non-existent. 

POST HOLES: 

Four post holes located in sterile earth beneath line 

of wall bases. Four post holes, one located in each of four 

corners of house approximately 42 cm. from wall, were about 

23 cm. in diameter and 28 cm. In depth. Soft fill and blts 

of wood were in evldence In the holes. 

POST HOLE CACHES: None noted. 

DEER ANTLER: None found. 

ROOF MATERIAL: Puddled adobe clumps, common to cel1ing. fill 

found in other rooms, were in evldence in the fill approximately 

10 cm. above the floor level. 

DOORWAY: Non-existent. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 

House "G", Plaza 1 

HOnSE NUMBER: House IlG", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: Northwest corner of Plaza I, outside of plaza 

proper and not oriented as the main building of the 

plaza area. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 10. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: .Pl. 10. 



FOOD STUFFS: 

1 . 
2. 

~: 

Charred 
Charred 
Charred 
Charred 

corn cobs: fill ~/268l 
squash: fill B/269 
nut shells:fill /271 
seeds: (B/272 

HOUSE TYPE: Huachuca Phase House Type 1. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. 4.95 m. in length 

and 3.20 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Oriented to the southwest. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Deer bone rasp, fill B/§2 Plate 40. 
Tine flaker, fill B 5~ Plate 43. 
Deer 9capula rasp B~ Pl~te 40. 
Split bone awl B 55 Plate ~. Fleshing knife B/56 Plate 7. 
Pendant, floor B/57 Plate 68. 

FILL: 
The fill of house "G" proved to be the deepest accumulation 

of trash located at the B,qbocomari Village. Special stratigraph

ic tests were made in hopes of finding some evidence of phase 

differences. Unfortunately, as in the case of the stratitest 

made in house nC" th It did t t uh h , e resu s no suppor . ase c an~e3 

in pottery. House "G" was the deepest house excavatec at the 

village. 

Eight levels were established (Pl. 10 within the 

borders of the old house walls, and a careful stratigraphie 

test two meters by one meter was made. 

Level A (0-18 em.) A natural stratified level (gray

brown top soil) containing a few surface sherds. This level 

lay above the present height of the walls of ho~se "G". 

She rd s : 130 She rd s • 
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Babocomari Plainware 8l~ 
Babocomari Polychrome 7.6~ 
Tanque Verde Red-on-brown 4.6~ 

Gila Polychrome 
San Carlos Brolin 
Sells Red 

Level B (18-40 cm.) Natural stratified layer of heavy 

white ash lens averaging 22 cm. in thickness filled with fire

cracked rock, fine powdery ash, and bits of calcined animal 

bones. 

Sherds: 107 total. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 

Tanque Verde Red-on-brown 3.~ 
Gila Polychrome 1.9% 
Santa Cruz Polychrome 1~9% 

Level C (40-57 cm.) Natural stratified layer of brown 

hard clay material with a number of sherds in it. 

She rd s: Total 86. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari polychrome 
San Carlos Brown 
Gila Polychrome 

80.5~ 
l2.9~ 

2.2% 
1.1% 

Gila Black-on-red 
Sells Red 
Babocomari Red 

1.1% 
1.1% 
l.l~ 

Level D (50 100 cm.) Thick, natural layer of dark brown trash 

cebris. Full of sherds, animal bone, and charred food stuffs. 

This level was arbitrarill sub-divided into three units of 15-13 

cm. each in an attempt to pick up stratigraphic changes. 

Level D-l (57-72 em.) Brown material sim11ar to deser1p-

tion of Level "D" a s a whole. 

Sherds: Total 78. 

Babocomar1 Pla1n~are 
Babocomar1 Polychrome 
San Carlos Brown 
Santa Cruz polychrome 

78.3~ 
12.8% 
3.8~ 
1.3~ 

Gila Polychrome 
Tanque Ver~e Red-on

brown 

Level D-2 (72-87 em.) Same as descr1pt~on for general 

leve 1 "DII. 



Sherds: Total 63. 

Babocomari Plainwar-e 67.8% Babocomari Red 3.0~ 
Babocomari Polychrome l4.2~ Tucson Polychrome 1.5% 
~an Carlos Brown 4.5% Gila Red-on-brown 1.5~ 
santa Cruz Polychrome 3.0% Tanque Ve l"rle Red-
Sells Red 3.0~ on-brown 1.5~ 

Level D-3. (87-100 em.) In this stratum the base of Level 

charred seeds, corn cobs, and squash la y und is turbed • 

Sherds: Total 99. 

Babocomari Plainware 74.8% Gila Blac~-on-red 2% 
Babocomari Polychrome l4.2~ San Carlos Brown 1" 
Sells Red 5% Ba bocoma ri Red 2% 
Santa Cruz Polychrome 2% Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown l~ 

Level E (100-145 cm.) strata of melted adobe clumps. 

Debris collapse of walls and ceiling. Extremely hard and com

pact, sealing the floor level beneath it. 

Sherd~: Total 274. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
San Francisco Red 
San Carlos Brown 

Wf\LLS: 

79. 2% 
15.3~ 

2.1% 
1.8~ 

Gila Black-on-red 
Sells Red 
Chihuahua Punctate 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

Extremely well made. The walls in this room were torn 

out during excavation to check the method used by the Babocoma 

rites in making the pit foundation for their house structure. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 127 cm. 125 cm. 124 cm. 132 

Outside ster-
ile earth to toP76 cm. 72 cm. 51 cm. 80 

Thickness: Base 39 cm. 37 cm. 45 em. 51 
Top 28 em. 32 em. 21 cm. 46 

"D" , 

cm. 

cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
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Abutment: North and south walls butt into the west wall, 

and the ea,t wall butts into the north vall. 

WALL PLASTER: None noted. 

FLOOR: 

Depth of sterile earth. Approximately 53 cm. below 

sterile level. Most deeply cut floor excavated. 

CONDITION: Hard packed. Easily defined, especially about 

the fire hearth. 

Sherds: Total 1552. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Tucson Polychrome 
San Cgrlos Brown 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

FIRE HEARTH: (Type 1) 

79.0% 
14.1% 

1.6% 
.9% 

1.5% 

3enta Cruz Polychrome 
Sells Red 
Babocomari Red 
Gila Polychrome 
San Carlos Red-on-

brown 

Located in line with the. ooorvay approximately 82 cm. 

from the inne r ed ge of the door base. M.easured 32 cm. in 

diameter and 18 cm. in depth. Filled with fine white ash. 

Area about fire pit extr'6mely well defined. 

hearth not molded as Type 2. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: Non-existent. 

POST HOLES: 

Basin fire 

.5% 
1.1% 
1.1% 

.1% 

.1% 

Six post holes were found on the floor level. The pattern 

~as different from that of most houses although no two rooms 

carried exactly the same arrangement of post holes. The roof of 

house "Gil was probably supported by two large central posts 

in holes which measured 49 cm. in diameter and 82 cm. in depth. 

Both lar·ge post holes contained decayed fragments of ,«ood and 
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several stones in the fill of the holes. The four smaller 

post holes averaged 21 cm. in diameter and 16 cm. in depth. 

Fill consisted of soft dirt. All posts were dug vertically 

into the sterile earth. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None noted. 

DEER ANTLER: None noted. 

ROOF MATERIAL: 

Thick adobe clum~s and debris described as coming from 

Level "E" constituted both wall and ceiling collapse. Small 

charred bits of red material and branches were found inter-

mingled with the ad cbe clt:mps. 

DOORWAY: 

Oriented to the southwest in the south wall. Unusual door-. 
way, measuring 118 cm. in width at the base, and the base lying 

42 cm. above the floor level. Immediately outside the door-

way, some 72 cm., a hard pack entry was noted resembling a door 

step. The door was the. widest encountered at the ruin, and 

strangely enough it faced the direction of the present prevail

ing winds. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 

House "HilL Plaza 1 

HOllSE NtTMBER: House If HI!, Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: East side of Plaza 1. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 11. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl.' I . 

HOUSE TYPE: Type 1, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners, 5.58 m. in length, 

3.40 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Oriented so that the doorway opens out into 

Plaza 1 in a southwesterly direction. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Awl, fill (B/58), ~l~ve 42. 
Stone knife, floor (B/59), Plate 57. 
Arrow shaft smoother, post hole cache (B/60), Plate 65. 
One spatula, floor ~B/62)~ Pl~te ~. 
Stone balls, floor tB/64), Plate 54. 
Turquo13 rCldant, floor (B/69L Fl~te 68. 

Much of the fill of house "H" had been previously dis-

turbed by trenches made in previous years; due to this fact, 

,?no since so much of the c...rea had been back filled and genera1-

ly mixed, a sherd count was not kept of the fill. The fill 

did have a large number of big river washed boulders and 

pebt'les in it. 

\oJ 4LLS: Extremely strong, heavy walls were used in the con-

struetion of this house. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 96 em. 98 em. 61 em. 63 cm. 

Outside ster-
ile earth 72 em. 71 em. 39 em. 37 em. 

Thickness: Base 48 em. 49 ern . 46 em. 64 em. 

Top 35 em. 37 em. 
..,.., 

em. 59 ern . ;)~ 

Ab\.Jtment: East and west walls butt into north and south 

walls. 
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WALL PLASTER: 

Large patch of plaster found in southeast corner of 

house. very similar to patch found in house liD" showing 4 

layers of applied mud. No coloring noted. 

FLOOR: Depth into sterile earth approximately 32 cm. 

CONDITION: 

Excellent preservation in area some 2 m. in diameter 

about fire hearth. Soft in area immediately bordering walls. 

Sherds: Total 173. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Sells Red 
Babocomari;Red 
Chihuahua Punctate 

FIRE HEARTH: (Type 2) 

Tucson Polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on

brOwn 
San Carlos Red-on

brown 

Adobe-lined, with small rock in northern section. 

.5% 

Oriented in line with the doorway, approximately 42 cm. from 

the inner base of the door. Measured 53.5 cm. in diameter 

and 15.5 cm. in depth. 'Was filled with fine white ash. 

~SH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located in line wit~ fire hearth and doorway, approximately 

21 cm. behind fire hearth. Measured 22.2 cm. in diameter 

and 24.1 cm. in depth. Filled with white ash and fine gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Eleven pos t holes we re found on the house floor. The 

18rgest measured 36 cm. in diameter and 38.4 cm. in depth, 

and the smallest measured 18.1 em. in diameter and 8.7 cm. 

1n depth. The average post hole measured 22.3 cm. in diameter 

and approximately 21.6 cm. in depth. The post holes were 
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SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measures 6.65 m. in 

length and 3.10 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Oriented with doorway to the east. Does not 

open into Plaza 1, although south wall of house lies in 

border line of plaza proper. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Fill. Turquoise pendant (B/68), Pl~te 68. 
Floor. Arrowshaft stral~tener B/77, Flate 

h .. B/78 , Plate 
3(4 gro~ved a~e B/79 , Plate 

B/79 , PI.ate 
Full ~rooved axe B/80 , Pl~te 

Post hole cache: Fleshing knife B/BI , Plate 
Floor: Fleshin~ knife B/82 , Plate 

FILL: 

Smoothing stone B/83 , Plate 
" " B/84 , Plate 

Trough metate 
Basin metate 
Tonto polychrome duck 

effigy (B/130) 

65. 
65. 
63. 
63. 
63. 
57. 
57. 
06. 
66. 

Soft black fi~l, containing no sherds. It is possible 

that house "H" and house "I" were occupied for a longer period 

than the other houses of Plaza 1, and their occupan~y may a~

count for the trash fills in the other houses. These tvo houses 

may have e~isted from the latter part of the Huachuca Phase 

into the early part of the Babocomari Phase. 

W<\LL3: Good wall of puddled adobe easily distinguished 

from house fill. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 65 cm. 66 cm. 69 cm.3 66 em. 

Outside sterile 
earth 44 cm. 48 cm. 46 cm. 49 cm. 

Thickness: Base 34 cm. 36 cm. 35 em. 39 cm. 

Top 23 cm. 25 cm. 26 cm. 25 em. 



Abutment: North wall butts into both east and west walls. 

South wall butts into west wall, and east wall 

butts into south wall. 

Doorways, located in east wall. Sealed doorway found in 

this wall (Fig. 12). ,Only one other sealed doorway found 

in house "3". 

WALL PLASTER: Patch of plaster similar to plaster in house I'D" 

found on west wall near northwest corner. Five layers 

of mud, uncolored. 

FLOOR: repth in sterile soil: Foundation pit sunk approxi

mately 21 cm. into the sterile earth. 

CONDITION: Excellently preserved save about the outer wall edges. 

Sherds: Total 188. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari polychrome 
Gila polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-ori-

brown 

85.2% 
6.9~ 
4.9% 

1.0% 

Tucson polychrome .5% 
San Carlos Red-on-

brown .5~ 
Sells Red .5% 
San Carlos Brown .5% 

One Tonto polychrome duck effigy jar. 
One Babocomari Plainware bowl. 

FIRE HEAFTH: (Type 1 i; 2) 

The upper fire hearth was a Type 1 basin with burned 

adobe edges, not modeled as in Type 2. This hearth measured 

42 em. deep. Oriented in line with the sealed doorway in 

east wall. Approximately 68 em. from wall base. Under this 

basin we~ ~ound a second fire hearth, a Type 2 example 

Excellently molded of adobe as in house "BI1, basin hard baked 

clay, measured 31 cm. in diameter and 9 cm. deep at rim edge. 

A.pparently lowest fire hearth was filled wi th layer of clay 
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and uppermost hearth was formed. White ash was found in 

both basins. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Ash retainer pit was found to the rear and south of the 

fire hearth at a distance of approximately 2.40 m. from east 

wall in line with existing doorway. Measured 17.3 cm. in 

diameter and 24.1 cm. in depth. Filled with fine white ash 

and gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Twenty post holes were located in the floor in the usual 

pattern of three parallel rows running the long axis of the 

house; one down either long wall and a supporting group of 

oentral posts. Although no posts were found in situ, the fill 

of the post holes contained charred bits of woco mixed with 

fine black dirt. A number of ceiling beams lay on the floor 

giving 8 reason8.ble explanation of roof structure. The longest 

ceiling beam remaining on the floor measured 74 cm. in length 

when measured in situ. Of the eeven beams fOlli!d, three 

measured close to the above example, and the others averaged 

58 cm. in length. '-11th this information, it was possible 

to visualize the short cross-beams of the roof construction. 

The largest post hole measured 33 cm. in diameter and 51.9 OUl. 

in depth, and the smallest measured 15.4 cm. in diameter and 

7.6 em. in depth. The average post hole measured 21.2 cm. 

1n diameter and 19.4 cm. in depth. All post holes were dug 

in a straight line, and all were filled with small pieces of 

cha l':red 'Wood. 
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POST HOLE CACHE: 

It was most unusual to find three caches of artifacts in 

a single house. The post hole in the southwest corner of house 

.. I" contained a fleshing knife which was found lying on edge 

deep in the fill dirt at the side of the post hole. This post 

hole measured 27.1 em. in diameter and 40.3 cm. in depth (Fig. 12, 

Pl. 12 ). 

The second cache located in the northeast corner of Rouse 

"Itl was an axe with its cutting edge down in the post hole 

(Fig. 12, Pl. 12). This pos t hole mea sured 20.0 cm. in d iam

eter and 23.2 cm. in depth. 

The third;- cache, containing a trough type mano, was found 

in the center post hole near the west wall of house 111". The 

post hole was a small one, measuring 15.1 cm. 1n diameter and 

9.7 cm. in depth. 

DOORWAY: (Type 1) 

Two doorways were found in the east wall of house "I". 

One doorway measured 45 cm. in width at the base, and was 

sealed with puddled adobe. The other doorway remained opened 

and measured 48 cm. in width at the door base. The base of 

the door measured 11 cm. above the floor level. The area 

immediately outside the door was slightly depressed, making it 

level with the door base. 

DESTRDCTION: Burned. 
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House "Ln, Plaza 1 

HOtiSE NUMBER: House "L", Plaza 1. 

LOCATION: South side of Plaza 1, not connected with house 

group proper. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 13. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 13. 

HOUSE TYPE: Type I, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measured 5.15 m. in 

length and 3.9 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Outside of plaza area to the south. Orientation 

of doorway questionable, possibly to the east. 

A.RTIFACTS: Slab metate, floor 

Pestle, floor 

Boot jar plainware (BIB5, P1~te 46.) 

FILL: 

The fill of house "L" proved very interesting. First, no 

sherds were located, save in the floor contact level (10 cm.). 

Second, subsequent to the occupancy of the house, a small 

stream bed cut through the house destroying sections of the 

east and west walls as well as approximately one-half of the 

floor area. The stream filled in and the water-lain deposits 

consisted of dark blue-black, extremely hard clcy containing 

numerous fresh-water snail shells (Fig. 13 ). 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 



North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 51 cm. 47 em • 49 cm. 46 cm. 

Outside sterile earth 26 cm. 31 cm. 19 cm. 32 cm. 

Thickness: Base 19 cm. 22 cm. 23 cm. 26 cm. 

Top 10 cm. 19 cm. 19 cm. 21 cm. 

Abutment: South wall butted into west wall, and east wall 

butted into sc~th wall. West wall butted into 

north wall. 

WALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR: Depth in sterile earth approximately 15 cm. 

CONDITION: Approximately one-half destroyed by stream cutting. 

Floor fair around fire hearth area. 

Sherds: Total 201. 

Babocomari Plaloware 
Gila Polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

FIRE HEARTH: (Type 1) 

88.4~ 
8.9% 

1.4% 

San Carlos Brown .9% 
Babocomari Polychrome .4% 
1 Plainware duck jar. 

Basin shaped hearth dug into sterile earth and not molded 

into special shape. Native clay burned hard an& discolored in 

area contacted by heat. Filled with white ash. Measured 22 em. 

in diameter and 9 em. in depth. Orientation questionable as 

doorway was not defined. 

ASH~RETAlNER PIT: 

A.pproximately 35 em. in east-west line behind fire hearth. 

Measured 14 em. in diameter and 25.8 em. in depth. Filled 

with fine white ash and gravel particles. 

POST HOLES: 

Twelve holes were found on the floor level, but undoubtedly 
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the number previous to the cutting stream action numbered 

approximately 18 to conform "to the post pattern generally 

utilized by the Babocomarites. Largest post hole examined 

measured 20 cm. in diameter and 47 cm. in depth, while the 

smallest measured 12 cm. in diameter and 21 cm. in depth. 

The average post hole in house "L" measured 15 cm. in diameter 

and 25 cm. in depth. The post holes were filled with soft 

brown-black fill and particles of decayed wood material. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

DOORWAY: Destroyed by cutting action of stream. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 

House 1, Plaza 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 1, Pl. 2. 

LOCATION: Southeast extension of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 14. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. lA-. 
HOUSE TYPE: House Type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners. Measuring 4.10 m. 

in length and 2.61 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Southeast corner of Plaza 2 doorway oriented 

to plaza facing north. 



ARTIFACTS: 

Floor 

FILL: 

71 

Antler tine flaker (B/87) 
Shell ornament (B/8B) 
Duck boot plainware (B/89) 
Projectile point (B/90) 
Slab metate 
Plainware stora~e jar 
Small slab metate 
Mano 

Plate 43. 
Plate 70. 
Plate 46. 
Plate 58. 

The Plaza 2 houses of the Babocomari Phase were unusual 

in that none of them contained any sherds in the fill. The 

fill consisted of soft brown material, probably of eolian origin, 

which rested upon the wall and ceiling collapse. The melted 

puddled adobe collapse of the house, in a sense, sealed the 

floors against erosion, and consequently the floors were well 

preserved. The house f11l in this particular room vas compara

tively shallow, measuring approximately 34 cm. fr'om the surface 

to the top of the ceiling debris of melted adobe. The second 

layer, consisting of melted adobe, measured approximately 16 cm. 

in thickness, carrying the fill to floor contact level (34-50). 

This particular house contained no sherds solidified in the 

roof adobe. This condition prJvailed 1n other houses of the 

plaz~ unit and suggested roof living. 

Sherds: None. 

\lALL3 : North South East West -- ----

Height: Inside floor 49 cm. 56 cm. 36 cm. 57 em. 
Outside sterile earth c6 em. 3c em 29 cm. 28 cm. 

Hse ZP2 floor 
ThiCkness: Base 23 cm. 55 cm. 36 cm. 56 ~m. 

Top 21 cm. 43 em. 25 em. ;, l: 
'T.J cm. 
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Abutment: North wall is plaza-r~nning wall, and continued 

as part of north wall of House 2 Plaza 2. East and vest 

valls butted into north wall. East wall butted into 

south wall, and south wall butted into west wall. 

WALL PLASTER: Most of remaining south wall contained patches 

of plaster 4 layers thick (.6 cm.). Unpainted. 

FLOOR: Depth in sterile earth, approximately. 22 cm. 

CONDITION: Extremely well preserved in central section o-f 

house. goft around outer edges at wall contact. 

Sherds: Total 108. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Gila Polychrome 

93.6% 
3.7% 

Babocomari Polychrome 2.7% 
One Plainware duck jar. 

The reader will note the extreme difference in the floor 

sherd count between the houses of the Huachuca Phase and the 

houses of the Babocomari Phase. The Babocomari Type 1 houses 

do not differ architecturally from Type 1 houses of the Hu~chuca 

Phase Inrthelr locatIon, but they do differ in the fact that 

the fill of late houses had no trash material, and in the 

pottery count. There is an increase in the use of Babocomari 

Plainware and a disappearance of trade wares from the west and 

from the north in the Babocomari Phase houses. 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

Basin shaped hearth, dug from the sterile earth and not 

of specialized shape as Type 2. It lies in traditional pattern 

in front of doorway, approximately 42 cm. from inner edge of 

doorway. Measures 34 cm. in diameter and 13 cm. in depth, 

filled with fine white ash and contact clay hard and dis-

colored. 
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A~H RETAINER PIT (Type 1) : Located slightly to east of fire 

hearth, 55 cm. to the south. Filled with fine white 

ash and clean gravel particles. 

POST HOLES: 

Nineteen post holes were located in the floor of house 

lP2. The central post of juniper remained in situ (Pl. 14 ). 
The posts took the pattern of four parallel rows of supports rath

e r tha.n the trad i tional three rows. The la rges t pos thole 

measured 14 cm. in diameter and 36 cm. in depth while the 

smallest measured 11 cm. in diameter and 7 cm. in depth. The 

average post hole measured 12 em. in diameter and 11 crn. in 

depth. The roof supports were approximately 65 cm. apart and 

lay approximately 32 cm. in from the wall bases. All post holes 

were du~ straight down and were filled with soft brown fill 

dirt and particles of decayed wood. Central post hole, as 

mentioned previously, was found in situ. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

In southwest corner of House IP2, a single Baboeomari 

plainware duck jar was found buried so that only the rim was 

exposed, and this was flush with the floor level. 

ANTLER: 

A set of deer antlers badly burned and crushed vas found 

on the floor centrally located against the south vall, as 

in houses "D" and "I", Plaza 1. 
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DOORWAY (Type 2): 

Doorway of house IP2 showed a slight change architectural

ly. Two post holes were found on either side of the doorway 

opening, and a step cut down into the sterile was excavated. 

Perhaps a porch shelter of some sort was built to keep the 

elements out. This is a trait of the Tanque Verde Type houses 

which was more fully developed in house 12P2. (49 cm. width 

at base of ~oor, flush with floor as step up to Plaza floor 

level--14 cm.--occurred outside of house in covered porchway) 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House 2, Plaza 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 2, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Southern group of houses of Plaza 2 lying between 

house IP2 and house 3P2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 15. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 15. 
HOOSE TYPE: Type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Five m. in length 

and 3 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Oriented so that doorway faces Plaza 2. Doorway 

faces north by northeast. 

ARTIFACTS: Floor - Bone awl (B/91, PlateL:2 .. 
Stone disc (B/92), Plate 61. 
stone pestle, type 1, Plate 52. 
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FILL: 
• 

S1milar to fill of house lP2. No sherds in fill of 

eolian deposit which lay directly on wall and ceiling collapse. 

Eolian fill measured approximately 35 em. Adobe stratum 

measured 35-50 cm. and floor contaet measured 50-60 cm. 

Sherds: None. 

WALLS: Puddled Adobe. 

North South East 'West 

Height: Inside floor 71 cm. 60 em. 49 cm. 60 em. 

Outside sterile earth 31 cm. 30 em. 28 cm. 60 em. 
Fl Hse IP2 House 3P2 

Thickness: Base 28 cm. 38 cm. 56 em. 
Top 27 em. 27 cm. 4!:; 

..I cm . 

Abutment: North wall butted into west wall. South wall 

butted into east and west walls, and east wall butted 

into north wall. 

W ALL PLASTER: 

House 2P2 was unique in that all four of the remaining 

walls showed excellent plaster. The workmanship of plastering 

around the corners of the doorway was extremely well executed. 

The color of the plaster was a whitish gray but whether this 

was due to original coloring or to secondary firing caused 

when the house burned is debatable. 

FLOOR: Depth in sterile, approximately 20-30 cm. 

CONDITION: 

Excellent, save along western wall where house was super

imposed over an earlier Huachuca Phase house (Sub-house 3P2). 
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She I'd s: Total 88. 

Babocomari Plainvare 
Gila Polychrome 

96.7% 
3.3% 

(In addition to odd Gila Polychrome sherds, 

one crushed Gila Polychrome bowl was found, 

badly burned.) 

Sherd count similar to house lP2 and charac-

teristic of the Babocomari Phase of the 

Babocomari Village. 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

Basin shape hearth dug into sterile floor. Discolored 

by action of fire in the hearth. Located approximately 52 cm. 

in from the doorway. Measured 35 cm. in diameter and 13 cm. 

in depth. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT (Type 1): 

Located directly behind fire hearth in line with doorway, 

approximately 33 cm. Measured 17 cm. in diameter and 32 cm. 

in depth. Filled with white ash and fine gravel. A second 

small plastered pit, with a restricted opening was located 

centrally against the south wall. This pit was also filled with 

"hite ash and fine clean gravel. The bell shaped pit measured 

7 em. in diameter at the mouth and 18 ern. in depth. Upon 

opening the clay mouth of the pit (The mouth was flush .ith 

the floor and too small to put one's hand through.), it was 

found that this pit measured 19 cm. at its greatest diameter. 

The entire pit was adobe lined and may well have served as 
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some ceremonial house shrine. The literature on Pueblo house 

architecture describes similar ash pits used in this fashion. 

POST HOLES: 

There was a series of twenty post holes, four of which 

were secondary supports around the two central posts. The two 

central holes held the stubs of charr-ed juniper posts. The 

traditional set of three parallel rows of posts prevailed in 

the roof construction of this house. The rows were set approx

imately 31 cm. from the inside wall bases. The smallest post 

holes, those for secondary supports for the central posts, 

measured 7 cm. in diameter and approximately 18 cm. in depth. 

The largest post hole measured 19 cm. in d~ameter and 32 cm. 

in depth. The average post hole measured 13 cm. in diameter 

and 16 cm. in depth. All contained soft brown fill with flakes 

of decayed wood. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

DOORW4Y (Type 1): 

Straight opening type door, flush with floor of hou~e, hav

ing a step up to Plaza level immediately outside of house ex

terior. Doorway measured 52 cm. in width at door base and the 

step up to sterile earth measured 18 cm. outside of the house, 

being at a slightly sloping angle. 

I'E3TRUCTION: Burned. 
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House 3, Plaza 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 3, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Western end of southern group of houses of Plaza 2. 

Attached to house 2P2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 16. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl.16. 

HOUSE TYPE: House type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Almost square, measuring 4.90 m. in length and 4.80 m. 

in width. Has square corners. Is the only house in the 

village utilizing the square design. 

ORIENTATION: 

Questionable because canal dug by homesteaders in the early 

nineteen hundreds cut through center section of north wall 

where doorway would have been located. Probably house opened 

out into Plaza 2, as did other houses in the group. Doorway 

probably was oriented to t~e north, although the second of 

the two sealed doorways was found in the west wall of this 

house (See house "f'·, Plaza I, for the other doorway, p. 66 ). 

ARTIFACTS: Floor 

FILL: 

Antler tine flaker (B/93) Plate 43. 
Slab metate 
Three pestle.3 
Small oval grinder 

Same as house lP2 and 2P2. Soft fill with no trash 

material in it. Soft fill depth averaged approximately 35 em., 

while the ceiling debris measured from 35 to 50 em. in depth, 

ana the floor contact area from 50 to 60 cm. 
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Sherd s: None. 

WALLS: Puddled ad obe. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 44 em. 45 em. 49 em. 63 

Outside sterile earth 35 em. 34 cm. 48 cm. 45 
Fl House 2P2 

Thickness: Base 35 cm. 32 cm. 56 cm. 32 

Top 24 cm. 21 cm. 45 cm. 21 

Abutment: East and west walls butted into north wall, anc 

south wall butted into west wall, and east wall butted 

into south wall. 

WALL PLASTER: 

em. 

cm. 

CIL. 

cm. 

The west wall of house 3P2 showed a great deal of plaster-

1ng. The workmanship and coloring were the same as house 2P2 

(gray). A sealed doorway was later plastered over. This was 

found in the west wall. 

FLOOR: Depth in sterile, approximately 20 cm. 

CONDITION: 

Extremely hard to follow away from hearth area and along 

the north wall where floor lay on sterile earth. The rest of 

the floor lay superimposed over sub-house 3P~ fill and only by 

means of a brush was the first floor layer cleaned to its 

Original leve I. 

Sherds: Total 95. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 2): 

93.7% Gila polychrome 
5.2% 

1.1;1 

The hearth located on the floor of house 3P2 was one of 
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the finest encountered in the entire village. It vas beauti

fully molded of adobe with a hard bottom closely resembling 

the shape of a straight-sided bowl. The hearth was filled 

with fine white ash and was located in front of the sealed 

doorway at a distance of approximately 70 cm. The area around 

the hearth was plastered with adobe, and the impression of 

a trough 9 cm. Wide, 3 cm. deep, and 18 cm. long ran from 

the outer edge of the plaster to the lip of the hearth. There 

WaS no eviJlnce suggesting the possible use of this trough. 

The hearth itself measured 24 cm. in diameter, and was 10 cm. 

deep. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Immediately behind the hearth, at a distance of approxi

mately 20 cm. and in line with the sealed doorway, lay the 

ash retainer pit. The pit measured 15 cm. in diameter and 

approximately 49 cm. in depth, and was filled with white ash 

and fine clean gravel. 

POST HOLES~ 

Seventeen posts were located in the floor of house 3P2. 

The posts formed a crude set of four parallel rows approxi

mately 120 cm. apart, and they were set in approximately 32 

em. from the wall base. Two heavy juniper post stubs were 

found in situ, and a great deal of short ceiling cross beam 

material was found on the floor. The largest post hole meas

u!'ed 20 cm. in diameter and 67 cm. 1n depth, while the small

est measured 12 cm. in diameter and 13 cm. 1n depth. The 

average post hole measured 16 cm. in diameter ano 19 em. in 
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depth. All post holes contained soft fill and bits of 

decayed wood. Many of the posts sunk into the fill of 

the sub-house 3P2 went through the fill and on to the floor 

of the older house. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

ANTLER: None located. 

DOORWAY: 

Due to the canal cutting the north and south walls of 

house 3P2, the doorway was not located, but in the west wall 

of the house a sealed and plastered doorway was located. 

It was to this doorway that the fire hearth and ash retaining 

pit were oriented. Perhaps the doorway was changed as 

Plaza 2 grew into an enclosed area, and for convenience a 

new doorway was cut into the north wall leading into the 

plaza and the old doorway sealed up. Another suggestion is 

that the sealed doorway opened to the southwest and to the 

present prevailing winds, and inasmuch as there were no wing 

walls between the open doorway and the Huachuca Mountains, 

the gusty winds which prevail in the area may have caused 

the architectural change. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

Sub-House 3, Plaza? 

HOrSE NUMBER: Sub-House 3, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Under house 3P2 and house 2P2 in western sector 
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of south bor~er of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 15 (Same as 3P2) 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. Ii. " " " 
HorSE TYPE: House type 1, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular, with square corners. Meausre 5.61 m. 

in len~th and 3.01 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faces northeast, opening out into area 

designated as Plaza 2 of the Babocomari Phase. 

ARTIFACTS: Floor stone spindle whorl B/94 Plate 61. 
Projectile point B~5 Plate 38. 
Fleshin~ knife B 96 Plate 57. 
Shell pendants B~7 Plate 70. 
Bone awl B 98 Plate 46 . 
Stone cylinders B~9 Plate 67. 
Three stone manos B 99 Plate 51. 

FILL: 

The fill of sub-house 3P2 was sealed by the floor level 

of superimposed house 3P2. The fill material was approximately 

51 cm. in thickness from the floor of the urper house to the 

floor of the lower house. The fill consisted of' mixed trash 

mater-ial common to the debris fill of the houses located in 

Plaza 1; hence the de3igna tion Huachuca Phase "as given to 

the house. The fill consisted of fire-cracked ::ock held in 

f111 suspension, burned clumps of adobe, white ash lenses, 

and in general the house after collapse "as used for a period 

as a dumping ground. 

Sherds: Total 377. 



Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 
San Carlos Bro'tin 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

89.0% 
7.9% 
1.0% 

.6% 

North 

Height: Inside floor 45 cm. 

Outside sterile earth 0 cm. 

Thickness: Base 35 cm. 

Top 35 cm. 

santa Cruz Polychrome .4% 
Sells Red .4% 
Babocomari Red .4% 
Tucson Polychrome .2% 

South East West 

44 cm. 31 cm. 24 cm. 

0 cm. 0 cm. 0 cm. 

28 cm. 23 cm. 26 cm. 

28 cm. 23 cm. 26 cm. 

Abutment: East and west walls butted into south wall, and 

east wall butted into north wall; northwest corner not 

exposed. 

WALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR: Depth into sertile earth approximately 45 cm. 

CONDITION: Excellent floor laid on red sterile earth. 

Sherds: Total 4. All Babocomari Polychrome. 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

Basin type hearth d~g into sterile earth. Approximately 

72 em. in from the inner edge of the door. Measured 30:?It. 

in diameter and 13 cm. in depth. Full of' white ash. Area about 

fire hearth burned blue gray in color. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located approximately 32 cm. behind fire hearth in line 

of door\riay. Measured 13 em. in diameter and 20 em. in depth. 

Three quarters full of white ash and fine clean gravel. 
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POST HOLES: 

Only 12 post holes were located on the floor, but the 

floor was not completely cleared inasmuch as the fire hearth 

and several post holes with post stubs belon~in~ to house 

3P2 were left in place. The post hole pattern observed in 

the clear area followed the traditional three parallel rows, 

and the rows were app~oximately 1 m. apart and set in from 

the walls approximately 25 cm. The largest excavated ~ost 

hole measured 19 cm. in diameter and 23 cm. in depth, while 

the smallest measured 12 cm. in diameter and 13 cm. in depth. 

All post Loles were dug on the vertical and were filled 

vith soft fill. All save two post ~oles contained decayed 

'Wood ma te ria 1 . 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

ANTLER: Non-existent. 

DOORWAY (Type 1): 

The coorway of sub house 3P2 was located in the north vall 

of the house. The base of the doorway meas~red S2 em. in 

'Width. A slight ramp leading up to the surface vas cut into 

the earth. No steps were located. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 

Hou,se 4, Plaza 2. 

HOt1SE NnMB3:r: House 4, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Southwestern border of Plaza 2. 
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PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 17. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 18. 

aCUSE TYPE: House type 1, Baboeomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measures 3.21 m. in 

length and 2.40 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faces east, opening into Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Saw (knife serrated 
Clay spindle whorl 
Grinder 
Tine flaker 

Full trough metate 
Slab metate 
Four trough manos 

edges) IB/IOOl Pl2.te 
BIIOI Plate 
t/lO~ Plate 
El'· ')3 Plate 

Depth fairly shallow, averaging approximately 95 em. in 

deepest part and only 49 em. in shallowest section. The fill 

consisted of soft wind-blown material and no trash dumping. 

No sherds were in evidence in this house. 

Sherds: /.')sent. 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South East West 

Height, Inside floor 38 em. 51 em. 35 em. 54 em. 

Outside sterile 
earth 32 em. 45 em. ,8 em. ll~ r 

" .0 em. 
House 5Pc 

Thickness: Base 52 em. 39 em. 53 em. 53 em. 

Top 32 em. 33 em. 38 em. 38 em. 

Abutment: East and west walls bt:t ted ir.to north and south 

walls. 
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wALL PLASTER: None noted. 

FLOOR: Rested immediately on sterile earth, easily defined. 

DEPTH IN STERILE EARTH: ApproT.imately 7 to 10 cm. 

CONDITION: Easily defined. 

Sherds: Total 103. 

Babocomar1 Plainware 96.3% 

Babocomari Polychrome 1.9% 
(1 sherd) 

Tanque Verde Red-on
brown (1 sherd) .9% 

Sells Red (1 sherd) .9% 

1 crushed, indented, corrugated pla1nware jar was found. 

FIPE HEARTH' (Type 1): 

Basin type approximately 132 cm. in fr'om the east Well 

doorway. Measured 23 cm. 1n d1ameter and 12 cm. in depth. 

Filled with white ash. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: 

Twelve post holes of the traditional three parallel 

rows were found on the floor. Two of them contained charred 

stubs of posts in situ. The posts were approximately 67 cm. 

apart and set in approximately 34 cm. from the basis of the 

wall. The largest post hole measured 18 cm. 1n diameter 

and 25 cm. in depth, while the smallest of the group measured 

12 em. in diameter and 14 cm. in depth. The average post 

hole measured 15 cm. in diameter and 18 cm. in depth. The 

post holes were filled with soft brown f111 and bits of charred 

and decayed wood material. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None found. 

~TLER: None located. 
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DOORWAY (Type 1): 

Two doorways were found in association with house 4P2. 

The doorway in the east wall opened out into Plaza 2 and 

measured 39 cm. at door base. The doorway base was flush with 

the floor level. Doorway 2 connecting house 4P2 and house 

5P2, and located in the west wall of house 4P2, measured 

38 cm. in width at the door base. The door stoop was an 

inclined step connecting the two houses. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House 5, Plaza 2. 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 5, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Directly west of house 4P2 and attached to same 

by connecting doorway. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 17. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 19. 

HOUSE TYPE: Type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners', measured 3.20 m. 

in length and 2.71 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: 

Actually house 5P2 is a part of house 4P2. The dividing 

wall between the two houses is cut ~ith a doorway; the only 

entrance into house 5P2 is through this doorway which leads 

dir'ectly into house 4P2. Hence the orientation of 4P2 would, 

of necessity, be the same for house 5P2. 
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ARTIFACTS: Four trough type manos. 

FILL: 

The same as house ~P2, save that a late homesteader's 

adobe brick house was found superimposed over the southwest 

corner of house 5P2. Trash belonging to this house was 

located in the high fill of the house. Trash material includ

ed a number of old Anheuser-Busch beer bottles. A descrip

tion of these bottles was sent to the laboratories of this 

company in hopes of obtaining some idea of the time of occu

pation of the adobe brick dwelling, and it .was learned that, 

"It appears that we began to use bottles 
of this type around 1890 and used them until 1905 
when crowns began to be introdueed."14 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

Height: Inside floor 

North 

49 em. 

Outside sterile earth 32 em. 

Thickness: Base 

South 

51 em. 

46 em. 

39 em. 

Ea.s t West 

47.6 em. 48 

54.0 em. 31 
House 4P2 fl. 

:- 3 em. 

em. 

cm. 

Top 3? ... em. 33 em. 38 em. 24 em. 

~butment: East and west walls butted north and south walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None noted. 

FLOOR: Rested on sterile earth, easily defined. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 10 to 18 em. in depth. 

CONDITION: Easily defined. 

14 
Nissen, B. H., Director Brewery rivislon Lab., of Anheuser-

Busch, Inc. Letter dated March 11, 1949. 
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She rd s: Total 154. 

Babocomari Plainvare 91.~ 

6.4~ 

Tucson Polychrome (1 sher~) .6% 

Babocomari Polychrome 

Gila Polychrome (1 
sherd ) .6% 

Se lIs Red (1 sherd) .6% 

FIRE HEARTH: None located. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: None located. 

POST HOLES: 

Santa Cruz Pol¥chrome 
(1 sherd J 

Six post holes were found in the floor of ho~se 5P2. 

The largest meas~red 23 cm. 1n diameter and 40 cm. in depth. 

Average post hole measured approximately 20 cm. in diameter 

and 24 cm. in depth. Holes were dug vertically into sterile 

e6rth and were filled with soft brown dirt and flakes of 

charred wood. 

PIT: 

.6% 

House 5P2 contained a single pit which fell into align

ment with both doorways and fire hearth and central post of 

house 4P2. Nothing but soft dirt and 9 fire-cracked stones 

vere found in the pit, and the pit sides did not show evidence 

of extensive burning and discoloration common to the other 

fire hearths. The pit measured 39 cm. 1n d1ameter and 45 cm. 

1n depth. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

ANTLER: None located. 

DOORWAY: Note west doorway of house 4P;2 which is same doorway. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 
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House 6, Plaza 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 6, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Southeast corner of Plaza 2 superimposed over a 

Huachuca Phase house (7P2). 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig: 18. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 20. 

HOUSE TYPE: Type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: 

Rectangular with squared corners. Measured 3.18 m. in 

length and 2.10 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway of house 6P2 was oriented to the west 

facing the small plaza area common to houses 1, 2, 3, 4 

and 5P2. 

ARTIFACTS: Three crushed plainware jars. 

FILL: 

The fill of house 6P2 contained no trash material. It 

consisted of soft wind-blown dirt approximately 53 cm. in depth. 

Beneath this fill lay the house floor covered with approximately 

7 cm. of charred debris. The ceiling and wall collapse 

material lay immediately over the floor contact strata 

and consisted of broken burned chunks of adobe, many carry

ing impressions of reeds and small branches used in the con

struction of the original roof. 

Sherds: Absent. 

~ALLS: Puddled adobe. 
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North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 49 em. 34 em. 41.6 em. 49 em. 

Outside sterile 
earth 37 em. 27 cm. 38.1 em. 37 cm. 

Thickness: Base 18.5 em. 31 em. 12.8 er!!. 21 em. 

Top 13.4 em. ;;:8 em. 12.3 em. 18 em. 

Abutment: East and west walls butted into north and south 

walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None present. 

FLOOR: Rough northeast corner layover fill of hou~e 7P~. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 7-10 cm. 

CONDITION: Easily definable. 

Sherds: Total - Three crushed Baboeomari Plainware jars 108%. 

FIRE HE:ARTH (Type 1): 

Located immediately in front of doorway approximately 43 ern. 

from the inner edge of the door. Measured 56 em. in diameter 

and 16 em. in depth. Filled with fine gray-white ash. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: 

Four post holes were found, one in each corner, set 

approximately 25 em. in from the wall bases. Largest post 

hole measured 26 em. in diameter and 36.3 em. in depth. 

Smallest measured 19.1 cm. in diameter, and 14.5 em. in depth. 

Average post hole measured 23.2 cm. in diameter and 20.2 em. 

in depth. All post holes were dug vertically and contained 

soft brown-black fill and flakes of both decayed and charred 

WOod material. 

POST HOLE CACHE: Absent. 
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ANTLER: Absent. 

DOORWAY: 
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Cut into the west wall or the house, flush with 

the rloor. A small stoop approximately 6 cm. in height 

was noted on the outside of the door edge. Doorway 

measured 53 cm. in width at base. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House 7,. Plaza 2 

HOUSE Nt~ER: House 7, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Located under house 6, Plaza 2. Southeast corner 

of Plaza 2 area. 

PLAN OUTLINE: 

PHOTOGRAPHS: 

HOUSE TYPE: 

Fig. 18 (same as 6P2) 

Pl. 21. 

House Type 1, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners measuring 6.50 m. 

in length and 3.80 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: 

Doorway oriented to the east, in opposite direction from 

superimposed house 6P2. House 7P2 belongs to a unit of three 
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houses all oriented to the east and belonging to the Huachuca 

Phase. It is evident that old Plaza I was contemporaneous 

with these three houses which later fell into disuse and the 

villagers of the Babocomari Phase built over them. 

ARTIFACTS: Fill Shell pendant 
Shell pendant 

(B/I04) Plate 70. 
(B/IOS) Plate 70. 

FILL: 

The trash fill round in house 7P2 resembled the dump 

material similar to Plaza 1 houses. A stratitest was made 

in the house boundaries. A square 2 m. by 2 m. was used 

to check the sherds in the area. Three levels were established: 

Levell (0-60 em.): Consisted of 14 cm. of wind-blown 

material and 46 cm. of brown-black trash material. 

Fire-cracked rock, pockets of white ash, and sherds 

were found in this area. 

She rd s : To ta 1 422 she rd s . 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 

91.0% 
7.4% 
.8~ 

San Carlos Brown .4~ 
Santa Cruz Polychrome .2% 
Sells Red .2~ 

Level 2 (60-85 cm.) Roof and wall debris. Clumps of adobe. 

Sherds: Total 321. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Pol ychrorne 
San Carlos Brown 

Sells Red 
Santa Cruz PCDly

chrome 

1.5~ 

Level 3 (85-95 cm.) Floor material lying under adobe debris 

fallen from roof. 

Sherds: Total 189. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari PolY'Jhrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

Tucson polychrome 
Sel-:'s Red 
San Carlos Brown 



WALLS: Puddled adobe • 

North South East West 
• L ( r . , c . 

Height: Inside floor 70.9 em. 65.2 em. 57.2 em. 53 em. 

Outside sterile e 
earth 60.7 em. "8 ,... c .c em. 18.~ em. 

Thickness Base 34.0 em. 33.6 em. 31.6 em. 53 em. 

Top 20·3 em. 20.3 em. 21.0 em. 34 em. 

Abutment: North and south walls butted 1nto both east and 

west wells. 

viALL PLASTER: None present. 

FLOOR~ Cut into sterile earth. Easily d1stinguishable. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 20 to 30 em. 

CONDITION: Excellent condition, especidlly around fire hearth. 

Sherds: See Level 3 described in strati test under 

fill heading. 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 2): 

Located in front of doorway at a distance of 115 em. f?"lom 

inner edge of door, in line with the ash-retainer pit and antlers. 

The fire hearth had been modified to some extent. The original 

hearth measured 21.3 em. in diameter and 11.5 em. in depth. 

The hearth was lined with adobe and filled \lith white ash. Later, 

the rim of the lower hearth was cut and remodeled to enlarge 

the hearth which now resembled a Type 1 hearth, measuring 32.4 

em. in diameter and retaining the ori!inal depth of 11.5 em. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: 

Located behind the fire hearth at a dlstanae ot 37 em. 

in line with doorway. Measured 21.7 em. in diameter and 26 em. 
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in depth, and was filled with white ash ana mixed gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Fourteen post holes were discovered dug vertically into 

the floor of the house. The largest measured 27.1 om. in 

jiameter and 33.2 cm. in depth, while the smallest measured 

13.1 cm. in diameter and 7.7 cm. in depth. The average post 

hole measured 18 ern. in diameter and 20.3 em. in depth. The 

post holes were filled with bits of decayed wood mixed vlth 

• 80rt brown fill. The traditional post hole pattern prevailed. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

A single cache containing a fleshing knife was centrally 

located against the north wall, approximately 28 em. in f::c'om 

the wall 'case. Ths ca!~hs [wle ;neasured :a.8 em. in dii!!met61' 

and 19.1 cm. in depth. 

!\NTLER: 

Directly in line with the doorway, fire hearth and ash

retainer pit, lay a set of crushed antlers which were associat

ed with the post hole centrally located against the west wall. 

The evidence indicated, as in other cases, that the antler and 

part of the cranium at one time hung on the post. 

DOORWAY (Type I): 

The doorway base was flush with the house floor, but 

excavations outside the house indicated that a ramp worn by 

Use lead down into this base from the house exterior. The door

way measured 58 em. across its base. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 
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House II, Plaza 2 

HODSE NUMBER: House 11, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Northeast corner of Plaza #2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. ~S, 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. aa. 
HOuSE TYPE: House Tyre I, Baboeomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measured: 5.05 m. 

in length and approximately 2.50 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway is oriented to the east 

ARTIF!CTS: Clay spindle whorl (B/205) Plate 44. 
Broken ahell bracelet (B/206) Plate 70. 

Slab metate 
Three manos (trough type) 

FILL: 

Plate 50. 
Plate 51. 

House llP2 consisted mainly of wind-blown fill. The stratum 

bearing the ceiling and wall collapse contained a great amount 

of heav7 river boul~ers suggesting that either the upper wall 

or the cei11ng itself employed these boulders in manufacture. 

Probably the upper wall section employed the boulders. None of 

them showed any working surfcces. 

Sherd s: None. 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South East West --
Height: Inside floor 62 cm. 60 cm. 62 cm. 

Outside s te rile earth 62 cm. 60 cm. 32 cm. 

Thickness: Base 19 cm. 20 cm. 51 em. 

Top 8 cm. 1 em. 15 cm. 
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There was little evidence of the north wall ever having 

been built, other than the rough broken corners in the 

northeast and northwest sections. It is very likely 

that the wall collapsed completE~J into the house as 

there was sufficient material in the ceiling and wall 

~ebris stratum of fill to indicate this. The abundant 

stones foun~ in this level may well have come mainly 

from this particular wall. 

Abutment: South wall butted into both the east an~ west walls. , 

WALL PLASTER: None present. 

FLOOR: Based on floor of sub-house llP2. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 

It is most interesting to note that house llP2 was con

structe~ within the wall outline of an older house. The east 

and south walls containe~ fill material taken from the ol~ 

excavation of the older house area. House IlP2 was a Type 1 

house built over and within an ol~er Type 2 house of the Huachuca 

Phase. 

CONDITION: Good • 

Sherds: Total 110. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

87.2% 
6.4:' 
4.6% 

Sells Red (1 sherd) .9% 
Chihuahua Punetate 

(1 sherd) .9% 

Basin type dug into the older floor of sub-house IlP2, 

located approximately 60 cm. in from the inner edge of the 

doorway. Measured 33 cm. in diameter and 12 cm. in depth. 

Filled with white ash, and area immediately around it showed 
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the effects of the hearth heat. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: None. 

POST HOLES: 

Seventeen post holes were fou~ dug vertically into the 

sterile earth on the house floor. The post holes were patterned 

in the traditional three rows of posts, paralleling the walls 

on the long axis of the house. The posts were set in approx

imately 25 cm. from the base of the house wall and were approx

imately 65 cm. apart. The largest post hole measured 32 cm. 

in diameter and 18 cm. in depth and contained 13 rough stones 

used as a base for the post. (This is not an ordinary character

istic of the post holes found at the Babocomari.) The smallest 

post hole measured 12 cm. in diameter and 14 om. in depth. 

The average post hole measured 17 cm. in diameter and 31 cm. in 

depth. They were filled with soft brown dirt and bits of 

charred wood. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

A hammers tone was found at the base of the central post 

hole in house IlP2. It is dubious whether this was meant to 

be a ceremonial cache or whether the rock was used as a post 

base. The post hole measured 28 cm. in diameter and 20 cm. 

in depth, and the hammerstone was located at the base of the 

hole, the fill of which contained flakes of charr-ed wood. 

ANTLER: Absent. 

DOORW AY (Type 2): 

A spec1a11zed doorway was one of the most prominent 
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brchitectural features of house IlP2. The doorway was con-

structed so that a small wall shielded the actual entI'ance 

into the house. Two wing walls, apparently not joining 

any other structure and similar to wing walls of house IP3 

were used. The doorway measur'ed 61 cm. in width ael'CSS its 

base and 74 cm. in width at the to~ of the remaining walls. 

The doorway was so constructed that a step (19 cm. in depth) 

was made to the actual floor of the house. A slightly in

clined ramp formed the base of the entlyway. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

Sub-House llP2, Plaza 2 

HOeSE NtJMBER: Sub-house llP2. 

LOCATION: Under house llP2 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig 19. 

PHCTOGRAPHS: Pl. 23, Pl. 22. 

HODSE TYPE: House type 2, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular 'With rounded corners. Measured 5.95 m. in 

length and approximately 3.25 cm. in width. 

OFIENTATION: ~uestionable. 

AR'I'IFAC'I'S: 

FILL: 

Projectile point (B/208) 
Shell bead (B/209) 

PIa te 5{S. 
Plate 69. 

Mos t of the sub-ho\..i.3€ a rea had been d 1s turbed by the COD-
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struction of the superimposed house IlP2. However, the 

undisturbed area located outside of the walls of the super-

imposed house afforded some study of the fill material. Also 

the east and south wall- of the sup3rimposed house contained 

sherds comparable to the fill sherds of the older house. 

Fill of soft black trash material containing sherds: 

She r-d s: total 26. 

WALLS: 

Babocomari Plainware 73% 
Gila Polychrome 15.6% 
Babocomari Polychrome 3.8% 

. (1 sher-d) 

Ramos polychrome 
(1 sherd) 

Sells Red (1 sherd) 

One of the most interesting features of this house type 

was the wall construction. Apparently the walls were constructed 

as follows: The floor level was excavated to the desired depth; 

large post holes were dug and posts set up; small puddled adobe 

banquette was constructed along the post line; and the posts-· 
~. -

were mudded into the wall. The walls were 10"'-, measuring ap

proximately 25-30 cm. in height, and were plastered. A secon

dary row of posts located on the outside of the house indicated 

a probable jacal exterior wall of perishable reeds with a thin 

coating of mud. 

NORTH WALL: 

a. Height: Inside floor 

Outside pit 

16 cm. 

16 cm. 

b. Distance from pit side: 19 cm. 

c. Intramural posts. Three posts were found. The 

largest measured 40 cm. in diameter and 55 cm. in 
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depth. 

and 54 

The smallest measured 34 em. i~ ciameter 

cm. in depth. 

d. Thickness: 23 cm. in width. 

e. Adobe sections: 3. 

sotTH WALL: 

a. Height: Inside floor 

Outside pit floor 

18 cm. 

18 em. 

b. Distance from pit side: 24 crn. 

c. Intramural posts: Three posts, the largest measuring 

52 cm. in diameter and 74 cm. in depth; the smallest 

43 cm. in diameter and 51 cm. in depth. 

d. Thickness: 24 cm. wide. 

e. Adobe sections: 3. 

EAST WALL: 

a. Height: Inside floor 

Outside pit floor 

21 cm. 

21 cm. 

b. Distance from pit: Sterile earth.cut away in con

struction of house 12P2. 

c. Intramural posts: Seven posts, the largest measuring 

75 cm. in diameter and 84 em. in depth. The smallest 

measured 46 cm. in diameter and 50 cm. in depth. 

d. Thickness: Approximately 23 cm. 

e. Adobe ~ections: 7. 

WEST WALL: Wall lost in construction of west wall of super

imposed house IIP2. 

Intr&mural posts: Six posts located. The largest 

measured 75 cm. in diameter and 68 cm. in depth; 
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the smallest measured 38 em. in diameter and 

67 em. in depth. 

PLASTER: The b~nquette was finished by plastering over the 

rounded wall. 

FLOOR: r~stroyec by the floor features of house #llP2. 

Same level used. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 32 cm. 

CONDITION: Destroyed. 

She rO 3: Total 154. 

Babocomari Plain~are 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

90.6% 
6.4% 

1.2% 

Sells Red 1.2% 
San Carlos Red

on-brown 
(I shem) .6% 

FIRE HEARTH: Destroyed by later hou3e builders. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: Destroyed by later house builders. 

POST HOLES: Intramural holes described under wall section. 

Floor posts destroyed by floor of superimposed house llP2. 

Four post holes wer~ found at the house corners and one cen-

trally located outside of east wall. Largest measured 25 cm. 

in diameter and 23 cm. in depth; smallest measured 12 cm. in 

diameter and 13 cm. in depth. The position of these posts 

indicated a possible use of the outside posts as su~ports 

for a light wall construction of reeds. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None located. 

ANTLER: Destroyed by construction of superimposed house Ilpe. 

DOORWAY: None located. 

DESTRUCTION: Possibly by fire as intramural post holes were 

fUled with soft debris and flakes of charred material. 
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House 12, Plaza 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 12, Plaza 2 

LOCATION: Northeast corner of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 20. 

PHOiOGRAPHS: Pl. 24· 
HoeSE TYPE: House type I, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with slightly rounded corners. Measured 

5 m. in length and 3.25 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faces south, opening out into Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Plainware jar 
Spind Ie whorl 
Spindle whorl 
Spindle whorl 
Bone awl 

B/71) 
B/157 
B/171 
B/172 
8/173 
B/174 

Fleshing knife (8/175) 
Fleshing knife (B/176)(Post Hole Cache) 
Arrow shaft smoother (B/177) 
Babocomari Plainware bowl (B/178) 
Mortar 

Tine flaker Slab metate 

FILL: Soft wind-blown material containing no trash. 

Sherd s: None. 

~ALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South East West ----
Height: Inside floor 72 cm. 89.1 cm. 70 cm. 86 .4 em. 

Outside sterile earth 43.8 cm. 43.1 cm. 41.8 cm. 54.2 em. 

Thickness: Base 44.1 em. 39.6 em. 44.1 em. 41.1 em. 

Top 28.4 cm. 26.2 em. 26.5 cm. 28.2 em. 

Abutment: North wl11 butted 1eto east wall. East wall butted 

into south wall, and west wall butted into north and 

south w.:-.11s. 

~ALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR: Located on red sterile earth. 
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[EPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 28.2 cm. in depth. 

Sherds: Total 145. 

Babocomari Plainware 

Baboeomari Polychrome 

Gila Polychrome 

Tanque Verde Red-on
brown (1 she rd ) 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

91.2% 

5.5% 

2.1,' 

.6% 

Two Babocomari 
jars. 

One Babocomari 
bowl. 

Plainwar'e 

Plainware 

Basin type located approximately 40 cm. in frjl the inner 

edge of the doorway. Measured 24.9 cm. in diameter and 11.9 

cm. in depth. Filled with fine white ash. Ar-ea around hearth 

showed excessive exposur~ to heat. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located approximately 20 cm. behind hearth in line with 

doorway. Measured 19.0 cm. in diameter and 51.9 em. in depth. 

Filled with fine white ash and clean gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Nineteen post holes were dug into the sterile earth of 

the floor in a vertical line. The traditional pattern of three 

parallel rows of posts was in evidence. The two large central 

support post holes contained the charred butts of two juniper 

posts. The largest (central) post holes measured 40.2 cm. 1n 

diameter and 11.6 em. in depth. The smallest post hele meas

ured 14 cm. in diameter and 33.4 cm. in depth. The aver-age 

post hole measur~d 26.8 cm. in diameter and 48.7 cm. in depth. 

The post holes were filled with soft brown-black material 

with flakes of charcoal and decayed wood. 
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POST HOLE CACHE: 

Two caches were found in post holes. The cache located 

in the southeast corner of the house contained a fleshing knife 

and measured 25 cm. in diameter and 57.6 em. in depth. The 

second cache, located in the northwest corner of the hourse, 

measured l8.5cm •. in diameter and 33.3 cm. in depth, and 

contained a fleshing knife. 

ANTLER: 

A set of badly crushed and calcined antlers was located 

at the base of the post hole directly to the west of the doorway 

and against the north wall. 

rOORWAY: 

A specialized doorway, characteristic of the Tanque Ver-de 

houses near Tucson, belonged to heuse l2P2. Two thin walls, 

apprcximately 19 cm. in thickness, extended out from the south 

wall, forming a covered entry way; two intramural post holes 

"ilere found in these wall extensions (See floor plan). They 

measur~d 16 cm. in diameter and 31 cm. in depth. A series of 

two steps cut into the sterile earth formed the floor of the 

entryw~y. A small, puddled adobe sil"l 13 em. high and 9 em. 

thick ran across the tase of the doorway entI"anCe to the room. 

The entryway walls measured 10.4 cm. in height and were 56.3 

em. apart. The first step, leading from the plaza to the 

house, measured 51 em. in length and dropped 10 cm. down to 

the second step which measured 90~cm. in length. The small 

sill protected the floor from rain. The second step was sunk 

approximately 5 cm. below the floor level of the house proper. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 
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House 11, Plaza 2. 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 11, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Northwest corner of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 21. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 25. 

HOUSE TYPE: House t~pe 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with square corners. Measured 4.45 m. 

in length and 2.48 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faces south. Oriented away from Plaza 

2 proper, facing houses 4-5, Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Bone awl 
Bone awl 
Tine flaker 
Tine flaker 

'B1.218 !B/217l 
B/2l9 
B/220 

Tine rlaker (S/22l) Pl. 43. 
Antler.tool (B!222) Pl. 43. 
Three-quarter grooved axe (B/223) 
Projectile point (B/223) Pl. 58. 

FILL: Soft eolian fill. No trash debris in house fill. 

Sherds: None. 

WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 59 cm. 69 em. 61 em. 65 cm. 

Outside sterile 
earth 49 cm. 51 em • 59 em. 54 em. 

Thickness: Base 38 em. 34 em. 50 em. 40 em. 

Top 21 em. 24 em. 36 em. 25 em. 

East wall joins house 18p2. 

Pl. 6~_. 

Abutment: North and south walls butted into both east and 

west walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR: Located on red sterile earth. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 10 to 12 em. 
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Sherds: Total 156. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 3): 

91.5% 
6.6% 

Gila Polychrome 

Located approximately 32 cm. from the inner edge of the 

doorway. The hearth consisted of ene half of a Babocomari 

Plainware jar, set on its side in the sterile earth. The 

hearth measured 26 cm. in diameter and 11 cm. in depth. The 

jar rim was placed down in the sterile earth and the interior 

of the half jar was used as a container for fire. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located approximately 8 cm. east and 60 cm. behind hearth. 

Measured 9 cm. in diameter and 18 cm. in depth. Filled with 

fine white ash and gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Twenty-six pos t holes were located in the floor. 'rne: 

were dug vertically into the sterile earth. Three parallel 

rows of roof supports were employed in construction. The 

largest post hole measured 26 cm. in diameter and 35 em. in 

depth. The smallest measured 13 em. in diameter and 14 cm. 

in depth. The average post hole measured 17 cm. in diameter 

and 24 em. ih depth. Post holes were filled with soft brown 

material and flakes of charred and decayed wood. The posts 

were set approximately 85 em. apart and 35 em. in from the 

base of the house walls. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None present. 
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ANTLER: None present. 

DOORWAY (Type 2): 
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Specialized doorway. A small step of puddled adobe 

measuring 46 em. in length, .32 cm. in width, and 12 cm. in 

depth was employed. The sterile earth had been partia~ly 

cut away and the adobe block set into place. There was no 

evidence of a covered entryway. The doorway measured 46 cm. 

in width at the door base, and a step 12 cm. above the 

house floor was found. 

DESTRUCTION: 

Stone artifacts located on floor badly fire-cracked. 

This, plus evidence of charred wood flakes in post holes, 

indicates destruction by fire. 

House 18, Plasa 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 18, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: Immediately east of houss 17p2 in northwest 

corne~ of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 22. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 26. 

HOUSE TYPE: Rouse type I, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners. Measured 3.0 m. 

in length and 2.48 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Opens intn Plaza 2. Doorway located in east 

wall. 
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ARTIFACTS: 

Musical rasp (S!225) PI .. - 40." c Qnewh,etstone 
Ceramic disc (B/227) Pl. 44 .. _On-e ,grinder 
Two trough type manos 

FILL: Sort eolian fill. No trash debris. 

Sherds: None. 

WALLS: Pudd led ad obe • 

North South East 

Height: Inside floor 65 em. 72. cm. 69 em. 

Outside sterile 
earth 41 em. 61 cm. 57 em. 

Thickness: Base 35 cm. 29 cm. 30 em. 

Top 19 em. 14 em. 18 em. 

West 

67 em. 

55 em. 

20 em. 

8 cm. 

The west wall is partially in common with the east vall 

of house 17P2. 

Abutment: North and south walls butted into west wall, 

and east wall butted into north and south walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR: Located in red sterile earth. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 10 to 12 em. 

Sherds: Total 103. 

Baboeomari Plalnware 
Baboeomari Polychrome 
Tonto Polychrome 

(1 sherd) 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

9l.4~ 
6.6% 
1.0% 

Tanque Verde Red
on-brown (1 sherd) 1.0% 

Basin type, located approximately 32 em. from the ba~e 

of the doorway. Measured 30 cm. 1n diameter and 7 em. in depth. 

Filled with white ash. Area shows exposure to heat. 
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ASH-RETAINER PIT: None present. 

POST HOLES: Ten post holes conforming to the traditional 

three parallel rows of posts to support the roof. The posts 

were set approximately 85 cm. apart and 32 cm. from the wall 

bases. The posts were dug vertically into the red sterile 

earth. The largest post hole measured 22 cm. in diameter ano 

25 cm. in depth; the smallest measured 11 cm. in diameter 

and 12. cm in depth. The average post r.ol~ measur'ed 17 em. 

in diameter and 18 cm. in depth. The post holes contained 

soft brown fill which held particles of charr~d and decayed 

wood. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

In a central post hole, which measured 18 cm. in diameter 

and 23 cm. in depth, a hammerstone vas cached. 

ANTLER: None pre sent. 

FLOOR PITS: 

Two peculiar pits, not characteristic of the Babocomari 

houses, were located in the southern section of the room. One 

pit measured 118 cm. in length, 57 cm. in width (at its widest 

point), and 12 em. in width in restricted neck section. The 

pits were very shallow, measuring 6 to 10 cm. in depth. The 

second pit, circular in shape, me?3ured 24 cm. in diameter 

and 6 cm. 1n depth. tse undetermined. 

DrORWAY (Type 1): 

Doorway contained no specialization anc measured 44 ~m. 

in width across the bdse of the door ~n6 59 cm. in width 
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across-:the upper remaining section of wall. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House 19, Plaza 2 

HOVSE NUMBER: House 19, Plaza 2. 

LOCATION: House not loc~ated in immediate areA of Plaza 2, 

but to the north and west of the plaza proper (see 

Village Plan, Fig.~9). 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig.23. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl.27. 

HOUSE TYPE: House type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SK~PE: Rectangular with square corners. Measured 4.60 m. 

in length and approximately 3.42 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Oriented so that doorway opened to the south, 

not into Plaza 2, but into an unused area. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Quarts crystal 
Shell bead 
Shell bead 

lB/299jPL67scraper (B/232) Pl. 59 
B/230 P1.~Rubbing stone(B/233) Pl. 51 
B/231 PI. 69 

Soft eolian fill witL ~o trash debris. Unusual amount 

of unworked stone boulders found in southeast corner of 

house fill. 

Sherds: None. 
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WALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South East y,,"est 

Height: Inside floor 83 cm. 74 cm. 69 cm. 81 cm. 

Outside sterile 
earth 51 cm. 48 cm. 42 cm. 50 cm. 

Thickness: Base 38 cm. 26 cm. 32 cm. 31 cm. 

Top 26 cm. 16 cm. c:4 cm. 23 cm. 

Abutment: North and south walls butted into east and 

west walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None located. 

FLOOR:. Dug into red sterile earth. Rodent activity extreme 

ly great, especially in western section of house. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 30 cm. 

Sherds: Total 113. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH: (Type 2): 

95.6% 
2.7% 

Sells Red 

Adobe hearth modeled in clay. Located approximately 

1.7% 

110 cm. from the inner base of the doorway. Measured 16 cm. 

in diameter and 8 cm. in depth. Burned white around immediate 

area of hearth. Filled with white ash. 

ASH-RETAINING PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: 

Twelve post holes were identified on the floor of the 

house, but the western sector was ccmplet~~y destroyed by 

rooents, and the entire floor area could not be completely 

examined. The traditional pattern of three parallel rows of 

posts was used in supporting the roof. The posts were locat-
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ed approximately 75 em. apart and were set approximately 30 

cm. from the wall bases. The holes were dug vertically into 

the red sterile earth and filled with brown dirt and decayed 

wood particles. The largest post hole measured 18 em. in 

diameter and 41 em. in depth. The smallest measured 11 cm. 

in diameter and 21 em. in depth. The average post hole 

measured 16 em. in diameter and 23 cm. in depth. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

A single cache oonsisting of a scraper was located in the 

southeast corner of the house. The pos t hole measured 14 cm. 

in diameter and 23 cm. in depth. 

ANTLER: Absent. 

FLOOR PITS: Absent. 

DOORWAY (Type 2): 

Specialized doorway consisting of a puddled adobe step 

similar to that of house 17P2 was employed in house 19P2. 

The adobe step measured 61 cm. in width, 56 cm. in length, 

and 29 cm. in thickness. The step was set 11 cm. down in the 

sterile earth and the step down into the house was 29 cm. 

DESTRUCTIO:l: Not burned. 

~ouse 1, Plaza 3. 

HOUSE NUMBER: House 1, Plaza 3. 

LOCATION: House IP3 is actually located in a northe~n exten

sion of Plaza 2. 
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PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 24. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 28. 

HOUSE TYPE: House type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with round ·corners. Measured 7.28 m. 

in length and 3.40 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: DcoMray faces east, opening out into northern 

section of Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 

FILL: 

Shell pendant (B/182) Pl. 70 El • .6eone awl (B/19l) Pl. L~2 
Three-quarter grooved axe (B/183J/~one awl (B/19c) Pl. 42 
Stone knife B7l84) Pl. 56 Slab metate 
Stone knife B/18S) Pl. 56 Grinding stone 
Stone knife B/185bl Pl. 56 Schist ~riddle 
stone knife B/18Sc Pl. 56 Six rubbing stones 
Stone knife B/18Sd Pl. 56 Four manos-
Stone knife B/185e Pl. 56 Crusher 
Fleshing knife (B/l ) Pl. 56 Two pestles 
Arro~ shaft smoother (B/187) Pl. 65 
Shell pendant (E/188) Pl. 70 
Arrow shaft smoother (B/189) Pl. 65 
Bone awl (B/190) Pl. 42 

Soft eolian fill with no sherds in upper portion. Ceiling 

and wall debris strata contained three cr'ushed pl.li::l\o'are jars. 

Indicated roof living as these clusters of crushed sheres were 

suspeneee above the floor approximately 32 em. and above them 

\.Ie re no sherds. 

Sherds: Three crushec Babocomari Plainvare jars. 

WALLS: Puddlee adobe. 
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North South East West 

Height: Inside floor 117 em. 115 em. 77 em. 105 I~m • 

Outside sterile 
earth 72 em. 89 em. 71 em. 100 cm. 

Outside Sub- OUtside Sub-
house floor floor 

Thickness: Base ~S em. 45 em. 31 cm. 43 em. 

Top 42 em. 41 em. 26 em. 39 em. 

Abutment: North and south walls butted into east and .est 

walls. 

WING WALLS: Located along east side of house. 

a. Height: To sterile earth - 49 cm. 

b. Thickness: Approximately 49 cm. 

WALL PLASTER: 

Large sections of north wall and east wall still had 

original plaster. Gray in color, approximately 6 cm. thick. 

FLOOR: Hard packed, built on approximately 22 cm. of fill 

above floor of sub house lP3. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: . Approximately 6 to 12 cm. 

Sherds: Total 38. 

Babocomari Plainvare 
Babocomari polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

89.4~ 
7.9~ 

Gila Polychrome 2.7% 

Basin shape hearth located approximately 62 em.~in from 

inner edge of doorway. Hearth measured 40 em. in diameter and 

17 em. in depth. Was filled with fine white ash. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located approx1mately 39 em. behind hearth in line with 

doorway. Measured 17 em. in diameter and 24 em. in depth. 
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Filled with fine white ash and gravel deposits. 

POST HOLES: 

Nineteen post holes were found on the floor of the hOusej 

seventeen of them contained the charred butts of posts. The 

largest post hole measured 22.4 cm. in diameter and 32 cm. 

in depth. The smallest measured 10.8 cm. in diameter and 18 cm. 

in depth, and contained a post butt which protruded 8 ern. 

above the floor level. The average post hole measured 16 em. 

in diameter and 32 em. in depth. Th~ average post remaining 

,in situ measured 32 cm. in height above the floor level. 

POST HOLE CACHE: A single cache consisting of a three-quarter 

grooved axe was located in the northeast corner of the ho~se 

under a charred butt of a roof support. 

ANTLER: A se~ of badly crushed and burned antlers was located 

in li\'1e with the doonlay and hearth, and was centrall~ located 

against the west wall. 

FLOOR PITS: 

A cache of fleshing knives was located along t~E northern 

wall of the house. The pit mea8ure~ 20 om. in diameter and 

15 em. in depth, ~Ld contained five knives covered with a sand

stone lid (Pl. ). The lid had a thin coating of red ocher. 

Another pit also covered with a sandstone slab vas located 

in the northwest corner of the house. The pit me~sured 18 cm. 

in diameter and 21 em. in depth, but contained no evidence 

of artifacts. 

DOORW AY (Type 2): 

A specialized doorwa~ with a covered entryway and extend-
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ing wing walls was a feature of house lP3. The entryway sloped 

down to the floor, with a small step cut from the sterile earth 

8 cm. above the actual floor level. The entry walls, consist

ing of two blocks of pudd led ad obe, measured 5~ cm. in length 

and 55 cm. in thickness. The entire entryway measured lc5 em. 

in length. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

Sub-House 1, Plaza 3 

HOUSE NUMBER: Sub-house 1, Plaza 3. 

LOCATION: House lP3 is superimposed over sub-house lP3. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 24-
PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 29. 

(same as house lP3) 

HOUSE TYPE: Type 2, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with rounded corners. Measured approxi

mately 1.18 m. in length and 3.11 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Questionable. Probably to the east. 

AR'IIFACTS: 

Shell pendant (8/2ll)Pl. 70 Miniature jar (8/214) Pl. ~7 
Stone beads (B/2l2)PI. 68rl 6~uartz crystal (8/215) Pl. PI 
Painted stone flake (B/2lj)7 ~one musical rasp (B/216) Pl. W.I 

FILL: 

Fill disturbed by the subsequent building of superimposed 

house lP3. Only 20-25 cm. of fill remained between floor of 

house lP3 and floor of sub-house lP3. 
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Sherds: (See Floor Sherds) " 

WALLS: Puddled adobe banquette with intramural posts. 

NORTH WALL: Small section remaining outside of house 

IP3 in northwest corner. 

a. Height: Inside floor 

Outside Pit 

b. Thickness: 29 em. 

28 em. 

28 em. 

•• Distance -.raIl to sterile earth: 19 em. 

d. Depth of sterile pit: 47 em. 

e. Intramural posts (none located, as wall was des

troyed by wall of superimposed house IP3). 

f. Adobe secti~n: Only one section remaining - 60 em. 

in length. 

SOlTTH WALL: 

a. Height: Inside floor 28 em. 

Outside pit floor 28 em. 

b. Distance from pit s~de: 23 em. 

e. Intramural posts: Four posts located. The largest 

measured 35 em. in diameter and 56 em. in depth, 

and the smallest measured 15 em. in diameter and 

37 em. in depth. 

d. Thickness: 29 em. 

e. Adobe sections: 5. 

EAST wALL: Destroyed by east wall of superimposed house lP3. 

YlEST WALL: 

a. Height: Inside floor 

Outside pit 

-;:9 ... em. 

29 em. 
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b. Distance from pit side: 21 cm. 

c. Intramur'al posts: Fo'J.T' posts located, the largest 

measuring 19 ~m. in diameter and 54 cm. in depth, 

and the smallest measuring 12 cm. in diameter and 

49 cm. in depth. 

d. Thickness: 28 cm. 

e. Adobe sections: The remaining section of vall con-

tained 9 adobe sections, the largest measuring 

58 cm. in length and the smallest measuring 30 

cm. in length. These small puddled sections were 

molded in a straight line to form banquette be-

tween intramural posts. 

WALL PLASTER: The banquette was finished by plaster~ng the 

low ridge. 

FLOOR: Laid immediately on sterile earth; well preserved 

under superimposed house cut down into floor·. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 47 cm. 

CONDITION: Hard smooth floor destroyed only by post holes 

and wall of superimposed house. 

Sherds: Total 165. 

Babocomari P1ainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 2): 

72.7% 
18.,% 

3.7% 

santa Cruz Polychrome 
Gila Folychrome 
Tucson Polychrome 
San Carlos Brown 

Nicely modeled adobe-lined hearth, almost directly under 

superimposed hearth of house lP3. Measured 23 cm. in diameter 

and 6 cm. in depth. Filled with fine white ash. 
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ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

This house type revealed an interesting combination of 

hearth with two ash-retaIner pits (Photo ). Pit 1 consist-

ed of a rectangular pit measuring 28 cm. in length, 12 cm. in 

width, and 7 em. in depth, and was located approximately 15 cm. 

behind the hearth, off center to the south. A second pit, 

also fI11e~ wIth white ash and gravel, measured 8 cm. in 

diameter and 41 cm. in depth, and contained more gravel than 

did the other two pits. This pit was located off center 

from the hearth to the north approximately 18 cm. The entire 

area.:.in the vicinity of these three architectural features 

was hard burned and solid, and easily identified. 

POST HOLES: 

Whereas sub-house IlP2 did not show evidence concerning 

the post hole structur~ of the house, sub house IP3, a similar 

structure, fortunately did produce a pest hole pattern aside 

from the intramural posts. Again the tradItional pattern of 

three parallel rows of posts was noted on the floor. These 

posts were located approximately 100 cm. apart and set approxi

mately 38 cm. from the base edge of the banquette. The larg

est of the floor post holes measur~d 19 em. in diameter and 

18 cm. in depth, and the smallest measured 11 cm. in diameter 

and 18 cm. in depth. The average hole measured 11 em. in 

diameter and 18 em. in depth. The post holes were dug verti

cally into the sterile earth and filled with soft brown dirt. 

POST HOLE CACHE: None. 

ANTLER: None 1n ev1dence. 
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DOORWAY: 

The structure indicated by a type 2 ho~se would not 

have needed or, rather, could not have had a structural door-

way made of adobe as the banquette only measured 29 cm. 

in height. The inhabitants of this structure could have 

stepped over this barrier into the house interior. A jacal 

super-structure, long disintegrated, could have afforded 

an opening if such a wall curtain were used. 

DESTRUCTION: Not burned. 

House 3, Plaza 3. 

HOtSE Nt~ER: House 3, Plaza 3. 

LOCATION: Actually north row of houses bordering Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 25. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 30. 

HOt1SE TYPE: House type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners. Measured 5.05 m. 

in length and 3.15 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faced the south, opening directly into 

northern section of Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 
. Pl. 61 

stone spindle whorl (B/235) / Shell pendant (B/240) 
Stone dish (B/2~6) Pl. 66 Two slab metates 
Bone awl (B/237~ Pl. 42 Two grindIng stones 
Bone awl (E/c.~8 J Pl. 4221 .IL1. One rubbing stone 
ceramic spindle whorl (Blc3~n7Three pestles 
Shell pendant (B/240) Pl. 70 One Plainware bowl 

Pl. 70 
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FILL: Soft eolian fill with no trash debris. 

Sherds: None 

WALLS: Puddled adobe 

North Soutt East West 

Height: Inside floor 82 cm. 78.7 cm. 38.2 cm. 86.3 cm. 

Outside sterile earth 64 cm. 62.4 cm. 37.5 cm. 71.2 cm. 
Outside floor 
House 5P3 

Thickne.ss: Base 41 cm. 25.3 cm. 17.9 cm. 34.2 cm. 

Top 36 cm. 18.6 cm. 11.2 cm. 21.9 cm. 

East wall common with house 5P3. East and west walls butted 

into north and south walls. 

WALL PLASTER: None in evidence. 

FLOOR: 

Eastern half of floor built over old puddle pit and in 

poor condition. Upon clean1bg the floor, the outline of the 

puddle pit was very apparent where the floor had sunk. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 10-15 cm. 

Sherds: Total 95. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Baooeomal'i Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

93.0% 
5.0:1 
1.0% 

Santa Cruz polychrome 1.0~ 
One Plainware bowl 

Basin type hearth, ~xtremely interesting in that eight 

bits of corn cob were found in the basin, str'ewn in the white 

ash. The hearth was located approximately 90 em. from the 

inner base of the doorway. The hearth measured 30.0 em. in 

diameter and 18 em. in depth. The earth around the hearth was 

hard packed and showed evidence of excessive heat. The hearth 

r'1m was raised approximately 4 em. above the :lormal floor level. 
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ASH-RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: 

Nineteen post holes were found in the floor of house 3P3. 

The traditional three parallel rows of posts prevailed; although, 

probably due to the nature of the fill in the puddle pit over 

which the house was superimposed, addit~onal posts were added as 

the floor sagged. The largest post measured 34.2 cm. in 

diameter and 36.2 cm. in depth. The smallest post measured 

13.0 em. in diameter and 13.2 cm. in depth. The average post 

measured 16.2 cm. in diameter and 17 cm. in depth. The post 

holes along the ,.,estern half of the house were dug into sterile 

earth. Those along the eastern half were dug into fill of 

puddle pit. 

POST HOLE CACHE: Not present. 

ANTLER: Absent. 

DOORWAY (Type 1): 

A regular cut into the south wall with no specialization. 

The doorway measured 91.5 cm. in w1dth at the door base, ane 

a step which was part of the foundat1.on, 18 cm. high, prevent

ed water from coming into the house. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House 5P3 

HOt;SE NWMBER: House 5P3. 

LOCATION: Connected with house 3P3 on east side. Belongs to 
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northern section of houses bordering Plaza ~. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. 26. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 31. 

HOUSE TYPE: Type 1, Babocomari Phase. 

~HAPE: Rectangular with squared corners. Measured 4.92 m. in 

length and 3.35 m. in width. 

O~IENTATION: Doorway faces scuth, opening into northern 

section of Plaza 2. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Stone spindle whorl (Bj252)P1J)=!-Fleshing knife (B/2S6)r'1. 57 
Fleshing knife set (B/253) P1r>!r~~~tone anv il 
Three-qu8rter grooved axe(B/2~ a )1S1ab grinder 
Three-quarter grooved axe(B/25 ~ ~wo trough manos. 
Fleshing knife (B/255) Pl. 57 

FILL: Soft eolian fill. Approximately 87 em. deep. 

No trash deeris. 

Sherds: None. 

'wALLS: Puddled adobe. 

North South :!:a s t \;est 

;{eight: Inside floor 69. 2 em. 61.2 em. 46.2 em. 37.5 ~m. 

Ot:tside sterile 
earth 48.1 em. 51.4 em. 29.6 ern. 38.2 em. 

Floor House 
~F3, 

Thickness; Base '8 ..... c. '. i l2m. 29.7 em. 28.1 em. 17.9 em. 

Top 21.6 cm. 22.8 em. 19.6 em. 11.2 cm. 

J,t,utment: Running wall with house 3P3· East ane 'Jest 'Walls 

bt.itted into it. South wall, running wall. 

W~L PLASTER: None in evidence. 
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FLOOR: Western quarter of ~all built over older puddle piC, 

but rest of floor built on sterile earth. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 12 to 19 cm. 

CONDITION: Fair, easily followed. 

Sherds: Total 37. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomar'i Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 

F IRE HEARTH (Type 1): 

54 .1% 
18.9% 
16.3% 

Sells Red 8.1% 
San Carlos Brown 2.6% 

Basin type hearth located .3 little west from center line 

of doorway. Approximately 76 em. from inner base of door. 

Measured 30.9 cm. in diameter and 14.5 cm. in depth, and was 

filled with fine white ash. The hearth rim was raised approx

imately 4 cm. above the floor level. 

ASH-RETAINER PIT: 

Located in line with doorway approximately 110 cm. from 

inner edge of door. Ash retainer pit measured 15 cm. in diam

eter and 32.2 cm. in depth, and 'Was filled with white ash and 

fine clean gravel. A second pit, also filled with fine ash 

and gravel, was centrally located against the north wall be

tween the row of post holes and the wall. This tiny pit 

measured 11.7 em. in diameter and 28 cm. in depth. 

PCS1' HOLES: 

Twenty-two post holes were uncovered on the floor level. 

The traditional pattern of three parallel rows of post hole 

supports was emplo~ed. ?he post holes were approximately 50 

to 86 cm. apart, and set in from the house walls approximately 
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34 cm. The largest hole, containing the stub of a charred 

post, measured 53.9 cm. in diameter ana 54 cm. in deptL. 

The smallest hole measured 13.9 cm. in diameter and 11.9 cm. 

in depth. The average post hole measured approximately 18.2 

em. in diameter and 17.1 cm. in depth. The posts were set 

into the ground vertically, and the post holes contained 

soft brown fill with flakes of charred and decayed wood 

material. Two of the post holes contained charred roof support 

butts. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

A post hole in the southeast corner of the house conta~Led 

;:: three-quarter grooved axes. Another cache contained 6 fles:l-

1ng knives. The large central hole contained a fleshing knife 

~edged in between post butt &nd the sterile earth. 

ANTLER: 

A set of crushed, burned antlers appeared in line with 

the doorway, centrally located against the north wall. 

DOOR\~AY (Type I): 

Regular doorway witI. no specialization, an opening in 

the south wall measuring 77.9 cm. in width at door base and 

lying 9 cm. above the level of the floor. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

House~ 

HGUSE Nr~BER: House 4P3. 
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LOCATION: Directly north of house 3P3 and 5P3. Actually 

this house is one of three units belonging to Plaza 3. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig. Zl. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 92. 

HOVSE TYPE: House type 1, Huachuca Phase. 

SHAPE: Rectangular with squared corners. Measured 5 m. 

in length and 2.80 m. in width. 

ORIENTATION: Doorway faced the ;~ft, orening into Plaza 3. 

ARTIFACTS: 
Pl. 63 

Three-quarter grooved axe (B/242)/ Three slab grinders 
Projectile point (B/~43) Pl. 58 Three manos 
Two slab metate One crushed Eabocomari 

Plainware jar. 

FILL: 

Trash filled. The house contained approximately 120 cm. 

of trash fill. Fire-cracked rock, ash lenses, sher-ds, and the 

usual materials associated with dump trash wer~ found. 

Sherds: Total 104. 

Babocomari Plainware 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 
Dragoon Red 

61.5% 
13. 4'; 
5.7~ 
9.5% 

Santa Cruz Polychrome 
San Carlos Brown 
Tucson Polychrome 
Gila Black-on-red 

2.7% 
2.7% 

.9% 

Tanque Verde Red-on
brown 

~ALLS: Puddled adobo. 

Height: Inside floor 
Outside sterile earth 

North 
101.4 em. 
72.6 cm. 

House floor 
Thickness: Base 21 em. 

Top 17 cm. 

South East west 

100.1 em. e4.5 em. 104.4 em. 

73.6 cm. 46.2 em. 67. 4 em. 

17.9 em. 18.0 em. 2~.O em. 
14.2 cm. 14.~ em. 16.8 em. 

Abutment: North and south walls butt3~ into east and west walls. 

, 
:.~ 
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WALL PLASTER: None noted. 

FLOOR: Good condition. Built on red sterile earth. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: Approximately 30 cm. in depth. 

CONDITION: Good. 

Sherds: Total 330. 

Babocomari Plainvare 
Babocomari Polychrome 
Gila Polychrome 
Tanque Verde Red-on-

brown 

FIRE HEARTH (TJpe 1): 

94 .5% 
3.1% 

.9% 

.6~ 

Santa Cruz Polychrome .3%· 
San Sarlos Brown .6% 

Basin hearth located approx1matelJ 54 em. from inner base 

of door. Measured 33.9 em. in diameter and 12 cm. in depth. 

Area around hearth is hard burned adobe, slightly higher than 

floor level. Hearth filled with white ash. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: 

Located approximately 22 em. behind fire hear·th in line 

with ooorway. Measured 21.6 cm. in diameter and cl cm. in depth. 

Filled with white ash and clean gravel. 

POST HOLES: 

Twenty post holes were found on the floor level, o\.:g 

vertically into sterile. One large post hole contained the 

charred stub of a juniper post. The traditional three rarallel 

rows of poets persisted in this ~CUBe unit, the posts bein~ 

approximately 75 cm. apart and set approximately 30 cm. from 

the wall bases. The largest post measured 30.7 em. in diameter 

and 53.2 em. in depth, and contained the post stut. The 

smallest post hole measured 13.7 cm. in diameter and 17 cm. 
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in depth. The average post hole measured 21.4 em. in diameter 

and 21 cm. in depth. 

POST HOLE CACHE: 

The post hole immediately to the north of the doorway 

contained a three -quarter grooved axe in the fill of the post 

hole. The hole measured 17 cm. in diameter and 15.6 cm. in 

depth. 

ANTLER: 

A pair of crushed and burned antlers was Pound at the 

base of the post hole, located 'centrally against the west 

wall in line with the hearth, ash retainer pit, and doorway. 

DOORWAY (Type 1): 

No specialization. A hole in the puddled adobe wall, 

55.2 cm. wide a,t its base and 7 cm. above the floor, served 

as a doorway. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

Round House 1 

HOUSE NUMBER: Round house 1. 

LOCATION: Located centrally between Plaza 1 and Plaza 2. 

House l4p2 superimposed over south portion of this 

house. 

PLAN OYTLINE: Fl(l. as. - ~ 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. ~S3. 

HOUSE TYPE: Round house type 3, Huachuca Pha se . 
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SHAPE: Circular house .. measuring 3.32 m. in diameter. 

ORIENTATION: Questionable. 

ARTIFACTS: 

Fleshin~ knife (B/179) fJ.5'{. 
Two slab grinders. 

FILL: Soft eolian fill. No trash material. 

Sherd s: None. 

WALLS: 

The walls of the round house were apparently constructed 

of branches and mud (Pl. 33 ) • The remaining plaster near 

the base of the walls measured 16 •• cm. The plastered wall 

was smoothed down and joined the plastered floor without a 

break. On the outsid, ~f the wall plaster, branch impressions 

were found but, as no post holes appeared in the sterile eartl:, 

apparently the branches vere set in the pital'ld held by 

plaster. 

W ALL PLASTER: 

Excellent plaster measuri~g approyimately 4.8 cm. in 

thickness and covering low~r section of house and floor. 

FLOOR: 

Excellent plastered floor sloping from the siees to the 

fire hearth. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 16.6 cm. 

CONDITION: Approximately three-fourths of flcor in excellent 

state of preservation. Other s,'-ction destroyed by super

imposed house l4p2. 
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Sherds: Total 4. 

Babocomari Polychrome 25% 
Gila Polychrome 25% 

FIRE HEARTH ~ (Type 2): 

Tucson Polychrome 25~ 
San Carlos Brown 25% 

Excellently modeled adobe fire hearth located centrally 

in the house. Hearth measured -23.1 cm. in diameter and 10.2 

em. in depth. Was filled with white ash. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: None. 

POST HCLE CACHE: None. 

ANTLER: None. 

DOORWAY: Not located. 

DESTRUCTION: Burned. 

Round House 2 

HOUSE NUMBER: Roune House 2. 

LOCATION: Loea ted in east central ar'ea of Plaza 2. 

PLAN OUTLINE: Fig_ 2g. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 34. (Same as floor plan) 

HOUSE Tl~E: House type 3. 

SHAPE: 'Oval in shape, not quite round. Measured 2.80 m. on 

north-south axis and 2.35 m. on east-west axis. 

ORIENTATION: ~uesticnalbe, possibly to the east. 

J\I\TIFACTS: One slab grinder, near the fire hea ·~th. 
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FILL: Soft eoli~n fill. No trash debris. 

Sherd s: None. 

WALLS: 

Round house 2 resembled round house 1 in construction. 

The plastered wall stood 16.2 cm. high ane lay against the 

sterile pit side. Reed and b~anch impr9sEi0ns similar to 

round house 1 were noted. The plaster measured 1.5 cm. thick. 

WALL PLASTER: Around base of house: 10.2 cm. in height. 

FLOOR: Excellent plastered floor. 

DEPTH IN STERILE: 21 cm. 

CONDITION: Plaster over red sterile earth. 

Sherds: None found on floor. 

FIRE HEARTH: 

Nicely modeled hearth, located centrally in the house. 

Measured 21 cm. in diameter and 5 cm. in depth. Filled with 

black ash. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: Absent. 

POST HOLE CACHE: Absent. 

FLOOR PIT: 

Two pits other than the fire hearth were found on the 

house floor. A shallow depression southeast of the fire 

hearth measured 44.5 cm. in diameter and 11 cm. deep. 

A second pit measur,ing 17.3 cm. in diameter and 10.9 cm. 

in depth was located southwest of the fire hearth. 

ANTLER: Absent. 
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DOORWAY: 

Questionable, possible to the east where house flattens 

and a step of adobe 1s noticeable. 

DESTRlJCTION: 'tuestionable. 

Round House 3. 

HOUSE NIMBER: Round house 3. 

LOCATION: Northwest section of Plaza 1, west of house "D", 

Plaza 1. 

PLAN OtrrLIIm: Fig.' 39. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pl. 3$. (Same as Floor Plan) 

HOUSE TYPE: House type 3. 

SHAPE: Circular house, measuring 2 metera in diameter. 

ORIENTATION: ~uestionable. 

ARTIFACTS: One slab gr1nder. 

FILL: Eolian fill. 

Sherd s: None. 

WALLS: 

Circular base wall 33 cm. high. Sloping sides sunk into 

sterile earth. Same construction af ~ound house 1. 

W ALL PLASTER: 

Wall plaster 33.3 em. in height, on an angle slope toward 

center of floor and fire hearth. Plaster had reed impressions 

on exterior, but plastered smooth on interior, approximately 

4.9 em. in thickness. 
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FLOOR: Decided slope from wall edge to central fire hearth. 

CONDITION: Excellent. Plaster layover red sterile earth. 

Sherds: None. 

FIRE HEARTH (Type 2): 

Modeled adobe hearth filled with ash and black wood 

particles. Measured 18 cm. in diameter and 7 cm. in depth. 

ASH RETAINER PIT: Absent. 

POST HOLES: Absent. 

POST HOLE CACHE: Absent. 

FLOOR PITS: Absent. 

ANTLER: Absent. 

DOORWAY: Not located. 

DESTRUCTION: ~uestionable. 

Outdoor Cookin2 Pits .. 
VSE: By reviewing the village map, the presence of a large 

number of outdoor cooking pits will be noted. Three types 

of pits were found. They were, generally speaking, situated 

two to five meters in from the plaza wall of the house groups, 

occasionally very close to the doorways. The fill of the 

pits suggested the cooking of game, as the pits normally con

tained soft, ashy material and an abundance of animal bone, 

but they undoubtedly were used also in the preparation of other 

food a . 
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MANWFACTURE: The making of the outdoor pits was indeed 

a simple task. It consisted of digging a circular hole in 

the sterile earth at a desirable spot in the plaza area. 

CLASSIFICATION: These pits ar~ not to be confused with those 

associated with the cremation ar~as. The cremation pits 

contained a lining of loose stone, whereas the cooking pits, 

although containing an occasional fire-cracked boulder or 

pebble, did not have the large amount of rock common to the 

pits in the cremation area. The pits were classified accor~

ing to their shape and construction. 

Tlpe 1 Shallow outdoor cooking pits. Approximately 

22 checked at the Village. (Fi.g. 31 .. ) . The most common type 

of pit at the Babocomari Village vas Type 1. 

Diameter: The average diameter "was approximately 1 m. 

to 1-1/2 m. 

Depth: Average depth was approximately 25 to 32 cm. 

below the surface and 15-20 em. in the red sterile earth. 

Fill: Soft ashy fill, with quantities of animal bone, 

cracked and often burned. Occasionally sherds and artifacts 

were found. 

Type 2 Deep, outdoor cookir.g pits. Two of these deep 

pits were fcc:ld (Fig. 31 ). 

Diameter: These pear-shaped pits measured approximately 

C m. 14 em. in length; 1 m. 50 em. in width at the widest 

pOint, and 76 cm. in width in the restricted portion. 

Depth: These pits measured 1 m. 41 cm. in depth at the 

deepest portion (1 m. in the sterile earth). 
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Fill: Same as Type 1. 

stone Lined Cists 

USE: The two cists located in Plaza 1 and Plaza 2 were 

stone lined. Nothing was found in them to suggest their 

l' 3e. These cists are common to the northern Pueblo area, 

an outstanding trait from Basketmaker times into the Pueblo 

period. The fill material found in the Babocomari cists 

consisted of hard sterile earth and water-lain deposits; 

no ash"sherds or refuse were found in them. In the northern 

area, it was believed that the cists--and there is evidence 

to support this belief--were used for storage purposes. 

MANUFACTURE: The cists wer~ constructed by digging a circular 

hole in the sterile earth; the edges were lined with 18 stones, 

old metates, river-washed boulders, and slabs, all set on 

end and close together so that their sides touched. Then a 

stone base, consisting of several crudely shaped slabs of 

rock, were set into the floor of the eist and leveled. The 

cracks between the stone lining were then chinked with smaller 

stones and with mud. 

CLASSIFICATION: (See Fig. 32 and Pl. 37) 

Diameter: kleraged 88.9 cm. in diameter across the mouth 

and 47.2 cm. in diameter across the base. 

Depth: Approximately 28.9 em. from stone base to top 
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of stone sides. Cut approximately 18 cm. into the sterile 

earth. 

PUddle Pits 

rSE: Two puddle pits were located. Both of them were filled 

wi~h trash material of the Huachuca Phase, and probably were 

used when the village was first constructed. The fill in 

the puddle pit, located immediately east of Plaza I near house 

"X-", proved very interesting in that a pair of human arms, 

articulated, were found in the fill near the floor (fl~te 38b). 

A residue of old, puddled adobe was found on the floor of 

both pits and on the sterile earth sides of the pits. Tuthill 

located similar pits at Tree Alamos Ruin on the Sa.n Pedre River 

and states: 

"The mud-walled structures of the Tucson Phase 
must have needed almost constant repairs, especially 
during the season of heavy and often violent rain
storms in the summer months, and the adobe puddling 
pits would consequently receive a great deal of 
use."15 . 

MANUFACTURE: Simple excavation ot a oircular pit into the 

sterile earth to be used for the mixing of wet adobe by walk

ing in the plastic mud, thus thoroughly mixing it wi~h water. 

CLASSIFICATION: The two pits identified as" pudd ling pits II 

15 
Tuthill, 1947, p. 30. 
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were larger than those found by Tuthill16 at Tres Alamos, 

but similar to those found by Hayden17 at Pueblo Grande Ruin 

near the present city of Phoenix. The presence of adobe 

puddling pits is not uncommon as they have been found at Casa 

Grande, the University Ruin northeast of Tucson, Pueblo Grande 

and La Ciudad in the Salt River Valley. 

Diameter: Approximately 3.75 m. in diameter. 

Depth: Approximately 1 m. 35 cm. Cut into native earth 

approximately 65 Cm. 

Fill: One puddle pit, located east of Plaza 1, contained 

trash fill in the Huachuca Phase. The second pit, similar 

to the first, located under house 3P3 and 5P3, contained the 

same Huachuca Phase fill. 

water Cistern 

LSE: A single pit located in the southeast corner of Plaza 1. 

It may have served as a water cistern of sorts. The sterile 

earth sides were sloping and the fill consisted of heavy, clay

like material that apparently was water laid. The fill material 

resembled the fill of the walk-in wells and reservoirs exca-

va ted by the Vniversity of Arizona Archaeologica~ Field School 

at Point of Pines. The assignment of the term "Water Cistern" 

is highly speculative and was based primaril) UpO:1 the clay

like fill of the pit. 

MANUFACTURE: As in the case of the other pits, the WGter cistern 

was dug into the red sterile earth. 

l6r------
Tuthill, 1947, p. 30. 

17HaYden, 1942, pp. 405-407. 
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CLASSIFICATION: See Fig. 34 
Diameter: 2 m., 25 cm. at mouth opening; 1 m. and 39 

cm. at base. 

Depth: Approximately 1 m. 79 cm. in depth at deepest 

section, and 1 m. 22 cm. in sterile,earth. 

Fill: Black water clay 1 m. 22 cm. in sterile earth. 

The bottom of the pit measured approximately 15 em. in 

thickness. 

open Ramada Floor 

USE: In the southwest corner of Plaza 1 a plastered floor 

with no post holes nor fire hearths was found. It may be 

the remains of an open ramada or summer house similar to 

the ramadas used by the present day papago Indians. 

MANrFACTURE: 4 square pit was sunk into the sterile earth. 

Th~~floor was plastered and well packed. If a ramada, the 

roof was constructed of light material to be used solely 

as a sun shade, supported by posts sunk into the top soil 

of the plaza and not the sterile soil benea th it. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Measurements: The floor measured 3 m. 80 cm. in length 

and 3 m. 70 cm. in width, thus was almost square. 

Depth: The floor was laid on the red sterile earth 

in a pit cut 22 cm. into the sterile red earth. 

Finish: The floor was smooth and hard and in many 
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sections showed the remains of hard plaster approximately 

.8 cm. thick, laid directly on the red sterile earth. 

Aside from the plaster, no other hou~e features were in 

ev1.dence. 

Fill: 30ft, black fill carrying a great deal of trash 

material, i.e. sherds (Huachuca Phase), broken bone, ash 

material, and fire-cracked stones. 

Wing Walls .. 
USE: A number of wing walls were located in both Plaza 1 

and Plaza 2. The wing walls found in Plaza 1 and designated 

as the Huachuca Phase, consisted of upright river boulders 

set into puddled adobe. This feature was not common in the 

Babocomari Phase in Plaza 2. The use of wing walls is highly 

speculative. The author does not believe that they were 

built for protective purposes against an invading enemy nor 

against any wild life, inasmuch as the walls are broken by 

a number of wide doorways. Also the plaza houses are not 

closely knit units taking advantage of the shelter offered 

by the wing wall. The wing walls were built, perhaps, as 

a primary protection against the constant winds which, at 

the present time, blowout of the southwest from the Huachuca 

Mountains. The winds are so strong that during our exca

vation periods, especially during the months of April and 

~~ay , it was occas ionall y ne ce saary to stop d igglng. 

MANUFACTURE: Type 1 was constructed of puddled adobe and 
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upright river boulders, built simply by making a single adobe 

wall and inserting upright boulders as the structure grew in 

height. Tt.thill discusses similar wall construction found 

at Tres Alamos in the Tucson Phase: "Excavation revealed that 

these stones formed the core of walls of puddled adobe. They 

have been referred to as reenforcing materials but this 

assumptIon seems to be erroneous. It is more probable that 

the stones were used with the sole idea of taking up space. 

Every cubic foot of rock used in the walls eliminated the 

necessity of mixing a corresponding amount of adobe mud. In 

a large compound the saving in labor would be considerable. 

The mud was probably mixed in the same pits from which the dirt 

was dug, much in the manner that is customary in the Southwest 

today. A puddled adobe-walled compound _ould requir~ the 

mixing and carrying of a prodigious amount of mud, hence the 

space-filling capacity.of the rocks was used. Water undoubt

ed1) had to be brought from the 3an Pedro River in ollas, 

carried in all probability on the heads of the women of the 

pueblo. This called for an enormous amount of labor, and any 

method whereby a part of it might be eliminatec .'as probably 

used. As it takes nearly a gallon of water to make a gallon 

o.:.~ aj '~·~E mud, and since a fair sized rock will occupy the 

same space as a gallon of muo, the saving in labor can be 

appreciated .18 

-----------
18 
~thill, 1947, pp. 18-19. 
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CLASSIFICATION: The wing walls or the Babocomari Village 

have been placed into two general types based upon the 

presence qr absence of rock in their con3tru~tion. 

Wing Walls with Upright Rock: Type I, _P_l_" ____ _ 

Phase: Huachuca Phase. 

Location: Northeast section or Plaza 1 between houses 

fiR" and "I". Northwest section or Plaza 1 between 

house "D" and the south cluster of houses. 

Doorways: Both walls showed doorways, measuring 

approximately 122 om. wide at the base. 

Thickness: Arproxlmately 25 to 43 cm. in thickness 

at the base and tapering to approximatelJ 17 to 

°9 c '" m. in thickness at the r€maining top level. 

T.z.pe 2, Wing '{all, Puddled Adobe. 

Phase: Babocomari Phase. 

Location: Plaza 2 plus one stretch between hous9f 

- "E" and "M" in the southwest corner of Plaza 1. 

Doorways: Located in all wing walls. 

Thickness: Generally between 30 and 45 cm. in 

thickness at base, and 25 to 31 cm. in thickness 

at remaining top. 

Canals --'-
No a.anals belonging to the Babocomari Village wer-e found, 

although an- intricate canal system msde by the homesteaders 

crl,ss-crossed over the face of the entire ruin. It is 

very probable that the BabJcomarites used some sort of 



irrigation, but due t~ the leveling and ploughing of the 

valley bottom by the homesteaders, all traces of such canals 

have been lost. 

Trash Dumps 

The Babocomarites were in the habit of filling all their old 

houses with trash; hence no great mounds of trash were found. 

It seemed to be the habit of the people to throw their trash 

to the southwest section of the ruin. Never was the trash 

any deeper than 50 cm. outside of the houses. 
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CHAPTER V. 

ARTS AND CRAFTS OF THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

INTRODUCTION 

Ther'e is an admitted parallel between the presentation 

of the artifacts of the Babocomari Village and the presenta-

tion of the "Minor Arts and Crafts" in the excellent Alkali 

Rid ge Report by Brew. l Tools wer-e grouped according to their 

aboriginal use, and the typological pattern previously set 

by the archaeological students in the field of southwestern 

archaeology. Amazingly enough, both patterns parallel each 

other to a great degr,ee. 

The tools are herein classified according to their use 

as Linton defines the word: "The terms function and use have 

been employed interchangeably even by certain members of the 

f~nctional school, but the author feels there i3 a very real 

distinction and that there will be constant confusion unless 

this is made clear. The difference between use and function 

is most obvious in the case of material expressions of culture 

such as tools and utensils. Th If the prim::u'y use of an axe 

is for chopping, that cf a spade for digging, but anyone 

will feel the inappropriateness of applying th~ term function 

to such utilizations. The U3€ of 2ny culture element is 

an expression of its r~lations to things external to the 

1 
Bre~, 1946, pp. 230 289. 
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socia1-cu1tura.1 configuration; its function is an expression 

of its relation to things vithin that configuration. Thus 

the axe has a use or uses with respect to the natur·a1 envir

onment of the group, i.e., to chop wood. It haa functions 

with respect both to the needs of the group and the operation 

of other e1s2ents within the cu1t~re configuration. It helps 

to satisfy the need for wood and makS3 possible a vho1e 

series of woodworking patterns. To take another example, the 

use of a medicine may be to reduce fever, its function to 

~estore individuals to heal th. The function of a trait com-

p1ex is the sum total of its contribution tovards the perpet

uation of the social-cultural configuration. This function 

is normally a composite which can be analyzed into a number 

of functions each of vhich ia related to the satisfaction of 

a particular need. This usage of the term is parallel in many 
"2 respects to the usage already assigned it in linguistic studies. 

Whereas we can say that the primary use of a stone axe 

was to cut wood, we cannot give, in any reasonable light, its 

importance or relation to other things within the Babocomari 

Village culture. We of one culture find it e~treme1y difficult 

to understand and judge cultural complexities of other living 

groups becau3e \O;e caTh.'1ot "put ourselves in their shoes" due 

to our associations within our own 1angua~e barriers, our own, 

sets of mores, biases, etc. Much less can ve even dare to 

suggest functional purposes for an artifact belonging to a 

2Ibid • 
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group of people long dead. In the first place, we are 

unable to compare the sum total of material artifacts 

inasmuch as many artitacts are perishable, as wooden ob

jects, basketry, etc. We have only imperishable mater1als 

left to study at the Babocomari V1llage, for 1t is an 

open site and not a cave s1te. 

In the second place we, with our modern technical 

society, cannot evaluate the worth of an art1fact through 

the eyes of an agrar1an living several hundred years ago. 

The meaning of these artifacts 1s important. The 

sum total of art1facts, architecture, and fOOdstuffs imp11es 

that these people were farmers who added to the1r larder 

by hunting. The art1facts also 1mply that they were to a 

large extent a self-suffic1ent people, although there ar~ 

ev1dences of trade, espec1ally in the ceramic f1eld. Not 

only were they more or less self-suff1cient, but they had 

a basic knowledge of the natural resources of their country. 

For example, a stone axe head was made from a f1ne-grained 

diorite wh1ch has the abi11ty to take the constant pecking 

necessary in shaping the axe without shat,tering, and then, 

too, the material takes an excellent polish when the product 

1s finished. 

Not only were they in accord with their surroundings, 

but they utilized many of the normal waste products of 

the1r culture. Bone artifacts are an excellent example of 

th1s. 
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Second, in addition to use, the methods of manufactur-

ing the artifacts are described. Manufacturing techniques 

are equally as important as either "usage" or classification. 

Third, the artifacts are classified according to the 

typology set up by Kidder3 . In this section, the old ideol

ogy of using material artifacts strictly as "archaeological 

too13" is the basic concept. Minute descriptions of each 

artifact and a general classification of each were made in 

the hope of comparing the artifacts with those found at other 

ruins in the immediate area termed "Salado". 

BONE MUSICAL IN3TR5MENTS 

Whistles 

USE: Two specimens were found. These were or'iginally used 

as whistles or bird calls. 1 

MANUFACT{;iRE: In making a whis tIe the Babocoma ri te se Ie cted 

a hollow bir~ bone, cut it--probably with a stone flake-

drilled it with a stone drill, and then smoothed and polished 

it by rubbing it against a soft sandstone or possibly a 

leather strop.2 

CLASSIFICATION: 2 speciments (Plate 40 ). 

NO. LENGTH DIAMETER 
B/16 8 .1 em. 1 .1 cm. 
,... 
c. 6.5 crn. .8 cm. 

3Kidder, 1932. 
:Ibid., p. 252, fig. ~ll 

HOLE 
DIAMETER MATERIAL LOCATION 

.6 cm. BIrd Bone Hou~e" Ali FIll 

.5 cm. " " n 

'Hodge, 1920, p. 131, figs. 37-40. 
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a. Body: Tubular ~~~h a single drilled hole loeat€d 

in the approximate niddle of the tube. One specimen measures 

8.1 cm. in length while the other measures Q.5 em. in 

!tB@th. ThE ~~rgest specimen measures 1.1 em. in diameter 

while the smaller measures .8 em. The eut ends of both 

whistles have been carefully rounded and beveled. 

b. Hole: Both sppcimens have a single drilled hole, 

approximately .5 cm. in diameter. 

DISTRIBliTION: v.histles have been located in the Pueblo 

area and at the Babocomari Village but they are absent 

in the Mimbres area3 and in the Gila-Salt drainage . 

.. , 
Bone Sounding Rasps 

LSE: Two types of sounding rasps were used by the B&boeomarites. 

They are like those described by Kidder, 

r.Bcth kinds are provided with deep, c10se
set notches so cut into them that a stick or 
anothe r bone rubbed along the se ries of inden
tations produces a resonant, rattling sound 
much like that made by drawing a stick across 
the palings of a wooden fence. "4 

Russelldeseribes a ~inl1ar instrument made of wood and 

common to the Pimas and the Yaqui Ind ians of the area. 

liThe notched or scrapin~ stick is in very 
~eneral use to carry the rhythm during the slng
in~ of ceremoni31 son~s. ~hen one e~d of the 
stIck is laid on an overturned basket and another 
stick or a deer's sc~~u1a is drawn quickly over 
the notche s the r·esul tinR sound from this com
pound instrument of percussic:l ::nay be compared 
wi th tha t of the snare drum. "5 

~cosgrove, H. S. and C B., 1932, p. 62. 
Kidder, 1932, p. 252, fig. 212. 

5Russel1, 1908, p. 167, fig. 81. 



MANUFACTURE: Employing the scapula of a deer or a thick 

rib section or long bone of a larger animal, the Babocomarites 

cut notches into the bone at regular intervals with, 

presumably, a flint flake. The scapulae of the deer were 

used by notching along one inner edge while the long bones 

carry longer notches covering the broad face of the bone. 

CLASSIFICATION: The soundin~ rasps have been divided into 

two classes; those made from the scapulae of deer and those 

made from the long bones and thick ribs of animals. 

TYPE 1. DEER SCAPULA RASPS. 2 specimens, Pl~te 40b. 

NO . LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS 

B/54 10.3' 2.5 x .5 cm. (Broken) 

B/266 12.9 x 4.8 x 1.2 cm. " 

a. Material: Scapulae of deer. 

MATERIAL LOCATI'JN 

reer Scapula House "a" Fill 

tl •• Firepit 2 Plaza 

b. Body: Both specimens broken, b~t it 1s assumed that 

the entire deer scapula formed the instrument base. 

They now measure 11.3 cm. in length and 4.8 Cffi. 

across the widest seet~on and are 1.2 cm. thick. 

c. Notches: The indentations which define this instru

~ent are approximately .2 cm. apart and .1 em. deep 

in cross section; they resemble a ~V". One scapula 

(Fig. ~ Pl. 40 ) has 17 notches along a ridge 

5.5 em. long, approximately .2 em. in length. 
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TYPE 2. LONG BONE RASPS. 7 specimens, Fig. A, Pl. 40. 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 

B/52 7.1 x 2.7 x .4 cm. (Broken) Long Bone House "Gil Fill 
"-

B/76 10.0 x 2.3 x ., cm. n " n- " "J ft Fill 

B/2l~ 18.1 x 1.2 x 1.8 om. .. Rib n -Sub lP3 Floor 

B/225 15.0 x 2.4 x .3 cm. .. Long Bone " l8p2 Floor 

5. Fragment or, Rasp Surface n " n lP3 Fill 

G. 

1.. 

" II n " " n 
" 3P3 Fill 

" 11 " II n "- n 5P3 Fill 

a. Material: Long bones of a deer and 1 rib specimen. 

b. Body: Split seotions of long bone with long notches 

across the mid-section of the bone. All the specimens 

are broken, but they average 12.5 cm. in length, 

2.1 cm. in width, and .5 cm. in thickness. 

c. Notches: Run at right angles to the long axis of 

the bone. One (Fig. A, Pl. 40 ) has 18 lateral notches 

across a section 7.8 cm. long. The notches are 

approximately 5 cm. apart and are approximately 

.1 cm. deep. In cross section, the notch resembles 

a "UJI rather than the sharp "V" cross section of 

Type 1. The notches measure 2.3 cm. in length as 

compared with .2 cm. length of Type 1. 

DISTRIBUTION: The sounding rasp, whether made of bone or wood, 

is a common musical instrument found· in the Southwest, being 

found at pecos6 as well as at Hawikah. 7 Type 2 specimens 

6 Kidder, Ibid. 
7 Hodge, 1920, p. 138, PIs. XLIII and YLIV. 
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were located at the Swartz RUin8 situated east or· the 

Babocomari Village. 

BONE ORNAMENTS 

Beads 

USE: Tvo bone beads were found on the first house floor 

excavated. That these very common little objects were 

largely employed as beads seems probable because of the1r 

shape, and because of the worn and polished appearance of 

their ends and sides. Similar tubes have actually been lound 

strung together in other parts of the Southwest: end-to-

end as beads in northeastern Arizonaj9 in bunched pairs as 
10 

a pendant ornament or amulet on the Mesa Verde; and about 

the necks of skeletons at Hawikah. ll It is possible that 

these beads may have been sewed to clothing as was the 
12 

custom of some plains tribes. 

MANYFACTVRE: The Babocomar1tes used the hollow bone of a 

large bird to manufacture their bone beads. The edges of 

the beads have been smoothed and the body highly polished. 

The workmanship is excellent and the finish compares with 

that on the best awls. 

-- -----------------
B 
Cosgrove, H. S. and C. B., 1932, pp. 58 ~ 62, Pl. '7 a-g. 

9Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, p. 70f.-after Kidder, 1932, 
10 p.260. 

Nordenskiold, 1893, pl. XL 5.-after Kidder, Ibid. 
11 
1 Hodge, 1920, p. 134, -after Kidder, Ibid. 
~idder, 1932, p. 260, .figs. 214-219. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 2 specimens, Pl~te 41. 

NO. 

B/33 
B/34 

LENGTH 
4.2 cm. 
3.8 cm. 

DIAMETER 
.8 cm. 

1.1 cm. 

MATERIAL LOCATION 
Bird Bone Floor House "At! 
"n " "" 

a. Material: probably bone or large hawk. 

b. Body: Highly polished, well-rinished sections of: 

tube bone, measuring 4.2 em. in length and .1 cm. in 

diameter. 

DISTRIBUTION: The prominence of these beads among the Pueblo 

Ruins of northern Arizona ano New Mexico mark their presence 

at the Babocomari Village as of particular interest. 

WOODWORKING TOOLS 

Wrenches. Pl. 4lA. 
~SE: A single example of a bone wrench was found in the fill 

of an old house at the Babocomari Village. These tools are 

commonly called wrenches, used in the process of straightening 

arrows: 

13 

14 

nOn the theory that the shart of the arrow, 
having been steamed or soaked to a pliable con
d1tion, was drawn through one of the holes, 
crooked places being :;traighte-ned by using the 
wrench as a lever.13 This is probably correct 
in so far as the general purpose of the contriv
ances is concerned, but most if not all Pueblo 
arrows were made of reeds which, of ~c.urse, re
quired no straightening of this sort. The wood
en foreshafts of arrow!, however, might have 
needed treatment, as might also many other slim~ 
straight sticks for screens, cradle-backs, etc. 14 

Cushing, 1895, p. 320, figs. 10-11, in Kidder quotation, 
1932, p. 241. 

Kidder, 1932, p. 241, fig. 201. 
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MANUFACTURE: In the case of the Babocomari Village specimen 

which, unfortunately, is broken and burned, it appears that 

the creator of the tool probably used a sectien of the skull 

cap of a deer. One complete hole remains and sections of 

three others, worked in a circle around the complete hole, 

are in evi-dence. The holes were drilled from both sides 

ot-the· bODe-and secondary wear has caused a beveling of the 

lip on one side of the hole. 

CLASSIFICATION: I specimen. Fig. a, Pl. 41. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 

B/~45 5.2 cm. 3.7 cm. .2 cm. Skull Cap Fill Sub-House 
3P3. 

a. Material: Probably skull cap of large mammal. 

b. Bod]: Unfortunately burned and broker.. 

c. Wrenching Holes: One complete hole remains and 

parts of three others bOl'der the tool. Hole measures C:.l 

cm. in diameter and edges are beveled. 

DISTRIBWTION:: This tool is very rar~ly found in the South

west. It is believed that there is a close affinity between 

the Pecos '\irenches _f.d those found in the Plains area,1 5 

which, if the affinity can be orawn to the Babocom['tri ar-ea, 

shows some contact with the country to the east. However, 

similar tools were not found in the Mimbres al'ea. 

15 
Kidder, 1932, Ibid. 
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BONE HOUSEHOLD ~TILITY TOOLS 

"All tools, accordingly, whose pOints are 
apparently sharp enough to ha\e teen of use for 
perforating hides or for the manufacture of 
coiled baske try, have beeD class ified as awls. "l~ 

Bone awls of the Babocomari collection have been categor

ized as "household piercing tools" whose use undot;.ctedly 

varied considerably with the daily routine of the household. 

MANijFACTURE: Animal bones, because of their abundance 

and workability were used in the making of certain tools. 

Frem the collection of avIs, it appears that the metatarsal 

bones of the mule deer were used principally in the ~aking 

of awls, al though other animal bones were also 3n_ployed. 

The bone was split into the desired general shape, then 

scraped with a sharp object, abraded, and polished to the 

finished product. 

CLASSIFICATION: The classification of bor.e awls has been 

patterned after Kidder's classification of Pecos bone material. 17 

TYPE 1. DEER METATARSAL AWLS. MODIFIED HEADS. 7 Speei~Ens. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
NO. 
B/32 
B/9l 
B/90 
B/191 
? . 
Ii!) • 

7 ! 

LENGTH 
15.4 em. 
1'.9 em. 
21.~ em. 
Broken 

II 

II 

" 

WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
1.8 em. .7 em. Deer Metatarsus Fill House-II AI! 
1.4 cm. 1.4 em. n " Floor I: 2P2 
2.4 em. 2 .0 em. n " 1\" 1 P-:< 
- C' 1\"" I' IF3-c: . em. 
1 5 1 0 " tt tI II ~P-:<' . em. . em. r. -
1 . 7 em. 1 • 2 em." II "" '+ P 3 
I e 1 r- tI f! !1 11 ') Pj~ .• em~.~~~.c~~cm~. __________________________ ~-~ 

a. Material: Metatarsus of Mule Deer, employing entire I. Kidder, 1932, p. 203. 
l7Ibid ., pp. 203-271. 
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head and upper body of bone. Worked to a point at distal 

end of bone. 

b. Body: The entire proximal end of the metatarsus 

of the deer was used, the distal end being cut and abraded to 

" form a sharp point. The awls in this group average 17.9 cm. 

in length and 1.7 cm. in diameter at the mid section. 

c. Head: The classification of awls has been devised 

accor~ing to the treatment of the awl head. This group of 

awls has, with some modification, retained the full head of 

the metatarsus of the deer. The head is trimmed by scraping 

and the sides of the head have been partially drilled, al

though the holes do not meet to form a complete perforation. 

TYPE 2. DEER METATARSAL hw-LS. SPLIT HEADS. 3 Spec. Fig. e, Pl. ~2. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH 
1. Broken 1.3 cm. 
E/58 1'.9 cm.1.4 cm. 
B(21S 12.7 cm.1.0 cm. 

THICKNESS ~~ER~ LOCATION 
.7 cm. --Deer Meta~arsus Fill House"a" 
8 "" "" II • cm. 

.7 cm. n n Floor House17P2 

a. Material. The metatarsal bone of the mule deer, 

split along the axis of the bone, dividing the head in half. 

b. Body: One half of the 10~g section of the metatarsus 

was used, leaving only one condyle head of the bone intact. 

Splitting the bone in this fashion made a flatter, br'oader 

type awl with a blunt point. The makers paid more attention 

to shaping this type b~ abrasion and polishing, for one half 

of the a""l blade originally was the inside section of the 

meta tarsus, thus requiring more work. Ave rage length of this 

type awl: 14.8 cm., average width I.e: cm., average thickness 

.7 cm. 



c. Head: Split so that a single condyle of the head 

remained intact. This portion of the head was not altered. 

TYPE 3. VLNA AWLS. 2 Specimens. Fig. d, Pl. 42. 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICkNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/2l7 1'.' em. 4.3 em. .7 cm. 2 ulna Floor House l7P2 
B/257 14.7 em. 3.1 cm. .8 em. 2 ulna TT/17 

a. Material: Wlna of deer and other mB.ImDals. 

b. Body: Entire head of ulna left intact, while 

blade has curve due to natural curve of ulna. Excellent 

points made of both specimens. One specimen has a series 

of notches running parallel down the sides of the blade to 

within 2.4 am. of the point. The smallest specimen measures 

12.7 cm. in length, 1.0 cm. in width across blade, and is 

3.4 cm. thick. The largest awl measures Ii.' cm. in length 

and 4.3 em. in width. 

c. Head: The large head of the ulna bone affords an 

excellent hand grip. If the manipulator's fingers were placed 

in the condyles of the ulna head, the action of the awl 

would be the same as that for the sailor's canvas needle, 

for the place has approximately the same amount of curvature. 

TYPE 4. LONG BONE AWLS. HEAD REM ovm . 2 Spec. ?ig. c, Pl. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATIoN 
B/I 12.4 em. 1.5 em. .7 cm. Long Bone Survey 
BL32 11.7 em. 1.' em. .7 em. fi- n Fill House itA" 

a. Material: Body ~r long bone of a large mammal. 

b. Body: Mid-section splinters from the body of 

a long bone. Points polished and well formed, but not se 

sharp as Type ~ :-/1s. Average length of avIs, 1:).1 em., 

averago vidth 1.8 em., average thickness .7 cm. This type 

1+2. 
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of awl is crude wheL ~ompared with the workmanship of the 

awls of the first three types. 

c. Head: Completely absent. 

TYPE 5. BONE SPLINTER AWLS. 4 Specimens, Fig. b, Pl. 42. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS 
B/55 10. 2 cm. 1. 5 ~m. • 9 cm. 
B/210 10.0 cm. 2.1 cm .. , cm. 

MATERIAL LOCATION-
LonR: Bone Fill House "G II 

,,- " Crem.Area 4 

a. Material: Crude splinters from the long bones of 

large mammals. 

b. Body: Unshaped splinters of rang bone Ylith a devel

oped, polished point being the only proof' of use as an awl. 

They average 10.1 cm. in length, 1.8 cm. in wic~h, and .8 cm. 

in thickness. 

c. Head: Completely absent. 

TYPE ,. DELICATE AWLS. 4 Specimens. Fig. a, Pl. 42. 
NO. LENGTH 'R'mTR TRICKNESS NATERIAL LOCATION 
3/g8 4.6 cm. .3 cm. 

,. 
cm. BIrd Bone Floor sub house 3P2 .c. 

Bil T~ 9. 5 cm. ., cm. 
,. 

cm. " It " House 12P2 .c... 

B/2~~ 8.1 cm. .8 cm. .2 cm. " " " " 3P~ 

BL2 8 11.1 cm.l.~ cm. .4 cm. " " TT 17 (Floorl 

a. Material: Bird bone and bones of small mammals. 

b. Body: Three of the specimens (Fig. a ) consist of 

flat splinters of bone taken from some small mammal. 

relicate points, apparently too delicate to be used in pierc

ing heavy hides. These awls cculd have been used for sewing 

the thinner t~c3S ~f rabbits, birds, etc. One specimen (Fig. a ) 

consists of a curved bird bone with a tiny heed of the bone 

still in place. This specimen measures 4.5 cm. in length, 

.3 cm. in width, and .1 cm. in thickness. The others average 
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9.5 cm. in length, .2 ~m. In thicknes3, s~c .9 ~~. in width 

across mid-bldde. 

c. Head: Heads of all awls of this type are intact and 

show no modification 

DISTRIBUTION: A similar group of awls was found at Tr~s Alamos18 

in the later Tucson Phase which would correspond to the types 

established at the Babo~omari in both form and time. Ther~ 

is also a close similarity between the two types established 

at pecos19 and those at the Babo~omari Village 

Spatulas 

USE: The broad blades of tvo implements indicate that they were 

possibly used as spatulas. One specimen (Fig. c ) resembles 
20 

Kidder's category of awl spatulas, which he states may have 

been used in the procds3 of skinning small animals, or possibly 

as hair ornaments. Fig.c,B.4J is much too broad and blunt a 

tool to have been used as a hair ornament. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babodomarites utilIzed the lon~ bone3 split 

until only one '~I)mparatively flat splinter rema tned . This 

vas slightly smoothed and tI:~ed ~s a tool. 

CLASSIFICATION: 2 Spe~imens. Fig. c, Pl. 41. 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH T1I1CK1'fESS---- --, - MATERIAL LOCATloN 
~B'7'F5--o"8r'-.""5---::-c-m-.-""'1-.""'l---::Oc~m~.--:3-cm.- nee r RIb 3urve y- -- - -- --
B/' 2 8.4 cm. 2. C? _~m_ '_H _.' em. " II Floor _!!~~se __ " Bn 

a. Material: Long, flat sections of animRl bone. 

b. Body~ Comparatively broad, blunt. tools '«lth ~J~v~l"d 

--------------- -------- --

l8Tuthill, 1947, p. 65, pl. 35. 

19K1dder, 1932, pp. 203-271. 

20 Ibid ., p. 222, fig. 181. 
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edges. Measured 8.4 cm. in length, 2.0 cm. in width, and 

.6 cm. in thickness. 

DISTRIBVTION: Spatulas are common to the Anasazi Area as 

well as to the San Pedro River Valley. 

Antler Tine Tools 

nSE: 

"It is idle to speculate very much as to the 
use of the above tine implements. They have the 
look of, and probably were, general utility tooL!, 
pr1ncipally employed in r-ub-oing and smoothing, bu t 
also serving ~t need as bark-strippers, wedges, 
flakers, etc. 21 

The use of these tools is highly speculative and nothL-1~ 

found in association with them at the Babocomari Village 

aided in clarifying their original u~e. 

MANUFACTURE: The tines of deer horn and antelope were cut 

or broken from the main body of the antler. Throu~~ vear, 

a single or a double flattened area lo~ated near the tip 

defines the tine tool. 

CLASSnQGATION: The tine tools have been divided into thret'; 

categories: Type 1 consists of tines shoving a single wear 

facet near the tip; Type 2 shows two 0Pfloaing wear facets 

near the tip; and Type 3 consists of a single antelope tin~ 

with a worn tip. 

----- - ----' - - ' - - ~--- ---

21 
Kidder, 1932, pp. 280-281 
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TrPE 1. WORKED ON ONE SIDE. 16 Specimens. Fig. a, Pl. 43. 
NO. LENGTH DIAMETER MATERIAt-- WORle-AREA-
Bn-5-.-lf -em:- --r.o -e-m. - ---Dee-r Tine .9 x .6 .2m. 
B/4 5.3 em. 1.8 em. " " .5 x .7 crn. 
E / ~ 8 7. 4 em. 1 . 0 em. t~ " .9 :x • 5 em. 
B/~3 8.8 eM. 1.5 em. " n 1.1 x .8 em. 
B/63 10.0 em. 1.3 em. " n .8 x .6 em. 
B/75 ,7.8 em. 2.3 em. " n 1.6 x .7 em. 
B/87 10.3 em. 1 .5 em. " II 1.1 x •• 7 em. 
B/93 10.3 em. 1.4 em. " n 1.6 x 8 em. 
B/103 8.0 em. 1.1 em. n " .4 :x .3 em. 
B/174 7.0 CJII. 1.2 em. n " Broken 
B/219 ti:3; e~. 1.6 em. " n Tip Worn 
B/221 12.8 em. 1.6 em. " II 1.0 x .4 em. 
B/222 15.8 em. 3.1 em. " " .4 x .6 em. 
14. 7.5 em. 1.6 em. " " Broken 

LocATION 
Sur\;t=;\,~ _. ---

" " 

Flrepit 2 Pl. 1 
Fill House "G" 
Fill TT 13 
Fill Hou3e"JfI 
Floor House 1?2 

" n ~P"'" --' c. 
" 
" 
" 
It 

n 

n 

" 
" 
" 

4P2 
12P2 
17P2 
17P2 
17P2 

TT 11 Plaza 1 
n nil" 15. 6.7 em. 1.2 e~. n n Tip Used 

16 .. 7.1 em. 1.9 em. .. " J3_r~o_k~n _____ n ___ -'~ ____ h ____ "_ 

a. Material: Time or deer antler. 

b. Body: Natural shape tine broken from body or' a.ntler. 

No workmanship at base. Tip shows single facet of wear. 

Average length of tine 8.1 em., average thicknes9 ~t base 

1.6 em. 

c. Wear Facet: The facets on the 3ide of th,3 t.ip of 

the tine are polished flat with one ex·?eption: one example 

has a groove in the wear facet. Average facet mea8U~S .9 

em. in length and .6 cm. in width. The facets are generally 

oval in shape. 

TYPE 2. WORKED ON 'l"tiO PLANES. Two speeimt3ns. Fig. b, Pl. 43. 
NO. LENGTH DIAMETER MATERIAL WORK A.REA LOGATIO"fr -
~B";;'7";"3-~7-._';;'~"::"':":'cm-.--;l.--o.8~c-r::J--:----De-e-r 1'I.nA .9- x.-8 cm. Survey 

B/220 11.1 em. 1.7 C~. 
" " 6 8 . x. em. ,. " .9 x .7 cm. Floor House l7p2 

.7 x .7 

a. Material: Same as Type 1. 

b. Body: Same as Type 1. 

c. \~ear Facets: These specimens display tvo -oi~;1r 

facets near the tipe of the tine. The facets on one specimen 
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(Flg~ V ) are .9 cm. x .8 cm. on one side and .6 x .8 .Jm. 

on the other side. 

TYPE 3. fu~ELOPE PRONG TIN3 Fig. c, Pl. 43. 
NO. LENGTH DIAMETER 
B/168 5.4 em. 2.3 em. 

~ATERIAL WORK AREA LOCATION 
Deer T:71';";;n;;;;;e---=P~0-TII;;;';;n~t':":e:;;";d===N"-o-r':;:trh"';:";';H;"::'a-=u-=s':":e--

a. Material: Young antelope tine. 

b. Body: Antelope prong. 

showing polish rrom hard wear. 

The long tine has a tip 

c.. Wear Facet: Allover the tip there is det'inite 

evidence of year. 

DISTRIBUTION: The tine tools were common in the Anasazi 

area but not common in the Hohokam ano Mogollon areas. 

CERAMIC SPINNING TOOLS 

Disc Spinole Whorls 

USE: Thirteen perforateo sherd spindle whor13 vere found. 

It Is believed that the primary function of these tools wss 

that of ~plndle whorls used in the spinning craft. 

MANUFACT~RING: The Babo~omarltes making disc spindle whorls 

derived their raw material from broken rragments of pottery. 

Only one of these perforated discs was made from a fragment 

of a painted jar which was Babocomari Polychrome. The drilling~ 

which was typical of most or that done at the villa~e, con

sisted of' 'Working f'rom both sIdes until the two bores met. 

In cross-3ection, many of' the bores resemble the hour glass 

in shape. The circumferences of th·9 sherd.s were rubbed and 



abraded until they were smooth and conformed to a more or 

less circular pattern. 

CLASSIFICATION: Figs. a-c, Pl. 43. 

TYPE 2. REVlORKED DIS C SPINDLE WE ORIB • 13 Specimens. 

NO. THICKNESS BORE DrAM. MATERIAL LOCATIon 
B • em. • em • .0 crn. F oor House C 
B!o 4·1 em. :6 cm. 1.0 cm. Babo. Poly. Fill House " G" 
B/239 ~.8 CIll. cm. .6 cm. Undecorated Floor House 3P3 
B/290 .3 em. .9 cm. :~ cm. " Surface 
B!2Sj2 3.5 cm. :6 em. cm. " " 
B/294 3·b cm. cm. .9 em. " " 
B!295 3. crn. :6 cm. .? cm. 11 " 
8 3.? em. em. Ineom. II T1 

9 2.9 cm. .7 cm. .9 cm. "(Broken) " 
10 4.7 cm. .8 cm. · b cm. " " " 
11 3.2 cm. .? em. • em. T! II It 

12 6.1 cm. .8 cm. 1.0 cm. f! II " 
13 3.7 cm. ·2 em. Incom. T1 II fI 

a. Material: Plainware sherds. One painted sherd in 

collection. Flat sherds preferred. 

b. Body: Finished discs ranged in si ze from 2. e cm. in 

diameter to 6.1 em. in diameter, the average disc being 3.8 

cm. in diameter and .7 cm. in t~ickness. The sherds were abraded 

around the circumference until smootlled and the edses beveled. 

c. Perforation: Centered in each disc, and averaging 

.8 cm. in diameter. Hour glass cross-section. 

DISTRIDUTION: Spindle whorls of this ~pe are extremely common 

in the pottery-bearing sites throughout the Southwest and 

Mexico as well as in many other points around tre globe. 

Similar discs are found in the Sweetwater Phase at Snake

town22 in the Gila-Salt drainage, an early Hohokam level, 

and in the late horizons wi th which the Babocomari Villae;e com-

pares. 

22 
Gladwin, Haury, Sayles, 1937, p. 243. 



Modeled Spindle Vihorls 

USE: Three ceramic spindle whorl types were among the Babo-

comari collection. There can be little doubt that these 

specialized whorls were used as weights. In fact, one of 

these modeled whorls was found on a partly decomposed wooden 

. ?3 spindle s haft at Los iiiUertos. '-

MANUFACTURE: The sp.ecialized whorl was modeled and then 

polished with a pebble, for striation marks were present on 

both specimens; a perforation was made, and the object fireg.. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

TYPE 1. MODELED SpnnLE WHORLS. 3 Spe cimens. Fig. d, Pl. 44. 
NO. DI AMETER 
B/IOI 3.1 cm. 
B/l 3.3 em. 
B 2 .2 em. 

THICKNESS 
1.7 cm. 
2.0 cm. 

.1 cm. 

BORE DIAM. 1!ATERIAL LOCATIOn 
.4 em. Undecorated Floor House 4P2 
.5 cm." Creme 3P4 
• em." Fill SubHouse3P3 

a. Material: Undecorated fired clay. 

b. Body: (1) Biconical (fig.d-l): The shoulder of the 

whorl, located mid center, is modeled in a smooth, pleasing 

curve. In cross-section it is biconical. 

(2) Conical (Fig. 1-2): In cross-section ~Qe whorl is 

conical, with a flat base and beveled rim. 

(3) Pulley shaped (Fig. d-3): Cross-section type re

sembled an hour glass. 

DISTRIBUTION: The specialized modeled spindle whorl is inter

esting in that its distribution is limited in the Southwest. 

23 
Haury, 1945, pp. 116-119, fig. 71. 



They have been found at Casa Grame Ruin24 to the north of 

the Babocomari Village. In the same Gila-Salt drainage, 

there are reports of similar items in the Phoenix area of 

the Salt.River Valley25, at Los Muertos,26 and at Snaketown. 27 

To the north of the Gila-Sal t Drainage, similar whorls were 

found at Elden pueblo28 near Flagstaff, as well as at Winona 

Ridge Ruin29 in the same area. They have been reported from 

a cavate lodge not far from Camp Verde. 30 To the west of the 

Baboc'omari Village, a number of the se i terns appeared at Jack

ra.bbit Wells 3l and at Valshni village32 • none has been fOl.L."ld 

to the east and northeast of the Babocomari Village, but to the 

south the modele d spindle whorl is very common. Speci a1ized 

whorls are found in Central Ameri ca that show so!l19 affinity 

with the southwestern type. The bi-conical examples similar 

to the Babocomari example are found along the Pacific Coast 

of Sinaloa and Nayarit,33 as w~ll as at Chrunetla, Sina1oa. 34 

24 Fewkes, 1912, p. 136, fig. 43. 

25Hough, 1914, p. 74. 

26 
Haury, 1945, pp. 116-119, fig. 71-72. 

27 
GladWin, Haury, Sayles, 1937, p. 245, pl. CCXII, fig. 1. 

28 
Fewkes, 1927, p. 213. 

29 
McGregor, 1941, pp. 7476. 

30 L Hough, 19l~, p. 73. 

31Scantling, 1940, pp. 38-43, pl. 12. 

32Withers, 1941. 

33Sauer and Brand, 1932, p. 34, fig. 10. 

34xelly, 1938, p. 51.~, fig. 24. 
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Haury contends that "The soutin/estero specialized spindle 

whorls fall someWhere into the pattern of the Mexican whorls 

but deductions concerning actual his tori cal connections must 

awai t a time when larger collections from the Hohokam area 

are available for study and when the intervening area is 

better known. ,,35 The whorls are more abundant in the Hohokam 

hori zons; therefore , it has been suge;es ted that, "The 

specialized type of spindle whorl was introduced into south

ern Arizona about the latter part of the 13th century A.!).n36 

CERAMIC ORNAM.ENTS 

Pendant 

USE: A single oval-shaped sherd wi th a perforation near the 

top circumference was located and cl assified as a ceramic 

pendant. 

MAliIUFACTITRE: Using a plainware sherd, the craftsman merely 

shaped it roughly and finished it by rubbing on an abrading 

stone. The suspension perforation was drilled by the co:nrn.on 

Babocomari drilling technique, that is, from both sides. 

The completed bore, in cross section, resembled the outline 

of an hour gl ass. 

CLASSIFICATION: PENDANT. I Specimen. Fig. a., Pl. L~5. 

&48 5.5 x 4.7 x 07 cm. Plainware 
NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS BORE MA'rERIAL LOCATION 

Floor Hous e Ii D" 

35 
Haury, 1945, p. 121. 

36 
Scantling, 1940, p. 42. 
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a. Material: Plainware shard. 

b. Body: Oval shaped wi th the edges roughly g rOl.llld 

out. 

c. Perforation: Measures. 7 cm. in diameter. Very 

crudely biconical. 

DISTRIBUTION: Found at Pecos and in the Gila- Sa.l t Drainage. 37 

CERAMIC OBJECTS OF ART 

Figurines 

USE: Broken sections of three animal figurine s were found 

at the Babocomari. No human figures depicted in the full 

rOQnd or on ceramics were noted. The three specimens present 

at the Babocomari were found scattered in refuse. They are 

crudely done and may represent the work of children. 

I'IIANUFAC'ruRE: Modeled in the full round md fired. 

I~LA3SIFICATION: Figurines. 3 Specimens. Fig$. b-d, Pl. 45. 
H 0 • DI AMETER 
B/3l 5.5 em. 
B/2u.7 Broken 
B/287 II 

THIClmESS 
1.6 em. 

BrnE MATERIAL 
Fired Clay 

tI II 

If II 

a. Material: Fired cl BY. Plainware. 

LOCATION 
Betw.House D&G 
Creme 8.I!e a 4. 
Surface 

b. Body: The animals are unidentifiable as they 

are broken. One specimen, nearly complete, probably repre

sents a dog. The head, tail, and legs of this specimen are 

modeled by pinching the appendages into shape. ':!.'he other 

two specimens depict details by incising and punching the clay 

to represent the line of a mouth and nos trils of a snout as 

in Fig. tr- • 

37K o d 4'-' J. der, 1932, po 15:1, fig. 132, and Haury, 19 1 _), p. 121, 
fig. 73f. 



DISTRI:BUTION: Strangely enough, animal figurines were 

abundant in the early phases of the Hohokam culture in the 

Gila-Salt Drainage. However, during classic times at Los 

Muertos38 , the idea of modeling animals in the round was 

all but absent. Kidder39 remarks on the late appearance of 

animal effigies at Pecos. 

CERAMIC GAMING PIECES 

Discs 

USE: Russel140 refers to these items as gaming pieces as 

used among the Pimas, and Culin41 mentions their use as such 

among the Zuni Indians. Perhaps they did function as count

ing pieces in some Indian game, but there is little proof 

of their being used as such. Fulton42 found an interesting 

caChe of these discs in a ceremonial cave in the Winchester 

Mountains, where sets of two discs were found tied together 

with coarse or fine yucca or cotton string. These were 

found in close association with a number of ceremonial objects. 

Hough43 describes two sherds enclos ed in a Ie at used by the 

Hopi as a whistle. Of the 23 specimens found at the Babocomari, 

38 
Haury, Ibid. 

39 . 
K~dder, 1932, p. 133 

L~o 
4lRussell, 1908, p. 178. 

CuI in , 1907, p. 799. 
42 
43Fulton, 1941, p. 24, pl. VII. 

Hough, 1918, p. 295, fig. lIB. 
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only 2 were found on house floors, while the rest were found 

in refuse piles and on the surrace. 

1ffiNUFACTURE: All the specimens except one were made or 

Plainware sherds, abraded around the circumrerences. 

CLASSIFICATION: DISCS. 23 Specimens, Fig.e, Pl. 45. 
NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS BORE MATERIPL LOCATION 
B/227 1.6 em. .6 CDl. Sherd Floor House l8p2 
B/289 ,.9 cm. .8 cm. " " " 7P2 
B/29 1 .0 cm. .5 em. It Surface 
B!293 4.2 cm. .8 cm. It It 

B/296 7.6 cm. .5 cm. It " 
a. Material: Plainware sherds. 

b. BOdy: Sherd discs roughly circular in sha.pe, range 

in size from l.b cm. in diameter to 7.b cm. in diameter. 

They are made of flat sherds, approximately .6 cm. in thick-

ness. 

DISTRIBUTION: Similar sherd discs are common throughout the 

Southwesto 

CERAMIC HOUSmOLD-UTILITY STORAGE CONTAINERS 

Introduction 

The functional analysis of Plainware pottery has proved 

an extremely difficult task because: (1) there has been a 

desire to describe all artifacts of the village along function

al lines; (2) the tecllnicians in the field of Southwestern 

archaeology have lifted pottery analysis to an extremely high 

plane j (3) the Ii terature and various interp retati ons re-



garding the pottery of any ruin are vast. With the se two 

approaches in mind, an attempt to meet all requirements 

has been made. The methods by which results on pottery were 

derived were as f'ollows: 

1. All sherds, plainware and painted, were bagged 

in the field and marked according to location and depth. 

2. These sherds were separated in the laboratory ac-

cording to painted ware and plainware: 
f 

a. Plainware sherds were counted and tabulated. 

b. Rim sherds were separated and rim types 

analyzed (bowls and jars). 

c. Sherds were further divided and tabulated ac-

cording to the following pattern-: according to the smoun t 

of soot and grease present on the sherd. (Special care was 

taken not to mistake fire cloud markings caused in the process 

of original firing of vessel. Possibilities of discoloration 

occurring when house burned were also considered.) 

(1) Shards having no soot marks or grease stains. 

(2) Sherds having soot marks on interior and exterior. 

(3) Sherds having soot marks on interior. 

(4) Sherds having soot marks on exterior. 

d. This grouping was studied and a revision was made 

combining sherds with soot marks showing on the exterior and 

those showing sooting on both interior and exterior. This 

was done because it was discovered that sherds showing black

enine of the interior only were bowl sherds and that they were 

intentionally smudged; and that sherds showing soot marks 

internally and externally were marked internally by a firing 
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process. 

e. Final conclusions on plainware sherds were deducted , 

from a study of unmarked plainware sherds and sherds showing 

exposure to a cooking fire. The pottery did not show any 

variation according to location in the village; i.e., old 

house floor as compared to old house f ills, and old house 

floors as compared to new house floors. 

Though the plainware pottery showed no change throughout 

the occupation of the Babocomar i Village, th3 me thod of' 

analysis (which I have taken the liberty to call a functional 

analysis) did expose a number of interesting facts concerning 

the use of plainware pottery. 

10,776 plainware sherds, 416 Rim sherds, and 40 partial

ly and comple tely res tored jars and bowls were u.s ed in reach

ing the following conclusion. 

Generally speaking, it was discovered that 70~b of all 

plainware rims belonged to jars and only 30 percent represent

ed bowls. It was discovered from a study of rim sherds and 

restored vessels that: 

a. '(fi Large jars: 36,0 of the jars were large jars, aver-

aging aoout 41 em. in height, 41 cm. in diameter, and .9 em. 

in wall thickness. All of them were ellipsoidal in shape 

wi th a sugges tion of' base flattening. Of this 36;~ of large 

jar shards, 80% of them were unstained by fire sooting and 

20 d 
/0 were stained. 
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b. Medium sized jars: It was discovered that 58% or 

the jar sherds fell into the medium jar class, a.veraging 

25 crn. in height, 29.2 cm. in diameter, and .6 cm. in wall 

thickness. or this 58~, 85% showed sooting caused by exposure 

to fire; presumably they were used as cooking vessels. 

Fifteen percent were unmarked. 

c. Small s1 zed jars: It was di scovered tha t 6 % of the 

jars represented were small jars, averaging 9.5 cm. in height 

and 10.5 cm. in diameter. This class included the "boot" or 

duck jar type. Of this 6%, 65% were unmarked by sooting 

and 35% were blackened. 

The bowls upon analysis likewise proved to be very inter-

esting. 

a. Large bowls: 42>; of the bOVlls proved to belong to a 

larce type, averagine 31 cm. in diameter, 14 cm. in height, 

and .5 cm. in wall thickness. Of this 42%, 73':::' showed inten

tional smudging of the bovil interior and 27;~ showed no smudg-

ing. (Smudging differs from sooting in that it was done in

tentionelly during the process or manufacture.) 

b. Medium bowls: 51~': or the bov/ls proved to belong to 

this size category, averaging 16 cm. in diameter, 14 cm. in 

height, and .5 cm. in wall thickness. Of this 51~~;, 75~~ showed 

intern~l smudging and 25% did not. 

c. Small bowls: 751; of the specim;>ns fell into this 

croup. They averaged 8.6 cm. in diameter, 5.6 in height, 

and .5 em. in wall til ickness. Of this 75%, only 20;; showed 
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sny smudging and 80% showed no smudging. 

With this information at hand, it was concluded that 

the Babocomarites made pottery for several purposes. This, 

indeed, is not a neVi thought among anthropologists, rut one 

merely bom.e out by the above analysis. It may be ascertain

ed that fWlctionally about 30)~ of the large jars were made 

for storage of water or seeds and never were used as cooking 

vessels, while 60>~ of the jars were made for cooking. 

The latter have certain characteristics of manufacture dif-

ferent from those made for storage purposes. 

It may be concluded that the Babocomari tes pr ac ticed 

interior smudging of their bowls from which food was served 

01' eaten, as about 87% of the bowls showed 3Illudging. The 

Babocomarites also made a small bowl which was never used 

in the cooking process. This small oowl, consisting of about 

7;'~ of the total 1x>wl count, was probably used fop eating; 

or thepe is also evidence of its being used as a cont Biner 

for paint pigments. 

USE: 

"A sharp distinction evidently existed in 
the minds of all Pueblo potters between vessels 
to be used for cooking and thos e for such general 
household purposes as the serving of food, the 
storage of supplies, and the carrying and holding 
of water. Containers of the latter sort were 
made of fine c1 ay, were of ten brightly colored, 
were carefully smoothed, and as a l~le were decor
ated. Kitchenware, on the other hand, was usu3l1y 
fabricated from much co arser, or at least more 
coarsely tempered, clSW; was dark in color, rough 
surfaced, and never bore painted designs. More
over, the shapes of the two Idnds of vessels show 
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"consistent differences in any given ceramic 
complex. "Lr.4 
Jars in this categpry made by the Babocomarites were 

used for the storage of .foodstuffs and, in addi tion, it is 

possible that the smaller types (Fig. ~~) were used as water 

vessels as well. The present day Pimas make use o.f such a 

vessel, although theirs is usually decorated. These jars are 

so porous that the evaporation .from the outside de.finitely 

cools the water within.45 

MAlTUFAC'lURE: The Babocomarites, like most of the southern 

Arizona groups, manuf actured pot tery by the paddle and anvil 

method. Gi.fford46 refers to tile paddle and anvil 1m thod as 

employed by tile Indians of the Lower Colorado River drainage. 

Russell also speaks of the ne thod as used among the present-

day Pimas. It is very probable that the Babocomari tes manu

factured their wares along similar technical lines. "The clay 

is first thoroughly dried, a condition that is easily and 

quickly brought about by spreadinc it on bl anke ts in the sun. 

It is then sifted to remove the larger particle s of stone. 

It is next mixed wi th water and kneaded a few minutes, formed 

into lumps t.he size of the fist, and laid aside to 'ripen' 

over night. The base of the new vessel is be~un by spre a.dine 

a. layer of clay over the bottom of an old vessel of suitable 

~i~e and smoothing it down with a paddle until it extends out 

~idder, 1936, p. 297. 
~RUS3ell. 1908. p. 127. fig. 53. 

Giffard, 1928, pp. 353-378. 
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several centimeters from the center. The new bottom is al

lowed to dry an hour in the sun before it is removed and the 

process of coiling begun. Dipping the fingers in water, the 

operator moistens the edges of the new vessel, which has dried 

enough to retain its shape. Then taking one of the prepared 

balls of clay She rapidly rolls it between the palms until it 

is lengthened into a cylinder about 20 cm. long, which is laid 

on the margin of the vessel and pinched into shape. One or 

perhaps two more rolls are laid on to complete the circuit and 

then the paddle is applied with the right hand in quick taps 

to the outside while the circular s tone is held on the ins ide 

ili th the Ie ft. The handle of the paddle is held downward so 

that the transverse co nc avi ty of the instrument is adapted to 

the horizontal convexity of the growing vessel, which is held 

in the lap and the co ils applied only so fast as they dry suf

ficien tly to cause it to hold it s shape. For this reason it 

is customary for a potter to model three or four vessels at 

the same time so there need be no delay by waiting for the 

last layer to dry. As each coil is finished it is placed where 

the sun can shine upon it and the work progresses much faster 

than it could in a Ie ss arid c 1 ima te. As soon as t he vessel 

has been built up a Ii ttle way so there is room for the paddle 

to be used above the plane of the bo ttom l it is placed on the 

ground and a Ii ttle loose soil is drawn up to serve as a support 

and in this it is turned slowly wi th the hands as required. 

As the lower c oils become dry they are smoothed with a polish

ing stone Vii th strokes made from below upward; if a part has 
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become too hard to be easily rubbed down, the hand is dipped 

into the vessel or water that is wi thin reach and applied to 

the spot ••• 

"After drying over nigHt the vessel is ready 
for burning. A very shallow pit is dug and a fire 
is kep t in it fo r some t ime to dry the earth thor
oughly, then a little dry mesquite or decayed 
willow wood is spread in the depression, and the 
vessel is laid on its side upon the wood and en
tirely covered with sticks laid up 'log-cabin 
fashion' " .47 

~ASSIFICATION: Utility storage jars were separated first 

according to the discoloration on the surface of the vessels. 

storage jars show no discoloration, save the fire clouds 

which were caused when the vessel was originally fired. 

LARGE STORAGE JARS 

Type 1 - Recurved rims Fig. 35 a. 

IilETHOD OF MANUFACTURE: Paddle and anvil. 

PASTE: a. Color: Burr to gray to black. 

b. Core: Generally present. Varies in location 

and thickness in a single jar specimen depending on original 

firing. 

c. Inclusions: Angular fragments of quartz, rounded 

sand particles, and Characterized by presence of mica parti

cles which are present in the past. 

d. Texture: Heavily tempered; coarse tc very coarse, 

granular and fri able. 

47 
Russell, 1908, pp. 126-127. 
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e. Fracture: Edges irregular, slightly opaque 

to outer surface of vessel, rough and irregular due to ·tex

ture of the paste. 

f. Hardness: 3 to 5. 

SURFACE FEATURES: 

COLOR: Predominately buff, to brown, to gray. Body 

covered with multi-colored fire clouds (black fire clouds 

with gray border and red fire clouds \nth black border). 

HARDNESS: Same as paste. 

FINISH: 

(1) Exterior: Smooth, even texture. Finish done 

with rubbing stone. 

(2) Interior: Striation marks paralleling the cir

cumference of jar are present, though interior is smoothed 

irregularly and has leaded appearance. Irregularities com

mon to paddle and anvil technique are al so present. 

TEXTURE: Smoo th to granular. 

LUSTER: Heavy mica content gives normally dull surface 

soft glow. 

SLIP: None. 

SHAPE: Large ellipsoidal jar type with recurved rim. 

Average diameter 47.1 cm., average height 41.5 cm. Base 

rounded but s lightly flattened. 

RIM: Slight out curve with bead around outer edse. 

THICKNESS: .7 to 100 cm., average .8 cm. 

TYPE SITE: Babocomari Village (Arizona:EE:7:1). 
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RANGE: Surface reconnaissance indicated eastern canyon 

mouths of Huachuca Mountains. 

Type 2, Straight Rims, Fig. 35 b. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: P addle an d an vi 1. 

PASTE: a. Color: Buff to gray to bl ack. 

b. Core: Generally present as in Type 1. 

c. Inclusions: Same as Type 1. 

d. Texture: If If " fI 

e. Fracture: " " " II 

f. Hardness: " 11 " " 

SURFACE FEATURES: a. Predominately orange to buff with oc

casional large black fire cloud. 

b. Hardness: Same as Type 1. 

(1) Exterior: Smoothed and even dull fi nish wi th large 

amount of mica content. 

(2) Interior: Differs from Type 1 in that jar was appar

ently made in sections which can be seen from interior. 

Breakage occurs along these circumferential sections. Interiors 

rougher than Type 1. 

TEXTURE: Generally smooth. Bases usually gra.'1u1ar from 

wear. 

LUSTER: Heavy mica content gives normally dull surface 

a soft finish. 

SLIP: None. 

SHAIE: Large ellipsoidal jar wi th pronounced flat be ttoms 

and large mouths; average diameter 50 cm., averaGe heieht 37.1 cm. 
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RIM: Straight rims , differing from the re-curved r 1m 

of Type 1. Very thick rims with no bead around outer edge. 

THICKNESS: Thicker than Type 1. .8 to 1.1 cm. in 

thickness, average thickness .9 cm. 

TYPE SITE: Same as Type 1. 

RANGE: Same as Type 1. 

MEDIUM SIZED JARS 

GENERAL: All jars in this group resemble the large jars in 

manufacture, paste and texture. Types were defined according 

to shapes and rims. 

Type 1. Spheroidal. Fig. 35 c. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: Same as large jars. 

PASTE: Same as large jars. 

SURFACE FEATURES: Same as large jars. 

SHAPE: Only spheroidal shape found at Babocomari where height 

slightly exceeds diameter. Average diameter 28.5 cm., average 

height 31.5 cm. 

RIM: Slightly recurved wi th no b end on outer edge. 

THICKNESS: .4 cm. to .9 cm., average thickness .7 cm. 

TYPE SITE: Same as Type 1. 

RAI.'J GE : S sme as Type 1. 

Type 2. Ellipsoidal with Flat Bottom, Beaded Rim. Fig.35 d. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: Same as TY1Je 1. 

PASTE: Same as Type 1. 
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SURFACE FEATURES: Same as Type 1. 

SHAPE: Ellipsoidal wi th flattened 00 ttom. Average diameter 

29.2 cm., average height 25.2 cm. 

RIM: Recurved with flat edge sloping away from jar interior 

at approximately 150 angle. Bead around outer edge of flat rim. 

THICKNESS: Same as Type 1. 

TYPE SITE: Same as Type 1. 

RANGE: tt " " " 
TIEe 3 Ellipsoidal with Flat Bottom. Fig. 35 e. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: S SJlle as Type 1. 

PASTE: Same as Type 1. 

SURFACE FEATURES: Same as Type 1. 

SHAPE: Ellipsoidal wi th a pronounced flattening of the 

base. Average diameter 26.9 cm., average heisht 22.1 cm. 

RIM: Recurved with flat edge, slanting away from interior of 

jar at approximately 150 mgle. No bead around outer edge. 

THICKNESS: Same as Type 1. 

TYPE SITE: " " " " 
RANGE: n n " " 

TyEe 4, Ellipsoidal with Round Bottoms. Fig. 35 f. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: Same as Type 1. 

F ASTE: Same as Type 1. 

SURFACE FEATURES: Same as Type 1. 

SHAPE: Ellipsoidal wi th round bottom. Average di ameter 

23 cm., average height 22 cm. 
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RIM: Recurved rim wi th i'lat rim surface slanting away from 

interior of jar. No bead along outer edge. 

THICKNESS: Same as Type 1. 

TYPE SITE: " 11 • " 
RANGE: " " " 

CONCLUSIONS: The storage jars common to the Babocomari Village 

consisted mainly of two sizes, a large and a smaller jar. 
I 

Shapes generally were much the same, ellipsoidal with slightly 

varying rLm types. The spheroidal jars (Type 1) were very 

rare. They were not used as cooking pots but, rather, as 

storage, as can be shown by the cleanliness and lack of 

discoloration on their surfaces. The larger jars were most 

often located in a stratum of heavy adobe, 15 to 4S cm. above 

the house floors and well cemented into the roof adobe. In-

asmuch as many of these sherds had no refuse lying over them 

and were cemented to the roof debris stratum above the house 

floors, one can safely say that the larger conta1 ne rs were 

either suspended from the roofs, or supported above the floor 

by forked sticks, or actually placed on the roofs of the 

Babocomari houses. Due to their friability, they were found 

in conditions that did not allow for complete restoration of 

many of them. Indeed, it was unusual to note that the cement

ing glue normally used to hold sherd fragments together would 

not satisfactorily cement Type 2 large jars. This was probably 

due to the porosity of the paste of which the jars were made. 



CENTI",,£TERS 

A 8. 

Fi~. 35. Storage jars. (Unsooted). 

a. Large ellipsoidal jar with outcurved rim.(Type 1). 
b. Large ellipsoidal jar with straight rim. (Type 2). 
c. Medium ellipsoidal jar with recurved rim.'Type 1). 
d. Medium ellipsoidal jar with reourved r1m.(Type 2). 
t'!. 11cdiuIJ ellipsoida 1 jar with recurved rim.( Type 3). 
f. ~edium ellipsoidal jar with recurved rim.(Type 4}. 
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The porosity of the walls of these vessels allowed rapid 

evaporation which cooled the water in the jar. 

CERAMIC HOUSEHOLD UTILITY COOKING JARS 

Babocomari Plainware 

USE: \~reas 80% of the large jars represented in the Babocomari 

collection belonged to the storage jar class, 85~:; of the medium

sized jars shpwed the effects of use in cooking. The exteriors 

of these bowls were sooted black and were greasy to the touch. 

In fac t, so much di sco lor ation was present that ilie or iginal 

color of the pots and the fire clouds present in the storage jars 

were obliterated. 

MAl1"UFAC'IURE: The manufacture of these jars was essentie1.1y 

the srune as the manufacturing process defined under the section 

on storage jars. 

CLASSIFICATION: As indicated in the section on use, the cooking 

jars were separated from s tor age jars essentially on the basi s 

of their primari use to the Babocomarite. Secondary type break-

downs, made essentie1.1y for the student in the field, were based 

on shape and rim. The group identified as cooking jars were 

generally thinner and the outer surfaces were somewhat rougher 

than the storage jars. A reason for this roughness is suggested 

by Russell in his study of the Pimas: "because they would be 

slippery to handle when they became wet. ,,48 

4BRussell, 1908, p. 128 
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a. Pas te: (I) Color: Brown to bl ack. 

(2) Core: Generally pr esent. Occ asionally 

the core is obliterated by hard secondary burning which bl ack

ens the entire cross section of pot. 

(3) Inclusions: Angular fragments of quarts and rou..'1ded 

particles of sand, Characterized by presence of mica in all 

spe cimens. 

(4) Texture: He avily tempered. Somewhat finer than 

Group 1 storage vessels. 

(5) Fracture: Edges break irregularly and slightly 

oblique to outer surface. 

SURFACE FEATURES: (1) Color: predominantly black. 

(2) Finish: a. Exterior: Rough, hand 

smoothed, showing paddling. 

b. Interior: Sides roUV11y smoothed; bases show much 

more wear than do storage jars. 

(3) Texture: Rough. 

(4) Luster: Coated with fire soot but mioa still p~esent 

in large quantities. 

(5) Slip: None. 

THICKNESS: .4- to .7 cm. 

Type 1 Ellipsoidal with Rounded Bottom, B!71, Fig. 3.§~ 

a. Ellipsoidal wi th rounded bo t tom. Spe c imen 8/247 

meaSUl'es 31.2 em. in diameter 8-1'1 d 21:3. 5 cm. in haight. 
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b. Rim: This type is not very common, has rounded lip, 

slightly recurved. 

TyPe 2 Ellipsoidal with Flat Bottom and Straight Rim. B/291, Fig.36b 

a. Shape: Ellipsoidal with flattened bottom. Specimen B/297 

measures 34.6 cm. in diameter and 30.4 cm. in height. 

b. Rim: Recurved with rounded lip and bead along outer 

edge. 

Type 4 Ellipsoidal, Flat Bottom. B/170, Fig. 36 c. 

a. Shape: Ellipsoidal, similar to Type 3, with different 

rim cross-section. Specimen B/170 measures 19.4 cm. in diam

eter and 17.1 cm. in height. 

b. Rim: Recurved wi th flat lip angling about 150 away 

from t..l1.e mouth of the jar. 

Type 5. Boot Shape with Single Handle. Fig. 36 f. 

a. Shape: Boot shape wi t..lJ. handle me asuring 32.3 em. 

in length, 26.1 cm. in height. 

b. Handle: Single handle, molded to the rim edge and 

the body of the jar. Measured 4.5 cm. in diameter on inside 

circUIDrerence. 1.8 cm. wide and .4 cm. thick. 

c. Rim: Recurved with head on outer edge of lip. 

Type 6. Ellipsoidal with Double Handle. B /129, FiG. 36 g .. 

a. Shape: Ellipsoidal wi th rounded bot tom and opposing 

handles. Specimen me~sures 25.7 cm. in diameter and 20.8 cm. 

in height. 

b. Handle: Two opposing handles. Rods o~ cl~ attached 
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to the lip of the rim and the body of the vessel. 4.2 cm. 

in diameter inside circumference. 2.0 cm. wide, and 1.0 cm. 

thick. 

c. Rim: Straigpt with flat lip. 

Type 7. Ellipsoidal with Single Handle. B/260. Fig. 36 h. 

a. Shape: Ellipsoidal wi th single handle and flat bottom. 

Speoimen measured 18.7 em. in diameter and 14.6 om. in heigpt. 

b. Handle: Rod pinched to rim of jar and body of vessel. 

Measured 2.5 cm. in diameter inside circ~erenoe of handle. 

Round handle roo asured 1.5 cm. in d iame ter. 

o. Rim: Recurved with rounded lip and bead along outer 

edge. 

CONCLUSION: The cooking jars used by the Babocomarite women 

were mor e numerous than the storage jars. It was not unusual 

to find only a section of a orushed jar lying on the floor of 

a house. This puzzling oocurrenoe may be solved by a statement 

Russell made in regard to the Piman household artifacts: "Cook

ing pots are more numerous than the water coolers. Every kitch-

en contains several; some of them broken in halves or smaller 

fragments, ~t retained for use in parching wheat or oorn over 

the fire, or for other purposes. They are undeoorated and not 

carefully smoothed and polished. "4.9 
A number of the co oking jars were found in 0 remation areas 

and were used as oontainers for the ashes of the departed 

49Russell, 1908, pp. 127-128. 
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CENTIMETERS 

A. 

Fi~. 3-. Household eooki~ jars. 

8. -' 

s. Large ellipsoidll jars recurved rim. (Type 1). 
b. Lar~e ellipsoidal jars straight rim. (Type 2). 
o. Medium ellipsoidal jars recurved rim.(Type 1). 
d. Medium ellipsodial jars recurved rim.(Type 2). 
e. Medium ellipsoidal jars reeurved rlm.(Type 3). 
t. Medium ellipsoidal jar.(Boot shape). (Type 1). 
g. Medium ellipaoidal jar handled. (Type 2). 
h. Medium ellipsodial Uar handled. (Type 3). 



member of the group. This use for the cooking jar would 

definitely be prescribed as a secondary use, since, when 

compared numerically, by far the greatest number were found 

on house floors. 

Babocomari Red Ware 

USE: The red ware which probably was made locally was used in 

much the same manner as was the plainware of the village; i.e., 

for cooking, serving, and storing of foodstuffs. 

l'1lJ'T1J"k' ACTURE: Same as plainware, described on pp. 

CLASSIFICATION: Some thirty shards represent Babocomari aed 

Ware. In general, the Babocomari Red Ware was a thick, poorly 

made ware, wi th an int erior and exterior sl ip, but it was un-

polished. The Vlare contains a great deal of mica. In the study 

and analys is of the red wares recovered at the Babocomari ViII age, 

it was discovered that Sells Red was by far the most popular 

while only four sherds of San Francisco Red were located. 

The third type, not falling into either of these groups, was 

classifie d as Babo eomari Red Ware. The closes t asso eiation 

. ~O 
that this ware has is wlth Dragood Red.'" 

LrETHOD OF MANUFACTURE: Paddle and anvil. 

PASTE: a. Color: Light gray. Red penetrates into paste. 

b. Core: Generally absent. 

e. Inclusions: Angular fragments of quartz, rOlLnded 

sand particles, and mica flakes. 

50 
Fulton and Tuthill, 1940, p. 45, and Tuthill, 1947, p. 55. 
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d. Texture: Heavily tempered, coarse to very coarse, 

granular and friable. 

e. Fracture: Edges irregular, slightly oblique to 

outer surface of vessel, rough and irregular due to texture 

of paste. 

SURFACE FEATURES: Color: Predominately dull red. 

Fire clouds generally absent. Dull, fugitive, unpoliShed 

interior and exterior. 

SURFACE FINISH: a. Exterior: Rough, dull finish. 

b. Interior: Same as exterior. 

TFJCTURE: Granular to smooth. 

LUSTER: None. Dull. Mica content heavy. 

SLIP: Fugitive red coloring penetrates into paste. 

SHAPE: Bowl shape predominates. No Whole pieces recovered. 

RIM: One rim specimen recovered with slightly outflared rim. 

TIIICKNESS: Average thickness .75 cm. 

TYPE SITE: Babocomari Village. 

RANGE: Surface reconnaissance indicated that range covered 

eastern slope of Huachuca Mount ains. Affini ty of Dragoon Red 

would give it a wider range in the San Pedro River Valley. 

CERAMIC HOUSEHOLD GENERAL UTILITY VESSELS 

Duck Vessels 

USE: Duck or bird effigr vessels were quite common at the 

Babocomari Village. Six vessels of this type show that, 
t;l 

in form, they closely resemble those found at Pecos.~ 

~l 
Kidder, 1936, p. 341, figs. 280-281. 
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It might be presumed tha t they served s 0100 culinary purpos e. 

Simil ar vessels were found a t Los Muertos Ruin. 52 

MANUFACTURE: Paddle and anvil. (pp. 

CLASSIFICATION: Inasmuch as no two of the specimens were alike, 

they are best described individually. 

Type 1. No Handles nor Appendages. B/89. Pl. 46 a. 

a. Body shape: Boot sh ape or stylized bird form. Leng th 

15.0 cm., width 11.5 cm., diameter of toe 10.7 cm., and height 

to rim 12.8 cm. Smudged vessel with no markings to indicate 

animal effigy. Found sunk below floor level of house lP2 in 

southwest corner with rim of vessel flush with floor level. 

Rim 0.8 cm. in thickness. 

b. Rim shape: Rim recurved. 

Type 2. No Handles nor Appendages with Tip. B/85. Fig. 46 b. 

a. Body: Peculiar little vessel ~ith sharp upturned 

lug molded on end of vessel. Measured 12.6 cm. in length, 

7.8 cm. in width, 9.1 cm. in height, and 7.6 cm. in diameter 

at rim; rim is .7 cm. in thickness. Found on floor of house 

"L", near fire pi t. Shows heavy sooting. 

b. Rim: Recurved. 

Type 3. No Handle nor Appendages. B/209. Fig.46 c. 

a. Body: Similar to Type 2 but tip of tailor toe 

does not turn up; it extends out parallel to long axis of 

boot shape. Measures 11.6 cm. in length, 7.9 cm. in width, 

52 4 ' Haury, 19 5, pp. 93-100, fie. bl i-me 



10.2 em. in height, and 7.9 cm. in diameter at rim. Located 

in cremation area 4. 

b. Rim: Recurved. 

Type 4. No Beak Handle Lug. B!263. Fig. 46 d. 

a. Body: Similar in body shape to Type 1 except that a 

pronounced lug handle, probably suggestive of a bird beak, 

appe ars on the rim of the vessel parallel to the long axis of 

the vessel, but opposite to the toe of the boot. Measures 14.4 

cm. in length, 13.1 cm. in width, and 11.6 cm. in heignt. 

Rim 9.8 cm. in diameter and .7 cm. thick. Found in pit in 

cremation area 4. 

b. Rim: Slightly recurved. 

Type 5. No Handle Lug Bew{ but Wing Appendages. B!112. Fig. 46 e. 

a. Body: Only form which is truly suggestive of a bird 

effigy form in that both the lug handle and the tiny protuber

ances along the sides of the vessel resemble beak and wings of 

a bird. Measures 10.5 em. in length, 9.6 em. in Width, 9.5 em. 

in height, and 6.5 em. in diameter at rim. Rim.8 cm. thick. 

Found as part of cremation cache belonging to cremation area 5P2. 

b. Rim: Recurved. Lug measuring 1.3 cm. in length and 

1.8 cm. in width is pinched from rim lip and has a "U" shaped 

appearance. Wings are parallel to long axis of vessel and 

opposite each other; measure approximately 3.0 cm. in length 

and .8 em. in width. 

Type 6. Handle or Appendages. B!lll. Fig. 46 f. 

a. Body: Odd form of boot wi th large orifice and handle 
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pinched from rim edge and attached to body of vessel. 

Measures 9.3 cm. in length, 1.3 cm. in width, 1.9 em. in 

height, and 6.1 em. in diameter at rim. Rim is .1 cm. in 

thickness. Found as part of cremation area 5P2. 

b. Rim: Sharp recurve. 

DISTRIBUTION: In form the boot shape or duck pots of the 

Babocomari show an affinity wi th the culinary duck pot s of 

the Rio Grande River Valley which lies to the north and east 

of the Babocomari Village. The bird eff1ey forms described 

from Los Muertos53 to the north of the Babocomari Village 

belong in the classification of Salt red pottery of the Gila

Sal t Drainage, while all the Babocomari specimens are of 

Babocomari plainware which is more reminiscent of Gila plain

ware. Early examples of this plainware boot shap e are not 

to be found in the Gila area, although several decorated forms 

have been found in the upper Gila. 54 The current belief is 

that this form, found in early Pueblo I sites to the north 

in the San Juan River area, 55 were introduced into the Hohokam 

area of the Gila-Salt and the upper San Pedro River at a 

later date. 

53 Haury, Ibid. 

54 
Hough, 1901, pl. VII. 

55Roberts, 1930, p. 104, fig. 19. 
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Miniature Jars and Bowls 

USE: These miniature jars have been described as the work of 

children imitating their mothers. 56 Only five of these small 

vessels were found at the Babocomari Village and 80% of these 

were found in cremations containing either blue paint pigment 

(azurite), quartz crystals, arrow points, or concretions. It 

is possible that these small vessels were used primarily for 

storage of small items or for drinking. Only about 7% of the 

10,776 plainware sherds belonged in this categpry. 

Several of the small vessels are extremely well made, while 

the miniature jar and one small bowl appeared to be the handi

work of an imitating child. 

IfLANUFACTURE: Paddle and anvil. (pp. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type 1. Miniature Jar. Ellipsoidal with Straight Rim. B/2l4. Fig. 37 a. 
"'---

a. Shape: Measured 5.1 cm. in diameter, 3.4- cm. in 

height, and 06 cm. in thickness. Reddish cast to fired clay. 

Black carbon core. 

Type 2. Deep Hemispherical Bowl. B/117. Fig. 37 b. 

a. Shape: Measures 8.6 cm. in diameter, 5.6 cm. in 

depth, and .5 cm. in thickness, with straight sides, slightly 

incurved flat lip. 

Type 3. Hemispherical Deep Bowl. Hand Finished. B/115~ Fie. 37 c. 

a. Shape: Measured 13.0 cm. in diameter, 5.1 cm. in depth, 

and .7 cm. in thickness. Both interior and exterior show 

56 
Haury, 194-5, po 108, fig. 66. 
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striation marks caused by papillae of skin of fingers. 

Type 4. Shallow Hemispherical Bowl. B/116. Fig. 37 d. 

a. Shape: Measures 9.00 em. in di ameter, 4.3 cm. in 

height, and .5 cm. in thickness. Contains blue pigment. 

Slightly incurved r 1m, rounded lip. 

Type 5. Hemispherical Deep Bowl. B/126. Fie_ 37 e. 

a. Shape: Measures 6.9 cm. in di8lll3ter, 4.2 cm. in 

height, and .4 cm. in thickness. Slightly incurved rim. 

Has perforation in base of towl !ll2asuring .8 cm. in diam-

eter. Unreported in Southwest. 

CONCLUSION: Use unknovm - probably used for storage of 

small it ems as shown by content s of bowls in cremation 

areas. 

Double Mug Pl. 47. 
USE: A single specimen of a double drinking mug, resembling 

the form common to the Bab~cora and Ramos Phases of the 

Chihuahua CUlture,57 lying to the southeast of tre 3abocomari 

Village, was found. 

MANURACTURE: Paddle and anvil. 

DESCRIPTION: The single specimen was found in a cremation 

cache of pottery b elonsing to Cremation 5P2. It was most 

unusual in that only one half of the double mug was located 

in a cache of complete pottery pieces, indicating that one-

57sayles, 1936, pp. 56-57. 
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half of the mug was intentionally broken at the time of the 

cremation ceremony. The mug would be rendered useless by break-

ing because of an orifice which connects both sides of the mugs 

at the base of the vessel. The remaining mug section measures 

10.3 cm. in diameter, 9.6 cm. in height, and .6 cm. in thickness. 

The connecting top handle me asures 2.5 cm. in width and is .5 cm. 

thick. The basal connection which houses the connecting orifice 

between the. two mugs is approximately 2.0 cm. in diameter. The 

mug form is closely allied to the specimens of single mugs of 

Babocomari Polychrome. (pp. 

CONCLUSION: The double mug is rarely used among the Pueblo 

Hohokam and Mogollon groups. It may be safely surmised that 

the form was adopted from the Chihuahua culture. The Papago 

were known to use this form in historic times. 

CERAMIC HOUSEHOLD SERVING AND STORAGE DISHES 

Babocomari Plainware Bowls 

USE: Thirty percent of the total plainware material belonged 

to bowl forms which were used primarily as serving and eating 

dishes. Undoubtedly, the bowls had numerous secondary uses 

about the house. Of the 30~; bowl specimens, three general 

classes were analyzed according to size. The large bo\":ls 

consisted of 42% of the total number, medium bowls 51%, and 

small bowls 710. The large and medium-sized bowls may be 
• 

further grouped together as approximately 7510 of bo th groups 

showed intentional smudging of the interior of the bowl. 

Zighty percent of the small bowls surprisingly showed neither 
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intentional smudging nor fire sooting. All the bowls showed 

some base flattening and were not by any means spherical. 

MANUFACTURE: Same as jars. (p. 174) 

Paste: a. Color: Buff to gray to black. Average color 

dull buff. Carbon core generally present. 

b. Inclusions: Angular fragments of white quartz, 

rounded sand particles, and large quantities of ~ica. 

c. Texture: Heavily tempered, coarse, granular, and 

fri able. 

d. Fracture: Irregular, slightly oblique to surface 

of the bowl. 

SURFACE FEATURES: 

a. Color: Exteriors: Buff to gray to bl ack. 

Interiors: Smudged 73%, unsmudged 27~. 

Type 1. Unsmudged Deep Hemispherical Bowls. Fie. 38 a. 

1. Shape: "Made on the ba.sis that those example s whose 

height is less than one half the maximum diameter are shallow, 

while those whose height exceeds one half the maximum diameter 

are termed deep. ,,58 Measured 30.2 cm. in di ameter and 14.9 
cm. in hei gh t. 

2. Rim: Recurved rim with no flattening on lip. 

3. Thickness: 0.6 to 0.8 cm., average 0.7 cm. 

Type 2. Smudged Deep Hemispherical Bowls. B/l08. FiG.38 b. 

1. Shape: Measured 28.5 cm. in diameter and 13.1 cm. 

in height. 

58 Haury, 19q-5, p. 67. 
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2. Rim: Straight wi th sIan ted lip angling in to bowl 

interior. 

3. Thickness: Same as Type 1. 

Type 3. Smudged Shallow Hemispherical Bowls. Fig. 38 c. 

1. Shape: Measured 32.1 cm. in diameter and 12.3 em. 

in height. 

2. Rim: Slightly recurved rim with no specialization 

of lip. 

3. Thickness: Same as Type 1. 

MEDIIDd SIZED BOWLS: Sarne general characteristics as large 

bowls. Slight vari ations of sh ape and rim form upon which 

the following classification was made: 

Type 1. Unsmudged Shallow Hemispherical Bowl. Fig. 38 d. 

1. Shape: Measured 22.0 cm. in diameter and 12.2 cm. 

in height. 

2. Rim: Slightly recurved with rounded lip. 

3. Thickness: Same as large bowls. 

Type 2. Smudged Recurved Bowl. B/178. Fie. 38 d. 

1. Shape: Measured 17.6 cm. in diameter and 10.5 cm. 

in height. 

2. Rim: Bead along outer edge of lip. 

3. Thickness: Same as large bowls. 

Type 3. Smudged Recurved Hemispheri cal Bowl. FiS. 38 f. ---
1. Shape: Measured 16.3 cm. in diameter and 7.3 cm. 

in height. 

2. Rim: Sharp recurve with rounded lip. 
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CENilMETElfS 

Fi~. 3~. Household eatin~ and serving dishes. 

aNc. Large bowls. 
a. Ynsmud~ed deep hemispherical bowls. (Type 1). 
b. Smudged deep hemispherieal bowIe. (Type 2). 
e. Smud~ed shallow hemispherical bowls.(Type 3). 

d-h. ~edium s1zed bowls. 
d. Unsmudged deep hemispherical bowls. (Type 1). 
e. Smudged deep bowl with recurved rim.(Type 2). 
f. Smudged reourved rim. (Type 3). 
~. Smudged 1ncurved rim. (Type 4). 
h. Smudged shallow hemispherical bowl. (Type 5). 



3. Thickness: Same as large bowls. 

TyPe 4. Smudged Shallow Hemispherical Bowl. B/ISI. Fig. 38 g. 

1. Shape: Measured 15.4 cm. in diameter and 7.1 cm. 

in heigh t. 

2. Rim: Slightlyrecurved. Lip slightly flattened. 

3. Thickness: Same as large bowls. 

TYPE SITE: Babocomari Village. 

~ANGE: Focus east side of Huachuca Mountains. 

CONCLUSION: The bowls of the Babocomari were used primarily 

in the house, although several specimens were found in the 

cremation areas either containine the remains of a cremation 

or used as lid covers for cremation jars. 

Babocomari Polychrome: 

USE: The painted ceramic bowls and jars of the 3abocomari 

Village, in all likel.ihood, were used as serving dishes and 

storage vessels. It has also been suggested that these wares 

held a certain ceremonial place in the eyes of the earlier 

Americans. 59 All of the complete decorated wares were found 

in association with cremations. In many cases, the bowls 

did not contain the actual calcined human bones, as is often 

the case amonG the Hohokam groups, but secondary offerings 

such as arrow points, clumps of red pigment, fla..1.ces of chert, 

and other artifacts. 

T~UFACTURING: Paddle and anvil. The painted ware was slipped 

with white pigment and decorated with black and red desisns. 

59 
Kidder, 1936, p. 297. 
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CLASSIFICATION: Although other painted wares appear at the 

village, they unquestionably fall into the classification of 

trade wares and are described under the heading TRADE WARES 

(pp. ). All the painted wares, save Babocomari Polychrome, 

have been described previously by other students. Because of 

this, plus the fact that the Babocomari Plainware and the 

Babocomari Polychrome are characterized by a he avy mica count 

and similarities in body style and modeling technique, they 

have been designated as locally manufactured wares. Hence they 

belong under the he ading of Arts and Crafts of the Babocomari 

Village, whereas the trade wares, naturally, do not. Eighty

five percent or 10,776 sherds, coming from ~he 3abocomari were 

plainware, while 13/~' or 1654, of the sherds made up all the 

painted wares. The red wares made up .017~ (196 sherds), and 

the incised wares made up .003% (21 sherds). In all, 12,648 

sherds were collected from specific levels within houses, 

cremation areas, and stratigraphie tests. The actual count 

of sherds coming from the ruin and presently housed at the 

Amerind Foundation approximately double this number. 

Of the 1654 painted sherds coming from the Village, 1175 

or approximately 7I~ were Babocomari Polychrome. Of this 

71%, 94% or 1105 of them belong to the Huachuca Phase which 

consti tuted the early occupation of the Village and 60% or 

70% came from the late houses of the 3abocomari Phase. 

In the Huachuca Phase, 49% of the 94% of the Babocomari 
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Polychrome was found on old house floors and all of the 6% 
coming from the Babocomari Phase were found on new house 

floors. 

(Inasmuch as Babocomari Polychrome has not been described 

heretofore, a description of the ware follows.) 

DESCRIPTION: Early Chihuahua Polychrome. 
60 

Sauer and Brand, 

in a surface reconnaissance, visited a site at the mouth of 

Ramsey Canyon and found Babocomari Polychrome and questioning

ly named it "Earl y Chihuahua". The au thor carrie d on a 

reconnaissance in and about the Huachuca Mountains and collect-

ed sherds from the Ramsey Canyon si te which are the s rune as 

the Babocomari Polychrome sherds. (See Fig. 4(0 on extent of 

Babocomari Culture.) 

AREA: East slope of the Huachuca Mountains. Found as far 
61 

north as Tres Alamos. As far east as Webb, Arizona. 

TYPE SITE: Babocomari Village: Center of area Ramsey and 

Miller Canyon, east slope of Huachuca Mountains. Babocomari 

Village is likely the northern boundary of its normal range, 

although Babocomari Polychrome, as trade ware, is found 

further nor the 

Associated Wares - Huachuca Phase 

1. Gila Polychrome62 , 8% of associated wares. 

2. Tanque verde63 Red-on-bro1.Yn 11~ of associated ware. 

60 
Sauer and Brand, 1930, p. 437, Fig.2 

61sherd boards stored at Amerind Foundation. 

62Haury, 1945, pp. 63-80. 

63Kelly, in preparation, and Scantling, 1940, pp. 27-30. 



3. 

4. 
5. 

Tucson pOlychrome64 - 3%. 

Santa Cruz polychrome 65 -

San Carlos Red-on-brown66 l et 
- I~· 

Derivation: Probably Santa Cruz, Sonora and both out of 

Chihuahua sources. 

Manufacture: Paddle and anvil. 

Paste: 

a. Color: Buff to b rOV'ffi except in burned areas where 

color ran,s6 changes to gray and black. 

b. Core: Generally absent. 

c. Inclusions: Angular fragments of quarts and sand 

and mica flakes. 

d. Texture: Moderately tempered, coarse to fine, 

granular and 81 igh tly friable. 

e. Fracture: Irregular. Sli&~tly oblique to surface 

of vessel. 

Surface Peatures: 

a. Slip: Kaolin base. 67 

1. Color: Chalky ,'In i te to 1 iell t oranse. Earl ier 

spe cimens. 

2. Inclusions: Smooth with fIe cks of mica scattered 

throughout slip. 

b4I{ellY, in preparation, and Clo.rke, 1935, p. 55, Plo 2L~. 
65Sauer and Brand, 1931; Brand, 1935; Hawley, 1936, p. 60. 

66Hawley, 1930; Gladwin, 1934; Hawley, 1936, p. 109. 

67 Analysis made by Ivir. Vf. Howard, St. Davi d, J\.ri z.ona. 
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3. Textur e : Sof t and fug! ti ve, to hard and pe rm an en t , 

on earlier sherds. 

4. Thickness: 

b. Area: 

1. Bowls: Bases unslipped. Interiors and three-fourths 

of exteriors slipped. 

2. Jars: Base exterior unslipped, interior unslipped. 

Pigments 

\Vhite slip: \Vhite Kaolin. Deposits unknown. Mica 

inclusions. 

Red pigment: FEIOI (ochorous hematite) mixture of 
68 earthy hematite and clay. Remains unchanged in firing process 

(oxidizing atmosphere) (Clumps of earthy hematite found 

stored in bowls and used as funeral furniture.) 

Black Pigment: Believed to be FeO (Ferrous) Fe203 (Ferric 

Magnetite), variety ochers. Black earthy material. Firing 

cannot exceed 2200 Centigrade - black changes to red, sherds 

show effect. Will turn red in oxidizing atmosphere above 

2200 Centigrade. (Both slip and decorated lines very fugitive 

in later Babocomari phase sherds. Earlier sherds, containing 

mica more permanento)69 

Locations: Black pigment: Southwest corner of the V'/hetstone 

Mountains ne ar Mezcal Springs approximately e igh t miles (air-

68Dana, 1932, p. 484. 

69Dana , Ibid., p. 491. 
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line) from the Village. 70 

Red Pigment: Fairly common in area. 

Paste as well as pigments very poorly fused, ~obably 

low firing temperature. Causes fugitive character. Pigments 

not well bonded into slip nor slip well bonded into paste. 

Shape: Jars. 

Type 1. Ellipsoidal Jars wi th Slight Recurved Rims Fig. 39 a. 

The single specimen in the collection measured 26.0 cm. 

in height, 30.7 em. in diameter, the mouth opening 17.2 em. 

in di ameter. Thickness -.7 cm. average. 

Type 2. Small Ellipsoidal Jar with Handle. Fig. 39 b, Pl. 48 a. 

Ellipsoidal shape srune as large vessels witli slight out

flared rims and handle. Two specimens in collection, one 

measures 12.2 cm. in height from base to top of handle and 9.1 

cm. from base to rim. Diameter at widest circu..rnferenee 10.0 

cm., thickness .7 cm. 

Bowls 

Type 1. Hemispherical Shallow Bowl. Fig. 39 c, Pl. 48 b. 

Common form used by the Babocomarites. Specimens shown 

average diameter 21.3 cm., average heif!,ht 9.1 cm., and average 

thiclmess .6 em. 

Type 2. Reeurved Bowls. Fig. 39 d, Pl. 48 e. 

The rim treatment of this form distinguishes the type. 

Bowls having this rim treatment are smaller than Type 1 bowls. 

Average diameter of these bowls: 14.2 cm., average heigh t 

70Information supplied by Mr. R. F. Soward, st. David, Aria) na 
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7.7 em., and average thickness .5 em. 

Type 3. Recurved Bowls. Fig. 39 c-d. 

The rim treatment again distingMishes this. form. 

Unfortunately, it is represented only in sherd form. 

Forms Absent: No ladles, animal e fficies, or cups were 

found among the sherds representing Babocomarl Polychrome. 

Design: 

a. Lip Decoration: Rim lips of both jars and bowls were, 

without exception, painted black. TPe paint occasionally ran 

over both sides of the rim. 

b. Layout: Basic band designs: Bowls carry main design 

on exterior in form of broad, continuous band designs (Fig. 

BOWLS: Small continuous band and half continuous bands decor

ate t.l-:te interior of bowls. Interior bowl bands bec;in at the 

inner edGe of the rim lip and never extend more than 3 cm. down 

the side of the interior. 

JARS: Two areas of design, the rim and the broad circumber

ence of elltsoidal jars carry broad bands independent of each 

other. No specimens showed any quartering designs or all 

over designs common to the Hohokam and Pueblo areas. The 

layout technique was basically banded as follows: Two guide 

lines were first drawn in as continuous lines paralleling 

the circumference of the vessel and within these guide lines 

elements were placed: 

Rhythm: (Fig.4o.) 

Within the banded guide lines the Babocomarite artist 
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planned the flow of design or rhythm7l of the pattern. 

He kept a simple geometric division in the layout, using 

repeating elements throughout the patterning. Whereas the 

Eohokams also used an alternation of elements in their rhythm, 

as did the Pueblo groups, the Babocomarites abided religiously 

by the repetition of single elements or simple combinations 

of elements in the pattern of the band. Geometric elements 

appeared in all the banding patterns so co~non to the Chihu~~ua 

artists who undoubtedly influenced the artists of the Babo

comari. As far I3.S the sherds found at the Eaboc omari indic ate, 

this village artist never resorted to any life forms, human 

or otherwise, as was common to surrounding groups. ITor vlere 

single elements, such as the Hohokam bulls-eye, used. The 

diagonal line was a favorite division for panels used by the 

Dabocomarite artists for their second series of [;uide lines, 

although some vertical division was also used. On the rim 

interiors of bowls occasionally one finds half band layouts. 

Decoration: Fig. 40. 
a. Lines: The simple line received a variety of treat

ments amon:- the artis ts of the Babocomari. The tl1in straight 

line and the broad line running on a diagonal throughout the 

continuous pattern were very common. Rarely the arti st 

fringed or ticked a simple line to add to his decoration. 

The wavy line was rarely used, and then only as a framinf line 

71 
Amsden, 1936, pp. 28-29. 
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for a larger element such as a triangle. Most lines were 

used as guide lines or, secondly, as running lines through 

the bands, interlocked by simple scroll ends. These lines 

usually carried importance because they were of alternate color 

from the basic motifs; i.e., the basic color scheme was black 

and emphasis was given by using red lines to counterpoint the 

main motif and to give movement to the panel design. The 

artist usually blocked out the panel to be decorated and 

systematically painted the basic motifs (usually a solid 

black ticked triangle) with a scroll tail, and then added 

the line element to bring his design together and to give it 

continuity. 

b. Triangle: The triangle was a very common form used 

by the artist in decorating his polychrome ware. Usually 

this triangle was painted a solid black, although in the early 

Huachuca stages large, poorly-constructed triangles were 

crudely hatched (Fig. 40i). The plain triangle was used in 

half-band designs, each element touching the next. It was 

common practice to paint opposed triangles attached to the 

inside of each of two framing band lines. These solid tri

angles are spaced approximately 3 cm. apart. They could be 

simple isosceles triangles without further decoration, or 

they might simply have ticking on one edge or a scroll tail 

with a single or double finger, or per4aps a oombination of 

both. 

c. Interlocking Scrolls: Next to the pendant isosceles 



triangle, the simple scroll was the most popular motir used 

by the ceramic artist. This device was employed constantly 

to give continuity to the panel. A diagonal line, usually in 

red, would lock as a simple scroll wi th the tail scroll of 

a black triangle, and run diagonally across the panel to the 

upper triangle and lock scroll tails with it. This was a very 

common device used to give a polychrome erfect to the pottery. 

The scrolls usually met at the mid-sections or the panels 

and allowed room for either a second diagonal straight line of 

another color or ror another more complicated scroll locking 

counter opposing triangle scrolls. Occasionally a single line 

of varying widths, usually a solid red, would join the diagonal 

lines or the upper and lower panels and act as a filler motif 

between the scrolls. 

d. Hatching: Heavy, crude hatching was a common device 

used primarily on jars in both the Huachuca Phase and the 

Babocomari Phase, but common to bo th jars and bowls in the 

Huachuca Phase. The arti sts more than likely started wi th 

the crude cross hatching of solid motifs, and in later times 

used a solid filler. Hatching never occurs as a basic element 

by itself but always as a filler for a larger motif such as 

a large triangle. 

e. Checkerboard: An occasional sherd, but no complete 

piece, showed a checkerboard effect of squares. The blocks 

were painted either solid red or solid black and the counter 

blocks were left white and decorated with either a series 

of dots or a simple cross. 
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~. Diamonds: Several narrow interior bowl bands con

sisted of white triangles with a solid black background 

(Fig. 40 p) wi th a simple cross filler made of opposi te color. 

g. Crosses: Crosses were used as filler elements in 

motifs and were used to counterpoint color in the pattern; 

for example, the small white triangles with black backgrounds 

that were filled with a single cross. Several sherds showed 

large cro sses which had been hatched and probably belonged to 

lower panel jar designs of the Huachuca Phase. 

h. Dots: Dots were never used as primary elements, but 

always as secondary elements, filling the interior of some 

larger element (Fig. 40 q). 

CONCLUSION: The Babocomari ware was the most popular decorat

ed ware used at the Village. It appears throughout ~~e Huachuca 

and Babocomari Phases, showing some changes, as is only natural 

when an art passes from one generation to the next. The popular 

cross hatching fill common to the Huachuca Phase faded out 

during the Babocomari Phase and was used on jars only. The 

earl ier Babocomari ware which was "gingerbread" in its over

abundance of elements in panel designs, gave way generally 

to di agonal straight line motifs in the later phas$. There 

seems to be an affinity bet\,leen the design motifs of Tanque 

Verde Red-on-bro\Vll and Babocomari Polychrome, but there is 

a greater similarity between the latter and Santa Cruz Polychrome 

which carries the same design motifs plus the bl~ck and red 

designs on a white background. The essential differenc es be-
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tween the two polychromes ~s that Santa Cruz does not con

tain any mica particles and the slip tends to have a crackled 

appearance, whereas the Babocomari slip is smooth. The 

Babocomari slip is fugitive, while the Santa Cruz is not. 

Both wares, however, show, or rather have, a "Chihuahua 

feel" about them. Sayles 72 of the University of Arizona, who 

has done a great deal of work in the Chihuahua field, believes 

that Babocomari Polychrome bears some relationship to the 

late Chihuahua Polychromes. Sauer and Brand73 are also of this 

opinion, as they defined the Ramsey Canyon site, which has 

3abocomari Polychrome, as a marginal si te of Chi:1.uahua Culture. 

stone Household Utility Food Preparation Tools 

Trough Metates: 

USE: The term "Metate" derived from an Aztec word "Metatl" 

refers to the basal part of a grinding mill. The trough metate 

merely designates that a boulder used for grinding corn was 

pecked out until a trough deep enough to guide the mano (Spanish 

for "hand") was made. This trough deepened wi th we ar. 

The metate was employed by the Babocomarites as well as 

by the Hohokam and Anasazi gI'OUpS to the north and the Mogollon 

peoples to the east. As there is a very definite difference 

in the metate complex between the Pueblos and the Babocomarites, 

it.w0uld be well to describe the Pueblo use of the metate and 

describe the differences as employed by the Babocomari tes. 

72personal interview with W~. Sayles at Amerind Foundation 
while he surveyed our collection. I am indebted to him for 
numerous suggestions and helpful hints in the analysis of 
this ware. 

73 and I. I. 3 Sauer Brand, 1930, p. ,+,+3, fig. • 
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"In every house will be found a trough about six feet 
long, two feet wide, and eight inches deep, divided 
into three or more compartments. In the older 
hous es the s ides and part! tiona are made of stone 
slabs, but in some of the newer ones they are made 
of boards. Within each eompartnent is (the metate) 
a stone (traprock preferred) about eighteen inches 
long and a f'.oot wide, set in a bed of adobe and 
incl ined at an angle of about 350 • 111 

There was no e vidence of metate bins at the Babocomari. 

The metates found in situ lay flat on the floors of houses, 

usually in corners Where they were probably stored until put 

into use. Russell describes the Piman method of using the 

metate by saying that: "They are carried about the premises 

as needed, never being set in bins, as among the Pu.e blo tribes. ,,2 

It would appear that the Babocomarites used the metate 

in much the same manner as did the Pimas. 

MANUFACTURE: A stream boulder of granite or sandstone, or 

fine grain conglomerate, was chosen by the craftsman from 

the nearby Babocomari River. The boulder was then pecked out 

until the shape of the trough was formed. Only the trough 

area was worked by pecking. The rest of the boulder remained 

unshaped. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type 1. Short Broad Trough. 2 Specimens. Fig. a, Pl. 49. 

h~TERIAL LOCATION 
Sandstone House B Floor 

" Surface 

1 Owens, 1892, p. 163. 

2Russell, 1908, p. 109, fig. 28. 
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a. Materi al : Fine grain sands tone. 

b. Shape: Rough river boulder, unshaped except for 

the trou::::;b portion. Average length 42.3 cm., average 7lid th 

39.4 cm., average hei.a..ht 18.5 cm. 

c. Trough: Open at both ends. 3asin of: trocJ.,~h sla.'1ts 

d d f t 1-- 1 T' I " r' • away an own rom 11e wor_{er. rougn me asure3 +J • ..:;. cm. ln 

lensth, 23.2 em. in width end 5.5 cm. in dept~ a~::C)3S center 

section. 

r:y?e 2. Lon;;; Narrow TrouGh. 

-,-,ODY TilOUGH 
L. \1. T • (em IS) L. vii. T • 

1 53.2 29 12~6 53.2 17.6 8. 
2 ~o. 25.3 Ih.2 49.1 19.7 5.6 
3 +2.5 25.1 18.5 13 33.2 8 
L~ $().I- ~ 3.2 37·4 44·1 21.3 5.5 
~ G~ +0 15 64 19 5 
6 Erol:en 
7 II 

G 58 36 
9 Sl. 2 27.3 

10 49.1 21.5 
11 ~'roken 
12 II 

II 
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I.1ATEitIP.L 
'}rani te 
Sal1ds tone 
Gl'anite 
S 3.Tl:l stone 

'0, Pl. 

30use :3 
II 1-1. 

SU1-")~""o.ce 
II 

Floor 
n 

(~rok8n) 

" 
" Hou.se 

Granite " 
S8ndstone n 

I Floor 
,] ?ill 

It " 

" 
II 

Roof 
" 

~P2 Floor 
:Iouse 2P 3 

II " 

" HOl.lse I: 0'il1 
Grsni te " n II 

Sands tone n 1C:'? 2 :? ill 
Jr&'1 it e "4? 3 l-'il1 

a. r.lateria1: i:;'rani te, seJldstone. 

b. Body: Unshap ed river boulders. Avc:rD.28 1 cn.;::'c;11 53.2 

C"'., averaGe width 2'; cm., averaGe thielcKss 12. ,_, em. 

troush is nU" shaped, 'ocinG hiGher at both '.nds than in cen'::e:>.' 

:;:>or t ion. This is very di t'ferent fro::1 TY'.;>e 1. Average 

lenGth of trouch 53.2 em., width 17.6 CI'1., End:3 cm. in dept.h. 



TIEe 3. Shallow Trough Metate. 2- S~cimens. Fiei': c, Pl. ~9. 

BOb! TROUGH 
L. w. T. MATERIftL LOCATION 

1 3.1 33.2 . Granite Surface 
2 32.9 21.6 9.9 2.1 11 It 

~ ~. 2 20. )~_ 21.2 2.3 Sandstone If 

.7 21.1 9.0 2.0 If " 
• 22.1 .8 2.2 Granite· . House L 

a. Material:. Sandstone (fine grain) J granite. 

b. Body: Rough, unshaped river boulder wi th vezrr 

shallow trough. Grinding surface extremely shallow. Average 

boulder length 35.2 cm., average width 21.3 cm., average 

thickness 12.4 cm. 

c. Trough: Trough shaped but very shallow. 2.5.8 cm. 

long, 14.3 cm. wide, 2.1 cm. deep at deepest point. Slightly 

concave on both axes. 

CONCLUSION: The trough metates of the Babocomari Village were 

made of sandstone and granite. There were no specimens of 

vesicular lava. They differ from the Gila-Salt Drainage in 

that, save for the actual grinding trough, they are unworked. 

I'here was no attempt to shape the body of the metate. This 

and the absence of vesicular lava metates distinguishes the 

metates from those of the Los Muertos collection. 3 

In the San Pedro Valley, metates of vesicular lava \'lere 
J 

found at Tres Alamos.~ The general shape of these open trough 

metates is similar to that of t..~e Babocomari which has been 

classifie d as "Type 2." 

There is a striking similari ty between Type 1 metates 

3 
Haury, 1945, pp. 126-127, fig. 76. 

4Tuthill, 1947, p. 76, pl. 30 
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found at the Babocomari and several found at Swarts Ruin. 5 

6 
The metates found at Jackrabbit Ruin, which lies to the west 

of the Babocomari Village, are very much different from 

either of the Babocomari types. 

In conclusion, it may be noted that a very interesting 

association of metates was found on house floors at the 

Babocomari Yillage. Aside from several incidents of trough 

manos still lying in the trough, there is an association 

of open trough metates and large slab, flat metates close 

to the fire hearths, necessitating a certain amount of 

speculation as to the possible combined use of these tools. 

It may well be that, in the various steps 

necessary in converting corn kernels to flour, the trough 

metate and also the slab metate were used in the same 

process. 

Slab Metates. 

rSE: Although the trough metate was more abundant than the 

slab metate, both were used at the Babocomari Village. 

A number of house floors produced both the trough and the 

slab metate in close association. This particular type of 

grinder was found with Type 2 slab mano. The mano was rubbed 

against the slab with a circular motion, rather than with 

the straight backward and forward motion used in the trough 

type metate. The foods ground on this slightly concave 

surfaced metate could have been cultivated, such as corn, 
.----- ------- --- ----

5Cosgrove, H. S. and C. B., 1932. pl. 32 b,h. (Resemble 
closely Type 2 Babocomari metates). 

6 Scantling, 1940, pp. 44-47, pl. 13. 
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or wild seeds. There was no intentional shaping in this 

slab-type metate except for a perfunctory pecking of the 

flat upper grinding surface. 

MANUFACTURE: The craftsman merely chose a desired river 

boulder from the Babocomari stream bed, pecked it slightly 

with a secondary stone, and the metate was ready for use. 

Most of these were of fine grained sandstone. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Slab Metates. 10 S~cimens. Pl. 50 a. 

--------- -------- -- -----:-----------------.--
LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION --r- 56.4 cm. 40.2 cm. 10.3 cm. sandstone Surface 

2 45.2 cm. 37.1 cm. 12.3 cm. Granite n 

~ 26.6 em. 18.2 cm. 4.5 cm. sandstone House B Fill 
33. 4 em. 24.7 cm. 9.8 cm. " Surface 

~ 55.4 em. 4~.6 cm. 13.1 cm. II House I Floor 
60.1 em. 4 .2 em. 12.3 cm. 1\ House 12P2 Floor 

7 53.1 cm. 41.5 em. 13.1 em. 11 House 4P2 
8 Broken " House 3P2 
9 62.1 em. 45.3 cm. 13.6 cm. " House lP3 

10 Broken II House 4P3 

Unshaped slab with total upper surface used as grinding 

area. Slight pecking of working surface and actual use 

created a very slight depression in the grinding area. Aver

age length of these grinders is 56.4 cm., width 40.2 cm., 

and thickness 10.3 em. 

DISTRIB~TION: The slab metate of this particular variety 

is absent in the Gila-Salt drainage. 7 

Small Oval Grinders 

YSE: Oval grinders were verJ numerous. They were very simple 

tools probably used to grind seeds. None of the 32 specimens 

7 Haury, 1945, p. 127. 
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in the collection have any color pigment on them to suggest 

the possible use as pigment grinders. They were found on 

the floor of the houses tucked in corners or near the fire-

places, and on the surface of the ruin. Actually, there 1s 

no designated use for these crude tools but, inasmuch as 

they resemble the metates and other grinders, and as grinding 

marks are clearly in evidence on their working surface, 

they are included in food preparation. 

MANUFACTURE: There was almost no labor connected with their 

manufacture. A river boulder of desired size and shape 

was slightly pecked to create a satisfactory grinding surface. 

CLASSIFICATION: Classification was made aceoraing to whether 

or not the stone had one or two grinding surfaces. 

Type 1. Small Oval Grinders, Single Grinding Surface. Fig.b, Pl. 50 
NO. LENGTH 'WIDTH- THICKNESS MATERIAL LocATION 

1 24.1 em. 19.6 em. ~.1 em. Sandstone House-1fT ·side 
2 11.5 em. 13.2 em. .8 em. Grani te Surface 1 side 

~ 23.1 em. 20.4 em. 4.2 em. Sandstone House B 1 side 
20.7 16.2 3.1 n House 3P3 1 " em. em. em. 

5 Broken " Surface 
6 20.4 em. 20.2 em. 7.2 cm. Diorite House lP3 
7 18.2 em. 9.5 em. 4.6 em. Sandstone House Surface 
8 Broken " tl ., 

20.2 22.1 3.8 " 
., 

IP3 9 em. em. em. 
10 14.6 11.3 ~.6 em. 11 " 1:' Fill em. em. 
11 20.8 16.5 4.6 n " 17p2 em. em. em. 
12 23.2 11.4 em. 5.7 em. " Surface em. 
13 Broken Diorite House lF3 
14 " " Surface 
15 27.9 em. 22.6 em. 10.5 em. Sandstone House H .1 
16 22.4 em. 11.8 em. 11.1 em. Surface 
17 20.8 12.1 4.1 em. " House E em. em. 
18 20.4 14.1 4.2 em. u TT#lO em. em. 
19 23.9 16.0 3.7 em. u House lP2 em. em. 

" " l7p2 20 23.7 em. 19.1 em. ~.9 em. 
20.8 18.2 .1 Granite 1\ IP3 21 cm. em. em. 

22 25.2 em. 23.2 em. 3.8 em. Sandstone House H 
23.2 17.2 6.1 " " H 23 em. em. em. 

16.4 4.7 '1 " 12P2 ... 
24 24.1 em. em. em. 

21.2 21.6 4.3 11 " H 25 em. em. em. 
26 13.4 8.5 6.0 em. " Surface em. em. 

27.1 17.2 5.5 " ·n 
21 em. em. em. 
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a. Material: With the exception of 2 diorite samples 

and 2 granite boulders, all the grinders were made of fine

grained sandstone. 

b. Body: Rough, unshaped river boulders. Worked on 

one flat surface; average length of boulder used 21.5 cm., 

average width 16.4 cm., average thickness of slabs 5.6 cm. 

c. Grinding surface: Covers one flat surface of the 

boulder. Slightly concave on both axes. Rotary motion 

used by grinder caused center of grinding surface to be 

slightly deeper than outer edges. Action of grinder probably 

similar to action used in basin type metates found in the 

earlier horizons. 

Type 2. Small Oval Grinders with 2 Grinding Surfaces. 

NO-.- LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
1 26.7 cm. 16.2 cm. 3.7 cm. Granite House B 
2 20.1 cm. 11.8 cm. 3.6 cm. Sandstone " H 
3 27.5 cm. 21.9 cm. 6.1 cm. t1 " D 
4 21.0 cm. 12.8 cm. 3.0 cm. Granite Surface 
5 2.3.. 2 cm. 17.2 cm. 6.1 cm. Sand stene House H ---- - --.~ -~- ---- -- -

a. Material: Twa granite and three fine-grained 

sandstone. 

b. Body: Essentially the same as Type 1. 

c. Grinding surface: Same as Type 1, save that two 

grinding surfaces on opposite sides of the boulder 

have been used. 

CONCLUSION: Similar 

Ruin 8 to the west of 

8scantling, 1940, p. 
9Cosgrove, 1932, pl. 

tools are reported 

the Babocomari and 

46, pl. yrv c,d ,e. 
35. 

from 

from 

the 

the 

Jackrabb1t 

Swartz Ru1n9 
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to the east of the Babocomari. These tools may have been 

present at other ruins to the north but they have not been 

reportee. 

Small Elongatee Grineers. 

USE: These tools differ from the small oval grineers only 

in their shape (pp. 

MANVFACTURE: Same as small oval grineers. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Small Elon2ated Grineers. 7 specimens. Fig.e, Pl. 50. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNEss MATERIAL ---r;QCATION 
1 19 cm. 12.5 cm. 4.7 cm. Sandstone Floor House 17p2 
2 Broken tI tt " lP3 
3 28.1 cm. 10.2 cm. 8.9 cm. Granite Surface 
4 23.2 cm. 12.1 cm. 6.2 cm. !:'iorite Floor House 13p2 
5 24.3 cm. 8.3 cm. 6.4 cm. Sandstone tl " 17p2 
6 29.5 cm. ll.~ cm. 8.6 cm. " II " 3P3 
7 33.5 cm. 11. cm. 4.6 cm. II II " IP3 

a. Material: Naturally shapee, elongated river bouleers 

of sanestone, granite ane eiorite. 

b. Body: Natural river pebbles averaging 26.2 cm. 

in length, 11 cm. in wieth ane 6.5 cm. in thickness. 

c. Grinding surface: With the exception of one 

example, each grinder had but one grineing surface which 

was slightly concave on both axes. The grineing area was 

not clearly eefinee by any special border. The method of 

grineing was that of a rotation with the central section 

of the grineer being usee as an axis of rotation. 

CONCLUSION: As in the case of the small oval grineers, only 
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10 
Scantling reports the presence of similar tools at 

Jackrabbit Wells to the west of the Babocomari Village. 

Trough Manos 

USE: A total of 92 manos (hand stones) were found at the 

Bdbocomari Village. The use of these artifacts has been 

defined under the section on metate use. These tools 

were the upper part of the set of grinding tools. Trough 

man os have been so defined because their outer sides show 

wear where they came into contact with the grooved sides 

of the trough metate. In several cases, the trough manos 

were actually found in the troughs of metates lying on 

house floors. 

MANUFACTURE: Crude mano blocks were found in the refuse of 

the Babocomari Village. These unwol'ked blocks give a hint 

as to the manufacture of the t~ough mano. The craftsmen 

went to the Babocomari River and to the surrounding hill

sides which are covered with usable stones. Choosing stones 

that were comparatively flat, which fit well into the hand, 

the workman pecked a grinding surface on them, never at

tempting any secondary shaping of the mano. On 48% of the 

manos present in the collection, they did peck two or three 

small finger grip depressions in the leading edge of the 

mano so that the grinder would get a better grip on the 

implement. Only one specimen displayed two grinding surf-

10scantling, 1940, p. 46, pl. l4e. 
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aces. Actually very little workmanship went into the 

construction of these tools. 

CLASSIF'ICATION: The trough manos from the Babocomari Village 

collection have been divided into three types. Types wer-e 

defined on cross-sections of the implements. When the forms 

were analyzed it became apparent that the desired form 

decided what type of material would be used; i.e., the 

taper and the loaf manos called for sandstone, whereas 

the heavier block type called for the use of granite. 

Another very interesting item came to light when the tr'ough 

manos were examined accoI~ing to cross-sections, as it 

was discovered that the taper type came from the oldest 

houses and the block and leaf types came from the later 

houses. 
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Type 1. Taper Trough Manos. Fig. b, Pl. 51. 

NO. TYPE L. W • T. MATERIAL WEIGHT LOCATICN 
1 Ta~r 20.1 10.2 
2 19.2 11.5 

2.6 
2.3 
2.~ 

2.4 
4.1 

cm. 
em. 

sandstone 3 Ib.15 oz.F1oor House I 
" 4 " 3 II t1 House H 

It 18.2 12.2 cm. 
cm. 
cm. 

" 4" 3" tl'~ I 
" 2 I. 10 " I~ I: I 

5 
6 

11 

11 
18.1 10.3 
21.2 11.1 
Broken 

" 6 II 9 II f1 r H 
" IT 

Broken Surface 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

t~ 

11 

" 
" 
" 
IT 

" 
" 
II 

11 

II 

It 

21.0 10.9 4.1 cm. 
19.9 12.1 3.2 cm. 
16.4 11.3 4.1 cm. 
13.5 11.3 3.6 cm. 
Broken 
19.9 10.2 3.2 cm. 
20.8 11.3 4.2 cm. 
18.5 12.1 3.2 cm. 
18.9 13.2 3.4 cm. 
18.2 11.5 3.1 cm. 
Broken 

Granite 
Sandstone 
Granite 
Sandstone 

" 
" 'I 
" 
" 

II 

5 lb. 4 oz 
3 n 6" 
2 I! 12" 
2 II 4" 
Broken 
3 It. 
4 II 3 'II' 

3 11 8 
3 11 7 11 

3 II 2" 
Broken 

Floor 
n 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
II 

II 

" 
" 

House G 
" H 
" B 
n I 
n G 
'1 G 
II B 
11 3P3 
" I: 

,~ 1 P3 
" '1 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

" 
" II 

18.2 10.0 2.4 cm. Granite 
14.1 10.0 1.9 cm. Sandstone 

2 lb. 4 oz. II 

2" 4 1\ " 

n 5P3 
" I 
I, 3P3 

~~ 

" 
" 
fI 

II 

II 25 
26 It 

27 " 
28 11 

29 " 

20.4 11.0 2.1 em. 1\ 

18.3 10.1 2.3 em. 1\ 

19.5 12.2 3.9 cm. " 
16 . 8 8 . 5 2. 2 cm. " 
15.0 9.9 1.9 cm. " 
15.1 11.3 2.2 cm. II 

13.5 11.9 2.9 cm. " 
17.2 9.1 4.9 em. II 

Broken 
" 

r, 11 
Co 

2 II 

4 II 

1 II 

'"' " Co 

2 11 

2 " 

12 f1 

14 II 

11 " 
9 II 

3 " 
5 II 

2 " 
Broken 

2 " 
8 " 

" 30 II Granite 
31 1\ 15.110.9 3.1 cm. Sandstone 2 lb. 6 oz 
32 1\ Broken 11 Broken 

It It II II 

333 II 1\ 4 15.0 11.1 2 ~ cm. 
35 " 16.1 10.5 4:3 cm. " 
36 " Broken " 

2 lb. 
2" '=' oz 
Broken 

n 37 n 11 " 

38 II 14.5 9.6 3.1 em. II 2 lb. 3 oz. 
"",-3L9 __ " __ -=1:..::3~.=-2_ 2... 5 1.6 cm...:. ___ '_' ____ 1 " 5 1\ 

II 

't 
" II 

" 
It 

Il 

" 
1\ 

II 

1112P2 
" L 
II IP3 
" B 
"12P2 
11 IP~ 
" fI -

" L 
It 1:' 
" G 
11 H 
n G 

" Surface 
11 House I 
" f1 5P3 

" G 
Surface 

Floor House 

" 
,~ 

" It H 

a. Material: Four granite specimens and 35 sandstone 
specimens. 

b. Bod~: strong tendency to be rectangular with 3% 

oval shape. Average length of trou~h manos (side to side) 

17.5 cm., average width 10.8 cm., avel'age thickness at 1ead--

IP3 
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ing edge 2.9 cm., average thickness at trailing edge of 

mano approximately .8 cm. Average weight 2 Ibs. 9 oz. 

The smallest measured 13.2 cm. in length, 9.5 cm. in width, 

ano 1.6 cm. at the leading edge of the mano, and weighed 

1 lb. 5 oz. The bod~ of the mano was not worked except 

on the grinding surface and occasionally on the leading edge 

where crude finger grips were pecked into the side to 

facilitate the grinder's gri~. In cross-section the taper 

tl'ough mano resembles the cross -section of an airplane 

wing, being thickest at the leading edge and tapering at 

the trailing edge. Thi~ is the diagnostic trait of this 

type of mano. 

c. Grinding surface: All tr'ough manos showed the 

same characteristics on the grinding surface. They vary 

as to coarseness - from fine through medium, to rough. 

They are convex on both axes and the sides which scraped 

against the sides of the metate trough turn up and show 

the abrasive action due to much use. 

d. Location: Taper trough man os were most abundant 

in the older houses of the Babocomari Village. 
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Type_2. Block Tr~h Mano. Fig. a, Pl. 51. 
NO. TYPE L W 

11.2 
12.2 
11.3 
12.1 

T MATERIAL WEIGHT LOCATION 
.~----~~~~---

1 Block 
r, " C 

~ 
Ii 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

i~ 
15 
16 

i~ 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2~ r, 
C 

25 
26 

~~ 

II 

f! 

" II 

" 
II 

11 

II 

n 

" 
II 

" 
" 
" 
" n 

" It 

" 
II 

n 

II 

It 

11 

II 

11 

" 
" tI 

19.3 
18.2 
18.2 
22.0 

Lb. 
2.4 em. Granite ~ 
2.3 em. Sandstone 4 
2.5 em." 63 
3 . 2 em. II 

Oz. 
-rF1oor 

3 11 

14 " 
4 " 

House 
" 
II 

11 

5-P3 
1 
D 
L 

Broken 
" 
18.2 12.1 3.4 
20.0 11.9 1.9 
19.9 10.8 3.1 
22.4 11.0 2.5 
Broken 
II 

18.5 12.2 3. 4 
16.0 11.3 2.4 
17.2 10.9 2.8 
16.5 9.9 3.9 
20.6 10.1 4.0 
Broken 
" 
16.4 11.9 2.3 
19.3 12.4 4.3 
14.5 9.8 4.2 
17.2 9.1 4.9 
Broken 
13.2 11.1 4.2 
Broken 
" 

Granite Broken Surface 
" II Floor House 

5 
em. Sand stone 3 
em. Granite 4 

em. " 4 
8 
8 
1 

" 11 

" 
/I 

II 

tI 

" 

1P3 
4P3 

H 
c 
L 
G 

cm. " 
" 
It 

ern. Granite 
em. " 
em. 
em. 
em. 

em. 
em. 
ern . 
ern . 

cm. 

" 
II 

" 
II 

" 
t1 

t1 

" 
" 
" 
" 

4 II 

Broken I' 
II 

II Surfa ee 
7 3 Floor House 3P3 
2 12 " rt 17p2 
3 4 " II 1P3 
4 1 " II 5P3 
5 2 " " 5P3 
Broken It f1 I 

It " " H 
2 11 It It 1P3 
4 8 It " 5P3 
3 0 It II L 
3 8 " 11 H 
Broken It It D 
16" 11 H 

n Broken Surface 
It JI TT 4 

22.9 13.1 4.3 em. 
Broken 

It 8 9 Floor House 4P3 
It Broken Surfa ee ,. 
1\ " Floor House G 

29 
30 
31 
~2 

15.2 7.13.2 em." 2 5 It 11 L 
__ =-19~. 5~1=-0~. 1=---..:3,::...:-8=----cc=-=m=-.~_" __ . _ __=:::5 _ _=1;::..3_ n " I " 
a. Material: T~o sandstone and 30 granite specimens 

in the collection. 

b. Body: I"efinitely rectangular in shape. Average 

length: 18.4 ern., average ~idth 11 em., and average thickness 

3.3 em. Average weight 4 Ibs. 2 oz., almost double the 

average weight of Type 1 trough manos. The largest block 

mano was 22.9 cm. in length, 13.1 cm. in Width, and 4.3 em. 

in thickness. It weighed 8 1bs. 9 oz. The smallest of the 
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block manos measured 13.2 cm. in length, 11.1 cm. in width, 

and 4.2 cm. in thickness. It weighed 1 lb. 6 oz. In cross

section the block mano is rectangular except for the slight 

upturn of the basal grinding corners. 

c. Grinding surface: Slightly convex on both axes, 

with definite wearing on the edges which contacted the sides 

of the trough during use. 

d. Location: Found more commonly on the floors of 

the later houses. 

Type 3. Loaf' Trough Manos. Fig. c, Pl • .51. 

1 Loaf 
2 " 
3 
4 
h 
-' 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
l~ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
~l 

" 
" 
t' 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" II 

" tT 

" II 

fI 

" 
II' 

L 

19.9 11.1 
15.0 10.9 
19.9 11.9 
20.9 13.1 
17.2 10.0 
19.0 9.9 
14.9 10.1 
16.9 10.1 
14.6 9.9 
18.1 10.5 
Broken 
" 
17.0 11.1 
18.1 10.2 
Broken 
12.1 9.1 

9. 4 
8.5 
8.8 

13.5 
12.4 
13.9 
Broken 
" 

T 

3.0 
3.9 
3.6 
2.5 
2.3 
1.9 
3.5 
2.1 
2.8 
3.1 

3.0 
6.2 

2.4 
3.1 
r. 5 c. • 

3.4 

MATERIAL ~~IGHT 
Ibs. oz. 

LOCATION 

cm. sandstone 4 0 Floor House C 
cm. " 39" 'l lP3 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 

" 3 8 " 
" 2 8 If 

'I 2 8 " 
" 1 14 " 

" 
" 
" 
II 

G it 2 6 " cm. ran e " 
em. Sandstone 1 6 n 

fI 

cm." cO" " 
cm. 11 2 8 " " 

cm. 
cm. 

cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 

" Broken" " 
11 " Fill n 

" 2 3 II " n 

n 

" 
" 
" n 

" 
Grani te 

52" II 

Broken Floor " 
2 1 Fill " 
c 8 Floor " 
14" " 
c 4" " 
Broken Fill " 
" It II 

3P3 
L 
IP3 
G 
3P3 
lP3 

l7p2 
3P3 
IP3 
G 
H 
G 

12P3 
B 

~P3 

4P3 
G 
B ----------------------------------- -----------------

a. Material: Two granite and 19 sandstone specimens. 

b. Body: Generally rectangular in shape measuring in 

average length 16.0 cm., average width 10.s cm., and average 

thickness of center section 3.1 cm. Average weight 21bs. 

6 oz. Largest specimen measures 19.9 cm. in length, 11.9 cm. 
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1n wldth, and 3.6 cm. In thlckness. ~;eight 4 Ibs. The 

smallest speclmen In thls category measures 12.1 cm. In 

length, 9.1 cm. In wldth, and 2.4 cm. In thickness. It 

welghed 1 lb. 4 oz. In cross-sectlon the mano resembles 

a loaf of bread, havlng a rounded top section wlth square 

sides and base. The base corners ~re tapered by the 

wear of the sides of the trough metate. 

c. Grindlng surface: Same as other manos of thls 

type. Slightly convex on both axes with the wear from scrap

ing the sldes of the metate trough plainly in evldence. 

d. Locatlon: Located primarl1y on floors of the late 

houses. 

CONCL~SION: Because of the lack of Indlviduality of tro~gh 

manos and due to the fact that the tool Is essentlally 

a natural form, it is extremely difficult to find close 

affinities wlth manos collected from other ruins bour.ding 

the Babocomarl Village. The only basic variation between 

the stone work of the Babccomari Village and surro~nding 

sites Is the lack of vesbular basalt which was not used In 

any of the stone work of the village. The mano types of 

Jackrabbit wells l1 show a similarity to the Babocomari 

types. 

llscantllng, 1940, pp. 41-49, pl. 15. 
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Rubbinl2 Stones .. 
tJSE: The term "rubbing stone" is commonly used among the 

students of 30uthwestern archaeology to define a single hand 

grinder which may have been used as a tool to smooth the 

floors and walls of hOl;ses,12 as well as for grinding. 

The B~bocomari rubbing stones proved very interesting 

in that they wer€ often found in association with slab metates 

on the floors of heuses. None of the spe cimens show any 

pigment stains on the rubbing surfaces. Furthermore, the 

motion described by Haury13 applies also to the Babocomari 

collection. It wOl;ld, therefore, be safe to surmise tha t 

the r·ubbing stone s we re used as ".,ingle" hand manos, 

primarily on slab metates. Undoubtedly they were put to 

secondary use as wall and floor smoothers. Very few of the 

specimens show any battering on the edges, but the majority 

of the stones show a single grinding surface which is 

flat and the conspicuous shaping caused by rubbing in a 

trough is sbsent on these tools. 

MANUFACTURE: As in the case of the trou~h manos, the rubbing 

stones called for very little workmanship (except for Type 2 

rubbing stones). The craftsman chose a sandstone for his 

raw material. These river pebbles were picked up from the 

Babocomari stream bed or from the surrounding hillsides. 

They were pecked ~ntil the working surface was flat and thus 
_.- -_._-----

1'--' 
~idder, 1932, p. 72, fig. 47. 

13Haury, 1945, p. 129, pl. 38. 
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a workable tool·was completed. 

CLASSIFICATioN: The rubbing stones have been divided 

into two types. Type 1 consists of naturally shaped sand

stone pebbles with a single grinding facet. Type 2 consists 

of artificially shaped rubbing stones, also of sandstone, 

but showing a definite shaping on all surfaces by the 

craftsman. Type 2, as well as Type 1, has one grinding 

surface which is flat with striations on the working surface 

at right angles to the long axis. 
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Type 1. rnshaped Rubb~Stones_. Fig. f, Pl • .51. 

NO. DIAMETER 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

f. • em. 
11.3 em. 
11.4 em. 
6.2 em. 
8.0 em. 

10.9 em. 
9.5 em. 
7.5 em. 
7.4 em. 

10.0 cm. 
10.1 cm. 
10.5 em. 
9.5 em. 

Broken 
9.0 em. 
6.5 cm. 

Broken 
10.1 cm. 
Broken 
11 

THICKNESS 

3.0 cm. 
4.0 cm. 
4.1 cm. 
1.9 em. 
6.2 cm. 
4. ':1, em. 
4.1 em. 
3.2 cm. 
2.9 cm. 
3.4 cm. 
2.9 em. 
4.1 em. 
~.6 em. 

6 .0 ern. 
4.2 cm. 

4.6 ern. 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
ro'" c.c. 

9x5.2x2.3 cm.-
14 . 1 x6 • 3 x 3 . 1 em. 

~~ 
9.8 cm. 6.2 ern. 

Broken 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

11.2 em. 4.3 cm. 
Broken 
9.3 em. 4.8 crn. 

10.9 crn. 8.1 crn. 

~~ 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

Broken 
" 
9.5 cm. 

10.3 cm. 
11.1 ern. 
Broken 

7 .2 ern. 
14.2 cm. 
Broken 

10.5 em. 
10.9 cm. 
Broken 

II 

4.2 ern. 
9.2 cm. 
3.9 em. 

5.2 
6.1 

4.1 
3.8 

cm. 
em. 

ern . 
em. 

42 12.5x7.5~4.2 cm. 
4~ Broken 
44 8.5 crn. 
4~i Broken 
46 10.2 ern. 
47 __ ~!'o~e~ 

3.5 cm. 

7.6 em. 

WEIGHT 
Lbs. oz. 
~ 7" 
2 0 
1 8 

8 
2 0 
2 7 
2 0 
1 2 

8 
2 e 
1 e 
2 0 
1 1~ 
P,roken 
1 12 

e 
Broken 
:: 9 
Broken 
11 

13 
1 7 
3 8 
Broken 
1 9 
Brcken 
1 3 
4 2 
Broken 
" 

1 5 
3 11 
2 4 
Broken 
1 
3 8 
Broken 
1 5 
2 0 
Broken 

" 
2 10 
Broken 

15 
Broken 
1 13 
Broken 

MATERIAL LOCATION 

Sandstone Floor Heuse D 
It "11 H 

" 
11 

" 
" 
JI 

11 

II 

'1 

II 

11 

n 

II 

11 

11 

" 
11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

II 

II 

II 

11 

II 

11 

II 

It 

" 
11 

" 
11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

I. 

n 

II 

n 

11 

" 

tt 

fl 

Surfa I~e 

" 'I G 
B 

Floor House I 
Surface 
Floor House H 
Fill House C 

II II G 
T'I 10 
Flcor House C 
Fill House G 
Floor House IP2 
11 1\ H 
11 

11 

II 

11 

Sl !faee 

11 

11 

" 
II 

2P2 
3P3 
E 
H 

Floor H:-t: se L 
11 II C 
11 II 4P3 
II II 3P2 
11 11 3P2 
.. 11 D 
11 "12P2 
" 11 17P2 
'1 II 12Pc' 

Sur·face 
Floor Heuse G 

II " 18p2 
Surfaee 
TT 5 
TT 5 
Floor House 

,. 11 

n " 
II 11 

Fill House 
Surfa ce 

3P3 
c 
E 

Floor .~ouse lcP2 
Fill House D 
Floor II 3P3 
TT 5 
Floor House 12P2 
Fill HousE' ~ 
-- - _. --

a. Material: Sandstone, running frelD~oarse to fine 

and soft to hard, was used in the manufacture of rutbinl2 

stones. 
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b. Body: Natural shapes chosen for thel~ size; i.e., 

to fit well into the hand. Tend to be oval, shaped on11 on 

the grinding edges. Average diameter of these oval-shaped 

stones, 9.9 crn., average thickness 4.6 em., and the average 

weight of these tools 2 lbs. 

c. Grinding surface: Very flat, with no pecking on 

the edges. Striations run parallel across working face. 

d. Locatior.: ?ound on floors of both old and ne~ 

hO'jses. 

Type ~. __ i\r~ifici81ly-shaped Fuelling Stones. Fig. d-e, PI. 51 

NO. LENGTH 'WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
It:: . oz. 

1 14.1 em. 7.2 em. 3.4 em. 3 
r, Sandstone Fl.Hse.L c-

r, 9.3 8.0 7.1 3 4 11 II 11 4P3 c- ern . em. cm. 
3 10.2 7.8 em. 2.4 em. 1 8 " f1 11 B cm. 
4 6.5 cm. 5.9 em. 8.4 em. 2 0 " Fill House I 
5 7.5 em. 8.1 em. 6.2 em. 1 10 II F'l Rse 4P2 
6 9.3 em. 8.9 cm. ~.1 em. 1 0 " Fill II H 
7 9.0 8.7 em. 4.1 em. 15 II Floor II 1P3 em. 
8 8.0 em. 7 r, 2.3 em. 6 II " 11 C • c- em . 
9 Broken Broken II Surface 

10 It 11 11 II 

11 9.5 8.1 3.6 em. 1 2 II Floor Hse IP3 em. em. 
12 9.1 7.7 4.1 em. 2 0 II " 11 3P2 em. em. 

iE 9.3 7.5 4.1 em. 1 13 11 Fill 'I D em. em. 
Broken Broken 'I Surface 

15 
11 11 " Fill Hse H 

16 7.5 6.3 4.3 1 6 " Fl hse L em. em. em. 
17 Broken Broken " Fill " G 
18 " " 

'1 n It G 
8.3 7.5 3.8 1 8 " 11 " H 19 cm. em. em. 

2'0 Broken Broken II " n H 
8.5 7 r, 4.3 1 13 

,I F1 " H 21 em. .c- em. em. 
22 9·9 8.6 4.6 1 7 " 11 ,. 

4P3 em. ern . em. 

a. Ma terial: Coarse to fine grained sand stone. 

b. Body: llsual1y blo~k, rectangular shape wi ttl one 

oval shape. Average length 9 em. , average width 7.6 em. , 

ave rage thickness 4.4 em. , and averal2'e we i€ht ; -2/3 Ibs. 
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c. Gr1nding surface: Same as for Type 1. 

d. Location: Found throughout the Village. 

CONCLrSION: Rubbing stones are found among both the Anasaz1 

and Hohokam Cultures, as well as in the Mogollon area. 

Mortars 

t'SE: The mortar is a stone vessel in vhich substances 

/ 2re crushed by downward motion of a pestle. Russell states 

that: "The stone pestle is used 1n every Pima household to 

crush the mesquite bean and other seeds in the wooden 
14 

mortars." Although the mortars used by the Plmas are 

primarily of wood, the stone mortars of the Babocomarites 

were undoubtedly put to the same use. It is interesting to 

note that only 4 mortars, or parts ~f stone mortars, were 

found at the Babocomari Village, but 25 pestles were found 

on house flcors. It might well be supposed from this that 

the Babocoma ri te s a Is 0 employed the wooden mcrtc.r but tha t, 

in the course of time the wooden mortars disappeared and 

only the stone mortars remained. 

MANUFACTURE: In three cases out of four, the mortars have 

been shaped. tising a medium sand stone, the workmen roundec 

the bodJl of the mortar, worked the bottom so that it would 

lie flat, and re~ked and abraded the vessel interior. 

CLASSIFICATION: The fou~ large mortars in the Babocomal1 

------
14 

Russell, 1908, p. 109. 
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collection fall into the same category. They were all maae 

of sanastone, ana the methoa of manufacture was similar. 

Mortars. Fig. at Pl. 52. 

BODY HOLE 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOC~TION DIAM. DEPTH 
1 23.~ cm. 21.4 cm. 12.4 cm. Sana stone Fl. Hse D 11.5x9.5.em; 

l2.lx8.5.cm. ro. 23. cm. 15.3 cm. 14.6 cm. " TT#lO c. 
3 45.0 cm. 29.1 cm. 22.3 cm. " Fl. Hse12P2 l6.5x14.0 cm. 
4 28.2 cm. 28.0 cm. 12. 4 cm. " I. " 3P3 l5.1x6.8 cm. 

a. Boay: One mortar was not shapea as were the other 

three specimens. The average length of the specimens shapea 

was 25.1 cm., avera~e wiath 21.5 cm., ana average thickness 

15.6 em. The unshapea mortar measurea 45 cm. in length, 29.1 

em. in wiath, and 22.3 cm. in thickness. 

b. Orifice: The orifices of the mortars were centrally 

locatea in all of the specimens. The lips were gently rounaea 

ana showea some pecking in the original shaping of the tool. 

Average aiameter of the opening was 13.8 cm., average aepth 

9.7 cm. 

c. Location: All the specimens were founa on house 

floors ana were invertea in situ. 

CONCLUSION: Mortars have been reported from allover the 

Socthwest, ana at different time perioas; therefore, ther-e 

is little value in tracing cultural affinities. 

Pestles 

USE: The pestle is to the mortar what the mano was to the 

metate. The pestle was usea in the crushing process of food 

preparation as well as in preparation of pigments ana clays 

ana other household neeas. 
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MANUFACTURE: All but four of the pestles of the Beboeomari 

collection were merely natural stones that suited the purpose 

at hand. However, 4 of the specimens were definitely s~dped 

by some Babocomarite craftsman. Russell makes an interest

ing comment on the manufacture of pestles among the Pimas: 

"Some are shaped by pecking. This is not all done at once but, 

a suitable stone having been selected, it is shaped little 
11:. 

by little, day by day, as the owner has leisure for the work." ~ 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type 1. Natural Slender Pestles. Fig.b, Pl. 52. 
NO. LENGTH DIAMETER MATERIAL LOCATION WEIGHT 

1 23.2 em. 10.0 cm. Sandstone TT#lO 
2 ~7.2 cm. 8.3 cm. tl Surface 

~ 21.4 cm. 11.2 cm. Granite I' 

18.4 cm. 8.6 cm. Sandstone " 
5 16.3 em. 6.1 cm. II .1 
6 28.1 cm. 8.3 cm. " " 
7 Broken Granite II 

8 29.3 cm. 10.1 cm. II Floor House B 8 Ibs 9 oz 
9 22.1 6.8 Sandstone II " D cm. cm. 

10 27.5 8.5 " " II 12P2 cm. cm. 
11 24.1 cm. 6.3 cm. Slate II II IP3 
12 29.1 9.9 Sand stone " " 3P3 cm. cm. 
13 19.1 9.0 cm. II II TT#5 em. 

a. Material: Sandstone of a har~ fine-grained nature 

was used, as were granite and slate. 

b. Body: Long, natural, slender-shaped pestles, av

eraging 23.8 cm. in length and 8.3 cm. in diameter, weighed 

8 Ibs. 9 oz. One end shows the battering effect of the 

crusher- . 

c. Location: ~-cattered throughout the Village and on 

the s urfa ce . 

15 Russell, 1908, p. 
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TIpe 2. Natural Thick-Based Pestles. FiS. d l Pl. ~2. 

NO. LENGTH DIAMETER MATERIAL LOCATION WEIGHT 
14 11.5 cm. 9.6 cm. Diorite Surface 
15 19.3 cm. 12.2 cm. Sandstone Floor House lP2 
16 20.2 cm. 12.1 cm. Granite " 11 l2P2 
17 22.1 cm. 10.4 cm. Sandstone II " lP3 
18 11.5 cm. 8.1 em. " 11 n 1P3 
19 18.6 em. 12.5 cm. " 11 II 3P3 8 1b 3 oz 

" 20 24.5 cm. 12.2 em. " " 3P3 
21 17.2 cm. 10.1 em. If rt /I 3P3 

a. Ma teria1: Predominantly sandstone of a har-d, fine-

grain variety along with one of granite and one of diorite. 

b. Body: Differs from Type 1 in that the na tural pebble 

was chosen because it had one base thicker than the other. 

This type of pestle measures in average length 18.1 cm., 

average diameter (at expanded base) 11.4 em., average weight 

8 lbs. 3 oz. 

c. Location: Found in the newer houses of the 

Babocomari Village. None was found in the older section 

of the Village. 

Type 3. Thick Based, Artificially Shaped. Fig.c, Pl. 52. 

NO. LENGTH !iIAMETER MATERIAL LOCATION WEIGHT 
22 12.5 em. 7.9 em. DIorIte Floor House B 
23 9.5 em. 9.1 em. Sandstone " " IP2 
24 13.1 em. 10.9 em. Granite 11 fI 2P2 
2~ 12.2 em. 12.0 cm. Sandstone " " 3P3 5 lbs 9 oz 

a. Material: Two sandstone; hard, fine grain; one 

d iori te and one granite. 

b. Body: Shaped to fit into the hand, with an expand-

ed base which shows the battering effect of the crushing ac-
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tion. Much smaller than Type I or 2. Average length 

11.8 cm., average diameter at thick base 9.9 cm., average 

~eight 5 lbs. 9 oz. This pestle is lighter than the 

other type, and may have been used in a single hand motion. 

CONCLUSION: Again few conclusions can be derived from 

pestle affinities with other ruins and other time horizons. 

The interesting note is the change of taste in pestles 

in the Babocomari Village itself. The older section of 

the Village preferred Type I while later the thick based 

pestle (Types 2 and 3) were used almost exclusively. 

Crushers: 

Similar tools have been found at the tniversity Ruin 

and the Hool2:es ~ite but have not been defined in the literature. 

It may be assumed from their shape, weight, and battering 

edge that they were used as large crushing pestles. Instead 

of using the pounding method employed in the pestle type 

crusher, the large implement vas rolled back and forth on its 

curved ba se or picked up and cropped on the food s tuff's to be 

crushed. One crusher found on the floor of Ho~se IP3 vas 

in close association with several pestles. 

MANtFACTURE: A flat stone of sandstone vas chosen vhich had 

the qualities of a grinder, i.e., generally having tvo flat 

sides and being roughly rectangular in shape. Then by a 

pecking process the crusher vas shaped so that it had t~o 

tvo handles and a crushinQ base. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 

Crushers. Fill. b, Pl. 53. .. 
PRONGS 

NO. LENGTH 'WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL L. TH. LOCATION 
I 27.3 em. 22.2 cm. 10.3 em. Sandstone 5.2 4.7 cm. Surface 
2 21.0 cm. 20.6 cm. 4.6 cm. n 3.1 4.6 cm. House H 

~ 
29.5 cm. 20.6 cm •. 8.8 cm. 11 4.9 8.8 em. "lc'Pc 
36.4 em. 21.2 cn. 8.3 cm. " 5.3 8.3 cm. " lP3 

5 33.1 cm. 29.5 cm. 4.2 cm. It 3.8 4.L cm. " 3P3 
III weIgns 18 Ibs. 10 oz. 
#2 has flat grinding surface on 1 side. 

Body: Each body varies individually but conforms to a 

~eneral pattern of being roughly rectangular with two prong 

handles pecked out. The average length of the crushers is 

29. 4 cm. , average overall width at base 1s 22.8 em., average 

thickness at base 7.4 em. , averaR:e weight 18 lbs. 10 oz. 

In cross section, the crusher tapers from 29.5 cm. to 16.5 

cm. , the thickest section being the top which has the prong 

handles. The base of the crushers, with the exception of 

one, is slightly curved. Evidence of pecking is distinct on 

prongs, sides, and crusher rolling base. 

MISCELLANEors: The crushers, next to the axes and the 

trough manos, display more workmanship than any of the other 

pecked and abraded tools. Their purpose, though generally 

accepted as a crushing tool, is still doubtful. They were 

found on house floors stored with pestles and, from this 

association, it is assumed that they were used primarily 

in the crushing and preparation of certain foods. 
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stone Household Vtility Tools (Miscellaneous) 

pot-Covers: 

These rounded thin plates of sandstone are believed to 

have been used as covers for cooking jar-so Kidder- states: 

"Cracked cooking jars, unserviceable for hold
ing liquids, were often sunk in the dirt floors of 
cellar rooms, their mouths flush with the surface, 
where they were used, presumably, for stor-age. In 
such cases they were covered with thin sandstone 
slabs, ground, or more often battered, to roughly 
circular form. 3imi1ar slabs were often found in 
the rooms, showing that they also served as lids for
household vessels."16 

The Babocomarites did not bury cooking jars under the floor 

for storage, but they did dig small cists to stor-e such things 

as a set of fleshing knives. These were covered with a sand

stone lid, set flush with the floor. 

MANUFACTVRE: The maker of sandstone lids merely took a thin 

slab of coarse sandstone and ground and batter~d it into a 

rough, circular shape. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Pot Covers. Fig.c, Pl. 54. 
NO. t'IAMETER THlcKNE33 l\fEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 

1bs. oz. 
1 13.1 cm. 3.2 cm. ~ "9 SJ.ndstone Surface 
'"' 13·9 2.4 em. 1 9 " Floor House H t:. cm. 
~ 11.3 3.1 em. 2 5 " .. " G cm. 
4 11.1 10.2 x 2.0 1 11 " 11 " H em. 

17.6 1.9 4 2 " 1\ 

" lP3 5 cm. cm. 
1.6 4 11 " 11 lP) 6 21.2 em. em. 3 ---------- -

Body: Cireu1a r. One specimen was re etangu1ar. Average 

diameter 14.7 em., average thickness 2.4 cm., average wei~ht 

c' lbs. 11 oz. 

16 
Kidder, 1932, pp. 75 76, fig. 51. 

_.- ---- ----
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DISTRIBUTICN: Pot covers are common to both the Anasazi 

and Hohokam peoples, as well as the Mogollons. 

Balls: 

USE: Aside from the fact that these spherical implements 

were found on the floors of houses in association with 

household tools, their use is unknown. They may have been 
17 

used as kick-stones or as sling-shot heads. 

MANlFACTVRE: The balls show no artificial shaping, but 

were chosen from river beds for their natural spherical 

shapes. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Balls. 5 SP.Bcimens. Fig.b, Pl. $k. 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS WEIGHT MATErnAL LOCATION-
lbs.oz. 

1 Broken Broken Granite Floor House B 
2 14.8 cm. 14.8 cm. 7 1 S::indstone " " H 

~ 
12.4 cm. 12.4 cm. 4 4 " n " 18p2 
11.1 cm. 6.9 3 8 ,I " If IP3 cm. 

S 10 • ~_cm. ~J. :3 3 tI 11 n :3P3 cm. --

a. Material: Soft spherical pebbles of sandstone or 

granite were chosen in the making of these balls. 

b. Eody: Spherical shape with no grinding or pecked 

marks on surface Average diameter: 12.1 cm., average weight 

4 Ibs., 8 oz. 

MISCELLANEOVS: Use of these balls remains unknown. 

~-- -~--------------.----

17 Kidder, 1932, p. 66, fig. 37a-c. 



Anvil s: ----

ijSE: Five rectangular block stones ~ere found on the floors 

of houses. Aside from the pecking marks employed in the 

shaping of these tools, there are no mar-ks sho'Wing grinding 

or cru8hin~ action. They have been termed anvils for laqk 

of' a better ter-m, but actually there is no proof to sUPI=0rt 

tr .. is te rm . 

MAN'IDF'ACTURE: Carefl,;lly pecked iI:to rectangular shapes; 

blocks of sandstone, granite ano dicrite. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

~n~ils. Pl. 54 a. 

NO. - - LENG~W IDTH-----rrRYCKNE SS 

1 16.3 cm. 13.1 cm. 7.9 cm. 
r, 19.3 em. 11.3 cm. c. 

WEIGHT MATERIAL 
lbs.oz. 
Tb Granite 

7 14 Diorite 

LOCATION 

Floor House 
II " 

H 
I 

3 22.1 em. 11.2 cm. 10.3 em. 13 4 ~,eno stone II 
" 18p2 

4 ~1.2 cm. 10.5 em. 7.~ cm. 9 2 n " I' 

~ 25.1 cm. 15.2 cm. 8.1 em. 9 14 " " " ----

Body: Generally rectanllular in shape, resem'cling a 

brick. Average length 20.8 cm., average 'Width 12.5 em., 

average thickness 8.9 em., ano average veight 10 lb. 1 oz. 

Gridd Ie s: 

IP3 
]P3 

rSE: On the floor of House "HI!, lying near- the firepit and 

again in House IP3, lying against the vest ~all, two gr-iddle

like objects vere found. Both rectan~ular sheets of stone 

displayed a great deal of burning, but whether this was due 

to the burning of the house or to actual use of the stone is 

questionable. ~t pecos18 these stones have been defined as 
-------------

1 Bx id del' , 1932, p. 7'J. 
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griddles used for cooking wafer-bread. The surfaces of 

the Babocomari griddles are comparatively rough and not 

polished at all, though they do show the effects of both 

burning and of grease stains. 

MAN~FACTVRE: Sandstone slabs and slabs of chloritic schist 

were used to make stone griddles. The slabs were pecked 

into a rough, rectangular shape ano used. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Griddles. Fig. d, Pl. 54. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH DIAMETER WEIGHT 

1 
lb. oz. 

33.0 cm. 30.1 cm. 2.9 cm. ~ ~ 
_~_.=3_8-,-._1_c_m_._--=3,,-=5:..--. ~ cm. 2.7 cm. 

MATERIAL LOCATION 

Sandstone Fl. House H 
Schist II II IP3 

MISCELLANEOUS: Similar but more highly specialized griddles 

were found in the late horizons at Pecos. 

stone Household tJtili~ Cutting Tools 

Fleshing Knives: 

tSE: Thirty-two flat, thin stone blades were uncovered. 

The use of these blades among the or'iginal inhabitants of 

the Babocomari Village is somewhat doubtful. It is common 

among the students in the field of Southwestern archaeology 

to term these implements as "hoes" or knives. These tools 

were especially abundant in the Gila-Salt drainage during 

late times, and they were given the label of hoe by such 

19 20 men as Turney , Haury ,and Fewkes, who suggest that these 

19Turney, 1924. 
'"'0 
c Haury, 1945, p. 134. 



implements may have been hoes or shovels, or possibly tools 
21 

used to dress skins. Similar tools from Jackrabbit Ruin 

were defined as fleshing knives, because the cutting edge 

is sharp and .worn slick. One example has remnants of the 

hafting material adhering to the surface at the small end. 

The blade was apparently set in a wooden handle which was 

parallel with the cutting edge. The blade was held in place 

with a mixture of bitumen or similar substance. S1milar 

blades have been found in the vicinity of Coolidge, Arizona, 

except that both handle and blade were made of one piece 

of stone. It is a monolithic implement looking not unlike 

the modern fleshing knives, which has led to classifying 

these blades as fleshing knives rather than as hoes or shov

els. On the whole they seem to be too light to have been 
22 

used as hoes. 

The author has seen a hafted stone object identical 

to the blades herein termed fleshing knives. The specimen 

is presently in the possession of Mrs. Mildr~d Johnson 

of Sedona, Arizona. She found the specimen in a cave site 

in Boyington Canyon, a side canyon of the famous Oak Creek 

Canyon of Arizona. The stone blade showed absolutely no 

hafting notches. The method of hafting the blade was to 

use two pliable branches with smoothed interiors which lay 

flush against the stone. The two ends of the branches 

close to the sides of the stone blade were securely tied 

with twine. This split half method apparently worked very 

well, and the blade served as a me~al knife or scraper. 

rl 
c Fewkes, 1912, p. 132, pl. 70-71. 
22scantling, 1940, pp. 52-53, pl. XXII. 
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Two caches of fleshing knives were found in sub-floor 

house caches, one having a stone lid which was flush with 

the floor of house IP3 (pl. 55 ). Two of the specimens were 

found with a heavy coating of red pigment on one side. 

Fifteen of these specimens were found in sub-floor caches 

resembling the ceremonial caching of thr~e-quarter grooved 

axes and of one arrow shaft straightener. Three were found 

1n cr~mations and the others on the floors of houses. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babocomari craftsmen made their tools 

by collecting flat, thin rock slabs and then by pecking and 

by abrasion arr'ived at the desired form and put the final 

cutting or scraping edge on by rubbing the blade against a 

whetstone. 

CLASSIFICATION: No two of the 32 fleshing knives are exactly 

alike, but they fall, roughly, into four types: 

Type 1. Handled Knives. 1 Specimen. Fig. a, Pl. 57. 

NC~ LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
253a 17.7 cm. 11.1 cm. --:Ocm. 10 oz. CrystallIne Cache Hcuse 

limestone 5P3 --------
a. Material: Fine grained sandstone. 

b. Shape: Monolithic handle and blade made from one 

piece of stone. 

c. Cutting Edge: Straight line turned up at the edges. 

In cross section the blade and cut ting ed ge is ltV" shaped. 

The edge was put on by rubbing against the whetstone. 

Type 2. Pointed Cuttin~ Edge. Fig. b, Pl. 57. 
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NO. LENGTH ~rtl'TH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL tOCATION-
l85b 15.5 em. 7.3 cm. .3 em. 4 oz. Cryst.limes. Cache H.lP3 

IS II II l85e 15.0 em. 6.5 em. .9 em. 5 oz . " 
l85e 15.2 em. 6.4 em. . 6 em. 4 oz. t! n fl " 
56 12.2 em. 8.1 em. .9 em. 5 oz. Fine Gr.Sands Fl H.12P2 
82 12.5 em. 6.1 em. .7 em. 3 oz . Cryst.ltmes.Fl. H.l,Ptd 
249 12.1 em. 5.0 em. . 8 em. 3 oz . Fine Gr.Sand TT Plaza 4 
96 10.4 em. 5.0 em. . 4 em. 2 OZ. " 11 II Sub H. 3P2 

2. 0 em. 5.1 em. ·1 em. 4 oz. I' n " Crem. IP2. 

a. Material: Fine-gra1ned sandstone. 

b. Shape: One edge tapered to a po1nt. l~verage breadth 

12.2 em., average width 8.1 em., and average thickness .8 em. 

Average wei2ht 5 oz. 

e. Cutt1ng edge: The rl," ourve of the cutting edge 

formed a po1nt in line with the top edge and 1s the d1agnostic 

trait of this type of flesher. Perhaps the point served a 

functional purpose in the process of fleshing of skins or 

of carcasses. In oross-seetion the cutting edge resembles 

~..3. li Shape Cutting Edge. Fig. 0, Pl. 57. 

No. LENGTIr WIDTH THICKN~SS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
256 15.0 om • 9.1 cm. .8 em. 8 oz. Crlst.1ime.post H. 3P2 
175 14.5 em. 9.7 em. .8 cm. 8 oz. n PI H I Pnted 
179 14.8 em. 7.1 em. .6 em. 7 oz. " " PI Rd H. 1 
11§ 13. 0 em • 2·2 em. .7 em. 7 oz. Fine Gr.Sand .Post H.12P2' 

a. Material: Fine-grained sandstone. 

b. Shape: Flat, thin block with a flat gripping surface 

and a "Un shaped cutting edge. Average length 15.0 em., 

average width 9.1 cm., average thickness .7 om., average weight 

8 oz. The reader will note that this type of fleshing knife 

1s larger than the Type 2. 
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c. Cutting ed ge: Diagnos tic trait is the fla t IIV'I 

curve to the flesher, with a parallel hand grip; whereas 

Type 2 flesher formed a point where the line of the hand 

grip and the cutting edge converged. The Type 3 cutting 

edge is sharpened two-thirds of the way up one side of 

the tool. Again, the tool was probably designed for a 

specific step in the fleshing process as both caches of 

fleshers contained the diagnostic specializations uron which 

the type differentiation was made. 

T1.~~~_tangu1ar C~tting E~ F!g. e, Pl. 57. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT-- MATERIAL -LOCATIOW-
IB581o:(cm-.o.2 cm .. 7 cm. 6 oz. Slate Cache House-U3 
185d 13.4 cm. 7.2 cm .. 8 cm. 8 oz. Crys.1imes. '1 11 11 

253d 15.3 cm. 8.1 cm .. 8 cm. 8 oz. Fine Gr '3and" II 5P3 
253e 12.0 cm. 7.7 cm .• 7 cm. 5 oz. " II II 'I (I n 

253f 10.0 cm. 7.6 cm .. 6 cm. 4 oz. Crys Limes 11 " 'I 

186 11.7 cm. 7.0 cm .. 8 cm. 4 oz. Fine Gr Sand F1 H. IP3 
197 12.1 cm. 8.0 cm .. 6 cm. 7 oz. " " II "" 3Pc 
81' 14.0 cm. 7.1 cm .. 7 cm. 6 oz. Crys Limes P'7H. H#I 
159 12.7 cm. 9.1 cm .. 8 cm. 5 oz. II II Fl H. #1 
267 10.7 cm. 7.8 cm .. 5 cm. 4 oz." "Crem~ 2P2 

12.1 cm. 6.9 cm .. 8 cm. 4 oz. Fine Gr S. Fl. H l2P2 
15.0 cm. 7.9 cm. .7 cm. 5 oz. 11 'I Crem. 2P2 
10.0 cm. 7.8 cm .. 7 cm. 5 oz. Crys Limes Fl House L 
9.0 cm. 7.1 cm .• 6 cm. 4 oz. Slate Surface 
9.0 cm. 5.1 cm .. 7 ~n;. 4 oz. Fine Gr S. F1 H. lcP2 

14.4 cm. 6.9 cm .. 5 cm. 5 oz. 'I 11 Crem.1P2' 
__ ~Q_.l cm.~.!..()_cm._ . .2 .cm_~ __ 4~~ ___ I1 ____ ~ ___ F1 !i~ l2f~ __ 

a. Material: Fine grained sandstone and crystalline 

limestone. 

b. Shape: Thin, flat, rectangular shaped fleshinE 

knife. A'"erage length 12.6 cm., average "idth 8.2 ern., 

average thickness .8 cm., anr average weight 7 oz. This 

type of flesher is readily defined as being rectangular 

with the cutting edge line parallel to the hand grip. 
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c. Cutting edge: The diagnostic feature of this type 

is that the cutting e~ge parallels the line of the hand grip 

and the cutting edge is straight rather than "V" shaped as 

in Types 2 and 3. 

USE: The two caches of fleshing knives allowed the author 

to define these artifacts according tc the types already des

cribed. It would appear that, from the abundance of th~se 

tools on the floors of houses and from ~be content of the 

t".iO caches, that tr_e fleshing knife was a household tool 

used in a great many wa~s, being prin~ipally a knife used 

to cut the hide from the carcasses of animals and later to 

process meat and skins of animals. Undoubtedly the wielder 

used them for a multitude of oth~~ purposes. ~ secondary 

use of these knives was as ceremonial offerings. 

DISTRIB'UTION: At Tres Alamos the "hoes or scrapers" -,.-ore 

defined as having "a considerable variation in size, some 

of them being so sma~l that they give the impression of 

hav ing been used by child ren, while others are large f :1ough 

,,23 " to be held in both hands ~y an adult. The small 

children's hoes" are undoubtedly fleshing knives (Types 2 and 

3, according to the Babocomari classification). 

Knives such as the ones at the Babocomari have been 

found at contemporaneous sites to the north in the Gila-Salt 

drainage, whe re it is believed that "The hoe as such is not 

a characteristic trait of the Pueblo Culture, although it 

23 
Tuthill, 1947, p. 75, pl. 27. 
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came to be one of the typical tools of the Salado population 

during Pueblo IV times in the Gila-Roosevelt area and in 

the Gila and Salt region." 
24 

To the west of the Babocomari Village, at Jackrabbit 

~ells25 sixteen fleshing knives were encountered. 

To the east no comparable fleshing knives were found 

although a flake hoe is mentioned as coming from the Encinas 
26 

Phase in the San Simon valley. 

The term fleshing knife used in this report is synonymous 

with certain types of artifacts termed hoes, scrapers, 

knives, and shovels by other students in the field. 

Fleshin~ Knives with ]errated Ed~es = -
DSE: Fleshing knives with serrated edges have been termed 

"saws", The presence of these tools in a cache of fleshing 

knives containing two blades with serrated edges suggests 

that the artifact under discussion was made as a specialized 

tool used in the process of fleshing or in preparing skln~. 

This tool may well have been used to scrape the hair from 

hides in the preparation of skins for clothing. 

MANDFACTURE: The craftsmen of the Babocomari Village worked 

this tool in the same fashion as they did Type 3 fleshing 

knives: taking a thin, flat sheet of slate, mica schist, 

or sandstone, they proceeded to shape it into the desired 

form by pecking and abrading. The edge was carefully honed 

24Haury, 1945, 'po 136. 

25scantling, 1940, p, 52. 
26 

Sayles, 1945, p. 51, pl. YLIYf. 
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sharply, and then a series of saw teeth was cut into the 

cutting edge. Thus the tool was finished for use as a 

household utility cutting tool. 

CLASSIFICATION: The six specimens present in the Babocomari 

collection fall into two classes: The determinant~ for 

this classification are the same as those for typing the 

fleshing knives. The construction of the cutting edge 

is the chief determinant. 

Type 1 "V" Shaped Cutting Edge. Fi~. f, Pl. 57. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
100 15.6 cm. 11.8 cm. .6 cm. 10 oz. Slate Fl. House 5P3(3) 

a. Shape: Adheres in general to Type 3 of the flesh

ing knives. The hand grip parallels the cutting edge while 

the cutting edge itself angles up to meet the hand grip. 

In cross-section, the fleshing knife with serrated edges 

resembles a "v", wed ge shape. 

b. Cutting edge: From the flat angle, the cutting edge 

is "U" shaped, with the actual ed ge continuing up one side 

of the blade from the base line. The edge was-made by scraping 

on a whetstone and the serrations in the cutting edge were 

made in the stone, simulating a saw tooth. 

c. serrations: Very shallow, averaging .3 em. in depth 

and .25 cm. in width. Cuts are irregularly spaced giving 

the saw teeth the appearance of irregular widths. As the 

serrations approach the up swing on the side of the blade, 

they become wider (average .6 em. in width) and the cuts 

shallower. 
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Type 2. Rectangular Cutting Edge. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS---WEIGH't - MATERIAL LOCATION 
253b 17.0 em. 7.2 cm .. 5 em. 7 oz. Slate CaEhe House ~P3 
253c 17.7 cm. 8.0 cm •• 9 em. 9 oz. Fine Or S "" I 

Broken Broken" " " Crem. 2P2 
fl " """" lP2 
" " Crys Lime Surface 

a. Shape: This type of fleshing knife with serrated 

edges compares in shape with Type 3 of the fleshing knives 

(p.R38). Thin, flat blade of stone with straight parallel 

lines between hand grip and cutting edge. Average length 

for whole specimens is 17.3 cm., 9.2 cm. in width, 65 cm. 

in thickness, and 8 oz. in weight. In cross section these 

blades, 2S do all the others, form a "V" wedge. 

b. Cutting edge: Diagnostic difference: The cutting 

edge is straight, resembling on the flat section a straight 

line with upturned corners. Edge made by working on a 

whetstone as are the others. 

c. ~errations: Generally shallower than Type 1. The 

serrations average only .1 cm. in depth. The 2utS are more 

widely separated than are those of Type 1, averaging 1.0 cm. 

apart. The saw teeth have the appearance of being broader 

and blunter (Again there is an irregularity to the width 

of the teeth throughout entire length of the blade). 

CONCLUSION: The function and the manufacture of these par-

ticular artifacts resemble that of the fleshing knives (pr· 235-241). 

The distribution also would fall into the same general classi

fication as the regular fleshing knife. It is the author's 
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contention that this tool was merely one of a set of specialized 

household cutting tools used as fleshers and in tr~ preparation 

of skins. It may well be, of course, that these tools were used 

as miniature hoes for digging when the occasion demanded, 

but primarily because of the floor caches and the association 

of groups of these implements in the houses, it is surmised 

that their primary use is as has been represented in the above 

discussion. 

Similar tools were described in the Tres Alamos report 

under the designation cf "hoes or scrapers .•. a number 

of the hoes have a notched or serrated edge and might possibly 
27 be considered as saws." 

-Stone A~ricultural Implements 

Hand Hoes: 

USE: The Babocomari Village was not without the artifact 

commonly termed a "hoe" by the students of Southwestern 

archaeology. Five whole specimens and one broken specimen 

fall well into this classification. These tools were all 

found on ~he floor of houses with the exception of one which 

was part of a funeral cache (Cremation ,f2P2). 

The author has termed these artifacts hand hoes because 

none of the specimens in the collection shows any ev1dence 

of hafting. None of the specimens was notched as were those 
28 29 found at Alkali R1d ge, or Los Mue rtos ru1n, The hand 

28 Brew, 1946, p. 240, fig. 48 m, 49 11, j, ~l. 
~q 

-Haury, 1945, p. 135, fig. 79. 



hoe functioned as the chief tool in the cultivation of fields 

and in the digging of canals in the Gila Salt drainage. 

The presence of these tools, plus the fact that corn cobs, 

corn kernels, etc. (pp.\'l-Z4) were found at the Babocomari 

Village suggests the use of these tools as agricultural 

implements. 

MANUFACTURE: The hand hoe, though considerably larger 

than the fleshing knives, was made in the same manner. 

The Babocomari craftsmen making these tools obtained their 

raw materials from creek beds and surface rock deposits. 

They chose, as in the case of fleshers, th1n, flat rectangular 

blocks of sandstone, slates and micaceous sch1sts, all 

common to the Huachuca and Whetstone Mountain Ranges. Then, 

by a pecking process, the hand hoe was roughly blocked out. 

Evidence of pecking appears on all surfaces. The finishing 

was done by abrasion. A whetstone was used to sharpen the 

cutting edge of the hand hoe and to give it its f1nal shape. 

In the case of the Babocomari hoe, the entire surface is 

taken into considerat10n by the craftsmen; whereas, in the 

Gila-salt drainage, the Hohokam craftsmen paid attention 
30 

mainly to the cutting edge. Another difference between 

the Gila-salt drainage 'hoes and the Babocomari hoes is that, 

in certain cases, those of the Gila Salt drainage were fin

ished by chipping the cutting edge. 

30 
Haury, 1946, p. 134. 
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The Babocomari craftsmen made all of their fleshing 

knives and hoe cutting edges by abrasion or grinding. 

CLASSIFICATION: The hand hoes fall into two types dif

ferentiated generally by their shapes: 

Type 1. "U" Shaped Blade. Fig.d, Pl. 57. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
41 14.1. cm. 14.7 cm. .8 cm. 13 oz. Slate FIll HouseC 

a. Mater-ial: Vari-colored slate - red and gray. 

b. Shape: This type of hoe repr~sented, unfortunately, 

by only one specimen, is a thin, flat, almost square hand 

hoe, measuring 14.1 cm. in length, 14.7 cm. in width, 

.6 cm. in thickness, and weighing 10 oz. The hand grip has 

been shaped by pecking and abrasion so that the stone fits 

well in the palm of the hand. In cross-section the blade 

is a "V" shape wedge. 

c. Cutting edge: On the flat section the cutting edge 

is convex, resembling a flattened "U" with the upturn towar-cs 

the hand grip being accentuated. The edge has been laid 

against a whetstone and drawn away or toward. the craftsman. 

-NO. LJ::NGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATIC"N--
25520.-7 9.6 .8 Ij Schist FI Bouse 5P3 

-
cm. cm. em. oz. 

184 20.7 cm. 10.5 cm. . 9 cm. 14 oz. Crys.Lime Fl . H. IP3 
Broken 10.5 cm. .8 cm. 1'::- oz. " Creme 2P2 

-' 

" 10.4 .7 cm. 7 oz. " Fl. H. 2P2 cm. 
" 10.0 1.0 8 " Fl. H. 12 Pc cm. cm. oz. 

a. All the spec imens 'tie roe made from re ctangular, thin, 

flat slabs of sandstone and micaceous schist. 

b. Shape: The specimens \/er-e definitely rectangular, 
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differing from Type 1. Average length 20.1 cm., average 

width 10.1 cm., average thickness .8 cm., and the average 

weight 14 oz. In cross section the blade resembled a "vn 

wed ge. 

c. Cutting edge: All cutting edges have a tendency to 

extend into the hand grip, the corners of the cutting edge, 

on the flat section, being slightly tcrned up and sharpened. 

Edges made by abrasion on a whetstone. 
. 

DISTRIBUTION: There is a close s1milarit:y between this 

particular section dealing with hand hoes and the two sections 

dealing with flesh1ng knives (stra1ght edges and serrated 

edges). The reason for this apparent confusion is that the 

different tools have been Similarly described by the stcdents 

in the field. The author has divided the tools into different 

headings according to possible utilitarian use. The classifi

cation common to most reports previously written was that of 

abrading tools, ground or polished tools, and chipped imple-

ments. 

During the Classic Period in the Gila-Salt drainage, 

at a t1me roughly contemporaneous with the existence of the 
~l 

Babocomari Village, the hoe was very abundant.- It was 
32 

also common at the Hodges site, and at the Mimbres 

Valley.33 

It may be concluded that the hand hoe had its origin 

j'lHaury, 
~2.._ 
- Kelly, 
33Haury, 

1932, pp. 98-99. 

In preparation. 

1936, pl. 14 b • 
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in the Hohokam Culture during Colonial times) and that, after 

the migration of the Salado Culture into the Gila-Salt 

drainage, this particular agricult~ral tool continued to be 

used in greater abundance through the Classic periods. Then 

the trait of hand hoe usage spread to the south and the 

southeast where sedentary groups such as the citizens of 

the Babocomari Village picked up the idea and used the tool 

to good avail in their agrarian subsistence pattern. 

Stone Food Procurement Tools (Chipped) 

projectile Points: 

USE: The Babocomari Village artisans did not excel in the 

art of percussion-made tools as dtd many of the aboriginals 

from other parts of the tni ted Sta tes. In this, howeve r, 

they were not different from other artisans living through the 

southwestern area, as there is a definite lack of well-made, 

chipped artifacts in the Southwest. Thirty-one points were 

uncovered at the site of the Babocomari Village and these 

artifacts are termed projectile pOints or, as is more commonly 

known, arrow points. Students in the field of Southwestern 

archaeology are slow to define the use of these projectile 

pOints due to the fact that the flakes resemble, or could 

have been used as, knives, saws, and reamers as well as for· 

projectile points. Basically, the projectile point may have 

been used as a pOinted tip, joined to the end of a shaft which 

was, in turn, projected by the force of a bow to kill game 

in the procurement of food. It is well within the realm of 
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reason to expect that these same tools could have been used 

in warfare for protection when necessary, but the physical 

organization of the Babocomari Village itself, lying in a 

valley unprotected ano organized along agrarian lines, would 

lead the author to believe that the projectile points in 

question were used basically in the procurement of fooC. 

Secondly, the great abunoance of large animal bones (pp. 19-24) 

in the tr'ash areas and in the large outdoor cooking pits 

support this idea. The Babocomarites, although farmers, spent 

a great deal of time hunting to fill their larders wi th fresh 

meat. tnfortunately, we cannot define the entire complex 

of hunting as common among the villagers of the Babocomari, 

because, undoubtedly, many of their weapons were made of 

perishable materials such as snares, wooden spears, traps, 

nets, and other weapons of the chase. We have only a few 

projectile points remaining to indicate the hunting tools. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babocomari craftsmen, manufacturing pro

jectile points, dld not use obsidian as a raw material. 

Twenty--one of the points were chipped from flakes of chalcedonJ" 

8 points were fashioned from chert flakes, and two from 

banded jasper. The actual manufacture of projectile points 

has been excellently covered by Halvor L. Skavlem, and re-
34 

ported by Beloit College. The craftsmen would strike a 

flake from a nodule of chert or other suitable material having 

the characteristic quality of concoidal fracture and then 8hape 

~4 
~ Pond, 1930. 
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the flake into a projectile point by pressing a piece of 

horn (p. ) against the stone, thus chipping the edges 

of the point. Skavlem goes into great detail on methods 

of manufacture. The results of his studies are now housed 

in the Logan Museum of Beloit College and one realizes, 

through his study that time was not the prime reqUisite in 

the manufacture of these artifacts, as he was able to make 

these pOints in a matter of seconds. The secret of crafts-

manship lay in the ability to strike a true flake from the 

mother nodule. 

CLASSIFICATION: The projectile points have been divided 

into four basic types, defined primarily by differences in 

shape. All points are triangular in outline, long in 

proportion to the vidth, very thin, the broadest dimension 

reached a t the base whether stemmed or not. 

1~ 1. Projectile Points with Stems and Lateral Notches. Fig.f,Pl.58. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/61 ~ cm. 2.1 cm. ~m.-cn:ert House 12P2 rloor 
B/208 3.3 cm. 1.5 cm. .15 cm. Chalcedony Sub H. llP2 floor 
B/95 3.8 cm. 1.6 cm. .4 cm. II " 11 3P2 " 
B/127d 2.9 cm. 1.5 cm. .3 cm. 11 Creme 10P2 
"4 . 3 " 11 11 2. cm. 1.7 cm. cm. 

B/153a 5.6 cm. 1.6 cm. .3 cm. Chert n 18p2 
B/276 1.9 cm. .9 cm. .1 cm." Hot4se H Fill 
B/r-..l 1 9 .9 cm. .0 cm. II 11 G " . c: • cm. '-
B/134 2.7 cm. .9 cm. .1 cm." Creme 3P1 
I 4 ,. " B 13 1.9 cm._~~~_~ cm. Chalcedony _____ _ 

Stems: The stems of this type are all expanding with 

lateral notches cut into them. There are two definite sub

types: stems narrower than the shoulder of the pOint and 

stems wider than the shoulder of the point. 
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sub-Type a: Narrower than shoulder. 6 specimens. 

fig. Stems are approximately one-fourth of the total 

body of the pOint. Shoulder of the point sharply defined. 

Material: Chert, chalcedony, and jasper. 

Edges: One specimen sho~s serrations. Others do not. 

Body: Triangular in shape, averaging 3.2 cm. in length, 

and 1.6 cm. at shoulder, .3 cm. in thickness. Thin in cross

section and chipped allover. 

Location: 50% cremations, 50% house i'loors. 

Sub-Type q: Stems wider than shoulder. Fd>ur sJ:ecimens. 

fig. 

Material: Chert and chalcedony. 

Stem: Wider than shoulder of point. Approximately or.e-

fourth of total body. 

Edges: Finely chipped. No serrations. 

Body: Generally triangular in shape. Generally smaller 

than Sub-T~pe "an • Thin in cross section, averaging C:. 7 cm. 

in length and 1.1 cm. in width at the shoulder. 

Location: 50~ cremations, 50% house fill. 

Type 2. stems with no Notch. Fig. d, Pl. 58. 

NO. LENGTH Wlf'TH THICKNESS MATERill LOCATION 
B/127f 5.5 cm. 1.7 cm. .3 cm. Chert Creme -rap 2 
B/127b 3.9 cm. 2.0 em. 

,.. 
i'a s J:e r f1 " • C: cm • 

B/127a 6.5 1.9 .3 Chalcedony " " em. cm. em. 
B/275 2.1 1.1 em. .3 cm. " Surface cm. 

Material: Chert, eha 1 ced ony , and jasper. 

Stem: All stems are smaller than the shoulde r of the 



blade of the point. The stem makes up about one-fo~r·th of 

the total length of the pOint. 

Blunt ends. 

Edges. No serrations. Allover chipping. 

BoCJ: Generally triangular in shape. Longer than 

Type 1. Average length 4.5 cm., width 1.7 cm., and average 

thickness .3 cm. Thin, long, tapering points. 

Location: 75% cremations, 25% surface. 

!Y~ 3. Plain Triangular. Fig. b-c, Pl. 58. 

NO-. LEI-10TH WIDTH THICKNJf§S - MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/127e 3.1 cm. 1.9 cm. .3 cm. CnaTCeaonycrem 10P2 
B/274 3.4 cm. 1.9 cm. .2 cm. Chert Surface 
B/246 2.9 cm. 1.1 cm. .1 cm. Chalcedony Crem area 4 
B/228 3.1 cm. 1.8 em. .2 cm. Chert House 17p2 flocr 
B/224 2.0 cm. 1.2 cm. .1 em. Jasper It n " 
B/273 2.3 cm. .7 cm. .2 cm. Chalcedony Surface 
B/169c 2.1 cm. .8 cm. .2 cm. " Crem 20P2 
B/132b 3.3 cm. 1.0 cm. .1 cm. " " 17Pl 
B/137 2.3 cm. .7 em. .1 em. " " 7P2 
B/135 2.1 .6 .1 em. n " 4Pl cm. cm. 
J2m~~9 cm. .6 ClI! • .1 cm. '1 11 3Pl 

Sub-Type a: Plain triangular. Thick base. Thr~e specimens 

(Fig.B ). 

Material: Chalcedony and chert. 

Base: Flat, slightly notched. Width about one-half of 

length. This thickness of the base is the characteristic dif

ference between Sub-Type Ita"~ and Sub-Type "b". Slightly con-

cave. 

Edges:" Finely chipped on both ~ides. No serrations. 

Body: Shaped more like an isosceles triangle. Heavier 

and blunter tha.n Sub Type tlb ll • A ra e len th .., 1 cm ve g. g ,) . . , 
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aver2.ge width at base 1.7 crn., average thickness .2 crn. 

Location: 66-2/3% cremations, 33-1/3% surface. 

Sub-Type E: Long, triangular projectile pOints. 9 speci

mens. Pl. sa· c. Na rrow base. 

Material: Chalcedony and jasper. No chert. 

Base: Flat and chipped to an edge with no concavity. 

v.'icJth of base appro7.imately one-fourth of the total length 

of point. Differs from <::',ub-Type fla" in triangular but delicate 

ana tapered length. 

Edges: Delicately chipped on both sides, no serratlors. 

Body: Extremely thin and delicate points. Long blades 

ana narrow bases. Averaging 2.5 cm. in length, .9 cm. in 

vidth 2.t base, and .1 cm. in thickness. 

Locat~_on: 62% of these points were found as part of 

f~neral furnitur~ in cremation pits, 25% of them were found 

on house flcors, and 13% were found on the surface. 

T1P~_4~riang\l1ar with~err~ti?£l~.Pl.58 a • 
• 

NO-:---LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS- MATERIAL 
B 721+3- 2 • ~ cm --:-r: ~-- cm-. --.1- cm--:- - Cha 1 ced on y 
B/134 2.1 cm .. 9 ern •• 1 cm. " 
B/20 2.6 cm. .9 em. .2 cm. " 
B/169b 2.6 cm. .13 cm •. 2 cm. II 

B/l34 1.2 cm. .8 cm. .1 cm. " 
B/134 Broken 1.1 cm. .1 cm. " 

LOCATlorr 
House 4P3f'l66r
Crem. 3Pl 
House IP2 floor 
Crem. 20Pl 

" 3Pl " .. 

Material: Chalcedony. No chert or jasper. 

Base: Deeply notched "U" base, expertly chipped into 

final form. 

Edges: Serrations present in 66-2/3% of specimens. 

Body: Triangular in shape. Narrow base, like Type 3 



Sub Type "btl. Averages 2.2 cm. in length, .85 cm. in wid th 

at base, and .1 cm. in thickness. Delicately shaped, long, 

tapering points, with secondary chipping on the edges to 

produce the serrations. 

Location: 66-2/3~ found as part of the funeral furnitur~ 

in cremation pits, and 33-1/3% found on house floors. 

r'ISTRIBUTH)N: Projectile pOints may well have been used i::1 

the procurement of food as well as a weapon of defense. The 

possibilities of using these small points as saws, knife 

blades, etc., are not out of the realm of reason, but the 

delicacy and thinness of the points lead one tc believe 

that they were primarily attached to shafts and used as arrows. 

However, there apparently was a secondary non-material 

use of these pOints among the villagers of the Babocomarij 

61% of the 31 projectile points found was in direct associa

tion with cremated human bones. They were part of the funeral 

caches dedicated to the departed. This use of artifact as 

funeral furniture will be more fully discussed under the 

section dealing with burial customs. 

Similar projectile points have been described as part 
. 35 

of the Los Muertos collection from the Gila-Salt drainage. 

~ll the pOints are basically triangular, with certain special

izations which have been used as a basis for division into 

a classification system. Generally, the points are light 

and delicate, averaging in weight about 14 grams for the 

total collection. 

35 
Haury, 1945, pp. 124-126. 
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It would be almost impossible to use the projectile points 

of the Babocomari as a time denominator, primarily because 

13 of the projectile points were found in two caches with 

cremations. The first cache of six points came from Cremation 

3Pl, and these projectiles fell into Types 1, 3 and 4. The 

second cache of seven points came from Cremation 10P2, and 

these projectiles fell into the following types: Types 1, 

2 and 3. It would be safe to surmise that the projectiles 

resemble the Classic Hohokam Culture projectile points. 

Tuthil136 describes the long; slender pOints with serrated 

edges (Type 4 of this report) as coming from the Tres Alamos 

and Cascabel Phases. He describes the wide triangular shape 

(Type 3, Sub-Type 

Tucson Phase. 

"a" , Babocomari) as coming from the late 

Stone Household Utility Tools (Chipped) 

Scrapers: 

llSE: Thirteen heavy hand scrapers were uncovered. They may 

well have been used as pounders to mash, bruise, crush, and 

cut foodstuffs and clay. It might be well to classify these 

crude tools as scraping implements, though their secondary 

functions were undoubtedly varied. All but two of the imple

ments were found on various house floors and indicate that 

they were used in the daily routine of the household and, 

not unlike many of our own ki tchen implements, were used for 

various and sundry purposes. 

--- ------------------------ ----~-----
36 

Tuthill, 1941, pp. 69-10, pl. 32. 



MANUFACTURE: It took very little craftsmanship to create 

these blunt, ungainly tools. The craftsman merely struck 

a large flake of chert from the mother nodule and the tool 

vas used without further r~touching. In six of the imple

ments represented in the collection, the actual· core or' nodule 

was used as a scraper. Through use, occasional flaked chips 

were r~moved from the scraping edge of the implement, giving 

an appearance of a sharpened edge, but these flakes are crude 

and not spaced with intention. The flakes were und ou bted 1 y 

used as hand scrapers and were not hafted in any fashion. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Scrapers. Pl. 59 d. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
B!232 8.7 cm. 3.5 cm. .4 cm. 2 oz. Chert Floor H. l~n-
2 9:1 cm. 10.7 cm. 5.9 em. 8 oz. " " " D 

~ 7.7 5.8 2.6 cm. 6 oz. 11 " " 18p2 cm. cm. 
10.0 em. 7.3 em. 2.9 em. 11 oz. S8 " " 3P3 

5 10.9 em. 5.7 cm. 3.1 cm. 8 oz. Schist Surface 
6 4.2 3.3 .7 1 Chert fI cm. cm. em. oz. 

~ 7.4 cm. 6.1 em. 1.3 em. 3 oz. " Floor H. 3P3 
6.2 4.~ l:~ 1 oz. " " II L em. em. em. 

9 5.0 4. 1 oz. " n 
" 5P3 cm. cm. cm. 

10 5.7 2.3 em. 1.9 em. 1 oz. " Surface em. 
11 7.7 6.9 em. 2.1 em. 4 oz. II Fl. H. 17P2 cm. 
12 6.0 6.1 2.7 em. 2 oz. n " " 12P2 em. cm. 
13 9.1 6.8 4.1 cm. 12 oz. Diorite " IP3 cm. cm. 

Due to the crude technique necessary to manufacture a 

hand scraper, it would be useless to attempt a serious classi

fication of these implements. The flakes varied, depending 

upc.n the size of the original flake cut from the nodule. Plate 

59 d. shows a variety of these tools which have an average 

length of 7.5 em., an average width of 5.6 cm., an average 

thickness of 2.3 cm., and an average weight of 5.8 oz. 
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The material used was predominantly dark gray chert 

although diorite, ,schist and hard, fine-grained sandstone 

were also used. 

DISTRIBUTION: Scrapers of this type have been found in 

many of the established time phases of Southwestern 

archaeology. The tool as such can be identified in many 

areas and is not a diagnostic trait aiding in the estab

lishment' of cUlturaLaff1nlties or in creating a time 

horizon. 

Knives: 

USE: Three chipped knife blade s we re found. The use 

of these tools is analogous to that of the fleshing knives 

(pp.235-241). The primary use of these tools is believed 

to be that of cutting. 

MANUFACTVRE: In all the specimens represented in this classi

fication, the artisan used a flake with.secondary chipping 

on all edges to produce a sharp cutting instrument. 

Chalcedony and jasper were used in the manufacture of these 

tools and the workmanship, i.e., pressure flaking technique, 

1s comparable to that used in the production of projectile 

pOints. The blades may have been hafted at one time, 

although there is no indication remaining of hafting on 

any of the specimens. 



CLASSIFICATION: 

Knives. Pl. 59 c. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS 
B/~O 10.0 cm. 5.6 cm. .8 cm. 
B/24 3.7 cm. 2.5 cm. .3 cm. 

5 .2 cm. 2. 3 cm. .02 cm. 

MATERIAL LOCATION 
Jasper Floor House H 
Chalcedony Surface 

" " 
Inasmuch as only three specimens (pl. 59 c) were found 

and these three were all different, it vould preclude a 

strict classification of the implements. All three blades 

are sharpened on two parallel edges. 

DISTRIBUTION: Again the distribution of the blades is 

comparable to that of the other chipped tools throughout 

the Sou thwe st. 

Drills: 

rSE: Only five stone drills were found and these "are pointed 

objects, elongated and slender, relatively thick in cross

section, and with more or less parallel sides. They vere 

probably used to make holes in wood, rather than in stene, 

although some of the more keenly pOinted examples might 

have been serviceable for drilling the softer minerals. ,,37 

MANtlFACTtTRE: The artisans making drills folloved the same 

general procedure as in the manufacture of projectile points. 

The workmanship was cruder, and the materials used were 

black chert, chalcedony, and fine-grained sandstone. The 

flakes vere struck from the mother nodule, and tvo edges of 

37 
Kidder, 1932, p. 24, fig. 9 i 10. 
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the flake were chipped to make parallel edges. The surface 

was not completely shaped by chipping as in the case of the 

manufacture of projectile pOints. We can assume, from the 

small siz.e of the drill pOints, that they were attached to 

short wooden shafts for bet t6 l' manipula tion in the d :'illir:Q" 

rrocess. Although there is no definite proof that any of 

the drills of the B2lbocomari collection were hafted, it is 

'oT-obable that they were. Twirling the handle between the 

palms of the hand s, the d rill could be used ir: a rota ting 

rootion. 

CLASSIFICATION: The five drill s (four comple te s pe cirr.ens ) 

of the Baboeomari Village have been dividec into two types: 

those without a basal flan£e and those with a definite basal 

flange. Three of the specimens fall into Type 1 and t'o.lO 

fall into the second category. 

Typ~~ 1:'1'ills, without F'lange_s_. _ Pl. 59~ 

NO. LENGTH- ~If'TH THICKNESS MA'I'ERIAL LOCATIC1i-----
B/250 6. 8 cm. "2.0 cm. . 2-c-m-.-::-and s t6ne TT in Plaza 4 
B/154 4.7 cm .. 7 em .. 3 cm. Chert Fill House L 
B/~7 3.6 cm. 1.1 em .. 3 cm . __ ,· _____ F_'l_c_,u_r_H_·_ou __ s_e_I' _____ _ 

a. Material: Two specirrens were made of chert a~d the 

third of fine-grained sandstone. 

b. Base: The t1-.ree bases are crude and t1nworked. They 

remain as the base platfol~ of the original flake. 

c. Blade: Two parallel edges are chi,[:'ped to sh8q:',ness. 

In closs-section the blades are oval, thicker in the center 

portion and taperin~ to a chipped ed"e at the t"c extl'ernltie8. 
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o. Body: Avera~e len~th of the drills fallin~ into - - -
this type is: 5.0 cm., being 1.3 cm. in vidth at the base 

and .3 cm. thick in broades t section of blade. 

e. Location: House fills 2, ano 1 cn floor of house. 

Type 2. Drills with Basal Flange. Pl. 59 a. 

NO. 
B/164 

LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL 
Chalcedony 

n 
3 . 1 cm. 1 . 0 cm. • 2 cm. 
Broken .9 cm. .2 cm. 

~~--~~~--~~~--------

LOCATICN 
Crem. Area P2 
Surface 

a. Material: Both specimens are made of chalcedony. 

b. Base: Flanged so that flange handles extended out 

from the blade and are wider than the body of the drill. 

Shows secondary chi~ping around edge of flange shaping the 

base and sharpening it. 

c. Blade: Chipped allover. Different from Type 1. 

Has 2 parallel sharp edges. In cross section the blade is 

proportiona 11 y thicke I' and mere rounded tr..an any of the 

Type 1 specimens. 

d. Body: Ave rage lengtt. of complete specimen is 3.1 

em., 1.9 cm. wide at flange base, and 2.4 cm. thick. 

e. Location: Complete specimen found in cremation 

area. ether specimen found on the surface. 

CONCLDSION: Drills or perforators have a wide geographical 

distl'ibution in the South'West. They have been found in 
38 

many contemporaneous ruins surrounding the Babocomari 

Village, indicating a common usa~e among the major cultures 

of the Southwest. 

38Kidder, Ibid.; Haury, 1945, p. 126, pl. 36; Tuthill, 1947, 
pl. 32; Cosgrove, H. S. and C. B , 1932, pl. 52; 
Scantling, 1940, p. 55, pl. 26e. 
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stone Cloth-Making Tools .. 
Spindle Whorls: 

USE: Nineteen complete and eleven incomplete specimens 

were located. In reviewing tr~ literature concerned with 

stone spindle whorls, the author finds that other students 

in the field questioningly define these articles as spindle 

whorls. It is very true that similarly shaped artifacts 

made of clay (reworked sherds) have been placed in this 

classification. It is possible "that these objects were 

employed in games but some specimens were undoubtedly used 

as spindle whorls.,,39 Similar stone discs coming from 

Kinishba were believed to be spindle whorls into "~hich a 

spindle stick was inserted to carry the fibre, or the whorl 

was suspended from a bobbin and the thread twisted verti

cally • .,40 

The collection of stone discs from the Babocomari adds 

to the confusion concerning the use of these artifacts. 

Thirty-two percent of the complete specimens were found as 

part of funeral caches coming from widely separated crema

tions, and these were all in close association with beads. 

This association liould lead to the possib111tl' of these 

art1cles be1ng used as jewelry. 

39Fewkes, 1912, p. 129; also Haury, 1934, p. 110, pl. 
LXVI., Haury, 1945,p. 142, and Sayles, 1936, p. 54, 
pI. 21e. 

40Cummlngs, 1940, p. 54. 



MANUFACTURE: The stone spindle whorls display excellent 

craftsmanship. Using slate and crystalline limestone I the 

stone craftsman of the Babocomari Village created a delicate 

tool. (pl. 60 ). 

step~: The crude blocks of crystalline limestone 

or slate were either found in the Huachuca Mountains or were 

tI'aded to the Babocomari tes from other trade-affiliated villages. 

The raw block (fig.a, pJ.60) shows the gouge marks used to 

block out the form. A str'ong, blunt point was used in the 

gouging of the material. 

Step 2: The crude block is squared. The corners were 

hit lightly with a strong object, perhaps another piece of 

stone. This delicate operation called for a knowledge of 

the stone structure for the blows WErre struck at right angles 

to the fracture plane of the natural slate. If the proper 

angle were not used to flake the edges, and the force of 

the blow were received directly along the slate fracture plane, 

the slate sheets might part and the craftsman would lose a 

block of raw material. 

Step 3: Corresponds to Step 2 very closely. In 

this step, the craftsman rounds the square block made by 

the operation of Step 2. Also as in Step 2, the technique 

consisted of carefully flaking off the corners with well

placed blows from a heavy instrument. 

Step 4: The working of the block to achieve the desired 

bevel to the circumference of the disc and the proper thick

ness. This step (fig. d , pl. 60) callecS for abrasion 



rather than flaking, which was the main technique employed 

1n steps 2 and 3. The disc was rubbed back and forth on 

an abrasive base, the pressure and control on the disc being the 

craftsman's fingers. (strIation marks are clearly seen on 

the two flat surfaces or the stone discs.) The beveled edge 

of the disc was held by the craftsman while his fingers were 

used to roll the edges circularly down and against an abrasive 

base. Final shaping of the leading edge of the circle may 

have been accomplished by holding the disc firmly in one 

hand and drawing another abrasive stone over the edges at 

a forty-five degree angle as the striation marks well 

ind 1cate. 

Step 5: The central perfora tion was drilled into the 

stone disc with a tube drill, working from both sides until 

the drill hol~s met. Occasionally the width of bore was 

changed, the size diminishing as the craftsman bored deeper. 

Occasionally the craftsman finished his boring when the two 

perforations met, leaving an irregularly-sided boring 

resembling in shape an hour glass. 

CLASSIFICATION: The stone spindle whorls of the Babocomari 

Village have been divide~ into 2 types on the basis of 

cross section. The materials used were slate (vari-color~d 

gray, red and black) and crystalline limestone (white and 

light gray) to make both types of whorls. 

Thirty-three and one-third percent of the total specimens 

belonged to Type 1. Type I, generally speaking, had a 
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greater diameter, a straight-walled perforation, a smaller 

perforation diameter, and in cross section tapered to a 

thin edge from a thicker mid-section. Type 1 weighed a 

little more than Type 2, in spite of the greater thickness 

of Type 2. 

!1~ 1. Thin Cross-Section Spindle Whorls. Pl.61 a. 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS WEIGHT PERP.DIAM. MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/131b 6.6 cm. .25 cm. 2 oz. .6 cm. Slate Creme l1p1 
B/13lc 5.9 om. .15 cm. 2 oz. • 5 om . ••• It G " It 

B/151 6.0 om. • 1 om. 2 oz • .6 cm. 
,! 

G " P2 
B/40 1.1 om. . 2 cm. 2 oz • .6 cm. f' R Fill H. C 
B/2~5 5.6 em. .2 cm. 1.5 oz. .6 om. " G Floor H.3P3 

" *B/ 6 5.2 cm. • 3 cm. 1.5 oz • .1 cm. 
n 

R Fill H. D 
*·INC(6)1.1 cm. .25 om. 
" 6.6 cm. .35 cm. 
" ~Z~ 5.9 cm. .25 cm. 
" 

unfinished steps: 
B/161 Raw Material 
B/160 Rou~h Block 
B/26 Rot:.nded 

Got:.ged 
Shaped 

B/21 
B/92 Edging 
Perforating Step 5 

X-L 
INC 

!~l 
Crystalline Limestone 
Incomplete 
Gray 
Red 
Mottled Gray Red 
White 

M 
n M 

.6 cm. tt M 
·X-L W 

House I floor 1Step 
House L floor Step 
Testin~ Step 
"- It 

House 2P2 floor(Step 

~l 
4) 

a. Shape: Thin, circular discs, averaging 6.~8 cm. in 

diameter and .23 cm. in thickness. In cross-section this type 

is thicker at the edges of the perforation and tapers to 

a thin edge at the circumference of the disc. (Thickness vas 

measured at the thickest part of the disc.) Average weight 

1.9 oz. 



b. Perforation: Bore straight. Started from both 

sides of dlsc and met in center. Average diameter of boring 

(outer lip) is .6 em. 

1n>~;,2. Thick Cross-Section. Pl.6l bOo 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS WEIGHT PERF.DIAM.MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/94 4.7 em. ."4 em. 1.0 oz •• 85ernX-L(W) Sub House 3P2 
B/74 6.2 em. .25 em. 1.0 oz •• 7 em.Slate (G)Fill House J 
B/172 4.B em. .3 em. 1.0 oz •• 6 em.X-L(G) Floor H. 12P2 
B/259 4.7 em. .4 em. 1.0 oz. .6 em. Sla te G· Crem .lBP5 
B/198 5.0 em •• 35 em. 1.0 oz •• 6 em. " G" 12P4 
B/205 4.7 em. .~5 em. 1.0 oz •• 6 em. II G Fill H.IIP2 
B/37 5.0 em. .4 em. 1.0 oz •• 75 eDJ. n R FP 2P 1 
B/45 4.6 em •. 4 em. 1.0 oz •• 75 em. II G Fill H. D. 
B/17l 4.6 em. .35 em. 1.0 oz. .6 em. tI M Floor 12P2 
B/252 4.0 em. .4 em. 1.0 oz •• 6 em." R "H. 5P3 
B/199 3.5 em. .3 em. 1.0 oz. .7 em." R Crem 12P4 
B/157 3 . "3 em. .4 em. I .0 oz. .7 cm.:: G Fill 12P2 
INC(S) 6.4 em. .4 em. .6 em. M 
11 5.1 em. .35 em. .7 em." !~ 
fI 4.7 em •• 5 em. f1 G 
" 4 .6 em. • 4 cm. ,I G 
" (5 ) 4 .9 em. . 7 em. .7 cm. Y - L W 
B~7 3.7 em. .35 em. 1.0 oz.1.1 cm. Slate(B) Fill House G 

a. Shape: Circular discs comparatively thin, but thicker 

than Type 1. In cross section, the tapering, so prominent 

in Type 1, is absent. Thickness at the bore wall of the 

perforation is approximately the same as the thickness of 

the edge of the disC. The average diameter of Type 2 is 

4.69 em., as compared to the average diameter of 6.28 cm. of 

Type 1. The average thickness of TJpe 2 discs is .38 cm. 

as compared to .23 cm. average for Type 1. Average weight 

1 oz. 

b. Perforation: The irregularity of the bere sides 

is much more noticeable in Type 2 than in TJpe 1. The 

f i 1 d ~ i i e t ThA "hour "_lass" use 0 val' ··s ze L-ores s very prom n n. -.. ... 
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shape of the perforation walls is a characteristic of 

Typ'" 2 discs. The average diameter of Type 2 perf'orations 

is .75 cm. as compared to the average of' .6 em. for Type 1. 

rrSTRIBUTION: The stone disc spindle whorl may have been 

used as a spindle whorl, but they may have been adopted, also, 

as gaming pieces or ornaments. 

Distrib'Jtion of these artif·3.cts that beaIB weight in both 

a geographical and time range with the Babocomari are as 

follows: In the San Pedro Fiver Valley 4 stone disc spindle 

whorls were f'ound at Tres Alamos,4l which were believed to 

~ave belonged to the Tucson Phase. To the no~th one specimen 

is mentioned as coming from the Classic Hohokam Period at 
42 

Casa Grande. Also, in the GIla-Salt drainage eleven such 

discs were found at Los Muerto~ where it was suggested that 

" judging purely from the nt:mbers contained in 
the collection, the clay whorls of the specialized 
and discoidal potsherd types were more in favor 
than the stone whorls". 

This condition is practically r<.1versed in the Pueblo IV 

ruins of the Salado Culture to the northeast, where the 

specialized clay whorl is nearly absent and the stone disc 

is considerably more common, although the clay discs are 
4 44 

also present. " 3 To the northeast, atKinishba, an occa-

sional disc was uncovered. To the west of the Babocomarl 

41 4 Tuthill, 19 7, p. 72, 

42Fewkes, 1912, p. 129. 

43Haury, 1945, p. 142. 
44 

Cummings, 1940, p. 54. 

pl. 31-c. 
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Village at Jackrabbit Ruin45 four stone disc spindle vhorls 

were found. To the southeast of the Village, one slate 
~ 46 

stone dlsc sp1ndle vhorl has been uncovered. There is no 

report of stone disc spindle whorls to the east of the 

Bebocomari Ruin. 

Stone Stone-Working Tools 

Hemme rs tone s : 

tSE: Hammerstone is a term commonly used among the students 

of Southwestern archaeolog3 to define a spherical lump of 

hard stone for striking against a hard objec+, to shape it, 

used by the Indians as a hand stone. The Pima Indians used 

the hammerstone or a similar tool whenever they ,rished to 

roughen the surface of their- metates by pecking or str'iking 

the grinding surface until it was pitted. 47 Undoubtedly stone 

axes were first roughed out and then pecked to approximate 

their fir.nl shape, cooking slabs brought to a flat surface, 

and a thousand other tasks were p8l'formed vhich called for 
48 

the pecking or battering of tough materials by the hammerstone. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babo0omarites merely picked up a desirable 

stone such as hard chert nodules, quartzite, diorite, eno 

fine-gra~ned sandstone with a quartz bonding material to make 

a hAmmerstone. By striking the stone, chips would be removed 

until a hand grip vas made and the teol was completed for 
tr - - ----------- ------ ---- -- --
'?scant1ing, 1940, p. 52, pl. 2la-c. 

463ay1esj 1936, p. 54, pl. 27e. 
47 Russell, 1908, p. 109. 

4~idder, 1932, p. 61, fig. 37. 
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use as a hand hammer. 

CLASSIFICATION: The hammerstones have been divided roughly 

into two groups: Type I consisting of pitted hammerstones, 

and Type 2 - rough nodules showing the effects of an abrasion 

tool. 

Type 1. Pitted Hammerstones. PI.62. 

NO.- ---r.ENGTH W1DTa--TfiTCKNESS - ---wE-rGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/12 b. 7 em. 6.3 cm. 3.1 ern.-IS oZ-:----Sandstcrie- -Surface ---
B/13 6.7 em. 5.8 cm. 3 .1 __ c&1 . __ 1 __ ~_~_1_ ~_z ___ ~I_ __ __ I' 

a. Body: Oval-shaped river pebbles, artificially shaped 

by pecking. Average length of this type of hammer is 7.2 cm., 

average width 6 cm., average thickness 3.1 ~m. They weight 

approximately 10 oz. apiece. 

b. Finger pits: Two finger pits are pecked into the 

flat surface on either side of the stone at right angles 

to the long axis of the toel. The pecking marks are still 

clearly in evidence. Average diameter of pits is 2.4 em., 

average depth .4 cm. The depressions are very shallow, 

allowing only a firm grip with the finger tips. 
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Type '2. Hammerstones. Pl. 62 b. 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS WEIGHT-- - - MATERIAL LOCATION 
1 9.5 cm. 2.5 cm. 1 lb. 14 oz. Diorite Surface 
2 10. 1 cm. 6 . 5 em. 10 " " " 

9 . 5 em. 6 . 0 cm. 2 t1 In" " 

~ 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

~~ 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
~'7 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

8 • 1 em. 6 • 3 cm. 1" 4 nil" 

7.4 em. 4.9 em. 2 n 3" Quartzite" 
7.3 em. 5.1 cm. 1 II 6" " " 
8.1 cm. 3.5 cm. 1 t1 0" Sandstone" 
9 . 1 cm. 4 • 7 cm. 1 n 1 II D i 0 rite " 
5.2 em. 3.9 em. 9 " " House B floor 

12.1 em. 6.5 em. 2" 10" n """ 
9 . 0 em. 5 . 9 em. 2" 2 " n """ 
8.3 em. 6.5 em. 1" 4 n " "" n· 
9 .2 em. 6 .7 em. 2" 1 0 II Qua rt z fI C Fill 

10.8 em. 5.3 em. 1 " 8" Chert "c Floor 
9.9 em. 6.7 ern. 3 n 3 II ~uartzite II n fI 

10.9 em. 4.0 em. I" 8 11 " tl r floor 
8.4 em. 5.3 em. 1 3 " Sand s tone II 1:' " 
9.1 cm. 6.7 em. 2" 8 II Quartzite " D " 
8.2 cm. 7.3 cm. 2" 7 1\ Diorite 11 G " 
7.4 em. 3.6 em. 2" 12" ~uartz1te II G " 
8.2 em. 3.1 em. 15" Sandstone n G" 
9.3 em. 9.3 em. ~ n 10 I~ c..uartz1te " H n 

11 . 1 em. 9 • 3 em. 3 n 4" D i 0 r 1 te fl H " 
7 • 9 em. 4 . 5 em. 1" 6" " "H " 
8 . ~ era. 5 . 2 em. 1" 8 .. " "H 1\ 

8.3 em. 6.1 em. 1 II 8 n Sandstone " 1P2" 
9.3 em. 5.9 em. 1" 12" Dior1te 1\ 3P2" 
8.9 em. 5.0 em. 1 1\ 1" ~uartzlte n 3P2" 
7.8 em. 5.8 em. 1 II 0" rl!orite "3P2 " 
7.1 em. 4.6 em. 8 " Il " 3P2" 
6 • 9 em. 5 .4 em. 7" ~ua rt z i te " 31'2" 
8.4 cm. 6.6 em. 2" 0 " n " 12f2 " 
9 . 7 em. 6 . 1 em. 1 II 8" II " 12 P ;2 !l 

8.3 em. 5.9 em. 1 II 4" rlorite " 18p2 " 
6 .4 em. 6.4 em. 7 fI Che rt II 3P3" 
4.9 cm. 4.9 cm. 7 II Dlor'lte _ ... _"_JP3 _'~ 

a. Material: Approximately 5~ of the hammerstones ~ere 

made of diorite, 33% of quartzite, 11% of fine grained 

sandstone vith a quartz bond, and 6% of chert nodules. 

b. Body: IrTegular shapes varying in weight fro'Tl 7 oz. 

to 3 1bs. 3 oz. Generally spherical, shoving on the sut-face 

the battering action to ~hleh the stones vere employed. 
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Average diameter 8.8 cm., average thickness 5.3 cm., average 

weight 1 lb. 9 oz.; chips have been struck from the hammerstones 

to create a crude working area for the pecking process. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Undoubtedly, hammerstones were a very common 

tool, used for the purpose of working hard materials such 

as stone. That they were used until blunted and then discarded 

for a better stone is evidenced by tne, large number of hammer

stones present at the site. The Babocomari collection, with 

the exception of a number of surface hammerstones, was obtained 

primarily from house floors. 

On~ very interesting use of hammerstones came to light 

while excavating Cremation Area 5. In the midst of the crema

tion pits, a small pit containing a plainware jar was found. 

(Incidentally, it was the only whole ceramic piece from that 

particular cremation area.) The jar had been burned and 

inverted. The contents of the jar were four hammerstones 

of quartzite that had been exposed to fire. There were no 

cremated human bones in either the jar or the pit from which 

the jar came. This interesting find adds a secondary use 

to the thousands of material uses to which the hammers tone 

probably was adapted. The finding of the jar with burned 

hammerstones associated with cremations gives a possible relig

ious use to the object commonly employed for pecking stone. 

(See discussion on cremation area, pp. 340 ). The hammer

stone is a common object found tt-roughout the Southwest. It 

has a long time span. 
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USE: Nineteen stone axe heads were excavatad at the Babocomari 

Village site. The primary use of these axe heads was that of 

cutting wood. A secondary use was as a general household tool 

for cutting soft substances. Probably i~ was also used for 

preparing potter's clay and tempering house adobe,49 as well as 

for que.rrying rock. 50 

Aside from the utilitarian function of this tool, the posi-

tion of a number of axe s excavated at the Babocomari site 

suggests a non-utilitarian use. Of the 19 axes excavated, 10 

were found in post hole caches, 3 were found as parts of 

cremation caches, and the rest .ere found on house flocrs. 

It is not out of the realm of reason to believe that these 

axe heads which technologically belong to the Hohokam three 

quarter grooved axe head classification were trade pieces, 

as all axes found on the site were complete specimens. No 

rough axe heads or partially finished blocks were present, 

as they were at Los Muertos, Pueblo Grande, and other Hohokam 

sites of the Salt River Valley. 

MANUFACTURE: There is little need to describe in great detail 

the technique employed in the construction of stone axe beads, 

as the technique has been previously described in detail. 51 

The axes are typical of the ones described for the Sal t and 

49 4 3r Haury, 19 5, p. 1 ~. 

50Haury and Hargrave, 1931, p. 53. 
5~ldder, 1932, p. 52, and Haury, 1945, pp. 130-133, ano 

Pond, 1930. 
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Gila Rivers. In general, they are, with three exceptions, 

characterized by a long blade and a three-quarter groover 

pecked into the axe on two sides and one ed ge (pl. 63 ). 

The axe head was roughly shaped by pecking with another stone 

until the desired shape was attained. Then the axe was 

finished by smoothing and polishing the surface. The Babocomari 

axes are polished not only on the blade but also on the pcll 

and, in eight cases, in the hafting groove. w~en the axe head 

was completed, a wooden handle was added. A s~ec1men found 

in the Sierra Ancha consisted of a single piece of wood, 

averaging about 1 inch in diameter and 10 to 14 inches in 

length when completely assembled. At one (-3nd of the hand Ie, the 

wood was scraped and thinned down so as to fit the groove in 

the axe head. This cor~ecting part of the haft was then bent 

and fitted into the groove of the axe head, forming a letter "J", 

and the short projecting end was bent around to meet the main 

stem again. 52 Then it is secured with a prong. 

All the Babocomari axe heads, with the exception of one, 

a double-bitted axe made of pink rhyolite, were made of a 

dark green crystalline rock of complex volcanic origin known 

as diorite. The particular diorite used by the axe head makers 

was ext~mely compact, and its crystalline pattern was so 

formed as to withstand the repeated blows necessar~ in the 

pecking step of manufacture. The material also takes on an 

52 Haury, 1945, p. 132. 
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excellent cutting edge and polish. These natural character

istics made the rock highly suited to the needs of the axe 

makers. 

As mentioned previously in the general discussion, 

the axe heads found at the 3abocomari Village fall into the 

same gene ral type as the axe head of the Glassic Period 

of the Hohokam Culture. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type #1. 3/4 Groove Long Poll AYes. Pl.~'3 d. 

NO. LENGTH mo 19.3 
B/196 18.2 
B/254a IB.5 
B/254b 10.0 
B/17 10.9 
B/18 5.7 
5/19 13.6 
B/20 10.5 
B/165 10.5 
1?/19 11.6 

WIDTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
cm. 9.7cm-:--S.o cm-.~P-.-H. House -r--Blt-- ._--

B ~ 5 4 "" I " cm. .~ cm. . cm. up 
cm. 7.6 c m. 6.6 em. " n 5 P3 " 
cm. 5.6 em. 4.1 em. II "11" 

em. 5. 1 em. 4. 2 em. " "A" 
em. 5. 1 em. 4.3 em. ,I "11" 
em. 6.1 em. 5.9 em. nil" n 
em. 5.9 em. 4.6 em. fI 'I 11 II 

em. 5.4 cm. 3.B cm. Creme #2P2 
cm. 4.B cm. 3.B cm. Floor House I 

a. Material: ~ll, except one, are made of diorite. 

b. Shape: The larges t axe photogra phed (Pl.. ) 

measures 19.3 cm. in length, 9.1 em. in width (lower edge 

of groove measurement), and 5.6 cm. in thickness across the 

inner face of the poll. This particular axe (B/50) weighs 

5 Ibs. 2 oz. The smallest of the stone axe heads belonging 

to this type (Pl. ~3a) measures 10.0 cm. in length, 5.1 em. 

in width, and 4.1 em. in thickness (measuring points same 

as for fig. a). This small stone axe head (B/254b) weighs 

only 1 lb. 
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The reader will note that the axes belonging to Type 1 

fall into two very definite sizes. Figures a, b, c, plate 67, 

represent the large, heavy axe head, and figures d thro~gh j 

represent the small variety. There were no intermediate sizes 

represented. 

1. Surface: careful shaping and polishing of the entire 

axe head. 

2. Groove: The ~haracteristic three quarter groove 

consists of a concave channel approximately 2.56 em. in vidth 

and .42 cm. in depth. The inner face of the groove is straight 

and toward the end of the attached handle. The groove is 

deepest where it 1s pecked across the outer edge of the axe 

head. In 80% of the specimens the groove has been po11shed. 

The position of the groove 1s nor~ally about one-thir~ the 

distance fr'om the poll to the cutt1ng edge. 

3. The Poll:' The poll is defin1tely shaped in all 

cases. The top face of the poll is flattened ~ith rounded 

convex sides, giving an oval shape to the top cross section 

of the poll. The poll constitutes one-third of the entire 

axe head. Average poll length is 3.35 cm., average wieth 

5.83 cm. 

4. The Blade: The blade constitutes t~o-thlrds of 

the axe. head. In a vertical posit1on, the blade is a 

wedge thicker near- the base of the groove than the c\lttin~ 

edge. The surface is pecked to within a few centimeters 

of the cutting edge where the maker proceedee to use abrasion 

methods to taper and sharpen the axe. Sharpening grooves 
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near the blade run parallel to the long axis of the cutting 

edge. The average blade length is 8.07 cm. and the average 

width is 6.28 cm. 

5. Cutting Edge: A side view of the cutting edge is 

almost a straight line, with the inner and outer edge 

slightly turned to the body of the axe head. In cross-sectien, 

the cutting edge resembles the sharp base of a "V" wedge. 

Whereas the near base of the cutting blade shows vertical 

scratchir:g, approximately the last 3. cm. representing the 

actual cutting edge, displays vertical scratches, showing that 

in the final sharpening process of the cutting edge, the axe 

head itself was probably drawn towar~ the worker (or away 

from the worker), on a whetstone, to attain the final cuttir~£ 

edge. 

Type ~ 2. Short Poll. Pl. k3 {,-

NO. LENGTH WII5lfR THICKNESS LOCATION 
B77~ 8.3 6.1 3.9 Floor House J ----
B/l 3 8.7 6.5 3.2 " " IF3 
B/242 11.6 7.1 5.4 P. H. House 4P3 
BL223 13.0 9·3 ~.8 Floor 17P2 

a. Shape: The all-over measurements of Type I defined 

a long delicate axe head. The axes of Type 2 are squat 

and short. In cross-section the Type "2 axe head reveals 

a wedg-shaped cutting tool, but the side view of tee axe head 

shows it to be almost squar-e in proportion to the vertical 

and horizontal axes. Three of these axe heads were found 

on the floors of the houses, and only one was located 1n the 

sub-floor cache; 80% of the Type -1 axes were located in 
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sub-floor caches. (only 20% of Type' 2 found in sub-flcor 

caches) The heaviest of these axes (B/223) weighed 2 lbs. 

12 oz. (Pl. 64 a ), and the smallest (B/73 and B/183 - Pl. 

weighed only I lb. 

1. Surface: Same as Type 1. 

2. Grcove: Characteristic three-quarter groove, 

similar to Type 1. Average width is 2.7 cm., and average 

de p th 4. 2 em. 

3. Poll: A vertical cross section of the poll is 

elliptical with rounded edges, which is different from Type 1. 

The poll is much longer in a line parallel to the cutting 

edge than is the poll of Type 11 axes. The average length 

of the poll is 7.35 em., and the average vidth is 3.62 cm. 

The average distance from the crest of the poll to the upper 

edge of the groove is 2.25 cm. The polls are shaped as 

a roe those of Type 1 . 

4. Blade: The blade of Typed is almost square in 

contrast to the long, tapered beauty of Type 1 axe heads. 

Type' 2 blades are characterized by a squat, stubby appearance. 

The average blade length is 6.22 em. and the average width 

is 7.02 cm. The blade is wider than it is long. 

5. Cutting Edge: The cutting edges tend tc be flatl, 

flV" shaped on the side vieW'. The sharpening striations run 

roughly vertical from the cutting edge toward the bod~ of the 

axe head. 
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T~_J. Full Groove. Pl. 64 b. 

NO. LENGTH WIrTH 
B/§O 10.4 cm. 6.9 cm. 

THICKNESS 
3.4 cm. 

LOCATION 
P. E. House I 

a. Shape: This axe head, save for a full groove, 

would definitely fall intc Type 2 classification. The axe 

weighs 1 lb. 7 oz., is 10.4 cm. long, 6.9 cm. Wide, 

and 3.4 cm. thick. It was found in a sub-floor cache of 

House I. 

1. Surface: Axe head is characterized by shaping and 

polishing of entire axe head. 

2. Groove: Full groove, on all 4 sides of the axe 

head. Groove is 2.5 cm. in width ano .4 em. in depth, 

and has been polished. 

3. Poll: Same as Type 2. Measures 2.6 em. in length 

from erest of poll to upper edge of groove, is 6.5 em. 

in ~idth, and 3.6 cm. in thickness. 

4. Blade: 3;qme a s Type r 
C. • It is 6.4 em. in 1en~th 

and 1.4 cm. in width. 

5. Cutting edge: Same as that described for 'Iype 2. 

Type 4. Shoulder Three ~uarter Groove Flat FoIl. Pl. 64 c. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
B7150 10.i em. 2. 0 em. 2i.2 em. Floor House L 

This axe has a very deep groove, and c high fla t tened 

poll and groove shou.lder. This tr'ait cccurr·ed in the axes 

found in the Oila-Salt drainage during the late pioneer 

and early Colonial periods,53 which, as in the case of the 

Babocomari specimen, were used secondarily as hammerstones. 

53Ha u.ry, 1945, 131, and Glad~in, Sayles, 1937, fig. 44. 
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This axe weighs 15 ez. Its all-ever length is 10.1 cm., 

all-ever width 5.0 cm., and it is 4.2 cm. in thickness. 

It was feund en the fleer ef Heuse'L;' Plaza 1. 

1. Surface: Axe head is well shaped but net ~elished. 

The material is a brewn-pink rhyelite. 

2. Greeve: Characteristic three-quarter grOeve extend

lng partially areund the inside edge ef the axe head. Greeve 

is 2.3 cm. in width, ~8 cm. in depth, and is net polished. 

3. Pell: High, well-fermed pell with sheulder at 

upper edge ef greeve. Leeking down en t.he rest 0'1' the pell, 

it is circular, measuring 4.3 cm. in diameter and 5.3 cm. 

frem the tep greeve sheulder. 

4. Blade: Breken and reused as hammers tene . Has a 

shoulder at centact peint with lewer lip of greove. Measures 

5.7 cm. in length and 5.1 cm. in width. Inner ed~ ef blade 

is flat while outer edge is n~cely reunded. 

5. Cutting edge: Missing. 

Type "5. Double Three-~uarter Greove. Pl. 64 d. 

NO •. -;::r_ .... LE~N_Grr-T'-H~_""F1,i_IDJOi''l_'H-==-_THI CKNESS 
Bli06 10.4 cm. 5.7 cm. ~1 cm. 

LOCATION 
Creme rp~---------

a. Shape: This axe was found on the floer of House G 
,~ 

Plaza 1, and differs from the Type,- 1 axes only in that it . .. 
has twO' three-quarter greeves. It weighs ene lb. and its 

ever all measurements are: 10.4 cm. in length, 5.7 cm. in 

width, and 4.1 cm. in thickness. Only ene such axe came 
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from the Los Muertos collection. 54 The author55 bas excavated 

several such axes from a ruin designated as Arizona:W:lO:47 

at Point of Pines, Arizona. 

1. Surface: Axe head is well shaped and polished. 

2. Groove: Two three-quarter grooves. The upper groove 

is closest to the poll, is the largest, and measures 1.9 cm. in 

width, and .3 cm. in depth. A ricge divides this groove 

from a smaller groove near~r the blade which measures .9 am. 

in width and .2 cm. in depth. The sharp ridge between the grooves 

is .175 cm. in width on three sides of the axe head. Both 

grooves are deepest on the outer edge of the axe head. 

3. Poll: Oval in cross section with rounded side3 

characteristic of Type 1. It is 5.8 cm. long on a line 

parallel to cutting edge and 4.3 cm. thick. The poll is. only 

1 cm. in length from the upper groove edge (side view). 

4. Blade: Wedge shaped when viewed from inner edge. 

Well shaped and highly polished. It measures 6.7 cm. from 

the lower lip of the bottom groove and is 5.1 em. wide (side 

View) on this line. Striation marks run parallel to the 

cutting edge in lower section of blade. 

5. Cutting edge: Sharp and well polished. Side view 

straight with edges turning up at both edges. Striation 

marks run perpendicular to cutting edges. 

--------------------------------------------------
54HaUry, 1945, pp. 131-132. 
55tniversity of Arizona Archaeological Field School ... 

Summer Session 1948 ... Field Report C C DiPeso and 
Gerald •.. (rnpublished). 
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Type '6. r bl /4 61. __ ou e Bitted 3 Groove Axe Head. Pl. LJ- e. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
B/155 14.5 cm. 4.3 cm. 2.2 cm. Floor House G 

a. Shape: One double bitted axe head made of pink rhyolite 

was excavated at the Babocomari Village. It was found on the 

floor of house "G". The axe head ",eighs 10 oz. and is 14.5 cm. 

long, 4.3 cm. wide, and 2.2 cm. thick. Ten such axes were 

found at Los Muertos. Haury suggested that, being of lighter 

weight and perfect balance, they would make capital war axes. 

They are essentially a Hohokam tool, al though the;y were not 

found at the site or :8naketown. 56 

1. SUI'face: Characterized by excellent shape and 

polish. 

-2. Groove: Not centered on axe head. Probably placed 

at best balance point. Grocve pecked and pecking not polished. 

Measures: 1.7 cm. in width, .3 cm. in depth, three quarter 

groove. 

3. Poll: Absent. 

4. Blades: Both bl~ces are long and slender, being 

made in the shape of a thin wedge when viewed from the inner 

edge. Pecking of grocve rough and extends on to the face of 

the upper blades. Blades measure 7.0 cm. in length, 4.8 em. 

in width, and 6.3 cm. in length. There is a difference of 

.7 cm. in the length of the two blades. Both blade surfaces, 

when viewed from the side section, show perpendicular 

56-
Haury, 1945,. p. 132. 
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striation, worked from the cutting edge of the blade to 

the grooved center. 

5. Cutting edges: Both cutting edges are straight, 

being slightly upturned at the inner and outer edges of 

the axe head. 

~ '7. FUll Groo\"e Lon~.!. _ Ad ze. Pl. 64 f. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
~B~l=-l O=7=--"'::;1~4· • 5 broke n 5.9 em. _--'3o!....:..:. 3~c=.:;;m~.:..-... ___ C r_e_m--,-. _1......:;Pe-2_ 

a. Shape: One adze was found as part of the funeral 

furniture belonging to Cremation lP2. During the ritual 

of burning, the axe was fire ~racked. So~e of the pieces 

were retrieved a~d buried with the calcined bones. The 

remainder of the adze whi~h includes the poll, groove and 

most of the upper blade measures 14.: cm. On the inner 

edge near the lower lip of the groove the adze measures 

5.9 em. in width and 3.3 cm. in thickness. The specimen 

weighs 1 lb. 7 oz. The "artifact is made of d~rk green 

diorite and is 'Well worked. The original cutting ed~e ran 

at right angles to the haft. The inner edge cf the adze 

renembles a sIde view of the above described axe h8&ds. 

The axe head Type 1 cculd easily be mcdifi~d Into an adze .. 
by shifting the haft contact position with th9 ~t>ads to 

one of the sides rather than on the E:Ct1e :::'3 1s common 

practice with the axe construction. The adze has been 

found at both Los ~'uertos57 and A'Watobi. 58 It is believed 

-----------------------"" --
57Haury, 1945, pp. 133-134 . 

58Brew , 1946, p.' 237 • 



that they were used as a wood-working tool. 

1. Surface: Well shaped cnd highly polished. 

2. Groove: Full groove: Mea3ures 2.c cm. in width 

and .4 em. in depth. Gpoove 1.~ deepest on the two triLl 

siees. Both lips of the groove are shouldered as in 

Type 5. 

3. Poll: Polls were shaped with intent of rounding. 

Cross-section resembles some of Type 2 axe heads. 

Measurements: 2.5 em. from .2rest of poll to upper border 

of groove, 5.8 cm. in length, and 3.6 cm. in width. 

Sides of poll are rounded and crest of ~oll resembles 

long oval. 

4. Blade: (Eroken) Measures 9.3 cm. in length and 

5.8 cm. in width. The outer edge of the adze blade is 

well rounded and the striation marks show the method of abrasioL 

used. The striations ~un at a 45° angle from the cutting 

edge shoving the effects of rolling the outer edge of the adze 

to melee it round. (This practice of rotmding differs from 

the manufacturing step employed in the constructicn of axe 

heads) The inner edge of the adze was purposely flattened. 

Heavy pecking marks near the haft contact point are still 

very much in evidence. In cross-section, the adze would be 

seen as a convex, elongated oval with the bottom long axis 

flat. 

5. Cutting edge: Missing. 



Axe Heads: 

Blade Groove Poll 
Type .. ~ ~~si~; Lengcmth. Width "'idth Depth Length Width 

cm. em. em. cm. cm. 
50 

196 
254a 
254b 

17 
18 
19 
20 

165 
79 
73 

183 
242 
223 
80 

156 

155 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 

5 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

1 
o 
1 
o 

-~ - - 13.5 -9;7 - --3-:-0 ----:-If-- 4.1 ---9.5 
8 10.1 8.7 2.8 .5 6.8 9.0 
2 11.5 6.8 2.9 .6 4.0 6.2 
o 5.1 5.7 2.0 .4 3.0 4.5 
6 6.5 4.8 2.4 .3 2.6 4.7 
6 6.6 5.0 2.0 .4 2.0 5.8 

14 8.6 7.0 2.6 .3 3.7 4.7 
7 6.1 5.4 2.7 .5 2.6 4.5 
2 6.3 5.0 2.8 .3 1.6 4.1 
1 0.4 4.7 2.4 .4 3.0 4.3 
o 4.7 6.1 1.9 .. 3 r-.-1--6~1-
o 4.7 6.7 2.0 4 1.7 6.7 
3 6.7 7.2 2.1 .4 2.6 7.3 

12 B.8 9.1 2.3 .6 3.0 9.3 

o 6 . 7 5 .1 1 .9 . 3 _. ~ -5 $ 
10 7.0 4.e 1.7 .3 

6. 3 4.8 .4" 

DISTRIBUTION: The use of the above-mentioned artifacts was 
( i i 

primarily that of wood working. The double-bitted axe r~dy 

well have been used as an implement of war and the adze (Type 

-7) as a specialized wood-working tool. It is well within 

the realm of possibility that these axe heads were used for-

secondary purposes such as cutting rock, pounding adobe and 

clays for pottery, and for sundry household needs. The 

non-material use of these axe heads as displayed by the 

Babocomarites is a point not mentioned previously in south

western literature. Fifty-two percent of the axe heads 

found at the B:::tbocomari Village were in post hole caches 
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in a position that would deny their a~identally havin~ 

fallen into an abandoned hole. The question remains as 

to whether the axes were placed in position as an offering 

to household gods or merely stored in such places. Although 

the axes may have been trade pieces, as indicated by the 

lack of any partially-made axes at the village, they were 

intentionally placed in post holes, probably for some 

religious purpose. 

The axe heads are contemporaneous in time with those 

found in the Classic Period of the Hohokam Culture in the 

Gila-Sal t bas ins. The axes represented at the Babocomari 

may well have been trade pi,ces,from' the Nor~h. The double

bitteQ axes'can,also be placed in the general classification 

of Classic Hohokam. In the San Pedro Valley, axes belonging 

to Types 'L, 2, 5 and 6 were found at Tras Alamos,59 and at 

the Gleason Site60 . The Amerind Foundation also has several 

specimens of Type I axe from excavated areas in the immediate 

vicinity of the Museum in Texas Canyon. 

It is understood that the cultur'al center fer the above

mentioned axe lies in the Gila-Salt Drainage, and extended 

down as far as the Babocomari Village in late Classic times. 

Similar three -quarter grooved axes have been found south of 
61 

Me xico, the Babocomari Village along the west coast lowlands of 

59Tuthill, 1947, pl. 24 a,c,i,h. 

6°Ful ton and Tuthill, 1940, pl. 27a. 

61Sauer and Bl>and, 1932, pp. 32-33. 
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as well as in the Valley in Sonora. To the east these 

axes have been found at the Swarts Ruin.63 To the west 

four axes of Type 1 were found at Jackrabbit Ruin. 64 

Thus the three-quarter grooved axe is a widespread 

trait diffusing at a late period from the ~alt River to 

the upper San Pedro and the Babocomari Valley. The presence 

of the adze presents another problem as they were found 

at Los Muertos65 at a late time period. They do not belong 

to the Salado Culture and are either a borrowed trait 

from the South or one developed locally at the Classic 

time horizon. 

Arrow-Shaft Strai~hteners 
w 

USE: Seventeen arrow shaft straighteners and one arrow shaft 

smoother were uncovered at the Babocomari Village. 

The term "arrow shaft straighteners" was adopted by 

Kidder66 who describes the use of these tools in the 

straightening of the cane shafts of arrows. Kroeber67 

states that the Indians of California employed a comparable 

tool. It was often rounded or ridged on top, as is the 

case with twelve of the Babocomari specimens. All invariably 

had a polished transverse groove. '\hile the texture of 

62Lumholtz, 1912, p. 144 (See plate orposite) 
63cosgrove, H. Sand C. B., 1932, pIs. 37-38. 

64Scantling, 1940, p. 50. 
65Haury, 1945, p. 133. 
66Kidder, 1932, pp. 76-80. 
67 Kroeber, 1925, p. 530. 
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the stone used would not aid much in the smoothin~ process, 

it is generally believed that these tools were employed in 

the wood working of arrow shafts. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babocomari arrow shaft straighteners fall 

into four types, designated by the natural material used. 

No two of the specimens are exactly alike, but when divided 

according to the above-mentioned characteristics, a certain 

combination of traits became apparent. Pebbles of crystalline 

limestone, talc schist, sandstone, and diorite were used by 

the Babocomarites in the manufacture cf these tools. Evidently 

the raw stone was pecked into the desired shape and size 

and smoothed by polishing. The diagnostic groove was first 

indicated by a scratchedincision j then deepened 

and enlarged by scraping. The 10ngitud1nal s,Jorings of' this 

process of manufacture can be diseer~ed faintly even in 

some of the highly-polished grooves. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type 1. Lime~tone Stra1~hteners. = Pl. 65 a. 

GROOVE 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS wEIGHT MATERIAL LENGTH WIrTH DEPTH LOCATIO~ 

cm. cm. cm. lb. oz em. em. cm. 
1 1214 5.8 ~'i 

---1-- -- '-, X-L.S. 3.7 .8 1.3 :r. 4P2 c. 

2 13.2 8.0 1 4 " 7.7 .3 1.1 c. 
13.4 " 3.0 .4 1 r, 

~ 5.1 3.1 0 l~ • .c. 

4 " 2.6 4 12·3 7.0 3.8 1 ~ 1.3 . ./ 
a. Material: Crystalline limestone. subjected to intense 

firing--most likely during the cremation ritual. 

b. Shape: All four of the tools of this type are rough 

blocks averaging 1 lb. 2 oz., 12.8 cm. in 1en~th, 6.47 em. 1n 

width, and 3.4~ ('l'\. in thickness. They are r'o~i?hly triangular 

n 

" 
" 



in cross section, the apex of the triangle being the position 

for the transverse groove. 

c. Groove: All the grooves run at right angles to the 

long axis of the tool. The grooves of the four specimens 

falling into this type are: average length 5.0 cm., average 

width 1.22 cm., and average depth .5 cm. All groove interiors 

are highly polished. The sides of the grooves are not per

pendicular but are angled to oreate a slope and the groove 

itself, being wedge shaped, has a flat ba~e in cross section. 

d. Base: Flat bases on all four specimens. The 

pecking marks are very much in evidence, showing that the 

final polishing step was not used on this area of the tool. 

Type! 2. Schist Strai~hteners. ,Pl. 65 b. 

GROOVE 
NC. LENGTH WIrTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LENGTH WIDTH VEPTH LOCATICN 

cm. cm. cm. lb. oz cm. cm. em. 
B/6O 11.3 4.i 3.7 13 Gray Talc 4.0 1.2 1.0 PH H. II H" 
B/78 7.1 ~.4 2.1 3 Schist .9 .6 1.0 Fl.H. 
BL77 8.1 .6 2.4 Broken 4 1.9 .7 1.3 tl 

a. Material; Talc schist. Shows no firing marks around 

the groove section. 

b. Shape: Var-y from Type 1 in that the tool \Was carefully 

shaped. Average weight of the three specimens is .66 oz., 

avera~e length 2.26 cm., average width 1.1 em., and average 

height 2.73 cm. All three specimens are very definitely 

triangular in cross section, the groove ridge beins very pro-

nounced. 

rt 
I 
" 
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c. Groove: All ~rooves run at ri~ht an~les to the lon~ - --
axis or the stone. The pronounced tep rid~e of the implement 

allows a shorter, deeper grip for any object held in the 

groove position. The grooves average in length 2.26 em., in 

width 1.1 em., and in depth .83 cm. In cross section the 

groove is "V" shaped with upper lips of the groove flaring out 

at contact with the ridge of the tool. 

d. Ease: All three bases are carefully pecked, shaped, 

and polished to a smooth finish. Striation marks present on 

the base surface run at right angles to the long axis of 

the tool, paralleling the axis of the top side gl·oove. 

Type ''3. Sandstone Straighteners. Pl. 65. 

GROOVE 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LENGTH \t.IDTE DEPTH LCCATICN 

8 
B/107 
B/7 
B/25 
12 

cm. cm. cm. lb. oz. em. em. 
8 . 2 7. 3 4 • 6 I 4 Sa nd - 5 . 8 , 2 

11.1 7.8 3.2 1 1 stone 5.5 .4 
10.0 7.9 4.3 1 2 6.6.6 
10.1 5.5 2.9 0 8 2.0.4 

4 .0 7.0 4 • 0 0 -----!7 ______ 4,..:....2 __ .-:.._4_ 

cm. 
-:r~F"""'I'--"'B'-~~ 

1.5 "" 1 P3 
1.5 Test 
1.5 n 

I' 1.1 ___ _ 

a. Material: Fine-greined sandstone. Only one (Pl. 65) 

shows effects of groove firing. 

b. Shape: When sand s tone was used the shape va r-ied con-

siderably. All unlike Type 2, conform to the nat~ral lines , 
of the pebble. The average weight of this group is 1 lb. 4 oz., 

average length 8.68 cm., average width 7.1 ~m., and the 

average thickness is 3.8 em. In cress-section all of the 

specimens, with one exceptien (fig. b ) are tr'iangular, but 

this trait is not so pronounced as in Type 



~89 

c. Groove: All the grooves, as in Types 1 and r0-

C, 

run at right angles to the long a~is of the tool. The 

average length of the groove in this type is 4.82 em., 

average width 1.26 cm., and average depth .4 cm. In cross 

section the grooves are wider and shallower generally 

speaking, than are the grooves of Type ,2. The upper 

portion of the groove lip flar-es out reore, not allo\ollng 

so tight a grip of the arrow as would Type "2 which, accord-

ing to manufacture, would take a shorter but str-onger 

bite on the arrow shaft. 

d. Ease: All flat ano natural, not pecked and s~aped 

as in Type.l and 2. The pebble was probably chosen for 

its inherent shape and only pebbles with a flat side v/ere 

used. 

Type ,'4. Die!'i te Straighteners. Pl. 65 d. 

GROOV"E:" 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LENGTH ~IDTH DEPTH LOCATIC] 

em. em. em. lb oz cm. cm. cm.~ __ ~ 
BTfB91o.o 7.3 3.9 1 1 Diorite 1.8 .5 l.r-FI. lP3-
B/177 6.7 5.9 4.2 0 12" 2.0.5.9" l2P2 

1.8 .31.1 It rl 

a. Material: Diorite. 

b. Shape: Both specimens made of diorite have greatly 

var-ying shapes. The straightener in fig. d. is the only 

specimen which has a finely-shaped ridge into which the trans

verse groove was cut. In cross-sectien the stone resembles a 

flat-based oval with a square ridge on top which houses the 

groove. In fig. d. is the only specimen tha t has two grooves. 

It is triangular in cross -section. The average weight of' the 



specimens is 14.5 oz., average length 8.35 cm., average 

width 6.6 cm., and average thickness 4.5 cm. 

c. Groove: The groove in the specimen in fig.d 

is 1.8 in length, 1.1 crn. in width, and .5 cm. in depth. 

The two grooves of fig • are: (a) 2.0 cm. in length, 

• 9 cm. in width, and .5 cm. in depth; and (b) 1.8 cm. in 

length, 1.1 cm. in width, and .3 cm. in depth. The grooves 

are "U" shaped in cross- section with a slight cutflare 

at the upper portion of the lips. Fig. d would allow a deep, 

short bite on the arrow shaft inserted into the groove. 

CONCLUSION: There has been some confusion in the literature 

. regarding terminolgy as "arrow-shaft straightener" and 

"arrov-shaft smoother ll are used loosely. 

Generally speaking, the arrow-shaft straighteners of 
68 69 

Los Muertos collection and or the Pecos collection 

are recognizable as tools akin to the straighteners of the 

Babocomari collection. Vpon closer scrutiny, however, the 

tools vary as to minute points of manufactur~ due to 

local technique ane raw materials on hano. For example 

the Pecos str'aighteners contained drilleo holes on the top 

surfaces and were manufactured from rectangular bloCks;70 

whereas the Babocomari straighteners have nel ther of these 

tl-al ts. Los Muertos 71 collection contains straighteners 

68Ibld . 

69 Ib1d . 

~OKidder, 1932, figs. 53-54. 

71Haury, 1945, pl. 60. 
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with as many as six transverse grooves, with the drilled , ( , 
holes on the top surface like some in the Pecos collection. 

The Babocomari collection is cruder and bulkier than the 

above-mentioned groups. 

Two specimens closely resembling the implements in 

Los Muertos 72 collection and described as "straighteners" 

were found on the surface of the Babocomari Village. These 

thin-grooved specimens may have been incomplete arrow-shaft 

straighteners. 

Ar-row-shaft straighteners, ~ermed arT'OW shaft smoothers, 

were found at Tres Alamos73 in the Tucson Phase. This is 

the time of the Babocomari Village. As mentioned previously, 

these tools were found at a contemporary time reriod at Los 
~4 

Muertos. At pecos( the ridged straighteners belonged to 

Glaze V and later rubbish. Mul ti-grooved, re ~tangular or 

rounded arI'ow-shaft straightener-s, described as arrow-shaft 

polishers, were found at Kin1shba 75 , a late pueblo ruin 

lying north and east of the Babocomari Village. These were 

descr1bed as be1ng used as tools to polish wooden arrow

shafts, bone aWls, needles and also some stone and shell beads. 

72 Ibid., pl. 61. 

73Tuth1l1, 1947, p. 75, pl. 26. 

74Kidder, 1932, p. 80. 

75Cumm1ngs, 1940, pp. 51-52. 
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To the west of the Babocomari Village similar tools 

~ere found at Jackrabbit Ruin. The straighteners ter~ed 

"polishers" by Scantling are more closely akin to those 

found in the Babocomari collection than are the straighteners 

from either the Pecos, Kinishba, or Los Muertos collections. 

Scantling termed his triangular cross sectional type a 

loaf-shaped polisher which "seems to be more closely allied 

with those found in the desert region of the lower part 

of California than with the rectangular style common to 

Central Arizona.,,76 

Campbell I s work near Twenty-Nine Palms 77 exposed a.rr'o.' 

shaft straighteners which belong to the same general type 

as those found at both Jackrabbit Wells and the Babocomari. 

To the south several arrow-shaft straighteners termed shaft 

grinders came from Chlhuahua:D:3:1l, Chihuahua: A: 16:2, and 

Chihuahua:D:8:1.78 One of sayles ' specimens closely 

resembles the type common to Central Arizona and Kltlishba. 
79 To the east the straighteners resemble the Central Arizona 

types rather than the Babocomari type. 

76scantllng, 1940, p. 51, pl. 20. 
77 Campbell, 1931, p. 82. 

78sayles, 1936, p. 44., pl. 22. 

79cosgrove, H. S. and C. B., 1932, pIs. 57e,f,g. 
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It is believed that the rectangular type of arrow shaft 

strai~hteners was introduced into the Gila.-salt Region by 
- 80 

the Pueblo peoples , but the pa~ticular type of straightener 

cammon to the Babocomari Village does not fall into the 

rectangular classification of the Central Arizona type. 

Rather, the cQmmon form of Babocomari straightener finds 

its affinity with these tools found at sites to the west 

and with those of the Tres Alamos site in the San Pedro 

Valley (Tucson Phase). 

Arrow-Shaft Smoothers! 

Only one arrow-shaft smoother was excavated at the 

Babocomari Ruin. This specimen was found in the upper fill 

of l10use 2P2, a burned house which contained evidence 

in the fill of being used as a trash dump at a period after 

the house was burned. 

tSE: These implements were probably used as rasps to 

smooth and straighten the shafts of wooden arrows. Their 

carefully flattened upper surfaces suggest that they were 

set face-to-face In pairs and that the shaft under treatment 

80 
Haury, 1945, p. 139. 



was worked back and forth between them. However, by 

rotating the ahart, a single atone could 'have been used 

equally as vell.SI 

CLASSIFICATION: 

a. Ma te rial: Coarse sand stone, brown in color j show ing 

effect of firing (smudged). 

b. Shape: Rectangular block or coarse, sort sandstone 

with excellent abrading qualitIes. WeIghs 6 oz., measured 

6.2 cm. In length, 3.2 am. In width, and 3.4 cm. in thickness. 

All six sides or the tool have been smoothed. 

c. Groove: Groove parallels the lcng axis of the block. 

This characteristic is completely different from the arrow

shaft straighteners inasmuch as the grooves of the st~aighteners 

are all at right angles to the long axis of the implement. 

The groove measures 6.0 cm. in length; .9 cm. in width, and 

.3 cm. in depth. In cross-section, the groove is nU" shaped 

with the lip flaring out slightly at the contact with the 

flat upper face. 

d. Base: Flat and rectangular as are all six sides. 

Shows evidence of being smoothed. 

MISCELLANEOUS: The arrow-shaft smoother was a tool common 

to the Anasazi, a 1 though in late times it d i'f fused south'tiar-d 

into the Hohokam and the Babocomari Culture. 

81Kidder, 1932, pp. 80-82. 
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Stone Potter's Tools 

Pot 'Polishers: 
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VSE: One cremation (12P4) contained seven of them. The others 

were found on house floors. 

Doctor Guthe's valuable study of San 1ldefonso ceramics 

gives conclusive information as to the use of these antifacts: 

"Each potter (at Sen 1ldefonso) has several polishing stones, 

the number varying from seven to sixteen; they are distinctly 

the personal property of the potter, and apparently h~ve a 

semi-sacred significance. For the most part the~· are heirlocms, 

handed down from mother to daughter, but additional stones 

are picked up from ruins which the potters have visited. Cne 

informant has fOUl' stones which her mother gave her, and three 

which she found at the ruined pueblo of Puye. Another informant 

uses a stone that belonged to her great-grandmother, although 

her favorite is a small one which she found herself at a 

nearby ruin. Stones are sometimes lent by one potter to another', 

but they very seldom find their way outside the family group. 

Before the slip (which has been applied to the vessel) dries, 

the rubbing with the polishing-stone is begun. The stone is 

held between the thumb and the first t~o fingers of the ri£ht 

hand. The entire surface is gone over several times with a 

backward-forward motion in strokes about three or four inches 

long. Each stroke is made with the entire forearm, there being 

no noticeable play either in the wrist or the fingers. This 

is a rather fatiguing and exacting process, for to obtain the 

best l'6sults all parts of the surface must receive equal 



attention.~2 
The present da~ Pimas employ the pot-polisher in 

83 
the same manner. 

MANuFACTURE: The Babocomarites did not manufacture the 

pot-polisher but, as dld the other inhabitants of the South-

west, they went to the streams and collected har~, flne

grained 19neous and metamorphic pebbles that were vorn 

smooth by water action. Two types of polishers are defined 

basically on the basis of the native materials used. Both 

t~pes were chosen because of their natural shape; i.e., 

chosen to fit comfortably in the hane and to be held easily 

between the fingers. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type ll. Sandstone Polishers. PI.66 o. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
84 3.4 cm. 3.1 cm. ,. 3 em. ""2 oz. Sdndstone FIr House I t:.. 

201b 5.0 3.1 em. 2.3 em. 3 oz. " Cram 12P4 cm. 
233 6.8 5.9 3.4 10 oz. " FIr- H. 19P, em. cm. om. 

6.0 2.8 6 " " " 3P3 cm. 5.1 em. cm. oz. 
5.9 3.8 3.2 8 oz. r. " " 3P3 em. cm. em. 
7.4 5.2 3.1 10 oz. n " " 12P2 cm. cm. cm. 
~.l 3.6 2.4 2 " " " n om. cm. em. oz. 

.1 6.2 2.8 5 " " I! 5P3 cm. om. cm. oz. 
4.6 3.8 2.1 5 " 11 " 3P3 om. em. em. oz. 
8.1 7.1 3.6 11 11 " " L em. cm. cm. oz. 
2. 4 3.8 cm. 2.1 cm. 2 oz. " Surface cm. 

Shapes: No two sandstone polishers 'Were of the same , 

shape , although they were, taken as a 'Whole, larger than 

the igneous rock polishers. The .fine -grained sandstone 

82 1925, 28 and 60, after Kidder, 1932, pp. 63-64. Guthe, pp. 

83Russell, 1908, p. 127. 
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polishers averaged 5.8 em. in length, 5.2 em. in width, 

2.4 em. in thickness, and weighed apprcximately 8 oz. 

They tend to have a flat surface and to fit comfortably 

in the hand. One of the cache of polishers found in the 

cremation was a sandstone type, while the others were 

of dense igneous material. 

Type 2, Igneous Polishers. Pl.66 e. 

84 
20la 
20le 
20ld 
201e 
201f 
201~ 
83 -
158 

LENGTH 
5.7 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.0 em. 
5.1 em 
5.3 em. 
3.5 em. 
4.2 em. 
4.3 em. 
4.8 em. 
5.7 em. 
5.9 em. 
5.3 em. 
5.6 em. 

WIDTH THICKNESS 
3.1 em. 2. ° em. 
3.1 em. 2.3 em. 
3 . 1 em. 2. 3 cm. 
3 . 1 em. 2. 3 em. 
3·1 em. 2.3 em. 
3.1 em. 2.3 em. 
3.1 em. 2.3 em. 
3.6 em. 2.7 em. 
4 . 2 em. 4.2 em. 
2 .6 em. 1.9 em. 
°.8 em. r; 5 ,.;. c. em. 
3.1 em. 3. 0 em. 
2 .9 em. 3. 0 em. 
5 . 1 em. 2. 3 em. 
5.3 em. 2.1 em. 
5.0 em. 2.0 cm. 
5.1 em. 2. 5 em. 

WEIGHT MATERIAL LOCATION 
2 oz. Chalcedony FIr H. "1" 
6 II ~uartzite Crem 12P4 
4 " n II K 

5 I i it " t' oz. \ or e 
2" c..ua rtz 1 te " " 
2 I' 

2 " 
6 " 
7 fI 
r.. fI c:. 
,.. " t:. 

3 " 
6 " 6 tl 

8 " 
7 " 
8 oz. 

" " " 
fl Cha1 ced ony I' 

Quarttite FIr H "I" 
" " n "L" 
II II "lP~ 

" " " ,,-
" It 

tI 

" 
" 
" 

" "3P3 
n " 12P2 

Surface 
" 
I' 

" 
Shapes: Generally smaller than Type'l and chosen for 

their smooth, dense quality. They averaged about 4.3 em. 

in length, 3.1 em. ln \fldth, and 2.1 cm. in thickness. The 

average weight for this group wag 4-1/2 oz. 

MISCELLANEOUS: Pot-polishers have been found through

out the Southwest as standar~ pottery making equipment. They 

were used abundantly in late times in the PLeblo area. 

At peeos84 they became popular in late Glaze V or Pueblo 5 

84 Kidder, 1932, p. 64. 



times. They were also used in the Gila-Salt draina~e 85 - , 
as well as at many other pottery bearing sites in the 

Southwest. 

Pa int Grinders: 

USE: Artifacts similar to the Babocomari specimens, were 

found at Pecos which were termed "paint grinders fl • It was 

surmised that "the work done on all of them obviously 

was accomplished by rubbing rather than pounding and that 

paint was ground in both is proved by traces of reo, green, 

yellow and black pigment which still a~here to specimens 

of each." 
86 

Small oval rubbing stones were found with several of 

the grinders at Babocomari. Although no paint adhered to 

any grinders, the close similarity in shape and form with 

the Pecos specimens undoubtedly accounts for a similar use. 

The grinders have been placed under the categor~ of potters 

tools inasmuch as pigments for use in pottery may have 

been ground in these receptacles. It goes without saying 

that pigments which were tc be used for- body decoration, 

ceremonial paraphernalia, etc., were also ~und in these 

utensils. It would seem reasonable to classify paint grinders 

under the heading of potters' tools. 

85 8 Haury, 1945, p. 13 . 
86 Kidder, 1932, p. 74 , fig. 48-49. 
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MANUFACTURE: The craftsmen used blocks of sandstone, granite, 

and crystalline limestone to manufacture the paint grinders. 

The body of the grinders remains uoworked except for the 

four-sided depression which has been ~ecked into them. 

CLASSIFICATION: The paint grinders have been divided into 

two types in accor~ance with their bod) shape and the shape 

of the depressed grind ing surface. 

Type '1. Rectangular Block Paint Grinders. Pl. 66 b. 

lilL 
1 

LENGTH WIMH 
23.5 cm. 13.6 cm. 
30.8 cm. 14.4 cm. 

THICKNESS 
0.1 cm. 
7 .2 cm. 

-MATERIAL 
Granite 
Sandstone 

LOCATION 
Floor House I 

t' "1 P3 

a. Material: One granite and one sandstone specimen. 

b. Body: Rectangular blo~k in shape, averaging 27.1 cm. 

in length, 14 cm. in width, and 6.6 em. in thickness. In cross

section, the grinder is block shape. 

c. Grinding surface: Covers the top surface of the t\o'o 

specimens, unlike Type 2 which has a depressed area. 

Type 2. Oval Paint Grinders. Pl. 66 b. 

B o D Y T'R c r G H 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICK LENTH WIrTH THIClC" f4!ATERIAL LOCATIOr\ 

cm. cm. cm. cm. em. cm. 
1 28.5 21.4 cr:r 17.5 22.1 2.0 Sandstone FIr H ""1r'"--
r· 28.2 16.5 3.6 15.1 8.5 1.8 Limestone f1 " IP2 c:. 

22.2 24.3 5.0 17.5 22.1 2.0 Sand stone 11 1112P2 
~ 28.1 23. 2 4.8 19.5 13.1 1.5 1\ r, 1P3 
2_ 33·1 21.4 5.2 14.2 13.1 1.0 " Surface ---

a. Material: Four sandstone specimens and one limestone 

sJ.j8cimen. 

b. Body: Fough, unshaped eval slab of sandstone. Average 

length of specimen 27.9 em., average width 21.3 em., average 

thickness 5.3 cm. 
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c. Grinding surface: Def1nitely bordered and depressed 

oval to rectangular grinding surface. Average length of area 

16.5 cm., average width 15.6 cm., average depth·l.6 cm. Bcrders 

of grinding surface very definite. No signs of crushing action 

noted on worked s~rface. Association with hand rubbing 

stones indicates that grinders were used with a hand stone 

in a backward-forward motion. 

DISTRIBUTION: The closest affinities the Babocomari 

specimens have are with the Pecos 

the Jackrabbit Well Ruin88 tc the 

to the east. 

87 
specimens to the north, 

89 
west, and the Swarts Ruin 

It is probable that the paint grinders were used as 

were the paint palettes of the Hohokam. It is interesting 

indeed that not a vestige of a slate paint palette typical 

of the Hohokam Culture appeared at the Babocomarl Village. 

Palnt Mortars: 

USE: A number of similar items at SW2rts Ruin have been 

defined as small mortars which "may have been used as paint 

cups; none, however, show discoloration except from minerals. 

Possibly unfired organlc potter's ralnt, if used, has been 

absorbed by the so11 .gnd Ie ft no trace. 1190 

87Yldder, Ibid. 

88scantling, 1940, p. 46, pl. l4b. 

89 
Cosgrove, H. B. and C. S., 1932, pl. 25. 

90 Ibid, p. 33, pl. 28a,b,d. 
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The Babocomari specimens did not show traces of pigment 

but, inasmuch as these tools are usually termed p?int mortars, 

they have been included under the heading of potters tools. 

It is possible, as in the C3se of the paint grinders, that 

their secondary use'S may have been varied. 

MANt~FACTl1RE: SandstCb~ pebbles, almost ;ct.:.be in'shape, were 

chosen to manufacture' these tool's. A small depression on 

one side was pecked into the s~rface of the sandstone. 

The depression is usually ovoid and fairly shallow. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Paint Mortars, '1.66 a. 

-------'ffC"D-y------------ HOLE 
NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICK DIAM. DEPTH MATERIAL WT. LOCNIION 

cm. em. em. em. 
=-B /....,2:::-:2~--::'1-r.4-. '='0----.;;1 0 • 0 Lr:-2- -- - 4 -

8.1 7 

em. 
SanlBstone Brkn 

" IT 

Surface 
n 2 19.8 2.3 

B/49 7.7 7.2 ~.5 4.5 
9.6 5.8 
7.2 4.9 
6.2 5.9 

1 
2.6 
1.1 
2.0 

" 
" 

n F'loor H. I1r" 
4 13.0 10.5 I' "" G" 
B/I02 14.0 13.S .9 

1.7 
1.3 

I' " "4P2" 
B/236 10.1 8.1 n 

n 
" ,I " "3P3" 

II ""r~1I 7 13.0 12.9 4.2 5.2 

a. Material: All the specimens were made frem medium 
grade sandstone. 

b. Body: Irregular and crude in shape but tend to .... a.rO 

t:1e cube in form. Average length of body 13.1 cm., aver.s.ge 

width 9.2 cm., average thickness 6.6 em. 

.:. j 

c. Depression:. Shallow ovoid depression, deeper in center 

than towards the sides. Pecked into the sandstone. Diameter': 

average 5.3 em., average depth at center of depressicn 1.7 em. 

DISTRIBUT[ON: Paint mortars are known i~ the Hohokam Culture 

as well as to the east in the Mimbres Valley. 
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stone Socio-Religious Fetishes. 

Crystal Medicine Stones. Pl. 67 a. 

NO. 
BIlla 
B/200 
B/202 
B/2l5 
B/229 
B/211 
B/218 

LENGTH 
3.1 cm. 
4.4 em. 
6.9 cm. 
4.2 cm. 
2.2 cm. 
3.2 cm. 
4.8 cm. 

DIAft!ETER 
.9 cm. 

2.3 em. 
5.1 cm. 
1.2 cm. 
1.1 em. 
1.4 Cit. 

4.1 em. 

MATERIAL LOCATION 
~uartz Crystal Creme 5P2 

" ~ n l2P4 
" " " 12P4 
" " Sub-House lP3 
f' It Floor H. 19p2 
" " Surface 
" " Crem. 5P2 

Students of Southwestern archaeology have, in the 

past, pur-posely refrained from design<?ting religious 'usage to 

material artifacts. Revolting against the Eur-opean approach 

to material artifacts, they have, vith good reAson, followed 

the path of pur~ descriptive analysis. However, in the case 

of quartz crystals, phallic symbols, and natural concre~ions 

which were used as fetish9f', the author believes that these 

artifacts connote certain aspects of prehistoric life which 

should be expressec in modern studies. 

Russell describes the use of ~uartz crystals among 

the Pimas as follows: 

"Crystals and curiously shaped stones of 
all kinds were prseerved in the outfits of 
the medicine-men. Several such specimens 
'\-Tere purchased and some were found in a (:ache 
among the hills."91 

Medicine stones found at CAS~ Grande suggestec the 

following associational usage described by Fe'Wkes: 

91 Russell, 1908, p. Ill, fig. 32. 
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"The Arizona Ind ians, espe cia1ly the Hopi, 
make use of a variety of stones in their 
medicine ceremonies; these differ in shape, 
color, and degree of har~nes3, properties con
sidered important by the priests. * * * 

"Crystals of quarts are prized by manl of 
the southwestern tribE3 for medicinal purposes. 
These crystals are found in several ruins in 
northern Arizona, where they had, no dOt:bt, 
the same significance. Numerous quartz crystals 
vere found at Casa Grande. It is known frem 
the le~ends of the Pima as well as from the 
Pueblo-traditions, that such crystals were 
employed in the practice of mecicine; specimens 
have been found iL fetish baas of the dead.r. 9 2 

Cushing also comments an the use of' crystals as medicine 

fetishes: 

"In this c:mnection it is interesting to 
add as of possible moment suggestively t~at 
associated with the ultra mural remains (in 
the Sal t River Valley), both house and PJral 
were found, small, peculiar concretion-stones 
and crystals evidently once used as r:ersonal 
fetishes or amulet9, as in the case at Zuni 
today. "93 

Medicine Cylinders. Pl. 67 c. 

NO. LENGTH DI~- ~ATERIAL LOCATION 
":"B""/~1-:::9'""'O"--""'3"-.-r'6-c-m-. --. 6---cm-.--~S""1--::ac-:rt-:e:--- 1"loor Sub - Hou se 3 Fc 
B!190 3.6 cm. .6 cm. " " I' n 

Tva specimens were found on a house floor and not 

associated with a cremation, but the similarity tetveen 

these t'Wo objects and the small cylinders from the Peec3 

Ruin leaves little dcubt as to the affinity aLa probable 

identical function cf the two groups of ar·tifacts. 

The tvo cylinders of the Babocomari collection aver

age 3.6 cm. in length and .6 cm. in diameter. One is made 

92 . 
Fewkes, 1912, p. 130, pl. 67a. 

93Cushlng, 1890. p. 179. 
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of slate and the other of an unidentified dark, mottled 

green stone resembling jadite. The stones ar~ hlghl~ 

polished and, in the case of the slate cylinder, a groove 

runs parallel to both sides of the cylinder three-fourths 

of the way to the top of the cylinder. 

Phallic Symbols. Pl.67 b. 

NO. LENGTH I:'IAMETER MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/25l 8.9 cm. 2.7 cm. Sandstone Floor House 5P3 

Phallic syrr.:)ols were very common among the Hohokam 

living in the Gila-Salt drainage, especially among those 

living at Pueblo Grande in the Sal t River' Valley. They 

have been described previously as "small pestle-like rods, 

sometimes called 'plummeta', usually of coarse lava, taper·-

ing toward one ~nd and with an en~ircling notch near the 
1195 large rend. 

Phallic symbols may have been used to denote some 

religiOUS belief, perhaps in r·egard to fertility rites. 

The suggestion is not at all improbable when the fetishes 

of primitive agrarian peoples living presently in the 

world are reviewed. Certain of the African groups regar~ 

the phallus as a symbol of fertility. Although this is 

a common interpr-etation of the symbol among the archaeol

'ogists of the Southwest, they, for some reason, have 1'ailed 

to describe the Hohokam plummet ·as such in their reports. 

95Glad",1n, Haury, Sayles; 1937, p. 11(;, pl. LY:XXI 
and Haury, 1945, p. 141, pl. 64c, d. 
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Perhaps, once again, the fear of religious interpretation 

of material artifacts has formed an unfortunate barrier 

between the field worker and his readers. 

The sandstone phallic symbol was made by pecking 

and abrasion. The phallic head was cut into the thinner 

section of the cylinder by scratching a circle entir~IJ 

about the head of the fetish. A secondar·y straight line 

was cut across the head of the symbol, parallel to the 

short axis of the cylinder. 

Painted Flakes, Pl. 67 d. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
B!2l3 8.7 cm. 4.2 em. .4 em. sandstone Floor Sub-H 
B/163 5.5 em. 3.1 em. 2.1 cm. II II House 
B/162 7.8 cm. 6.2 em. .5 em. " " n 

lF3 
L 
L 

B/232 8.7 3.5 em. 2.2 cm. " 1\ t1 19P2 m. 'I 2. 1 cm. 4.7 cm. .7 cm. " " IlP2 

Five painted flakes of sandstone, colored with a heavy 

coating of red hematite, were found on four different house 

floors. Inasmuch as the flakes show no utilitarian wear, 

they have been placed under the category of painted flakes 

and classified under the heading. of religious tokens. 

They may well have been made by potters testing the strength 

of their pigments before applying them to the Babocomari 

Polychrome, ot they may well have been the results of child 

play. 

Med ie ine Ba 11 s. Pl. 67 e. 

NO. I'IAM. MATERIAL LeCATION 
1.0 em. Concret!on Floor House "R" B/64 a,b,c 
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One concretion and t~o unidentified balls averaging 

1.0 cm.. in diameter were .foune on the floor of house "R". 

These tnree artifacts have be.en placed under the category of 

medicine balls. Similar objects, small hemispherical 

nodules, have been found in association with burials 

throughout the Southwest, and it is best to assume that 

they fall into thesame;category.as natural concretion 

fetishes. FQr som~ reasoJl, they were saved by some 

Babocomarite for special 'Use. 

selentine Slabs: 2 specimens. Pl. 67f. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATICN 
B/285 16.1 cm. 6.3 em. .1 em. Sel1nite Crem. S'P,c-~-.--

A slab of raw selenite that h~d not been exposed 

to the cremation fires but added later to the cremation 

proper was found in one cremation. The significa.nce of thE 

slab is unknown. It shows no sign of workmanship. The 

length of the specimen was 16.1 cm., width 6.3 cm., Ei.nd 

thickness .2 cm. It weighs approximately 1 oz. 

National Concretions: 16 speCimens. Pl. G7g 

A number of natural concretions WdS found cR~hed 

4 "~ 1 h " in Cremation Areas and 5. These con~retlon let s es 

have varying mineralogical composi tions . They consis t 

of many strange shapes and range from the size of an egg 

to the size of a grown man's fist. 
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Stone Ornaments 

Nose Buttons: (B/152). 1 specimen, Pl. 68e. 

A nose button, or possibly a labret, was located 

in Cremation Area 1 near::remation 10Pl. Several similar 

96 objects were found at Snaketown, , "here it was believed 

that they were used as personal adornments. Similar 

ornaments of Toltecar origin, made of obsidian and more 

skillfully finished I have been reported from Mexi:o. 

The button consists of 2 cylindrical piece of slate 

1.6 em. in length and .7 cm. in diameter. Both ends of 

the cylinder have been slightly hollowed out and beveled. 

The mid -section of one side of the cylinder has been grooved I 

the groove being 1.1 em. in length and .4 cm. in depth. 

In cross section the groove or depression resembles a "e". 

The button would fit conveniently into the fle3hy part of 

the nose. 

It has been suggested that these may have been 

used as labrets or chin ornaments worn just below the 

corners of the mouth, or through the fleshy parts of 

the chin not unlike the labrets of the Eskimo. 

Turquoise Pendants; 

USE: The turquoise pendants are very similar to the 

type worn today b;y the modern Navajo. In t\oOO cremation 

96Gladwin, Haury, Sayle 8, 1937, p. 128, pl. CVI 111' . 
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caches a set of matched pendants was found. Undoubtedly 

these two sets of turquoise pendants were used as ear 

pendants. Others in the collection could easily have been 

worn suspended about the neck. 

MANUFACTURE: The Babocomarites undoubtedly tradec~ or 

mined turquoise from the GleE-son tur·quoise deposi ts ""hleh 

lie across the San Pedro Valley to the east of the village. 

Fulton and ~thill describe these ancient mines in their 

report cf an archaeological site near Gleeson, Arizona, 

stating: 

"Turquoise • . . is still minee commercial
ly in the neighboring hills, and what is be
lieved may have been an aboriginal quarry was 
found high on a precipitous slope about thr-ee 
miles in an air line from the ruin ..• The 
stone from this area is of a pale blue color 
due to its low copper content and the majori
ty of the turquoise pieces from the site are 
of this sha~e."97 

The turquoise used by the Bebocomari craftsmen is .. 
of this same pale blup- hUE. Many of the rendants have no 

matrix. Two ~efinite types of turquoise pendants were 

mam..lfactur·ed by the Babocomarites. Type 1 consists of a 

rectangular shaped pendant, very thin and well made. 

rnde r the microscope this type of pendant shows that the 

small slabs of turquoise were fashioned by rubbing. 

Abrasion against a harder substance was the main mcdeling 

medium. The polished finish of both types W8S completed 

by rubbln~ against a skin or other smooth polishing 

97Fulton and Tuthill, 1940, p. 36, pl. 4. 
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medium. Type 2 consists of crude globular pieces of 

turquoise highly polished and drilled but not abraded 

into the re ctangula r fla t sha pe of Typ-e 1. 

The suspension holes appear tc have baen drilled 

by a tubular drill. The craftsman drilled on one side 

until a drilled hole was well formed and then turned the 

pendant over and drilled on a fresh face until the two 

suspension holes met as one. In cross-section, the sus-

pension holes have the appearance of an hour glass. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Tlpe 1. Flat Rectangular Pendants. PI 38a-c. 

NO. 
B/109c 
11 

B/194a 
B/194b 
B/144 
B/145 
B/146 
B/147 
B/148 
B/149 
B/142 
B/143 
B/68 
B/69 
B/279 
B/136 
B/136 
B/136 
B/132 c 
B/136e 
B!138 
B/135 
B/137 
B/137 
B/204 
B/204 

LENGTH 
1.5 em. 
" 

2.0 cm. 
1.6 cm. 
2.0 cm. 
1.0 cm. 
1.7 em. 
1.4 em. 
1.3 cm. 
1.0 em. 
1.8 em. 

.9 em. 
1.5 cm. 
1.1 em. 

• 6 em. 
1.5 em. 
1.1 em. 
1.2 em. 
1.5 em. 
Brok. 

. 9 em. 

. 9 em. 
1.3 em. 
1.7 em. 
1.5 ern. 
BrC'k. 

\-!'IDTH 
1.4 em. 
" 

1.2 em. 
1.1 em. 
1.8 em. 

.6 em. 
1.7 cm. 

. 9 cm. 
1.2 cm. 
1.0 ern. 
1.5 em. 

. 7 em. 
l'.~I em. 1 em. 

.6 em . 

.8 em. 

.7 em. 

.6 cm. 

.6 em. 

. 7 em. 

. 7 em • 
• 7 em • 
.8 cm. 

Brok. 
1.1 eM. 
1.8 eM. 

THICKNESS MATERIAL 
• 2 em. Tu rquoise 

11 " 

IP c' em. 
.2 em. 
.2 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 ~m. 
.1 em • 
.2 em. 
• ~ em. 
. 1 em. 
.1 em • 
· Z ern. 
.2 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 em. 
.1 ern • 
.1 em . 
.1 em . 
.1 em. 
.15 em. 
.3 em. 
.2 em. 

" 
11 

ft 

'I 
" 
" 
" 
" 

11 

Burned 
" 
" 
" 'I 
11 

Turquoise 
Burned 

tl 

II 

Turquoise 

LOCATION 
Crem 4P2 

" (matched) 
11 1 F4 
'0 Ip4(matched) 
" r Sp,' 
'I II 

II II 

" " 
" " 
n " 
" .. 
" fI 

TT 16 H "IIIF1l1 
Floor House H 
Surface 
Crem. 6Pl 

II " 
n 

tI 

" 
II 

" 
f1 

" 
" 
t1 

" 
17Pl 

" 
8PI 
4PI 
7P2 

" 
14p4 
" 
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a. Material: Turquoise. 

b. Body: Generally rectangular, with a slight 

narrow taper tovard the suspension hole. 'The average -wldth 

of these pendants is 1.02 em., average length 1.29 em., 

and average thickness .2 em. The four sides of the pendant 

are beveled and rounded. 

e. Suspension hole: Averag6 approximately .15 em. 

in diameter. In cross-section the holes have the appear-anee 

of an hour glass. 

Type 2 Globular Pendants. Pl. 68 d-e. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/140 1.7 em. .8 em. .5 em. Burned Crem. l8Pl 
B/140 2.1 em. 1.1 em. .7 em. It " 11 

B/140 2.1 em. 1.2 cm. .4 em. 11 If It 

B/140 2.2 em. 1.3 em. .7 em. 11 " " 
B/140 1.4 em. .9 em. .~ em. tT I: II 

B/140 Brok. Brok. em • 11 'I 11 . 
B/13le 1.4 em. .7 em. I; em. " II l7Pl '''' B/13le 1.4 em. .7 cm. ·3 em. I' It It 

---
a. Material: Turquoise. 

b. Eody: Unworked globular i"orms. Irregular in 

shape, thivker at the base than at the suspension edge. 

Average length 1.75 em., average width .94 em., average 

thickness .47 em. 

e. Suspension hole. Same as T~pe 1. 

CONCLVSION: 

The t~rquoise pendants of Gleeson and the Babocomari 

Village show a great similarity in both rav material and 

form. Although the Gleeson material is older than that 

of the Eabocomari, it is not lmpossitle to believe teat the 
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art of pendant manufact~re persisted into the Babocomarl 

Phase of the Babocomari Village. The use of schist as a 

raw material for pendants was found to be commen to tr.e 

north in the Gila-Salt Drainage98 at a comparable time 

horizon. However, not cne schist pendant nor fragment 

was located at the Babocomari Village. 

'rurqu oise Bead s : 

uSE: Cremation 4P2 produced 37 tt,;.rquelse beads. They 

were extremely well made and undoubtedly were used as 

personal adornment. These beads were fOund scattered and 

mixed with approximately 1000 shell beads. Perhaps the 

turquoise beads were strung with tte white shell beads 

to add cclor' to the necklace of some Babocomarite. 

lt1ANUFACTDRE: "The roundness and equality of size were 

doubtlessly achieved, as they are by modern bead makers 

of Zuni and santo Domingo, by str'inging the rotlgh1y 

shaped bits of mineral and working teem down collectively 

f "CJO by l~bbing the entire str'ing on an abrasive sur ace. :;7/ 

The Babocomari me tr.od of drilling bead s re suI ted 

in the same type of orifice as is found in stone spindle 

whorl s and ttl rquoise pendan ts, i. e . J t1:e artisan o1'i11ed 

a partial hole on one s ide of the bead, turned it ove r 

and drilled a secondary hole which me t tt~e firs t and left 

an hOur glass cross-section when tl:e hole is viewed from 

98Haury, 1945, p. 142 

99Kidder·, 1932, pp. 100-101, fig. 76. 
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the sides. An excellent description of bead manufacture 
100 

is to be found in the Swarts Report. 

CLASSIFICM'ION: 

~ 1. Flat Disc Beads. 37 specimens. Fl. 68h. 

NO. TYPE DIAMETER THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/I0ge 1 .5 cm. .2 em. TU1;tUoise Creme 4F~ 
B/135 2 .8 cm. .3 cm. 11 4Pl 

a. Material: Turquoise. 

b. Body: Disc-shaped beads. Average thickness .~ 

cm. and average diameter .5 cm. The beads average 16 tc 

the inch, are perfectly circular, and are celicately made. 

~ c. Suspension hole: Each bead i3 crilled in 

the approximate center, the hole averaging 1.S em. in 

diameter. 

Type 2. Long Tubular- Bead s. 1. spee1.!nen. 

a. Material: Turquoise. Singl~ bead feune in 

cremation 4Pl with 48 slate beads. 

b. Body: Long tubular shape. Ed£es beveled to 

add to symmetI-Y of bead proportions. This bead 1s .C em. 

in length and .3 em. in diamEter. The bocy of the bead 

is highly polished. 

e. Suspension hole: Runs the length of the tube. 

Drill hole is different from the other beads in that it 

has perfectly parallel sides. The workmanship y·equiyed 

to drill with such perfection is excellent. 

CONCLlSION: Turquoise beads, like turquoise pencants, 

are found throughout the Pueblo and Hohokam ar-eas d1.Jrin~ 

--------------------~---------------------- --------------
100 

Cosgrove, H. S. and C. B., 193c, p. 6~. 
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wide time spans, and are not diagnostic traits to 

assist the archaeologist in establishing time sequence 

or geographical distribution. 

3la te Bead s : 

As in the case of tur-quoise pendants and bead s, 

slate beads came primarily from cremation pits. It is 

note\lorthy that the bulk of the slate beads came solel;y 

from one cremation area, although five differ-ent areas 

were excavated. The Cremation Area 1 contained slate 

beads, whereas the other areas produced shell beads. 

USE: Th~ beads were undoubtedly used for- personal 

adornment as \lere the turquoise beads. 

MANt;FACTVRE: Essentially the same as for turquOise 

beads (p. 

CLASSIFICATION: The slate beads wer-e divided into three 

definite types, determinant.s being primarily shape and 

size. 

Type 1. Large Disc Beads. 100 specimens. Pl. 68j. 

NO. DIAMETER T HI CKNESS _-:M;,;.Ar:T::..;;E;;;.:.R--"I=AL=--_L;,;..C.;....C_A_T_I~O-.=-N~ __ 
;B:7:l:3~1~f=:.7:==cm~=.======:.3=_c~m~.~ ____ s_1_a_t_e _______ 0_re_m __ . 17P_I __ __ 

a. Material: Slate. 

b. Body: The largest and thickEst of the slate 

beads aver-aged 17 cm. in diameter and .3 em. in thickness. 

These beads average 8 to the inch. 

c. Suspension hole: Seme couble crill tect~iqu€ 

as employed in the turquoise beads Type 1. Hour glass 
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in cross-section. The diameter of orifice is approximately 

.23 em. 

Type ~. Elliptical Shaped Beads. 9 specimens. Pl. 68g. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICK. MATERIAL LOCATION 
B/131e .8 cm. .3 cm. .1 cm. Slate Creme 17Pl 

a. Material: Slate. 

b. Body: Definitely flat and elliptical in shape, 

averaging .8 cm. in length, .3 em. in width, and approximately 

.1 em. in thickness. Approximately 22 to the inch. 

c. Suspension hole: Same as Type 1 turquoise 

bead s . 

Typ~ Small Disc Beads. Pl. 681. 

NO. OCATION 
B 132 em. • C cm • lPl 
B/135 4Pl 
BilBo 1~0 

fl 4P3 
B/13la 3f)48 11 l7Fl 
B/140 1'"'1; I' ISFI c., 

B/139 180 " l~·P· 

B/138 174 I' Epi 
B/106b 1h":< " cp2 

- -' 
B/133a 200 " :: Fl 

a. Material: Slate 

b. Body: Flat disc shaped beacs, averaging .if em. 

in diameter and .c.~m. in thickness. Tt .. ere 1s '" great 

range in size, some beiD€: only .c. (~m. if .. dia!Deter and less 

than .1 em. in thick~€ss. Approximately 18 to the Inch. 

c. Suspension hole: Cc;ntrally locatec and made 

by the same method as turqt:oi8e teads Type 1. 
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Type 4. L~rge Ball Bead. 1 specimen. Pl. 68f. 

~B~O<~~, -~~~.~:Eem~i -THIel!!!! MATERIAL LOCATION 
=~=,:~._--:;;.~~'t.:..........::=-:._--_'-=--=-=i..!...7_-e:::::!t::..!.~---_~_- -. -Slate - -Sub House IP3 

a. Material: Banded red and gray slate. 

b. Body~ Extremely large ball orilled through 

one side. Beautifully mace. 

~. Suspension hole: Exceptionally well drillec. 

Sides of orifice are parallel and true. 

MISCELLA~~ODS: Slate beaes apparentl J were a verJ ~ommon 

type of per-sonal adornment ano the villages of the 

Babocomari made scores of them. Apparently they used 

long strands or a grea.t many individual strands, as 5000 

beads, or approximately e:3 feet, came from one cremation 

alone. Again, beads are commonly found throughout the 

southwestern ar~a. 

Shell Ornaments 

Disc Beads: 

liSE: The shell disc beads carne mainly from Cremation Area, 

snd fortunately were unburned. These beads were undOubtedly 

used for personal ornaments as wer-e the slate beads. 

MANrFACTl'RE: Apparently bi-val vas such as Card ium and 

Glycymeris l were the main source of shell disc beads. The 

process of drilling and shaping paralleled the manufc.ctt;rt? 

of slate dlsc beads. 

CLASSIFICATION: Disc beads have been broken down into 

two types. T~~ 1, by far the rnOI-e abtmd9.nt, r-eserubles 



the small~slate disc bead very closely.· Type 2 is larger 

than any of the slate beads. 

Type 1. Small Shell Disc Beads. 1,513 specimens. Pl. 6gd. 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS MATERIAL LOCATION SPt.CIMENS 
B/I09b .2 cm. .15 em. shell Crem 4P2 1000 cardium Glyc. 

" " B/131d 
,... cm. .1 cm • " " 17Pl Ih'"' • c:. <) 

B/14l r cm. r- em • " 11 5P2 ZOO I' " • c- .c-

B/167 
,.., cm. .18 cm • ,; " 13p2 150 tl I' 

• C. 

a. Material: Actual species of shell unidentified, 

pr-obably e bivalve such as Cardium or GlycJrneris that ",ould 

vithstand the grinding, cutting and boring required in the 

manufacture cf the bea~. 

b. Body: The be3.os are disc-shaped and average .2 em. 

in diameter and 15 em. in thickness. Thickness varied more 

than did the diameter of the beads. 

c. Bore: Similar tc bore cf slate beads with hcur 

glass cross-section, indicating that the boring methoc 

consisted of borir.g from t-wo directions. Wear- or.. lirs of 

bore is noticeable. Average bore diameter .15 em. 

T'Jpe 2. LtHIZZ Disc Shell Bead 3. ~!E!~l[1jens. Pl. rJS;b. 

NO. DIAMETEF 
B/l§O _ .5 cm. 

THIcKNESS 
1.0 em. 

MATERIAL LocATION 
---C=S"-he n-- --'-:::;C-=-r-=-e--.Cm -:-ITp~------

a. Material: Same as TYPE 1. 

b. Body: Larger than Type 1, measuring .7 crn. in 

diameter and .3 cm. in thickness. Largest bead of this t~';:e 

measures 1.0 crn. in diameter and i3 .3 em. in thickness. 

----_.- --------

1 Gladwin, Haury, S~yles, 1937, p. 139. 
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,-. Bore: Sa.me as Type I. Averaged. 4 cm. in 

diameter. 

Saucer Shaped Beads: 4 specimens. 

liSE: Four beads of natur'al disc shape were found on the 

surface. These discs apparently were cut from the base of 

some univalve marine shell. The shell resembles the type 
o ~ 

found at Pecos' and at Los Muertos- called "saucer shaped 

beads". Apparently they were strung together to form 

strands of beads. 

MANUFACTURE: It appears that these beads were cut from 

the side of the lower part of the Olivella, and bored with 

a rather' large hole. Several of the bores appeared to be 

mere breaks which would allow the passage of the string 

CLASSIFICATION: Pl. 69d. 

NO. I'IMl~TER 
1 Surface .8 cm. 
,.., It 6 .::. . cm. 
B/281 .9 cm. 

THICKNESS 
.2 em. 
.2 em • 
.1 cm. 

LOGA'I'ION 
Surface 

" 
II 

a. Material: Probably the side of the lover part of 

the Olivel1a shell. 

b. Body: In cross-section these beads 2re concave

convex. The yare round 'With a large bore. The Babocomari 

specimens measured .7 em. in diameter and the upJ:er' lip 

measured .2 em. from the bore. 

2 
Kidder, 1932, pp. 185, 186, fig. 159 c. 

3Haury, 1945, p. 149. 
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c. Bore: The perforation is lar~er than that of 

the disc beads and measures .3 cm. in diameter. The bor'e 

is drilled or punched through the apex of the inside 

spiral of the shell. 

Whole Shell Beads. 

rSE: Three specimen8 of Olivella beads wer-e found. These 

beads were trades from the Pacific Coast to the San Fedr'o 

Valley and the Babocomari Village at a compar-ativel;y late 

da te • That they were used for de cora tion as bead s 

covering different parts of the body has been proven, fer-

a t Pee os the y we r-e found in bUl'i3.1 s eneirc ling trJe wris t, 
4 

neck and waists of the dead. The Oli\lella "as the most 

popular of whole shell beads during the Classic Perlo(ls 
h 

of the Hohokam in the Gila-Salt Drainage.~ 

MANUFACTURE: The Babocomarites 'Worked tl:e small univalve 

Olivella shell by merely breaking the spiral base. The 

bead was strung vertically. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Olivella Biflicata. 3 specimens. Pl. 69c. 

NO. LENGTH DIAME1'ER LOCATION 
B/282 1.1 em. .4 em. Surr'ace 

a. Material: Olivella Shell. 

b. Body: Small, whole shell of Olivella. lIn'Wor'ked 

4Kidder, 1932, p. 186. 
t; 
-Haur~, 1945, p. 148, pl. 69 p,q. 
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except for perforation. Averaged 1.1 em. in length and 

.4 cm. in diameter. 

c. Bore: Simple breaking of spiral tip of' shell 

leaving a perforation of .1 cm. in diameter. 

Oliva Hiatu1a. Pl. 69 c. 

MANUFAcmrRE: Same as for the smaller Olivella shells. 

A small section was broken at the spiral base of the bead 

and strung in the same fashion as the smaller bead. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Oliva Hiatula. 10 sueeimens . 

NO. 
B/153b 
BIB8 

LENGTH 
4. 2 em. 
4.0 cm. 

. 

DIAMETER 
1.4 cm. 
2.0 em. 

LOATICN 
Crem. 1bP2 
Floor House IP;: 

a. Material: ~~ole Oliva shells. 

b. Body: Natural shape save for perforation for 

str'inging at base of shell. Average length of shells in 

collection 4.1 cm., average diameter 1.7 em. 

c. Perforation: Broken section at base or' spiral. 

Average diemeter .8 em. 

d. Location: Nine in ene cremation and one on a 

house floor. 

G1ycymeris Maculatus 

tlSE: These small bivalves ",ere pierced through the beak 

and str'ung as beads. 

MANtIFACTtiRE: Piercing the beak of the tiny Glyc Jmeri3 
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shells was the only workmanship required in manufacturing 

these ordnaments. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Glycymeris Maeulatus. Pl. 69s. 

NO. LENGTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
Surface I 

B/166 
B/199 

.19 em. 
1.1 em. 
1.3 em. 

.2 em. 

.1 em. 

.2 elD. 
Creme 2 Area 
Floor house IP3 

a. Material: Small G+~eymeris maeulatus shells •. 

b. Body: Natural, unworkeo save for perforation. 

Average width of she 11 1.1 em., average thickness .2 cm. 

c. Bore: Small perforations bored into the beak of 

the shell measure .1 em. in diameter. 

Verrnetus Sp. (Marine Worms). 

USE: Four lengths of this shell material wel'e f'o\;.nd on 

various house floors and it is believed that these lengths 

were employed as beads. IIAlthough Vermetus, a tubt.:lar casing 

of a marine worm, would aptear to be desirable bead material, 

it was rarely used. This trps was common at SnaketowD, 
6 

particularly during the santa Cruz and Sacaton Phases, 

and from the iew Los Muertos examples, it \{o\;.ld look as 

though that type was on the road to extinction. 
,,7 

MANtFACTVRE: Mere cutting of desirable lengths for bead 

making. 

6 Gladwin, Haury, Sayles, Gladwin, 1937, rl. CY:V. 

7Heury, 1945, p. 149, pl. 68g 
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CLASSIFICATION: 

vermetus Sp. 4 specimens. Pl. 69f. 

NO. LENGTH DIAMETER MA'IEFIAL LOCATION 
B/203 2.5 cm. .7 cm. Marine 'Worm Floor HOuse 12P4 
B/2'C6 3.1 cm. .7 cm. f: " 11 " 19Pe: 
4 1.7 cm. .7 em. " " Surface 

Body: Untouched casing of 'Worm cut into desirable 

bead. Pieces averaged 2.4 cm. in length and .7 cm. in 

diameter. 

CONCLUSION: 

The entire group of shell s used for· bead ornamenta tion 

among the Babocomarites consisted of marine shells native 

to the Pacific Coast and the Culf of Mexico. Listed in the 

order of the number found: 

8ardium elatum Sby. 

Glycymeris macula tus Br·od 

Oliva hiatula Gmel 

Olivella Sp. 

Vermetus Sp. 

The beads show varJing degrees of 'Workmanship, depending u~on 

the use to which the material 'Was to ce put. The disc 

beads, naturally, demanded more 'Workmanship than the whole 

shell beads, and as has been mentioned before, the grinding, 

cutting, and boring of these beads undo~btedly simulated 

the making of slate beads. 

Shell, worked and un'Worked, is characta:':-istic of the 

Hohokam area, but the finished products of the Hohokam fOund 

.. 
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their way along trade routes deep into both the Anasazi and 

Mogollon areas, as well as south into the Babocomari area. 

whole Shell Pendants 

uSE: Ten whole shells found at the Babocomari were believed 

to have been used as pendant ornaments. Eech specimen has 

a single hole from which the shell ,::ould be suspended from 

a string about the neck. The Callus tinkler pendants, were 

"Doubtless used, as they are by the modern Pueblcs, for 

attachment in small bunches to the ends of sticks to serve 

as rattles, or for suspension in rows fringing ceremonial 
r: 8 garments and bancoleers. ' 

MANt'FACTL"RE: Suspension holes merely drilled or broken into 

beak of the Glycymeris or into the body of the 'Iuritella. 

In the Conus tinkler pendants, the break appears on the cod J 

of the shell but apparently vas cut or abraded ~ntl1 a 

suspension hole of sufficient size was made. 

CLASSIFICATION: The classification of whole shell 1-endants 

is based ~pon: first, the identification of the shell and, 

second, uron the amount of alteration which the Babocomarites 

made on the shell. 

T1pe 1. Gl~eris. Pl. 70a. 

NO. LENGTH rJID-=..TH="_---.::;T_H--,ICKNESS LOCATICN 
B!9 3.6 em. P cm. .3 cm. 3m'vey 
~B~/~I~8~Z~~5~.~2~c~m~. __ ~4~.~8~c~m~. ____ ~.~3~c~m~. ________ F_I_o_o_r __ House IP3 

a. Material: Glycymeris macu1atus. 

8~idder, 1932, p. 190. fig. 163. 
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b. Body: Natural except for suspension hole. LaI'€est 

3.6 cm. in length, 3.1 cm. in width, and .3 em. in thickness. 

Smallest 1.7 cm. in length, 1.7 cm. in width, and ., em. in 

thickness. 

c. Perforation: Made in the umbo by grinding. The 

large holes found in the back of these shells at pecos9 and 

at Los M~ertoslO are absent at the Babocomari. 

~ 2. Turitella Ti.E.!'ina. 1 s-:Ec:imen. Pl. 70b. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THIcKNESS LCCATION ------
B!57 6.1 cm. 1.1 cm. 1.1 em. Floor House I'G Ii 

a. Material: Turitella tigrina 

b: Body: Natural except for broken r€rforation near 

mouth of shell. 

c. Perforation: Pecked to size and polished around 

the lip of hole .5 cm. in diamster. 

Type 3. Cerithium Stercus Mascarum. I s'pec!men. Pl. 10e 

NO. LENGTH \HDT~---TalCKNESS- - lO':;~T ION 
=B....:,7,.,.2<T8'-3.--72~.::-.3.-"'-'c:...:m:.:-.-----= - • 5 cm. Sur·face---:-_-_-_-

a. Ma te rial: Oe ri thium Ste reus r.~3.S carum. 

b. Bod J': Natur'Rl. No perforation in body of shell. 

c. Perforation: None. 

Type 4. Con~s Tinkler. 3 specimens. Pl. TOe 

NO. LENGTH WII'TH -THICKNEgS LCCAT-::.I~O_N ___ _ 
==""7"="'_=9--r;-r.---1-~ ... . ~ ''''m .-'-----Surfa ce D ~ ~.v cm. . ~m. ~ 

I~ 4 r,,.., " B/o5 2. em. 1. c em. . "- ::m. 
I 8 ., cm. " B 2 0 .1.3~~ __ l.~a em. ___ _ ________________ ._ 

a. ~aterial: Conus Sp. 
=--------------------------------------------_.----
9Kidder·, Ibid., p. 189, fi£. 1~2. 
lOHaur~J 1945, p. 149, pl. 70-d,e. 



b. Body: Natural body with cut perforations Average 

length 1.9 cm., average diameter 1., cm. 

c. Perforation: Cut near the top of the conus shells. 

Size of cut approximately .6 cm. in length and .2 cm. in 

width at perforation. 

Tyre 5. tnident~:~3d. 1 specimen. Pl. 70d 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS LOCATION 
B/230 1.3 cm. .6 cm. Floor Rouse 19p2 

a. Material: Spiral univalve unidentified. 

b. Body: Outer shell portion of body cracked avay, 

leaving sriral of univalve shell. Perforation mark ne~r 

spiral base. Measures 1.3 ,~m. in length and .6 cm. in 

diameter. 

c. Perforation: Thin hole, broken into body of shell. 

Spiral measures .2 cm. in diameter. 

CONCLrSION: As in the case of shell beads, tt.e scurc€ of 

material was the Pacific Coast and the Gulf of California 

8. Glyc~~eris maculatus 

Turitella tlgrina 

Cerithium stercus mus~arum 

Conus sp. 

The shells, though not found in great quantities, resemblec 

the whole shell pendants coming from the GIla -Salt Drainage, 

and are related to the material found in the late hOl·izons 

of Pecos. 
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Cut ~ell Pendants 

USE: The use of cut shell pendants was essentially the same 

as that of uncut shell pendants. 

MANIFACTURE: Shaped fr'om sections of shell adaptable to 

working, i. E'., flat section of body or the umbo section and 

e7tension of Glycy~eris. Ey reaming, drilling, cutting, 

and abrading, these shell ornaments took on their decorative 

form . 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Type 1. Glycymeris Suspension Pendants. Pl. 70f 

NO. 
B!15 
B/I05 
E/2ll 

LENGTH 
4.2 cm. 
~.8 cm. 
4.5 cm. 

"WIDTH 
.6 cm. 
.4 em. 
. 8 cm. 

SVSPENSION LOCATION 
.4 em. Survey 

:~ cm . Fill HOLse 7P2 
cm. Floor Sub Hcus€ lP3 

a. Material: Thin edges and umbo cf Glyc~meris shell; 
probably reworked sections of broken bracelets. 

b. Body: Hinge of shell drilled while prongs of shell 

edges are polished and rounded. Average length 4.1 cm., 

average width .6 cm., and average thickness 03 cm. 

c. Sus pens ion: Singl e 0 r'illeo hole in umbo of hinge. 

Average diameter .2 em. 

Type 2. Cardium Elatum. Pl. 70i 

NO. 
B/43 
B/le4 

LENGTH 
,.. '-c:..o em. 
1.9 em. 

WIDTH 
2.1 cm. 
2.2 cm. 

SUSPENSION LOCATION 
.4 cm. FlooI' House C 
.3 em. Fill House 7P2 

a. Material: Cardium elatum Sby. 

b. Body: One specimen consists of the entire half of 

a shell with two delicate side notches and :3. s'Usrension hole 

meastlring 1.9 cm. in length, C o 2 cm. in width, and .3 em. 

thick; the other ornament ;::onsists of the flat portion of 
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shell, shapea on all surfaces but without suspension 

perforation. Measures 2.6 cm. in length, 2.1 cm. in wiatt, 

and .4 em. in thickness. 

c. Perforation~ I cm. in diameter in umbo of sr.ell. 

Type 3. Unidentified. Pl. 70h. 

NO. LENGTH WIDTH SUSPENSION LCiji\T ION 
B/36 3.6 cm. 5.1 em. 2.0 em . Fill Fire Pit #1 Pl. 
B/240 .f:. em. 1 r, crn . .1 Floor House 3P3 • C- em . 
B/240 I "- cm. .9 em. . I cm. Floor House 3P3 ''''; 

B/284 Broken 1.2 cm. .1 em. Surface 

a. Material: Flat portions of shell delicately worked. 

One specimen consists of the heel of a large shell fOl'm. 

b. Body: Delicately worked. 

c. Suspension holes: Present in all srecimens. 

Average measurement of perferation .~ em. in diameter. 

CONCLliSION: Cut shell ornaments from the Babocomari 

do not begin to compare with the excellent workmanship 
11 

o one b J the Hohokam e:: the Gila - Sa 1 t Drainage. None of 

the pendants was found in association with ~rem3tions. 

They were found on house floors ano in fills. 

Bracelets: 

FSE: Bracelets or armlets were used for pBrsonal aoornment. 

12 At the Swarts Ruin, a burial was e~humed in ~hich the arms 

of the deceased were cevered with a number of bracelets, 

12 on the right arm and 27 on the left ~rm. 

Only three completE· bracelets were 1'o1...nd at the 

Babocomari, and these in a single cremation, but the number 

11 

12 
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of broken bracelets that were fractured and burned in crema-

tions is great. Approxim8tely 180 fragments were r~covered 

from various cremations. 

MANUFACTURE: A single valve of the Glycymeris shell was 

worn down by rubbing on a grinding stone until the edges 

formed the required opening for the arm. Anothe r technique 

emplcyed in bracelet manufacture was to break off the super

fluous shell and then rasp the edges into shape. The Babocomari 

specimens all have suspension holes eut into the umbo or 

beak of the shell. Whether this was for the purpose of 

addir:g a dangling ornament or whether the bracelets were 
13 

used both as armlets and as pendants is not known. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

'I'ype 1. Plain Bracelets. Pl. 70~1 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS LOCATION 
B/121 4. 5 cm. .3 em. Crem. 5P~ 

a. Material: Glycymeris sp. 

b. Body: Small bracelets averaging 4.5 em. in diameter 

and .3 in thickness. 

c. Suspension hole: Beak o~ umbo of shell. .1 em. in 

diameter. 

T~pe 2. Incised DeSigns. Fl. 70k 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS LOCATION 
B/6 Broken . 5 cm. Sur-ve;y 

c:... Material: Glycymeris sp. 

13woodward, 1936. Gives techniques employed in shell 
ornament manufacture. 
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b. Body: Fragments showing lineal designs on the 

body of the bracelet. Design base .6 cm. in width. 

c. Suspension hole: Single suspension hole .1 em. 

in diameter at beak. 

Type 3. Broad Thick Bracelets. I fragment. Pl. 70 j. 

NO. DIAMETER THICKNESS LOCATION 
Br-oken 1.4 cm. TT 17 

a. Material: Glyc~~eris sp. 

b. Body: Fragment measuring 1.4 crn. in thickness. 

Much heavier than Type 1 or ~. 

c. Suspension hole: Umbo missing. 

Type 4. Thin. 1 fragment. Pl. 70m. 

NO. r IAi"..ETER THICKNESS LOCATION 
BIll Br-oken .2 cm. Survey 

a. Material: Glycymeris sp. 

b. Body: Abraded so that walls of br-acelet are 

round. In cross-section, bracelet is round, measuring .2 

cm. in d iame te r. 

c. Suspension hole: Absent in fr-agment. 

CCNCLrSION: Shell bracelets were very abundant in the Hchokam 

CuI ture, but ar--e also f'otlnd throughout the M'Jgcl1cn crea. 

\vith the exceptio!1 of two fragments bearing eometric 

designs, the Babocomari sr~cimens are plain as contrasted 

with the decorated types common to the Gila-8:11 t dralr.age .14 

14 Haury, 1945, fig. 96, and Gladwin, Hat:.ry, 5f!yles, Gladwin, 
1937, figs. 55,56, 57. 



Shell Household ctllity Sewing Tools 

Needle: 

USE: A single needle made of shell was found at tte B~bccomarl. 

The needle may have been cut out, ofa broken bracelet fra~ent. 
·v , :-. _ 

"The curvature would have prevented' a';y very fine sewing, 

the needles would be useful tools in making the coarser stiches 
15 

usually evident on fabrics from dry deposIts." 

MANUFACTURE:· The needle has a comparatively sharp pOint 

and a drilled eye. The shaping took place by abrasion. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Needle. Pl. 70n 

NO. LENGTH 'WIDTH LOCATION 
=B~7~86~ ___ 4~.~6~c~m~. ____ ~._2 __ c=m~. __________ p __ laza B 

a. f.1aterial: Cylcymeris shell. 

b. Eody: Curved needle sharpened to a poiLt. 

c. Needle eye: .1 om. in diamettr. 

CONCLUSION: The needle \ias the only utIlitarian tool made 

of shell found at Babocomari. 

1':: 
~HaurJI 1945, p. 148 
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CHAPTER VI 

BliRIAL CtSTOMS OF THE BABOCCMARI VILLAGE 

Introduction: 

Incineration of the dead was a tr-ait common to the Hohokam 

Culture and 'Was universally pra.:!ticec in all knmln periods 

of this cuI ture • Earl y in the his tCI'y of the Hohokam, 

especially during the Pioneer and Colonial Periods, the 

calcined bones of the deceased were buried in trenches or 
1 

pits. This vas the customar";y burial habit of t.te BabocOID:lritEs, 

altLough, amazingly enough, tr .. ey lived at a much later time, 

and at a time when urn o1Jrials were c1Jstomary in tce Gila-Sal t 

area. There vere three cases of urn burials in the 97 

cremations located at the Babocomari Village. 

In the Gila-Salt dr'8inage the cremation are&.s are locatee, 

"most frequently on the nor-tr. side of the refuse hea~s, but 

they 'Wel'e also found in several cases on the nortr~\{est, w8st, 
r 

"e and 80\.lth sides. 'T'he five cr-emation areas studied at the 

Babocomari are explained in oetail in this section. At this 

peint it\{ ill suffice to sa y tha t t1:e Ba becoma'!'i te s used a 

specified area in 'Which to bury their dead. The dead weI-e 

burned wit1:in these specified areas which wel~ located within 

the confines of the p12zas of t1:e village. 

Just what l'itual existed in connection with U:e actt:al 
, 

burning of the dead is imrossible to say. A.t best, we can 

1 GladWin, Haury, Sayles, Glad~in, 1937, pp. 93-95, 
and \oJood>ward, 1931, pp. 11-12. 

1", 

CHaury, 1945, pp. 44-45. 
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sunntse the procedure by comparison with the existin~ rituals 

practiced among groups living on the lower Colorado River 
~ 

and in Southern Cdlifornia.-' 

Probably, dl,.;.ring the Huachuca Phase of the Babocornari 

Village, the dead were placed in a flexed position UriOn a 

funeral pyre, 8.dorned in their jewelry--slate beads, shell 

beads, shell ornaments, etc., and burned. The heat of the 

fire must have been great to consume the body and alter the 

stone and shell ornaments as the findings indicate. rsually 

the P'f1"€ was constructed in the nortt.east C'orn'3r of the 

cremation area, al tt.ough there is evidence of kidney-sheped 

pyre basins occurr"ing around the entire cremation area. 

Though we do not know what ritual took place, it hE'S been 

repor"ted that during the burning of the body auYiliary vessels 

which were later to become part of the funeral furniture ~ere 

passed through the fire. When the fire subsidec3 and cooled, 

the ashes of the dead wer-e gathered up and the contents w'?re 

placed in a shallow hole in the sterile ground snd covered. 

One mi~ht even conceive of the Babocomarites placing some 

SOl't of a marker over the new cremation pit as there "",as not 

a single case of a crema tion beinE c1 is turbecl b~c the E'xcavC'; tiOD 

of a ne~ crematioD pit. From archaeologh:&l evidence, it 

is apparent that the funeral p~re basins in thE area .... ere used 

for more than one body as there are sufficient evidences, 

such as stratified layers of ash and human bone fragments 

3Forde 1931, pn. Z07-213, Krcebel, 19cj, p. 7~O, 
Da~is, 1941: and James, 1928, p. ~C). 



found in the pyre basins to warrant this suggestion. 

During the Babocomari Phase of the Babocomari Village, 

the customs changed somewhat. DurinE this rxerloc the 

deceased were buried \!lith more than their Iersonal body 

adornments. It appears that, duriLg the actual cremation, 

ce~tain of the tools of the individual were also plac~d 

symbolically in the fires. In Cremation Area 2, drr-ow-sha:t 

polishers, fleshing- knives, ~nrm.' I=,oints, monos, paint pi£ment, 

and vessels were found slightly burned end lying among t~e 

ashes, ttit only in three cases did the vessels actually contain 

the bones of the deceased. In this period, as in the previoLs 

pe riod, the ashes of the dece&sed we re pIa ced in the bot tom 

of a circular pit which, during the Babocomari Phase, was 

dug much deeper than in the earlier :perioos. The cremation 
4 

pits closely resembled those found in Fcosevelt:9:6 (2 

Colonial Hohokam site). 

It is interesting to note that, in the kidneJ-shaped 

pyre basins of the Huach~ca Phase, calcined animal bor.es 

appear intermingled wi th calcinec'l ht:man bones. Pe rhaps the 

pits were also used for food pr-eparaticn,,,iherl a funeral 'Was 

not in progress, or perhaps (and this may be rr;oY'e logical) 

animals were burned with the bedies of the deceased. 

The pre sence of Gila Pol"'j chrome and the find lng 01 a 
1:, 

badly disintegrated skeleton, during survey trenchlng-

4Haur J', 193c, p. 113; 'tJoooViard, 1930, :[1:'. 10-11-27-~8. 
5Skeleton located by C. Tuthill during some original 

testinll done at the site in 194~5, f1-€vioi.,is to the 
authorls period of excavation. 
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led to the belief that Babocomarl was a Salado ruin. 

During the course of the excavation, however, five cremation 

areas, containing some 97 cremations, were located, but 

only three inhumations eame to light, and those were infant 

burials (possibly ~re-natal remains) found tucked into the 

fill of the northeast corner of House flEf! and wall "F'fl in 

Plaza 1. Also, these burials were outside cremation area 

four. These, plus a pair of articulate arms and scapula 

found in the fill of an old puddle pit (located near Plaza 1), 

complete the list of inhumations discovered. 
Cremation Area I, fig. 41, Pl. 71 

NO. 
1 

~ 

~ 

5 

7 

8 

DIAl'JI.ETER f'EPTH 
32 em. 28.1 em. 13 cm. 

h¢ c:. . em. ~ti em. -l~ em. 

b!2xlOO em. 15 em. 12 em. 
95x49 cm. 33 cm. 10 em. 

54 em. 38 em. 10 em. 
40 . 4 em. 25 . 1 em. 11 em. 

33.1 cm. 23 em. 10 em. 

25 em. "'I; F 8 c:. .... c:. em. . em. 

beads, 

None 
B/136. 50 shell beads, 
3 ,bur-ned pendants. 

AGE 
Child 

Adult 

Child 

AClul t 
Child 

1 ~ ~ c:. em. c:. 7 em. c m • Ch 11 d 
;;"1-=~--4~;.y;8;-':c:'::m,:,,:.:"'---;2""'· 4i-:--c':":m;;';'J -'-. - 1 0 em. 11 Ch 11 d 

10 ~3'~1 cm. 34 ern. 10 ern. " Adul t-
Il _~ em. S8 cm. 1§ em. :: Adult 

l~ ~3 em. 26 em. 11 em. II Ad1.41t 
15~~c~9~e~m=~.----~2~5~e=m~.--~1~2~e~rn~.~~'~'---------------- Child 
16 32 em. 28 em. 11 em. It ad'Ln 
~17~--~3h~_-m~m~.----~2~7~~~rn~.--~1~O~c·=m~.~B~/Tl~3'1~a-,~o-.--·~3F5~O~0~b~c~a~d~s-/~Adult 

2 stone spindle whorls, 
1 projectile pt. 2 pend
ants. 

TI~B--~j~l~e=m~.--·--~2~9~c~~~1-.--~1~2~e·~m~.~B~u~r~'n~e~d~b~r~ac-e~l-e~t-s----------A~dU1t 
1~gr-~~~~~-~--~·~~~.---~~~~~e'1Ylr.~ne AOult _ oJ oJ em. c.:. ( em. .A. .A. --=----
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20 ~9 cm. 19 cm. 12 cm. None Child 
21 3~ cm. 2~ cm. 11 crn . Burned 'bracelets Aault 
22 31 cm. 29 cm. 12 cm. None Adult 
23 3~ cm .• ~1 em. 11 em. " Child ----

Cremation Area 1 was the first encountered and lay to 

the northwest of Plaza 1. The cremation were t 1 b ~l - , s ex r"eme '3 S l.a..i. O\Oi 

and were located in sterile earth. Twent~·-three cremations 

were found in this aree (fig. 41). The average depth of 

these pits from the surface was 25.6 om. The pits were ge:leral

ly oval and resembled post holes, but several were kidney---

shaped. The average diameter 'Was 29.1 em., and each pit was 

located approximately 10 em. below the present surfeee. 

This area contained finely-calcined toned with no bon; 

:"f'mains more than 3 ~lT!. in length. The pits contained an 
. 

abundRnce of fine, whIte ash. Age of the deceased, wherever 

possible, was determined by a tooth or a 3€'ction cf the 

oranium. 

The funeral caches (':onsisted of innumerable slatE beads, 

projectile points, 2nd burned shell bracelets ano tinklers. 

No sherds, and no cerami,~ pieces were associated w1 th any 

of these cremations. Two stone spindle whorls 'IJhiJh may 

have been used as ornaments were foune ,..-ith the cT'ematlons} 

out there were no other a:,tlfacts such as fleshi:lg knives, 

manos, or axes. The entive area, including burning pits, 

included an approximate squa~e of LT'ound some 14 ox 14 mete!'s. 

It was discovered later, as the area was rechecked, that 

I t was borde red by a group or houses, thus placing it in .3 

plaza area. 
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NO. DIAMETER -DEPTH 
1 46 cm. 49 cm. 

2 42.3 co. 54 em. 

21 cm. B/I07 1/2 of 374 grooved Adult 
~~~L 3 stone knives. 

~--T.?~~----~-------r2=3--c-m-.--~B7106a-b, 374 ~rooved Adult 
axe {double grJ,5 knives, 

cm. 54 cm. 
12" beads. 

--;::::---z-;::;:--:i"-----;:::-r.----"'1..,..8..--c-m-.-~B-*0(-P;:-1 ...... a--l-i-n-w-a-r-e--..b,....o-w--.l.----Adul t 

5 

10 

13 

em. 95 em. em. 

86:x121 em. 67 em. Ie CIn. 

42 em. 111 

em. 
em 

36 (Jrn • 63 

em. 
j~m • 
em. 
em. 

em. 

em. 

---12 em. 
14 ·:m. 
10 cm. 

em. 

25 em. 

em. 
em. 

18 em. 

B 09a. Gila Polychrome Adult 
bowl. b. 1000 unburned 
shell teads; c. Pro Tur
quoise ear pendents matched, 
4 turquoise pendants, 6. 
turquoise beads (37), 5. 
4 arrow shaft s~cct~ers. 

E/IIO Tu cs on Pol~' chrome i\du 1 t 
bowl. B/ll1 Plain'Ware 
boot l~g handle. B/112 
Plainware boot bird shaDe. 
B/ll~ Sells Red bc~l .• 
B/11<+ Gila Poly. 1::.010'1, 
B/115 Plainware bo~l 
(Azurite paint), a/116 
Plainwar'e 1:>0\\'1. B/ll? 
Plainware bowl (~uartz crys~ 
tal). E/118 ~uartz crystal. 
B/119 Bcl.l:)ccmari Poly. jar. 
B/120 f' II f' 

B/121 a-e Shel:' br'ace1ets 
('Whol e ). E/l ~ 2 PIa inw2 re 
double jar. B/123 1/2 large 
Sells Red bowl B/141 200 
unburned shell beads B/144 
8 unburned turquoise pend
ants. B/151 
B/285 Sheet of selenite" 
nodule of' soft white lime
stone. 
Broken plainware oar Adult 
E ~- d ) n ,(,·1 a inwa 1:'-e=-. --tt-a:::..:..r·----:.,;.A.:;,a.::\.l~.L-i-t 
No funer-al 0 81'.1n"-3 J\dul t 
B 1~ Baboeomari Hew I Acult 
Gila. B/l~5 (S8 flint 
flakes) ja r 
B/127 6 projectile fits. Adul t 
1 quartz crystal, 76 shell 
beads', 

A ult 
Aoult 

Shards Adult 
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NO. DIAM. DEPTH SURF .I'EPTH MATERIAL AGE 
lIj: 28 em. 64 em. 12 cm. Child 

42 em. (5 5_ '.Jm. IG em. A ult 
7 em. 33 em. 15 em. Aoult 

37 em. 74 em. 12 em. 
33 cm. 41 em. 13 em. 

Adult 
burned Adult 

,3 em. 34 em. 12 em. Adult 
e: c:.7 em. 3 cm. 11 cm. , A ult 

When compared with Cr'emation Area 1, the difference 

between the two burial plots is extremely marked. The cremation 

pi ts in Area I were shallow. The pits in Area 2 average 56 em. 

in depth, 43.7 cm. in diameter, and are approximately 13 em. 

beneath the surface. 

The general plan of the area simulates that of Cremation 

Area 1, but the actual pits are deeper and the funeral furnit:l..lre 

is radically different. Also, there is a difference in the 

cond ition of the cal cined human bones. While ther'e was a predominance 

of burned slate beads, projectile points, and bracelets as funeral 

offer'ings in Area 1, the offerings exhumed in Area 2 consisted 

of working tools, whole pieces of potter:t, and shell beads, 

all unburned. This feature of burning the funeral offerings 

in one area and not in another is in itself a l'ao lcal change. 

The calcined bones also differed in the two areas. 

In Area 1 the bones were fir-ely bl.i.rned, but in Area 2 the bone 

fragments were larger· and not so c:ompletely eal(~ined. The 

burials in Area 2, with the possible exception of CrE'~mation 14~ 

we re aoul ts, while nine of the twenty- thrE'€ crama tions found 

in Area 1 were children. 

Since both areas lie wltr.in the confines of a separate 

plaza, what co the differences in cremation habits mean? 
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There are sever"al plausi"tJle explanations for the differences. 

The first that comes tc mind is, naturally, the time difference. 

This ma~y be true but, unfortunately, the lack of sherds in 

Area 1 defies a true time comparison. From the location cf 

houses and architecture, it might be saie that Area 1 is older 

than Area 2. Area 2 produces pottery of the Huachuca Phase, 

i.e., Tucson Polychrome ano Sells Red, whi<~h are absent in the 

later Babocomari Phase. The pr·esence of these trade wares 

msy merely indicate that thi~ pottery represented prized personal 

possessions, as heirlooms, of the deceased in whose cremation 

pits it was found, and did not indicate a phase change. 

Clan groups may explain the differences of cremation 

habits. The difference in cremation ar'eas ill. association with 

different plazas and different unit groups of houses may well 

explain the variation in habits in the treatment of the dead, 

and the areas may be contemporaneous. The two areas may have 

been used s 1mul taneously by two different clans in the same 

village. 

A third reason for the differencE; maJ have been the 

presence of a social cBste svstem. Area 5 is barren of mortuar~ - .. 
offerings 'When compared witt, Ar-ea 2. The weal th present in 

several of the cremations in Area ~ is astonishing. But, 

inasmuch as cremations with no offerings were found in bctt 

areas, this possibility is based on flimsy evidence. 

Whatever the reason for such variations occurring in 

the local cremation areas of the BE:bocomari, it is interesting 

to note that, within one small village, customs can and do vary 
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to a great extent. Interpretation may thus depend upon the 

spot into which the archaeologist happens to sink his shovel. 

Cremation Area 3. fil2. 1;'3 

CFEM. NO. DIAMETER r'EPTH SPRFACE AGE 
1 36 em. 35 em. 12 ,:!m. I sher-c Adult 
2 28 em. !j: em. 9 

,.. 
" ADult e. 

19 cm. 31 cm. Adu t 
!j: 34 em. ;'9 cm. Ie. Child 
5 ~5 em. 39 crn • 11 em .. . Chilo 
0:, 29 em. 38 em. 1:, cm. Aoult 

Area 3, com~'T'ised of a small group of six cremations J 

differed from Areas 1 and 2 mainly in the tYfe of mortuary 

offerings found in association with the burnee bones. With 

the exception of Cremation 4P3, which contained 14 slate baaes, 

only sheres were found as covers for the shallow pits. Tr~ls 

area, though much smaller than the others, was likewise sur-

rounded by burning pits. The pits were shallow, averaging 

35 cm. in depth, 28 em. in diameter, ano ¥lere 10 em. beneath. 

the surface of the ground. Cne - third of the cremations we re 

children::. 
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Cremation Area 4. Fig. 44 , pl. 73 

CREM. DIAM. 
1 39 ern. 
2 32 em. 
3 38 cm. 
1+ 32 em. 

em. 
12 26 em. 

13 24 cm. 

30 em. 

DEPTH 
40 em. 

em. 
ern. 
em. 
em. 

ern • 
em. 
ern. 
cm. 

58 crn. 

58 em. 

SURF .DEPTH MATERIP.L 
12 em. B/194a, b Tt:rquolse pendants 
10 cm. Yla!nware sherds 
11 em. B/193 Clay ~pindle whorl 
13 em. Rabo. Pol y. bOw"l 
10 ern. None 
14 em. None -

ern • None 
em. None 
ern • None 

15 Gm. None 
20 em. None 
18 em. B/198 stone spindle whorl 

B!199 t! 11 11 

B/200 ~uartz crystal 
B!201a-~ Polishin2 stones 
B/202 C~artz crysfal 
13/203 two Olivella shells 

12 shell beads 

AGE 
.4dul t 
Adul t 
Adult 
A(h.l t 

Adul t 

Adult 
Adul t 

10 shell bracelet fra~ments 
19 cm. 

19 em. 

B/195 Babo. Pcl~. bowl -Adult 
12 stell beads 
12 large concretions 
lj. frarunents of shell Child 
Bracelet 

~ __ ~~ ____ ~~ _____ ~~ ____________ ~l~b~u~r~'r~l~e~d_~ndu_n_t __ _ 
15 19 em. 28 cm. l~ cm. None Chila 

Cremation Area 4, the westernmost to be excavated, bE-

longed to the arb! tarily establishec B::lbo,~omar'i Phase. l"wo-

fifths of the buris Is we r'E: child crema tions. The area laJ, 

as did the otr.ers, in a section bounded b~i house yt;ins and 

supposedly a plaza. The area was again stlrr'ounded b~' buntir:g

pits 'Which contained bits of human bone and fragments of 

bu rned she 11 • 

In this area the small pits containing t11c::aL:~ined 

human bones averaged 43 cm. in depth, ~7 ~m. ir: diameter, 

aDd were 13 em. ceneath the surface of the ground. 

As in Area 1, till:) fLiner'al funllture \.'as bUH~ed. The 

two bowls found here were used as covers for the cremation 

pit. 
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Crematlon Area 5. Fig- 45, PJ 74 , 

SURF.DEPTH MATERIAL AGE 
cm. None Adu t 
em. None .Mul t 
em. None Chlld 
cm. c. Plainware Adult 
cm. Plalnware Child 
cm. 1 Plalnware~dul t 
em. 1 Gl1a Poly Adult 
em. 1 plalnware "~dul t 
em. ~ Plalnware sh~e--rd~s----·----~Aa-u~'~L~t 

~~~~--~~T-~~-~~~e~m~.------i Plalnware sherd Adult 

21 
22 

em. 

em. 
cm. 

em. 1 Gl1a Pol. Ii Adul t 
em. 1 P ainware s er A ult 
em. 1 Ii .. Adult 

20 cm. 1 Broken bit of awl Adult 

em. 
em. 
em. 
cm. 

20 em. 
3 em. 

em. 
em. 

1 Gila Pol y sherd 
1 Plainware sherd 
None 
1 P ainwa re sherd 
1 Pla1nware sherd 
1 Pottery spindle whorl 
None 

Plainware sher 
1 Babo. Pol. sherd 
1 Plalnware sherer- - -
1 Plalnware jar fl11ed 

with 4 hammers tones 

Adult 
Adul t 
Adult 
Adult 

Adul t 
Adul t 

Adul t 
Adul t 

No ealeined bones. 
~~~---'~----~~--em---.------~l~P~l-a~iri·va~sherd Adult 

em. Plalnware shera Adul t 
em. 1 plainware sherd Adul t 
em. 1 P a1n'ia"!'e sherd Adul t 

~~~~~~~~~-c~m~.----'--~I~P~l~a~i~n~w~a~r~e~rcr-------~dult 

2 om. B c. G1 a Poly. bowl Adult 
c.9 em. 1 Pla1nware she rd '.dul t 
-::;3:S;0;---=-i:'-=~~+'k-e'=";m=-:". -~--=e=m~.----";2~P~1;:":a::':i;:':n:':':':"wa re she rd s ,l!,(1 1J 1 t 
31 cm. cm. em. 12 burned---sTate beads Chila 
32 21 cm.--~~c~m~.~.~~~\2~c~m~.------~3~b~urn~e~d~s'I~a~t~e~b~e~a~drs~-----~~~Jh-i~l~d 

33 31 em. cm. 16 om. None Adult 

Cremation Area 5, located w1thin the boundarles of Plaza I, 

was the most oompletely excavated area in the group. Beginning 

work 1n Plaza I, we branched out attempting to find explanations 

for certa1n problems ln architecture which a rose from preliminary 

work. As work was ooncluded, we returned to our original exca-

vatlon area and worked it thoroughly. This area contained the 

largest number of cremations, and was as different from all the 



others in its type of funeral furniture as were Cremation 

Areas I and 2. With the eXI~eption of Cremation 28, which 

contained a Gila Polychrome sherd 18, which had a clay spindle 

whorl j and 14, .which had a broken bit of awl, Cremea tionAr-ea 

5 contained. only Plainware sherd lids for the cremation pits. 

One find made in the midst of the area has been labeled 

Cremation 22, although no h~man calcined bones were located 

in association with it. An invertee plainware jar fill 

with four hammerstones of white quar·tzite were found. 

Pre-natal Inhumatior.s: 

Three burials of unborn infants we re found during the 

excavation period. The first case of this type of burial 

came to light during the study of the outside cor'ner of house "E" 

and the wing wall thought to be a wall of house "F'~. In this 

corner, an inverted Babocomari Polychrome bowl .. as found and 

it contained the unburned bones of a tinJ infant. 

The second case of infant bmr-ial was found in the south

east corner of Cr'emation Area 4. Here 'Was a small pit con

taining fragments of uncremated infant bones. 

The third case ""as discover-ec in the northwest coroner 

of Cremation Area 5, between a pit of bison bones and the 

cremation area proper (Pl. 75). A section of a Bi-'J.bocorr.ari 

polychrome jar was fOl:nd covering a number of tiny human bones. 

These three burials probably represent three unfol'

tunate mlscarr·iages. Although only three were fOund, it is 
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suggestive that a stillborn chilo, or the infant of a miscarriage, 

was not given the cr-ematior: rites common to the Babocomarites. 

Animal Burials: 

While stripping Cremation Area 5, located lin the center 

of Plaza 1, two shallow pits containing the bones of animals 

were found in association with the cremation area. 

One pit, containing the head, legs, and ribs' of a buffalo, 

was found in the northwest corner' of Cremation Area 5. The 

pit measured 68 cm. in length, 61 cm. in width, and was $4 cm. 

in depth. The bones were stacked into the pit in no pat-ticular 

order (Pl. 75). Some of the bones show evidence ,of being 

burned, cracked, and painted. 

In the northeast corner of the same cremation area, 

another cache of animal bones was· .. located. The bones of a 

dog were found in this pit. The pit measured 65 cm. in 

diameter and was 39 cm. deep (PI. 76). 

Another cache of a,nimal bones was locateo in.a test trench 

cut into the plaza area behind house 4P3, to thewes't. Here 

a cache of dog bones was found in a pit 52 cm. in diameter 

and 37 cm. in depth. 

The significance of these animal bones, which were not 

by any means calcined aE were the human bones, is rather 

interesting. The burial of the animals ~n association with 

the cremation area is sUl?1?6stiv6 of some relil?ious custom 
~- -

or social organization. 
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llnderhill describes the early Parago as being roue:hly 

divided into tv..'o halves. She sa~:3: fI'Ihe Pi1pago called them 

Coyote People ond Buzzard People. 

them Red Ants and "l1i te Ants. ,,6 

The Pima sometimes c511ed 

This d~al division is known 

as a "moiety". Of moieties Linton says: 

"Tribes as wholes are frequently divided 
into two uni~membership, in which is determined 

by unilateral descent These units are termed 
moieties, from the old En~lish ·word meanin~ fa 
halfl. Such an arrangement is usually correlated 
with clan organization, certain clans belonging 
to one moiety and others to the other, but it 
may exist in clanless societies. It is nearly 
always used to control marriage, the moieties 
being definitely exogamous or, less frequently, 
endo~amous It also serves as a basis for the 
or~anization of com~etitive activities within 
the grouI=, the members of the moieties playing 
a~ainst each other in ~ames. Where both moieties 
and clans occur, the former are ordinarily ~ore 
limited in their functions and of less social 
importance~ possibly because the larger size of 
the moiety makes the establishment of well
defined attitudes between the members and their 
organization into a cooperative unit more 
d ifficul t. "7 

The findin£ of house clusters, individualized .::remation 

areas, and animal b~rialB would lead one to conjecture that 

the BClbocomari Village was orl2'anized on st.:ch a basis. Perh:q;s 

the moiety was sub-divldec into Glan groups .• a3 is possibly 

evidenced by the house clusters and individualizec :::r?rrstion 

plots. The earlJ' Papago social cr~anization fo:!.lowed just 

such a plan. The t'\.!o IDclin groups or mOiets divi3ions des

cribed by rnderhi11 were furtl":,€ r slJbdivided into clan grcu[!s. 

"There Vi<IS another division more imrort2.nt and this r.r1C the 

s6par4tlon into clans. A cl~n in this case meant 3 man a~d 

~. 4 rnde'rhill, '19 0, 'p. 29. 

7Linton, 1936, p. 207. 
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q 
all of his descendants through his sons."-' 

CONCLrSION: Both inhumations and cremations were fcund at 

Tres Alamos during the Tucson Phase with, "cremations out

numbering inhumations thirty-five to twenty. ,,9 The appear2:lCe 

of these two methods of burial is believed to have beE~ the 

result of the mixing of several group~ of people in a single 

village, namely, the Salado peoples of Pueblo origin 'Kho, 

dr'ifting in from the North, trought with them tnt:; custom 

of inhuma tion, and the E'Jhokam groups 'who, al though knuYfn 

to inhumate, generally practiced cremation. Inasmuch as 

the appearance of both method~ of interr'lq; the dead in the 

late sites in this area are indicators of the p~e3ence of 

the Salado peoples, it would be safe to surmise that the 

salado peoples, unless they radicallS changed their burial 

c'Lstoms, did not join the Baboccmarites at ar-y time. 

More important than the lack of inl:umations is the 

fact that, through the st~dy of the crematiun areas created 

by the Babocomarites, \le know they had ver'J definite c:nd 

probably very complex notions ccncerning life after death. 

They had specifiec burial spots located net in trash areas 

but within their plazas. It is also \lell to note that tce 

funeral pyre was set up within the confines of the vll12ge 

ana that smokf> 3nd OOOl'S present during the erenution cel'emon3' 

'Were not so obnexious to the inhabitants as might be expected. 

EUnderhl11, 1940. p. ~9. 
~ " 

Tuthill, 1947, p. 43. 



The prevailing winds in the ares are from the southwest 

and, from studying the map, one soen realizes that a house 

never appears to the northwest of the cremation area. - Ther,~ 

is usually a wall or simply a break in the house uni\3. 

The five areas have burning pits surr-ound ing them. 

Also, there are pits which were etone lined but showed no 

effect of fire which marked the bor-der of thecrema tion areas. 

It ~s impossible te state definitely that the individual 

cremation pits were ever' marked. However, it coes seem 

significant that in the areas themsel~es, where the creamtions 

appear very close together, there was not a single case of 

overlapring nor any sign of cremations having been disterbed 

by a subsequent burial. 

The individual variation of l-uner-al fur-niture within 

the five areas again leads to some interesting postulations. 

We may believe that the changes occurred with time. Or it 

1s pcssihle that Areas I, Z and 5, though radically differ-ent 

in the contents of their cremation pits, ma~ have been con

temporaneous but show clan differences. Thus, eac~ groLp might 

have its own bur-ial area and slightl y different eus toms _ 

One might even suppose that the d iff (' l'f' n~'€ s in the c rema tion 

habits of the Baboeomari villagers were cividec alcng sex

age gr-ouping, although children were found burled along with 

adul ts in all areas (Area 2 produced only OrJ€ pc.ssible child 

burial). TlIrent:r-two of the total 97 cremations -wer-e those of 

children. 
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CHAPTER VII 

D~TING THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

DIVISION OF TIl/ill n;TO PK!\SES 

l~I=on completion of' eycavations and dur'ing the period 

when the field material was being analyzed in the laboratory, 

it became apparent that there were two phases of time repre

sented at the Babocomari Village. These t\olO phases vere 

labeled the "Huachuca phase ,. and the flBabocomari phase". 

The Huachuca phase, apparently the first phase of villase 

life, clearly indicated that the Babccomarites arrived in the 

valle~ bringing with them full knowledge of house construction, 

agricUlture, and other' material traits. Certain trends 

and changes, through the jears, in house architecture, ceramics} 

and in artifacts did become apparent, however, as the material 

was an."llyzed. 

Architecture: 

During the Huachuca phase the village plan consi~ted 

o f house clusters formed around a central rlaza. A second 

grot:.p of houses forming a semi-c ire Ie border·ed the we s te In 

section of the Plaza. The houses were fairly large and 

the Babo~omarites of the Huachuca phase tended to l!lske gYt3ater 

use of basin-type fire pits and ash-r·etaining pits. 'fhe:, 

did not build specialized entry-~a~s but, rather, used the 



3quare wall-cut doorway defined as Type 1 doorway. During 

the subsequent phase (the Babocomar1 Phase) 1t became noticeable 

that the houses were built in a looser pattern anc that they 

were smaller than the houses of the Huachuca Phase. It was 

also apparent that the Babocomar1tes, at this later- time, made 

more elaborate entry-ways to the1r houses and used the mud

packed fire hearth and not the ash-r-eta1ner pit. These trends 

were noted statistically only after the field ",ork \Vas completed 

for, in both phases of the above ar-chitectul'31 analysis, it 

became apparent that the houses of thE' Huachuca Phase ~ollaps€d 

in ways other than burning and that the interio~s of the ruined 

houses were used as dumping grounds; whereas, the houses of 

the Babocomari Phase, in almost every instance, were de3tro~ed 

by fire, and the house interiors were not used as a dum~.ing 

ground but were filled with soft eolian fill. 

Ceramics: 

After noting the differences in architecture and studying 

the sherds coming from houses that were superimposed over

earlier houses, it was discovered that, in the fill and on 

the floor of the earlier houses (Huachuca Phase houses), 

certain pottery types existed that disarreareo altcgether' 

in the later- Babocomari Phase. 

All the trade ware, 'Ni th the exception of Gila and 

Tonto polychrome, disappeared at the end of the Huachuca 

Pbase and the vllla~ers continued to use only Babccomarl , -
Polychrome and Babocomari Plainwar-e. The stop~age of the 

trade ~ares in the Babocomari Phase ls, indeed, one of the 
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most inter-esting problems posed by the excavations at the 

Babocomari Village. Why should contact .... ith the peorles 

to the west and north especially be cut off during the 

Babccomari Phase? 

Miscellaneous Chan~ed: .. 
It ""as noted, in several cases, that the .omen of' the 

Babocomari Phase prefer-r-ed to use both the full trough 

metate and the slab metate &no kept them together' in their 

houses; on the other hand, the slab metate ~3S not popular 

in the earlier Huachuca Phase. 

The use of stone axes, fleshing knives, and other stolle 

material herein described 2.3 B:Jbocomari, 'Jas less abu[Jdant 

in the Babocomari·Phbse. 

TRAI'E l<iARE FOlND AT THE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

IntrocJ\.:ction: 

The ceramics found at the BBbocomari Village have been 

purposely grouped into three categories. The firgt category 

consists of the wares believed to have been manufactured in 

the village; i.e., B?bocomar-i Plain ,",'are, Babo~orn2ri Pol;ychrome, 

and Babocomari Fed Ware. These are fully dlscu3seo u~der 

the section on minor arts and cr'afts of the Baocccmarl ·Vllli:l:;e. 

The second category, usuall~ included in a general 

report on ceramiCS, has been definec as "tT'ade 'Ware rctter-:/'. 

This consists of wares IoIhich were not made a t the ,.rl1lage 

itself but, r'ather, traded in fr'om othel' villages. Th€3f 

foreign wares are indicators of tte cultural trade conta~ts 

that the Babocom2rltes had with other }:€oples of their- time, 



and are among the more easily defined of the material traits. 

It is believed tha t this factor is imDortant enoL2h in the . -
study of the culture of a ruin to demand a sr~cial category. 

In this grouping, the trace or -contact wOI-ks both ways. Net 

only are the foreign vares discussed, but the spleao oi' the 

locally-made wares fo~nd at other villages is taken into 

consideration. The basic purpose of this division is to 

emphasize that the prehistoric groups in the Southwest \oler-'S: 

not completely isolated but did h&ve:::onta.::t with OEe another. 

Also it stresses the importance of diffusion, a widely dis:~ssed 

term in the field of' anthropolog~. Diffusion may be defined 

as the transfer of cultural elements from one society to 

another. 

The third category appears on the surface to be a mere 

repetition of the second; Trade "'ares rsed as a Time Indicator. 

In r-eality this is a tool of the pI'esent-day archaeologist: 

sometimes an isolated ru:n can be placed in the time horizons b~ 

the presence of certain trade 'Wares from lLins that have been 

dated by dendrochronology. In this categcry, an sttempt has 

been made to review the established dates connected with certain 

ruins 'Which contain trade wares commor:; in the Babocomari Vill3E€· 

TR/.DE vLl\.RES AS CFLT[RAL INDICATORS 

Spread of BAbocomari polychrome: 

L1 t tIe can be S8 io of the spread of tr-~c 1 OIJCl 1 \j lIla g8 

pottery. rn~er the discussion of 3urvels in the section on 

field methods the focal center of Baboaomari Polychrome was 



pointed out as locateo along the eastern slopes of tr~e Huachu,:!a 

Mountains in southeastern Arizona 'Where fO'Jr v111E:£e3, includ-

ing the Babocomari Village, show a high COLnt of Babocomari 

Polychrome in the surface ~ounts. A. Tuthill shews the presence 

of Babocomari Polychrome in the 'I'\.icson Phase of TIes Alamos. l 

Hence, we may assume that Babocomi Polychrome was tr'ad~o with 

the people of Tr·es Alamos dt.:..rin~ tr_e Tu~son Phase cf that ruin 

'Which lies north of the Babocornari Villaga along the banks of 

the San Pedro River. 

Gni'ortunately, there are no rerorts cf B&bocomar-i PolJ'2hrome 

'West of the village itself. There 1s every indication tr.at 

there 'Was sufficient ~ontact between the villages of Papaguer!n 

and Tanque Verde (southeast of Tucson) in the form of incomin£ 

trade from the latter area to suggest that an occasional piece 

of Babocomari Polychrome \<las traded into the former area, 

possibly as far west as Jackrabbit Ruin located cn the present

day Papago Indian Reservation. 

The SOuthern extension of Babocomari Polychrome 1s a 

problem which cannot be solveC! until more ,"ork is C!one in the 

area. ',e can say that there was a cultural influence .:::oming 

from the south which affected the Babo:omarite potters; bt.:..t 

that BRbocomari Polychrome, in turn, ·w.as traded back into the 

south is a question \<Ihich, unfortunately, ~annot be ans'W€reo 

at present. It 'Would be safe, however, to suggest that 

Babocornari Polychrome sherds may be found as far south as the 

lDef-'..red on the sherd boards coming from Tr-I."s Alamos and 
housec at the Amerind Foundation Yuseum. 
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site of santa Cruz in Sonora, Mexico, ::i site noted by Sa.uer-

and Brand solely for surface 9urve~ work. 

To the east we are again confronteo with lack of' knowl

edge. B~t we can suggest that ~ossibly Babocornari Poll~hrome 

will be found as far e?st as Cloverdale, New Meyico. This 

is a mere 8uPfosition and not founded on a study of actual 

sherds. There is s~rfaJc evidence of the rresence of 

Bahocomari Polychrome in the Webb, Arizona, area as well as 

the Douglas, Arizona, area. 

Trade Wares Coming into the Village: 

It is extr-emelJ interesting to note that durin~ the 

Huachuce. ~hA3e of the Bebocomari Village there WEd -_1 .20nsld-

erable amount of trade carried on between the villages of 

other areas and the home Village but, for some reason, there 

was a radical dr'op in the use of trade wores dUl':ng the Babocomarl 

Phase. It appears that the Babocoma rite tlade rCt...tes wen·~ 

.~ut some time d\Jring the late Huachuca Phase and early Babo-

comari Phase. This ceramic change was one of the indicatoIs 

su~~esting the establishmEnt of a phase division of the 

time span of the village '-lnae1"jisclission. The wares discussed 

in the following pages are, for ~onvenience, charted on Fig. 

They will be discussed accordin~ to their nt...mBrical position 

as found at the village site. It must be remembered that 

actually the decorated trade wares found at the vll13£€ 

represent 8. very small 'pHcentage of the total t·otterJ> count. 

t 1 .., ... 4 .... 
D\Jr'ing the Huachuca Phase, the trade warE !'epresen s cn ~ ;).::: lot' 



of the total pot te ry found during tha t phase. The r·e was 

even less trade ware found in the Baoocomari Phase as 

is indicated b J the fact teat only .26% oi t.he sher-ds 

belonged in that category. 

Tanque Verde ned-on-brown: 

Previously described by: 
r 

Fraps •• Tanque Ver-de ruins. 
C 

~ 

Kelly ... Hodges site.-

4 Scantling ... Jeckrabbit Wells, Papago Indian Reservation. 

This ware originated to the west of the Babocomari 

Village and was the most abundant 0.1' the tr'ade wales. It ... as 

found only in the Huachuca Phase. It represented 11% of 

the decorated wares of that phase, bJt onl~: 1.16% of the total' 

sherd count. 

Gila Polychrome: 

Previously described b J : 

Gladwin ... Gila nueblo. 5 

This trade ware represents one of the few wares that 

persisted through both the Huachuca and Babocornarl Phases. 

During the Huachuca Phase it r·er-resented t'tt or the decorated 

yares, but only .80% of the total. I:'uring the Babocomari 

period the Gila Polychrome r'epresentec 22.8% of the decorated 

sherds but actually only .20% of the total wares of the 

Village. 

2 
Fraps, 1935, p. 4. 

3 I\elly, in preparation ... 

4scant1ing, 1940, pp. 27-30, Fig. 7-10. 

5Gladwln, ~. and h. S., 1930, pp. 4-5. 
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The Salado wares will be discussed under the section 

entitled liThe salado c;:u6stion". 

Tucson Polychrome: 

Previously described by: 
6 

Clarke: University Ruin. 

This ware is spread generally throughout the Tucson 

area, and has been found at the University Ruin in that vicinity. 

During the Huachuca Phase, it represented 3% of the decorated 

ware, but only .5~ of the total sherd count. 

Tonto Polychrome: 

Previously described by: 

Gladwin ... Roosevelt:9:1l, Roosevelt Lake, Gila 
County, Arizona.7 

This Polychrome ware is closely allied to Gila Polychrome, 

though ap~earing in later pottery horisons. During the Huachuca 

Phase it represented 2~ of the decorated wares, but only .3c% 

of the total sherd count. This ware was also present in the 

Babocomari Phase at Babocomari Village. It represented 4.5~ 

of the decorated ware of this later period, b~t only .03~ of 

the total shard count. 

Santa Cruz Polychrome: 

Previously described by: 

Sauer and Brand ... Santa Cruz, Sonora, Mexico. 8 

This Polychrome represented 2~ of the dec~rated wares 

during the Huachuca Phase, or .40~ of the total sherd count. 

It was one of the few decorated wares that perSisted into 

the Babocomari Phase where it represents 4.5~ of the decorated 

6C1ark9, 1935, p. 55, pl. YXVI. 
7GladWin, ~. and H. S., 1930, pp. 8-9; Colton and Hargrave, 

1937, pp. 90-91; Haury, 1945, pp. 68-80, 
8 
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ware but only .03~ or the total sherd count. 

San Carlos Red-on-brown: 

Previously described by: 

Gladwin ••. Gila Pueblo. 9 

This smudged ware represented l~ of the decorated 

wares found 1n the Huachuca period, but only .18~ of the total 

sherds. 

M1scellaneous: 

The following group or sherds is merely suggestive or 

certain group contacts. They represent as a whole only l~ 

of the decorated wares and only .18~ or the total wares. 

They are listed 1n the order of their numerical 1mportance 

as found at the Babocomar1 Village. They, likewise, vere 

round only in the Huachuca Phase. 

Gila Black-cn-red: 12 she~s. Clarke: University Ruin. lO 

11 Rincon Red-on-brown: 4 sherds. Kelly: Hodges S1te. 
12 

pantane Red-on-brovn: 2 sherd&. Kelly: Hodges Site. 

R1ll1to Red-on-brown: 1 sherd. Kelly: Hodges Site. l3 

Ramos Polychrome: 3 sherds. Sayles: A:16:3, Northwest 
cf Casa Grande.14 

Babicora Polychrome: 3 sherds. Sayles: Chihuahua 1:9:11.15 

Red 'Wares: 

9 
01adw1n, 1934, f1g. 2; Gladwin, 1937, p. 99; Hawley, 1936, 

p. 109. 
10 

Clarke, 1935, p. 55, pl. 3 XXV. 

llKe1ly, 1n preparation. 

l2 Ib1a • 

13 Ib1d . 

l4saYles, 1936, pp. 45-54 j Hawley, 1936, p. 97. 
15Amsden, 1928; Caret, 1931; Brana, 1935j Sayles, 1936, 

pp. 19-23; Hawley, 1936, pp. 94. 
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Next to the painted-deoorated wares, the red wares 

were most 1mportant as a trade commodity to the Babocomarites. 

They made up .4~ of the total sherds found at the Village. 

It seems that most of the red wares were traded in from 

the west, from the area known today as the papaguesia. 

Sells Red: 

Previously described by: 

Scantling ... Jackrabbit Wells~ Papago Indian 
Reservation (Arizona:DD:l:o).16 

Sells Red vas by far the ~ost important of the red wares 

and I amazingly enough, three complete bowls of thi's _ware 'Jere 

found in association with various cremations. Sells Red made 

up 83. of the red wares found at the Babocomari Village. This 

ware belonged to the Huachuca Phase. 

San Francisco Fed: 

Yreviously desoribed by: 

Haury: Mogollon Village (Mogollon:l:15).17 

This ware represented only 2~ of the red ware found 

in the Huachuca Phase of the Babocomari Village. 

A third type of red ware, Babocomari Red Ware, which 

persisted through both the Huachuca and Bahocomari Phases 

of the village life is described under the section on Minor 

Arts and Crafts. 

16scantling - 1940, pp. 30-33. 

l7Haury, 1936, p. 28; Hawley, 1936, p. 104; Colton and 
Hargrave, 1937, pp. 48-49. 
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The Smud ged lola re s : 

This group made up 4~ of the total wares found, anr 

belonged predominantly in the Huachuca Phase. The Babecomarites 

smudged a great deal of their Plain Ware (See section on Plain 

~are). There vas also a distinctive smudged trade vare, San 

Carlos Brovn. A second type of brown-smudged vare, 

related to San Carlos Brown but showing some variation in 

thickness, amount of mica, and luster of interior smudge, 

vas found at the Babocomari, but was not identified. 

'-. san 08 rios . Brown: 

This ware represented 43~ of the smudged wares of the 

Huachuca Phase of the Babocomari Village. 

The author has been unable to locate in print any des

cription of this vare, although it is a common ware easily 

recognized by the studant in the fj~ld and is closely related 

to San Carlos Red-on-brovn which was found at Gila Pueblo. 

Incised Wares: 

The incised wares vere not well represented, comprising 

only .2% of the total sherd count. The only recognized form 

vas that of Chihuahua Punctate veich persisted through both 

the Huachuca and Babocomarl Phases. The other wares such 

as broad and fine line corrugated, line-punched, and finger

nail inCised, were each represented only by one or two sherd s . 

Chihuahua Punta te: 

Previously described by: 

Mentioned by Sauer and Brand in a discussion 
of marginal Chihuahua sites. Ie 

f8': 
Sauer and Brand, 1930, p. 443. 
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This ware represented 42% of the incised types but 

there were only 17 sher-ds belonging to the Huachuca Phase. 

A single crushed vessel of Chihuahua Punctate was found in 

house 4. 

Conclusion: 

The tl'ade pottery analysis chart of the Babocomar·1 

Village shows t~at tra~e ware (actually a ver~ small percentage 

of the total number of sherds found at the Babocomar1 Village) 

indicates: First, Babocomari Plain Ware and Barbocomari 

Polychrome were by far the most important wares of the Village 

Second, there was an important trade and, not unlikely, a 

cultural tie between the Babocomari Village and the villages 

lying to the west of it as indicated by the percentage of 

both Tanque Verde hed-on-brown and Tucson Polychrome as well 

as miscellaneous types coming in from that general area. 

This influence ·can be traced further in a number of other 

artifacts and in architecture. (Note map on cultural influence 

into the Babocomari area.) 

It is interesting to note that the second route, which 

was probably as strong as the western tr·ade route. was that 

coming from the Gila River up the san Pedro River and into 

the Babocomari country. This is the route commonly belIeved 

to have been followed by the strong Salado influence. 

It is believed by some that the salado peoples actually mi

grated as a group along this course and settled in the areas 

in and about the Babocomari country. This theory is based 

upon the presence of such Salado war~s as Gila and Tonto 
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polychrome, San Ca rlos Fed -on-brown, and San Carlos Bro .. n. 

What is most apparent, however, is that if the people actually 

migrated into the area, there is little doubt that the pottery 

types which constitute their calling caras, most certainly 

would have been influenced by the local clays which they would have 

had to use to make their wares. The local clays at Babocomari 

contain a great deal of mica; whereas, the trade .. ares represent-

ing the Salado group do not contain mica. 

Strangely enough', there are no routes coming into the 

Babocomari area from the east. Also, in spite of the fact 

that the Babocomarites .. ere possibly a peripheral lZroup of 
, -

the Chihuahua cultural center, there was ve~y little trade 

pottery coming in from this area. Th~ strongest southern 

influence in the form of trade ware was that of Santa Cruz 

Polychrome which has been identified as coming from Santa 

Cruz, Zonora. This ware is strangely similar tc that of 

the Babocomari polychrome, ana possibly the potters of' both 

villages influenced each other. There is also a striking 

resemblance between the design elements of Tanque Verde Red

on-brow~ ceramics and the Babocomari Polychrome designs. 

One finds that there were two strong foces at work on the 

Babocomari Village, both coming in from the outside and 

mainly from the "'est and from the South. 

It is evident that contacts between the Babocomeri 

Village and its neighbors could have been established only 

through the medium of individuals. If the trade relations 

mentioned did exist between the various groups indicated 

on the map on page , we may assume that this trade 
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was carried ·on principally by the men. Pottery, supposedly, 

is a product of the women's industry. Therefore, the basic 

techniques used by the neighboring women in the manufacture 

of the trade pottery would not have been transmitted, 

necessarily, with the finished product. The men who did 

the trading, even if they did not guard these techniques 

as valuable commercial secrets, would have had only the 

vaguest idea of how the things were made. If the receiving 

tribe became accustomed to the use of the product and then 

found the supply suddenly cut off, as apparently was the 

case at the end of the Huachuca Phase and the begtnning of 

the Babocomari Phase, it might develop quite d iffe rent 

techniques for the manufactur~ of the equivalent article. 

Linton makes just such a comparison in his Stu~y of Man 

referring to the Melanesian groups which possessed many 

different pottery mant;facturing techniques .19 

In the case of the Babocomari Village. we have a situa

tion where it appears that trade pottery was a luxury item 

that the tribe co~ld, and did, get along witho\,;t during the 

Babocomari Phase. Having an already established line of 

ceramic products and importing a few pieces which occasional

ly influenced only the decorative elements of Babocomari 

polychrome, the trade wares would not be a crucial co~modity. 

One cannot help but wonder what other products were trade 

commodities (and could be listed as crucial commodities) 

19 
Linton, 1936, p. 336. 
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which traveled the same trails as did the pottery. After 

the trade wares ceased to come into the Babocomari Village, 

local plain wares and Babocomari Polychrome became poorer 

The white slip on the polychrome became chal~f and cid 

not penetrate the clays as well as did the Babocomari Poly

chrome of the earlier Huachuca Phase. The red and black 

pigments tended to become fugitive during the latter part 

of the life of the Babocomari Village. The clay was coarser, 

and the plain ware thicker. Sources for the variol:.s pigments 

employed in the manufacture of the locally made wares 

have been located. Could there have been some item, such 

as a flux, or special paint pigment that the traders brought 

in and sold to the local potters that did make an imrression 

on.the culture once the trade routes stopped? Unfortunate

ly, the trade of other products, such as salt, and other 

food stuffs, is lost to the archaeologist, and he cannot 

step beyond the limits of the findings of his material 

traits in interpreting a cultuI~. 

TRADE "WARES USEr AS A TIME INI'ICATOR 

Babocomari Polychr0.me, Time Contacts 

In reviewing the spread of' Babocomari Polychrome, dis-
, 

cussed cnder the heading of Trade Ware as a Cultural 

Contact Indicator, we mentioned that this ware was found 

in the Tucson Phase of the Tres Alamos Ruin excavated by 

Carr Tuthill. Tuthill designated Babocomari Polychrome 



as "Santa Cruz Polychrome", after Sauer and Brand. However, 

the sherds found by Tuthill were actually Baeocemari Poly

chrome sherds and not Santa Cruz Polychrome sherd~1 as both 

were found at the Babocomari Village. Santa Cruz Pi>ly'~hro!re 

contained DO mica particles, wt.ile Babocornari Fol;:"chrome 

did contain mica. 
1 

Tuthill defines the T~cson Ph~se at Tres Alamos as 

falling between the years 1~OO-1450 A.r. It m~st be remern-

bered that this date ".-as established, not on thE basis of den-

drochronology, but solely on the basis of comparative rottery 

analysis. Tuthill further ties in this phs3e at Tres Alsmos 

with the phases established in the Tucson area. A similarl} 

named Tucson Phase has be'2n established by Kelly~ for the' 

Tucson area. In the Gila-Selt area, the work at snaketo\o;n, 

done by tta Gila Pueblo staff, cr~ated the phase structure 

which holds for the Hohokam groups of that area. The phase 

which would be contemporaneous with Tuthill's Tucson Phase 

would be the Civano Pha}f of tts Classic Fer-ied as described 
~ 

by Gladwin.-

It must r'E remerncered that the establishment of phase 

dates for the are,as her-ein under discussicL 3adl~ lacks 

any absolute dates supported by df~drochronology. Again,. 

the use of pottery' plus the siml1arlt~ of other material 

traits, has linkeo one 3l,ppositlon to another in th: estab-· 

ITuthill, 1947, p. 17. 
" CKelly, in preparation. 

301adwin, Haury, Sayles, 1937. 
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lishment of dates. The students in the field fully realize 

that cultural lag may well exist beyond a time when ~ 

material trait was first introduced into other areas. To 

illustrate: the use of the kerosene lamp would, according 

to strictest archaeological technique, create the kerosene 

l2mp Dhase; and this phase would of necessity be earliE>T 

than that of the electric light phase. Yet, today there are 

small hal'1lets and towns still using kerosene lamps while 

their neighbors In the larger cities have the very 13test 

in electrical appliances. Thol)gh the t'Wo groups are living 

conteMporaneously, according to their material cul~"'re 

one Sroup belont";s to the kerosene lamp phase and the other 

to the electric light phase. This is a recognized danger 

of e~tablishing dates for cultural changes, especially in 

Southern Arizona where wood specimens usable for dating 

are rare. 

TRADE WARE lSED AS AN ABCHAEOLOGICAL·DATINGTTOOL 

'l'anque Verde Red -on-brown; T:ucs o~,-__ fE.!}_ch~m~j_ Se ~ls _ltc:d.: 

Tanque Vel~e Red-on-brown was found in a pre-polychrome 
4 ~ 

horizon at the TAnq\.l.e VI~r-de Village and at the Hod!iI8s site. ~ 

At the lIniversity Ruin and the 11art:!nez hill Rui:., the 'Ware 

was found in association with Gila and Tucsen Polychromes. 

The end date for the o~~upation or th02 'j\J.l1que 'i,';rde Village 

is about 1200 A.D. The Vniverslty and l:3rt!nez Hill Ruins 

4f 'raps, 1935. 

5Ke11y, in preparation. 



were occupied until the latter part 01- the 14th CentL:'J 

A. D. Thus, Tanque Verde Red-on-br-cwn, 'With a few minor 

technological variations, lasted some tyO h"Lndr,::..d Y2<.;.l'S, 
,-

I, '=' or roughly l200-l~OJ A.D. 

Gila Polychrome; San Carlos Feci-on-brown; Tonto Polychrome: 

These three Salaco 'Wares found at the Babocomari 

Village have been do. ted bJl dend rochr·onology. HSUI'Y places 

the oates for- Gila Pueblo (Globe: 5:1), the t;n::e site 

for trot"! above-mentioned 'Wares, in the Pueblo IV Period. 

Six HOO specimens were dated whicr~ ranEe from 1345 to 1385 
-( 

A.D. He a 1 so d d t.ed tr~e uP.p€ r 'Ionto Na tional t'lonumen t 

(Roosev<"'lt 9:,) in the P\.:eblo IV PET·ioo \oiiU_ 0. single specimen 

at 1346.8 However, Gila POI J 2hrome may well have beE~n 
made previously to the Gila Pueblo estes as is suggested 

by the current field work being don6 at Point at Pines, 

Arizona, and may have e xis ted 1a ter' than the Gila Ft:eolc 

and rronto Ft:in dates in the southern !-,art of Arizona 

as is suggested by 'I'uthill and SCfintling. GLid .... in r-eLeI'S 

to the San Carlos Red - on-tr-own pot te l"'JI as falling in to 

the dates given cy Haury for Gila PU6L:c.~ 

i::ONCLrSION: 

Upon ch€~king these dates, it is possibl€, solely 

6 
SoaAt11~!~ 19;0 • . p. 30. 

7HaurJ, 1938, p. 3. 

Bn1 •. 
901adw1n, 1937, p. 99. 
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9A t~e strength of trade pottery, to suggest that the 

Baboeamarites were active at the Babocomarl Village 

during late PUeblo IV times. This is acrcording to Gladwin's 

temporal placement of the Bachi Phase of the Classic Period 

ot the Hohokam peoples to the west of the Village; of 

the Tonto Phase of the Pueblo IV peoples of the Salado 

Branch of the Little Colorado stem to the north; and ot the 

Animas Phase ot the Chihuahuan Culture which he also places 

in the Pueblo IV Period ot the Salado Branch (See chart 
10 

for associations). 

We may also assume that the beginning of the Huachuca 

Phase probably represented the end dates of the G"d.la." Pueblo, 

laB5y and that the Babocomari Village continued to exist 

atter the sacking of this famous old village. Perhaps here 

we can search out the reason why the trade routes were more 

or less cut oft between the Babocomari Village and its 

neighbors. Gladwin suggests the following solution: 

"Why was Gila Pueblo sacked about 1400 A.D.? 
Every room which we have excavated has been burned; 
pottery is still standing where it was last used, 
crushed by fallen walls and roofs; bodies are 
found in the rooms lying at every angle, either 
thrown in or crushed by taIling masonry. We have 
no evidenc.e of a peaceful evacuation; everything 
points to a disaster. The ansver, I believe, is 
2iven by Grenville Goodwin who tells me he has 
heard recurrin2 tales from the White Mountain and 

_'san Carlos Apache of fighting, in the old days, 
with the people who lived in what now are ruins 
near the San Carlos Agency and on Dewey Flat, 
near Bylas." 11 

10pig. 48. 
1101adwin, 1937, p. 99. 
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Here for the first time one other tie can be made with 

the san Pedro settlements of archaeological times and 

with the Sobaipuris of Kino's day. 

It is very probable that the Apache were makin~ 

depredations in the Gila Pueblo area near Globe and caused 

a wave of fear which permeated the Babocomarites living 

to the south. During the Babocomari Phase of the Babocomari 

Village, we note that the greatest percentage of houses 

were burned but did not otherwise show the evidences of a 

death raid upon the Village. This, coupled with the fact 

that the village was built as a loose unit in an unprotected 

valley, truly an easy mark for any raiding enemy group, 

perhaps suggests one possibility for the ending of village 

life at the Babocomari. It may be suggested that though 

no actual raid may have occurred, the people became frightened 

by the stories of raids occurring around them, and this, 

along with the stoppage of trade, plus any possible combina

tion of internal troubles that may have occurred, may well 

explain why the Babocomarites left their village at the 

end of the Babocomari Phase. 

Whether we can actually prove this supposition of 

Apache interference at the Babocomari Village will depend 

on what evidence of their continued culture is found at a 

ruin of a later date which has on its surface Spanish 

materials. Perhaps a ruin such as Quiburi (known as a 

Soba.ipuri village), having a Spanish visita, and located 
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on the San Pedro River, may throw some light on this 

perplexing problem • 

. Unfortunately, the dendrochronology specimens of 

Chihuahua Pine excavated at the Village have not been 

dated at the time of the writing of this report. Hence 

no speoifio dates have been suggested as to the time span 

of the Village nor the span of either the Huachuca or 

Babocomari phases. As soon as dates for the Village are 

available a supplement to this report will be lssued. 12 

I~The dendroch:ronology specimens are being studied by the 
tree-ring laboratory of the University of Arizona. 



CRAPTER VIII 

RELATION OF THE SAL.ADO TO TEE BABOCOMARI VILLAGE 

In Gladwin's latest set of conclusions regarding the 

work done at Snake town, he reviews his reasons for estab-

lising the presence of the Salado in Hohckam territory 

during the Classic Pe ried : 

"At Casa Grande, in 1927, I was faced with 
the same problem when we sections the rubbish 
mounds and tried to disentangle the Salado Poly
chromes from the local Red-nn-Buff. Finding 
no evidence of obvious conflict which, after 
all, is ~ct to be expected and which wo~ld be 
difficult to identify if it existed, I sugge3t
ed that the Hohokam villaRes in the Gila Basin 
had received a large number of people of the 
salado Gultur-e fr·om Tonto Basin and that both 
groups had settled down amicably together and 
proceeded to develop their respective cultures 
without interferinR with one another to any 
appreciable extent:"l 

In 1937, upon the completion of the Snaketcwn work, 

the salado were defined as: 

"a branch of the Pueblo people, specifically of 
the Little Colorado Stem. They made black and 
white on red pottery, markedly distinct frem 
the local red-on-buff; they built multi-story 
pueblos, as against the one-story and usually 
single-unit houses of the Hohokam; and they ,,2 
buried their dead, instead of cremating them. 

It was proposed that the Salado packed t:p I1bag and 

baggage" about 1400 A.D. and left their friends the Hchokams, 

lGladwin, 1948, p. 230. The Salado ~ulture of the Tonto 
Basin is described in Gladwin W. and H. S., 1935, 
pp. 2l7-2~1, and pp. 251-254 • 

2 
Gladwin, H. S., 1937, p. 96. 
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moved out of the Glla Basln, and went to the east and to 

the south up the San Pedro Rlver towards Mexlco. Indlcatlon 

of thls Is olted: 

"By 1~00 A.D. the sltes along the Middle 
Gila were abandoned. No later oulture has been 
found there, but we do flnd a more advanoed type 
of polychrome and also a red-on-brown in ruins 
along the San Pedro Valley to the southwest. 
The sl~nlflcanoe of this abandonment of the 
MIddle-Gila has not been suffIciently emphasized. 
It was a part, I believe, of a much wider move
ment which affected all the terrltory from the 
Rio Grande to the Verde Valley, and from the 
Zuni VIllages to the Glla, embracing an area of 
approxima-tely forth thousand square miles."3 

It Is supposed that the Salado moved out of the Gila 

Basin due to pressure of the incoming Apaches, suggested 

by the saCking of Gila Pueblo about 1400 A.D., but if this 

was the reason for the Salado movement, would they be more 

likely to swIng east and south Into the very teeth of the 

invader, or would they be more apt to move west and perhaps 

north out of the range of the nomadIc invaders? GladwIn 

suggests that they moved into the teeth of the invader, 

thIs theory belng supported by the presence of Salado P~ly

chrome wares in the late sites along the San Pedro and to 

the east. 

In 19~5, Haury reported on the material found by the 

HemIngway Expedltion at Los Muertos. In this report he 

takes up, in detail, the description of the Salado polychrome 

3 Gladwin, H. S., 1937, p. 99. 



wares, Gila and Tonto Polychromes. He postulates the move

ment of the Salado people from the G1la Basin area into 

the san Pedre at about the time proposed by Gladw1n, 

stating that during the Classic-Pueblo IV times a marked 

change took place in southeastern Arizona and that for the 

Pueblo stock the line has been completely shifted. It 

has not only passed completely over the former vacant str1p 

but has advanced deeply into Hohokam territory, reaching 

approximately Gila Bend on the west and trend1ng 1n a south

easterly direction through southern Ar1zona and into north-
4 

ern Mex1co. His use of the term hstock" suggests that, 

1n his postulation he be11eves that some people originating 

in the northern Pueblo area moved as a group into these 

new areas and amalgamated with the natives living in the 

San Pedro River Valley. This has been of great interest to 

the author during the excavation of the Babocomari V11lage, 

for this site was believed to be Saladoan. Tuthill def1ned 

the Tucson Phase established at Tres Alamos as a Salado 

phase, stating: 

flIt is probable that the pit houses were the 
homes of a group of Red-on-brovn people Y~ose 
culture had been modified by contact with the Salado 
to the point where they had given up most of their 
old culture but still had retained their old house 
type. "5 

It was in this phase that Tuthill found sherds of the Babo

comari Polychrome which link the Babocomari Village with 

4Haury, 1945, p. 207. Also note Haury, Ibid., p. 206,fig.l33. 

5Tuthl11, 1947, p. 25. 
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the last phase of Tres Alamos Ruin. In speaking of the 

presence of compound walls found at Tres Alamos, Tuthill 

states: 

fl It is this write r' s contention tha t the 
Salado people, and others in the Southwest, 
were cognizant of such movements as expressed 
by raiding parties, and that the enclosing 
compound walls were one defense against them.'16 

A Hohokam and a Salado trait list which Haury formulated 

in 19257 is herein compared with the Babocomari traits: 

TRAIT 
Head Form: 

HOHOKAJII SALADO BABOCOMARI 
Brachycephalic, de-

formed. 
Burial ---------------

Custom: Cremation, 
urn burial. 

!gricul
ture: 

Domesti
cated 
Animals 

ArchItec
ture: 

ExtensIve, 
controlled 
irrigation. 

Dog 

Inhumation, extend
ed often below 
house floors. 

IntensIve, flood
water irrigation, 
chan~in~ to canal 
irrigation on ar
rival 1n Gila
Salt area. 

Dog, Turkey. 

MultI-stored ~reat 
houses and compact 
groupings of 
single-storied, 
adobe -vall (Gila 
Basin) and stone
walled (Globe-

Roosevel t area) 
houses. Stone 
compound walls. 

Cremation, pit 
burial. 

RIver valley plant
ing. Irrigation. 

Dog. 

Puddled adobe,--
ain~le-storied 
houses formed 
about circular 
plazas. 

Earthen walls 
with massive 
retaining 
walls, topped 
with flimsy 
structu res; 
also unitype 
shallowly ex
cavated houses 
in open. Adobe 
compound walls 
borrowed. -------=--::.;::..=;...=...::..::-:::.-=------------------------

6 Tuthill, 1947, p. 26. 

7 Haury, 1945, p. 207. A1 so see Gladwin ,,; .•. H S., 1935, 
p. 252. 
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TRAIT HOHOKAM SALADO BABOCOMARI 
Pottery: Paddle-and-an

v!l technique 
of finishing; 
red -on"-buff; 
polished and 
smudged red 
ware; gray to 
brown plain 
ware. 

ColI-scrape technique; Paddle-and-anvil 
Polychrome in black, polychrome black, 
red, and white; red, on white, 
corrugated; slipped plain brown, 
corrugated red ware; yellow to black 
smudging; brown ware; smudging. 
plain ware. 

other 
Clay 
Objects: 

Griddles; hum
an fiszurines 
(rare J. Ani
mal figurines, 

Animal figurine s ( rare) ; 
disc-type spindle 
whorls. 

Animal figurines 
(rare) .Mexican 
type spindle 
whorls, disc
type spindle 
whorls. 

and Mexican ... 
type spindle 
whorls. 

=S~t-o-n-e-:--~R~e-ctangular,ful1-

t roughed me
tates; well
shaped. Mortar 
and pes tIe. 

FUll troughed me - FUll-=-trougfieCf me =-

snarl: 

Hoe s. Three
quarter grooved 
axe. Carved 
stone vessels 
and slate pal-
e t t e s (ra re ) . 
Stirrup crush
ers. Rimls. 

"MediCine" stones. 
Chisels. Large 
type arrow 
s trailZhtene r. 

Many specles used. 

tates not care- tates, not care-
fully shaped. full~ shaped. Slab 
Three quarter groov- JI~tates. Spindle 
ed axe; double- "horls. Three-
bitted axes;adzes; quarter grooved 
polishing stones; axe. Small type 
small-type arrow arrow straightener. 
strailZhteners. lioes. FleshinlZ 

- knives. Medicine 
stones. 

Few specIes-used-.--
Carving not spec
cialized. Turquoise 
ove rlay prevalent. 

Few- s ~ cIe s used. 
No carvtn~. 
No over or inlay. 

High skill in 
ca rv inlZ. Some 
inlay and over
l~. 

~r18h~Woodenpaddle- PaInted coiled bas-
able shaped tools. ketry. Cane cig-
Mater- Coarse twilled arettes. Pahos. 
ials. mats. Proto-kach~i_n_a~'~ __ :'-~~07 ____ _ 

McGregor, suggests 8ra~disc beads as a Salado trait. 
McGrelZor, contrary to Haury's Salado list, claims the ::'.alado 

- worked shell in great quantities and were pro
ficient in carving. 
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Head Form: HOhokam ... !UnknOWn). 
Salado ..•. Brachycephalic) ocoipital deformation. 
Babocomari unk~own). 

In reviewing the skeletal remains found at Snaketown8 

in the Sacaton phase~ one is surprised to find that both Hooton 

and Woodbury agree that the crania were brachycephalic but 

undeformed. In reexamining the data pertaining to Los Muertos 

skulls Haury states, "The crania collected durin2 this work 

show marked brachycephaly. Occipital deformation was almost 

a universal feature but, judging from the drawings of more 

than fifty crania published by Mathews, Wortman and Billings,9 

it would appear that this phenomenon was not so marked here 

as it was farther to the north and east. This is in keeping 

with more recent skeletal finds higher in the salt drainage 

which show, on the whole, a decrease in amount and frequency 

of posterior flattening over the skeletal remains of the 
10 

northerly cuI tural centers. II 

With the data presented by the meager findings at 

Snaketown and Los Muertos, it is possible to conceive that 

the Hohokam themselves might have been brachycephalic. It 

is also possible that the presence of inhumations in the Salt 

River Valley prior to the invasion of the Salado represents 

some internal change rather than an outward invasion of a 

8 -- ---------
GladWin, Haury, Sayles, Gladwin, 1937, p. 246. 

9Mathews, Wortman, and Billings, 1893, pp. 141-286. 
10 

Haury, 1935, p. 44. 
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fore ign -pe ople . 

Burial Custom: 

The Hohokam: Cremation, especially urn cremations. 

The Salado: Inhumations, especially burial, sub floor. 

Babocomari: Individual pit cremations. 

DISCUSSION: It has been suggested that the Hohokam remained 

in their homeland after the Salado migrated out of the Gila-
11 salt drainage and that the present Piman culture in which 

12 
inhumation and only an occasional cremation are practiced 

mirror an earlier Salado influence impressed upon Hohokam. 

This occurred during the Civano Phase when the Hohckam were 

thrown with the Salado who customcrril) inhumed their dead. 

Cultural habits change rapidly, and it is conceivable that 

the burial customs of the Hohokam were altered considerably 

during Classic times due, possibly, to internal social changes 

and environmental causes. Haury himself indirectly makes 

this statement when he laments the lack of knowledge concern-

ing the Hohokam physical type and holds out the hope that 

"our knowledge viII undoubtedly have to come from chance 

burials or from areas occupied by the Hohokam but where cremB-
13 

tion was not practiced" Thus he suggests that there were 

groups of Hohokam vho possibly did not practice cremation. 

If such is a possibilIty, then is it not conceivable that 
------ --"---- - -- - ------ -

IIHaury, 1945, pp. 211-21c. 

12 Russell, 1908, p. 194. 

l3Haury, 1945, pp. 212-213. 
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the Hohokam pattern of burlal evolved from cremation to 

inhumation as a phenomenon of cultural change? The Pima 

retain certain vestiges of cremation habits, ano it is 

uncertain as to whether the habit of inhumating the dead 

was injected into their culture by the Salado or through 

beliefs of Catholicism during the early Spanish periods. 

At Snaketown it was reported during the Sedentary 

Period, especially durlng the Sacaton Phase, inhumation 

was occasionally practiced. "Two earth burials, accanpanied 

by red-on buff pottery have been definitely assigned to 

this phase .. a third, tightly flexed, had with it a 

fragment of a large plain jar which was probably also 
llJ 

contemporaneous. " One other burial was reported out 

through the floor of a Santa Cruz house and lying in a 

supine position. All burials were placed with the head 

toward the east. 

Domesticated Animals: 

The Hohokam: Domesticated the dog. 

The Salado: Domesticated both the dog and the turkey. 

The Babocomaritea: Domesticated the dog. 

DISCUSSION: The turkey (meleagris gallopavo) which is also 

suggested as a Salado trait, vas found at Snaketcwn prier 

to the Salad 0 invasion. liThe scarcity of turkey bone s, not 

only at Snaketown but in the Gila Basin ruins generally, 

-- - - ---._------ -~- -- - - -----_._-- .-

14 
Gladwin, Haury, Sayles, GladWin, 1938, p. 93, pl. 27a. 
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gives us some basis for believing that the turkey was not 

domesticated by the Hohokam as it seems to have been by the 

Anasazi.,,15 Whether or not tl:.rkey bonee are found in 

greater abundance after the Salado invasion, or in late 

Classic Hohokam ruins is still a moot point. 

Architecture : 

The Hohokam: Built massive retaining walls which 

were then filled in to form mounds upon which were built 

flimsy structures. They also constructed shallow 

exoavated unit type houses. 

The Salado: Built multi-storied, great houses and 

compact groupings of single-storied adobe-walled houses, 

protected by compound walls . 
. ..... 

The Babocomarites: Built loose clusters of houses 

about circular plazas. 

DISCUSSION: The salado reportedly built Casa Grande; 

if this be true, then is the massive structure at CasasGrandes 

ruin in ~~u~~ula Salado structure? Did the powerful 

Chihuahuan Culture, according to Bandalier's description, 

become subservient to the migrating Salado people to the 

point where the Chihuahuan architecture was radically 

changed? 

Pottery: 

~Ge Hohokam: Employed a paddle and anvil method in 

l5GladwiD, Haury, Sayles, GladWin, 1931, p. 151. 
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manufacturin@ their ceramic wares. 

The Salado: Employed the coil scrape technique. 

The Babocomarites: Employed the paddle and anvil 

finishing technique. 

DISCUSSION: It appears that pottery is the outstanding 

characteristic used in identUying the Saladoan peoples. 

Indeed, McGregor in his chapter on the Saladoans speaks of 
16 

them as "the Polychrome Invasion." The polychrome wares 

in question are the Pinto-GIla-Tonto Polychrome series 

of wh1ch both Gila and Tonto Polychrome were found at the 

Babocomari Village. It is striking that the area of the 

upper San Pedro has been surveyed and studied only from 

the surface collections, and the presence of the Salado 

polychrome wares alone, or almost alone, was sufficient 

evidence to define the area as a Salado area. These Salado 

pClychrome6 represented only 1.35% of the ceramics identified 

at the BaDocomari Village and, further, these wares were 

not locally made, as would be imagined when a group migrated 

into a new area and set up housekeeping. The clay used 

in the Salado trade ware does not carry the high mica content 

common to tb8 ~1&,. in the area about the Village. 

Other Clay Objects: 

The Hohokam manufactured griddles, human figurines, 

animal figurines, and Mexican-type spindle whorls. 

The Salado manufactured animal figurines and disc-

16McGregor, 1941, p. 332. 
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type spindle whorls. 

The Babocomarites manufactured a few animal figurines, 

no human figurines, and used clay spindle whorls as well 

as the Mexican type whorl. 

DISCUSSION: This group of traits parallels the salado trait 

list closely but, upon studying the presence of clay 

spindle whorls, one finds that the Hohokam certainly used 

a perforated disc prior to the coming of the Salado invaders. 

Forty-five perforated discs were found at snaketown,11 

dating from the Sweetwater Phase on and becoming abundant 

in the Sacaton Phase. One finds it difficult to justify 

the validity of the statement that clay spindle whorls wepe 

a Salado trait when they have been found in Hohokam horizons 

prior to the great invasion. 

STONE: 

The Hohokam: Employed a well shaped, full -trough metate. 

The Salado: Employed full trough metates not well shaped. 

The Babocomarites: Employed a full-trough metate, 

not carefully shaped, during the Huachuca Phase, and then 

used both a poorly shaped, full-trough metate and a slab 

metate, in the Babocomari Phase. 

DISCDSSION: In reviewing the metate types found at Snaketown, 

one is immediately impressed with the fact that, during 

------- ------
11 Gladwin, Haury, Sayles, Gladwin, 1937, pp. 242-24 3. 
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the earlier periods of the liohokam Culture, the fu11-

trough metates were not so well shaped as they were during 

the Classic Period when the Salado took over. In des-

cr1bing the metates of the Colonial Period, Sayles states: 

"It would seem that the precise shaping of the latter types 
18 had not come into gene ra1 use." 

Although very necessary, schematic approaches employed 

in the reconstruction of prehistoriC cultures are extremely 

dangerous. Perhaps, living in ocr assembly-line culture, 

we have erroneously oonceived that all material artifacts 

must look the same as though turned out in bulk in our 

modern factories. It is more plausible to assume that a 

group of individuals who hand manufacture a certain material 

artifact, such as a metate, will not produce any two 

exactly alike, due to the simple fact that individual talent 

varies. Therefore; ,when it is stated that the Hohokam 

produced a well-shaped trough metate and that the Salado 

one that was not carefully shaped there is good cause for 

wonderment, especially when it is discovered that the 

Hohokam produced poorly shaped t~ough metates prior to the 

coming of the Salado and did not produce well shaped ones 

until after the great invasion. 

Mortar and Pestle: 

The Hohokam: Used the hoe. 

The Salado; Did not use the hoe. --- - --- ---- -- ---------

18Gladwin, Haury, Sayles, Gladwin, 1937, p. 107. 
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The Babocomarite: Used the hoe. 

DISCUSSION: The Salado trait list presented with Los Muertos 

report apparently is a counterpoint to a statement made in 

the same report concerning hoes. It is stated: "The hoe 

as such is not a characteristic trait of the Pueblo Culture, 

although it came to be one of ~he typical tools of the 

Salado population during Pueblo IV times in the Glo •• -

Foosevel t area and in the Gila and Sal t Region. ,,19 

In the same section i~ goes on to sa;y, "Among the Hohokam, 
20 the hoe carrie s ba ck into the Colonial Period. n Apparentl y 

the hoe was used by the Hohokam prior to the Salado invasion 

and the tool, as such, is not a Salado trait. Haury states 

in another report: "While the hoe was used by the Mogollon 

people - at first (San Francisco Phase) a broad, unspecialized 

tool - it became abundant only in the Mimbres Phase when 

it assumed a slender blade-like form. 'Whether or not the 

Mogollon Culture derived its hoe from the Hohokam remains 
21 

to be shown, although it is quite possible. At his own 

suggestion, Haury considers the hoe to be a Hohokam trait 

and not a "typical" Salado tool. 

Three-Quarter Grooved Axes: 

Hohokam: Used the three-quarter grooved axe. 

Salado: Used the three-quarter grooved axe. 

19Haury, 1945, p. 136. 
20 Ibid • 

2lHaury, 1936, p. 105. 

--------
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Barbocomari Village: Used the three quarter grooved axe. 

DISCUSSION: McGregor as well as Haury cla~lfles the three

quarter grooved axe as a Salad 0 tra1 t: "The stone axe is 

uniformly of the three quarter groove type and 1s usually 

well made. This is undoubtedly a trait taken over from 
22 

the Hohokam people vi th whom the Salad oans vere in contact. 11 

However, Haury reports the presence of three quarter 

grooved axes in three colonial sites: Roosevelt 9:6, 
C:~ 

Sacaton 9: 4 and Sacaton 9:6, - and the Snaketovn Report 

indicates the presence of three-quarter grooved axes in 
24 

both the Gila Butte and Santa Cruz Phases. Thus, if 

the three-quarter grooved axe is found at a site in association 

with Gila ~olychrome, is the axe to be designated as a 

Hohokam or Salado tool? 

Double-Bitted Axes: 

Hohokam: Absent. 

Salado: Present. 

Babocomari: Present. 

DISCUSSION: In his salado trait list, Haury cites the dcuble-

bitted axe as a Salado and not a Hohokam tra1t, but in the 

body of the same report he makes the folloving statement: 

"Historically, on the presence of double bitted axes in 

Los Guanacos, one may say that they appear fairly early 

-- -------- --- "--- ---------
22 

McGregor, 1941, '0. 334. 

23 8 Haury, 1932, p. 9 . 

24Gladvin, Haury, Sayles, Gladwin, 1937, p. 108. Also note 
p. 114 which depicts an evolutionary chart of Snaketown 
three-quarter grooved axes. 
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in the Gila Basin and are to be considered, like the sin~le---- --- ------
hi tted axe.L ~ssentia.!.lz_~ Hohokam tool (this author's italics) • 

'hey 'Were not found, howeve r, at Snake town. tI 25 

Adze5~ 

Hohokam: Absent. 

Salado: Present 

B3bocomari: Present. 

DISOUSSION: The adze is listed as a Saladoan trait and 

as not being present in the Hohokam Culture, but earlier 

in the same report Haury states: "Since the Gila adze is 

a late factor and the specimens originate from sites 

dually oceupied by Hohokam and pueblo groups, one might 

suspect them to have- been introduced by the latter. 

But the absence of this tool in pure Salado Culture ruins 

does not permit such a conclusion. (t~is althor's italics) 

Either, then, the adze comes in as an outside influence or 
26 

it 1s developed locally." 

polishing stones: 

Hohokam: Absent. 

Salado: Present. 

Babocomarl: Present. 

25 Haury, 1945, pp. 132-133. 

26 Ib 1d ., p. 138. 



DISCUSSION: Although Haury includes polishing stones 

under the Salado trait list and not the Hohokam, he intro 

duces his descriptive material from Los Muertos, concern

lng polishing stones or pot-polishers, by saying: "Like 

practically all pottery-bearing southwestern sites, Los 

Muertos produced its share of pebcles, used in finishing 

the surfaces of earthen vessels before they were ready for 
27 

firing." Therein he suggests that the polishing stone 

is a natural trait common to all cuI tures in the South\lest 

ano not a tool diagnostic of anyone culture such as the 

salado. 

Carved Stone Vessels: 

Hohokam: Present. 

Salado! Absent. 

Babocomari: Absent. 

DISCUSSION: McGregor suggests that the Salaooans were 

excellent workers in stone: tiThe writer has also seen several 

very f'ine stone dishes which may be ascribed to this cUlture. n28 

c9 
He illustrates a \lell-known stone carving found by Nesbitt 

at Starkweather Ruin as an example of the excellent workmanship 

in stone developed by the Salad os. Ap!",arently Haury and 

McGregor disagree re gard ing the classifica tion of the Salado 

as skilled stone cutters. 

27 4 Haury, 19 5, p. 133. 

28MCGregor, 1941, p. 336. 
29 Ibid., fig. 153. 



· Anow Stral@hteners: 

Bohokam: Used a large type arrow straightener. 

salado: Used a small type arroy stra1ghtener. 

Babocomarltes: Used small type arroy straightener. 
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Shell: 

The Hohokam. produced a great ma.ny specimens of shell 

and showed a very high skill in carving. 

The Salado did very little shell carving and that was 

not specialized. 

The Babocomari carved shell was very rare. 

DISCUSSION: The use of shell for ornaments and the 

skill of cutting, etching and, in general, decorating 

belong principally to the Hohokrun Culture. "At Snaketown, 

as in all po ttery-be ering ruins of Southern Arizona, shell 

objeots were very abundant. Undoubtedly the chief reason 

for the emphasis on shell work was the proximity to the 

Gulf of California and the Pacific Coast, and the recognition 

that shell was admirably sui ted to carving. n30 Concerning 

the Salado, McGregor maintains, uShell was also worked in 

quantity, probably as an influence from the Hohokam. 

Cut-out shell pendants are relatively common, but the 

carving of shell in high relief appears to have been 

absent. ,,31 

Turquoise Overlay: 

The Saladoans were Imown for their turquoise overlay, 

but the Hohokam also made overlays as well as inlays. No 

overlay or inlay decorative work was found at the Babocomari 

Village. 

30 GL ADV'I IN , HAURY, SAYLES, GLADWIN, 1937, p. 135. 
31MC GREGOR, ibid. 



Beads: 

McGregor, speaking of the Salado, states that, "One 

of the most outstanding characteristics of this group was 

the production of superior ornaments. Great ~uantities 

of very fine and excellently made stone beads are found in 

every site of this culture. Many of these beads are prac

tically microscopic and are drilled and ground with precision.,,32 

The descriptive material concerning Snaketown ornaments 

suggests that, "One string of disc beads measured 11.5 m. in 

length, and another of wedge-shaped beads made a string 3.4 m. 

in length, both having been found in the same cremation. 

Disc beads were the most universally used. They occl~red 

in all phases except the Vahki and increased in frequency 

from early to late. ,,33 The Babocomari Village produced a 

great number of both shell and slate disc beads of excellent 

workmanship. Most of these beads were associated with 

cremations. Evidently stone beads cannot be termed a 

diagnostic trait of the Salado Culture, as suggested by 

McGregor, as they have been found in abundance in early 

Hohokam horizons. 

32MC GREGOR, ibid., pp. 335-336. 

33 GLADWIN , H~1TJRY, SAYLES, GLADWIN, 1937, p. 126 • 



CONCLUSION: 

Upon reviewing the Salado trait list established by 

Gladwin, Haury, and McGregor, the reader is aware of a 

great deal or conflict regarding the basic traits which 

have been presented to establish the Salado CUlture in 

Hohokam terpitory during the Classic Period. Serious 

doubt might be raised, with a great deal 01' justification, 

as to the theory of the Salado invasion itself. Having 

some doubts as to the presence of the Salado in the 011a

Salt drainage, the author finds himself plagued with even 

greater doubts as to the presence of these "Polychrome 

Invaders" at the Babocomari Village at a time when they 

were supposed to have hurried out or the Gila Basin into 

the San Pedro River Valley to escape the scourge of the 

Apache by ruru~ing into the very teeth of these Athapascans. 

Inasmuch as the occupation of the Babocomar1 Village falls 

into the period when Gladwin and Haury would have the Salado 

stock moviIiG up the San Pedro River, one would expect the 

presence of more Sal ado an material traits at the site. 

Gila and Tonto Polychromes were found, but they represented 

the lowest percentage of all the ceramics in the village, 

and were trade pieces but, beyond the presence of 

these two material traits, one finds so many contradictions 

to the Salado, such as the absence of inhumations and 

compound village structure,. that one is forced to look 

elsewhere for the origins of the Bebocm:la.ri tes. The origins 



are disoussed in the next seotion dealing with the survey 

of similar Babooomari Polyohrome sites in the southeastern 

part of Arizona. It will suffioe to state, at this point, 

that in all probability, the Babooomarites stemmed from an 

earlier Chihuahuan Culture ~~d had olose affiliations with 

the Babooora people of western Chihuahua who in£luenced both 

the San ta Cruz Culture of Sonora and the Babocomari Culture 

of southeastern Arizona. 

If the Salado, as such, aotually existed and if they 

did migrate into the San Pedro Valley, as suggested, they 

apparently did not come down below the line established by 

Sauer and Brand34 as the northern boundary of the Chihuahuan 

peripheral area. 

34sAUER and BRA1~J 1930, fig. 3. 



THE CHIHUAHUAlT QUESTION 

Having reviewed the premises upon which the Salado 

invaders have been created by Gladwin, we find that the 

Babocomari Village showed little or no a~~inity with the 
-. 

Saladoan Culture, save for a few sherds of Salado polychrome 

wares and Gila and Tonto polychrome. We can now turn our 

eyes to the South and to the Southeast in hopes of fLnding 

another culture which shows some parallel with the late 

Babocomari Village. 

During a period of survey work in which the objective 

was to find other sites which had Babocomari polychrome on 

the surface, the Amerind Foundation located no other site 

on the ba.'1ks of the Babocomari River carrying this ware. 

Eowever J when surveying the eastern slopes of the Huachuca 
t 

Mountains, an extremely interesting discovery was made. In 

the mouth of each major canyon a related Babocomarl site was 

located .. 

Inasmuch as both the Sonora and Chihuahuan areas have 

been studied principally by survey material, one treads on 

dangerous ground when attempting to tie the Babocomari 

Village with its relatives to the south. Hawley states 

tha.t the Sonoran area., "ha.s been studied by surface 

surveys_ onl.y. It is probable that it is more closely 



tied to the Chihuahua pueblo center to the east than to 
I 

the Hohokam to the no.rth.1I 

Found in association with the Babocomari polychrome 

at the Babocomari Village si te was a ware which was very 

similar in design layout and elem~nts. This ware was 

located by Sauer and Brand in Sonora and described by 

Hawley in 1936. Hawley calls the ware Santa Cruz Polychrome. 

This ware has been found at the headwaters of the Santa Cruz 

River and in the drainage basins to the south, the type site 

being an unexcavated ruin called Santa Cruz. Babocomari 

Polychrome in general is cruder, has a fugitive red and . 

black paint and an abundance of mica in both the slip and 

paste; whereas, the Santa Cruz Polychrome ware is better 

made, the pigments are not fugitive, and the slip tends to 

crackle, and it does not contain a heavy mica count. 

Vlhenever mica was encountered in the Santa Cruz shards 

found at the Babocomari Village it was noted that a golden 

mica was present rather than the local heavy white flakes 

of mica connnon to the Babocomari wares. 

Sauer and Brand describe Santa Cruz Polychrome designs 

as follows: "intricate use of solid triangle combinations. 

The ware gives the impression of borrowing of design both 

from the Trincheras potters and those of Chihuahua. tI 

lHAWLEY, 1936, p. 59. 

2SAUER and BRAND, 1931. 

2 
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Earlier accounts in the are'a under discussion ,describe 

a two-fold divtsionof pottery ,types. Bandaliermentions 

this: "Besides the little mounds indicating houses, there 

are enclosures without any traces, however, of the checker-

board arrangement peculiar to ruins in Southern and Eastern 

Arizona. I saw no dikes at either of these three localities. 

What, however, struck me at once was the character of the 

pottery. Instead of' the coarse and plain ware noticed else

where in Sonora, the potsherds showed a degree of perfection 

which I had not seen farther north.,,3 

This cer~ic difference was again noted by Amsden4 who 

divided the Sonora sites into two groups. One group he de

fined as a peripheral development of the Casas Grandes 

Culture, confined to the easternmost drainage (the upper 

Bavispe, the Huachinera, and the Bacadehuachi Rivers) 

running as far north as the boundary of the United, states 

and including the eastern slopes of the Huachuca Mountains 

• • • as far south as the mouth of the Bacadehuachi and 

probably up the Rio de Granados or the lower Bavispe, this 

being its western boundary_ The peripheral Chihuahuen 

Culture would run as far west as the Sonora River. 5 He 

says that the peripheral Chihuahuan Ruins located in the 

Sonora area are ceramical1y closely allied to Casas Grandes, 

stating: "Many of the sherds having painted decoration are 

of typical Casas Grandes Polychrome fu~d black-on-yellow 

3BANDALIER, 1892, pp. 516-517. 
4AMSDEN, M~ ,1928, pp. 44~45 .. 
5Ibld.,p. 45. 
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wares. The local types show further development which 

savors of degeneration. The typical Peripheral Casas 

Grandes decorated pottery is black or black-on-red on a 

bright orange base. n5 He also mentions the fact that 

many of the bowl rims of this Peripheral Casas Grandes 

pottery have the black painted rim, a trai t very common 

to the Babocomari Polychrome. 

Of the houses, he mentions Site 27 as being a typic al 

Peripheral Casas Grandes site. ttThe rooms were joined to 

enclo.s e a court (or more t han one court) on thre e side s • fl6 

He also mentions that the houses were rectangular and com

pared the village to that of Site 14 found on the Slaughter 

Ranch east of Douglas, Arizona. 

In 1930 Sauer and Brand carried on a survey of Pueblo 

sites in southeastern Arizona, and in their conclusions 

defined the international border area of southeastern 

Arizona as falling into the marginal area of the Chihuahua 

Culture. On one point they were understandably incorrect. 

They placed Babocomari Polychrome, whiCh they questioningly 

called early Chihuahua Polychrom.e, much earlier than it 

actually is in the statement: "The evidence bears to the 

effect that an early Chihuahua Culture had connections at 

the south with the Red-on-buff Culture of the west, that 

the climax Chihuahua Culture took possession of the 

5AM~DEN,· M ibid 45 .t'UllO ~ .• , ., p. • 

6 Ibid. 
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irrigable San Bernardino Valley, and that a later culture, 

characterized by gouged w~e and forsaking entirely the 

beautiful decorations of Casas Grandes by ~~is contrast 

under suspic ion as produced by a different people, came 

in and occupied the same area for a time .117 (The red-on

buff ware-was Tanque Verde Red-on-brown.) 

Un£ortunately, the cultures herein described are 

poorly defined inasmuch as actual excavations in the area 

are practically non existent. We c~~ assume that the 

Babocomari Village and its kindred sites located along 

the eastern slopes of the Huachuca Mountains had an affinity 

with the Ghihuahuan periphery sites of Sonora as well as 

to the southeast of the Rio Babocomarl. 

The Sierra Madres are a formidable western boundary 

against the mother Chihuahuan Culture ~~d its peripheral 

children lying to _the west on the other side of the mountain. 

Undoubtedly the mountains were a barrier with which to be 

reckoned, but Bandalier was informed of traditions 1n-

dicating that the ruined pueblos of Batesopa and Baquigopa, 

formerly inhabited by the Opatas, "were frequently dis

turbed by the inhabitants of Casas Gran.des on the other 

side of the Sierra Madre. From Batesopa, Casas Gr~Tldes 

may be reached in_less than five days of wearisome foot 

travel, across a very rough mountain wilderness. r't Was 

also asserted that the Opatas of Batesopa in revenge made 

incursions upon Casas Grandes. u8 

7SAUER and BRAND, 1930, p. 444-
8BM~ALIER, 1892, p. 520. 
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Lumholtz9 also describes his own arduous crossing 

of the Sierra Madres as difficult but passable. 

The culture of Casas Grandes is described by Bartlett, 

Bandalier, Lumholtz, Kidder, and by Sayles. Using Sales' 

Table,lO it would be best to make a comparative trait list 

of materials found by him and those fo~~d at the Babocomari 

Village. Of the established types of Chihuahuan Polycp~ome, 

the Babocomari Polychrome seems to have a closer affinity 

with that of the Babicora Polychrome in design elements 
11 and color scheme than with any other ware. Sayles be-

lieves that Babocomari Polychrome shows a relationship 

to Babicora Polycp~ome. 

The Babicora Phase defined by Sayles falls earlier 

than the Ramos and later phases, but one will note that 

Sayles describes the material culture of the Babicora as 

similar to but less sophisticated than the material culture 

of the later Ramos phase. He also does this with the sub

sequent Animas and Carretas phases: lIOut of a Babicora 

Phase, characteri~ed by Babicora and Villa Ahuraada 

Polychrome and houses wi t-h. masonry walls, there grew a 

Ramos Phase in which the pottery of the Babicora Phase 

was carried to high excellence. Since many traits wbich 

can be identified with the Salado Branch were introduced 

into the Chihuahua Branch during this phase, it is inferred 

9LID.mOLTZ, 1902, pp.17 4-0. 
lOSAYLES, 1936, p. 84. 
11 Personal conversation with Mr. Sayles. at the 

University of Arizona. 
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that the farming land would not support the village and a 

portion of the group moved on to Tanner Canyon. 

If the Babicora Polychrome continued to exist in the 

heartland of the Chihuahua Culture, it is not conceivable 

that the rest of the material culture found in association 

with this ware also was produced-and that the material found 

at the Babocomari Village in a peripheral area was dif'fused 

across the Sierra Madres--at the earlier period and continued 

in a marginal form through a later time period. It is also 

.interesting to note that, once again, the term "Salado Branch" 

appears only this time in the Chihuahuan area. Gladwin states: 

"From the ruins in Tonto Basin which have been dated and which 

contain Gila Polychrome, it can be stated with a rair degree 

of accuracy that the inyasion took place between 1300 and 1350 

A.D., a.."1d that the Salado people lert the Gila Basin between 

1400 and 1450 A.D. ul3 He also suggests that upon the abandon

ment of the Middle Gila after 1400,14 the Salado moved into 

the San Pedro Valley and to the east and southeast. say1es15 

states that around 1350 A.D. the Salado left the whole of 

Southern Arizona, including the San Pedro Valley, and moved 

into the Chihuahua area. If the Salado, according to Gila 

Pueblo dates, did not evacuate the Middle Gila until after 

1l..~00 A.D., when they supposedly moved into the Sen Pedro 

Valley, how could they have possibly evacuated the San Pedro 

13GLADv~rll~. nr H S 1935 254 ' .1, iVa, •• , ,p. • 

14GLADWn~, 1937, p. 99. 

l5sAYLES, 1936-b, pp. 97-98. 
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that the Salado people, who evacuated Southern Arizona 

at about this same time, were chiefly absorbed into the 
12 

Ramos Phase." 

It is safe to surmise that the Babocomari Village 

was in contact with the areas to the southeast as well as 

to the north and to the west during the Huachuca Phase. 

The Chihuahua area ceramically influenced the Babocomarite 

potters and furnished ideas for house architecture, but 

beyond this the cultural ties become vague. There are 

differences, as mentioned previously, in regard to burial 

customs. At first hand one might postulate that, due to 

long periods of isolation, the Babocomarites portray a 

peripheral form of culture of the Chihuahuan type, retaining 

an older burial custom. Sayles does not report the findings 

of cremations in phases such as the Medanos which is earlier 

than the Babicor!l. or the I1amos and Animas Phases. The reason 

for not attributing this trait to a period of isolation, 

other than that the cremation practice was not found earlier 

in the Chihua..1J.uan heart-land is that all evidence Sl10WS that 

the Babocomari Village was a village with a short-time span. 

Only two phases were represented at the village, and it is 

apparent that the people moved into the area at a very late 

date, bringing their full culture with them. It is possible, 

however, that one of the other related Babocomari villases 

located in the Huachuca Mountains may produce earlier phases. 

Perhaps the people settled at Ramsay Canyon, \'lhere they found 

l2SA'_rL~S, 193(' b 99 1 .u U" p. . 
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Valley in 1350 A.D., 50 years or more berore they supposedly 

arrived on the scene in the San Pedro Valley? 

Pottery: 

The main pottery types of the Animas Phase which seems 

to show a relationship to the Babocomari Village site are 

Tonto Polychrome, Gila Polychrome, Ramos Polychrome, 

Chupadero Black-on-White, and El Paso Polychrome. At 

the Babocomari Village sherds of Gila and Tonto Polychrome, 

as well as a few sherds of Ramos Polychrome, were found 

in association with Babocomari Polychrome. 

DISCUSSION: Sayles states, "As a result, it seems to 

us that the vmole span of pottery-mruring culture in Chihuahua 

can be placed as falling between 1000 and llL50 A.!J., and that 

the evolution of culture was inspired by a continuous series 

of infusions from Arizona and new Mexico."lb 

Stone Artifacts: 

1. Abrading stones found in Chihuahua (Actually these 

stones are arrow-shaft straighteners). Similar arrow-shaft 

straighteners were found at the Babocomari. 

2. Three-quarter grooved axes present in both Ramos 

and Animas Phases similar to the three-quarter axes of 

Babocomari Village. 

3. Chipped scrapers of gray chert (not common) found 

in the Chihuahua Culture similar in manufacture and abundance 

to those found at the Babocomari Village. 

l6SAYL'~S, ]936 b 100 ..... - 0, p. • 
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4. Hammerstones found both in the Chihuahua and 

Babocomari Cultures. 

5. Flake Imife found in the Chihuahua Culture; 

absent at the Babocomari Village. 

6. 11anos - rectangular block type - found in Chihuahua 

similar to some of the Babocomari Village types. 

7. Metates - open-end trough - found in Chihuahua, 

unlike full-trough of Babocomari metates. 

8. Mortars in bed rock - found in Chihuahua but not 

in vicinity of Babocomari Village. Boulder metates common 

to both areas. 

9. Pestles - found in Chihu ahu an Culture as well as 

at Babocomarl Village. 

10. Projectile points, similar in Chihuahua area and 

in Babocomarl Village. 

11. Ornaments of shell - similar in both areas. 

12. Perforated stone discs found in Chihuahua D:3:1 

and belonging to the Babicora Phase, are a very comnon 

type of perforated stone disc found at the Babocomari 

Village. 

Burial Customs: 

The one great difference between the Babocomari Village 

and other contemporaneous areas, either of Chihuahuan in

fluence or of Salado influence, is that the Babocomari 

peoples cremated their dead and buried them in pits similar 
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to the practice of interring the dead during the Colonial 

Hohokam Periods in the Gila-Salt drainage. The village 

apparently was surrounded by other peoples who practiced 

inhumation. 

House Type: 

Excluding the massive structures of multi-stories so 

well known in the Chihuahua area, one finds that the normal 

house types as mapped in the Casas Grandes Village by 
17 

Bandalier, show the adobe walls of two and three-room 

houses built with common walls. 

found at the Babocomari Village. 

These are similar to those 
18 Sayles also speaks of 

three house types found around the Ruin of Casas Grandes 

having puddled adobe walls with doors, the sills of which 

were raised from several inches to a foot above the floor. 

These too, are not unlike the Babocomari house walls and 

doors. The ruins of Chihuahua E:9:1 and E:14:5 suggest 

original heights of more than one story, but the other 

ruins in the area suggest a construction similar to the 

Single-storied houses of the Babocomari Village. 

Unfortunately, the trait list available from the 

Chihuahua area is not so definitely formed as the one 

that Haury derived for the Salado in the Los Muertos 

report. As it is extremely easy to fit a village's 

material culture into almost any design desired, caution 

17BANDALIER, 1892, pIS. VI-VII. 

18SAYLES, ibid., p. 29. 
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must be used with these lists. In the case or the traits 

described by Sayles, one can readily see a similarity 

between the described Chihuahuan Culture or the Ramos and 

Animas Phase and certain features of the Babocomari Village. 

But close similarities between the Salado traits and the 

Babocomari can also be seen. It is noteworthy that the 

presence of the three-quarter grooved axes attributed to 

the Hohokam and appearing in the Hohokam area earlier than 

in the Chihuahua area has been herein used as a Chihuahua 

trait. At this point, the established trait lists used 

for comparisons between the Chihuahuan Culture and the 

Babocomari Village are extremely weak. We must look more 

to architecture. The presence of puddled adobe walls and 

similar doorway construction is noteworthy as is the presence 

of similar outdoor stone enclosures around the plazas such , 

as were found in the Plaza I area of the Babocomari Village. 

It is safe to' surmise that the Babocomari Village was 

in contact with the areas to the southeast as well as to 

the north and to the west during the Huechuca Phase. The 

Chihuahua area ceramically influenced the Babocomarite potters 

and furnished ideas for house architecture, but beyond this 

the cultural ties become vague. There are differences, as 

mentioned previously, in regard to burial customs. At first 

ha~d, one might postulate that, due to long periods of 

isolation, the Babocomarites portray a peripheral form of 

cuI ture of the ChihuR-'huan type, retaining an older burial 

custom. Sayles does not report the findings of cremations 
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in phases such as the Medanos, which is earlier than the 

Babicora, or the Ramos and Animas Phases. The reason for 

not attributing this trait to a period of isolation, other 

than that the cremation practice was not found earlier in 

the Chihuahuan heart-land, is that all evidence points to 

the fact that the village appeared in the Babocomari River 

Valley as a culture in full flower and, as only two phases 

were represented in the village, and it is apparent that 

the people moved into the area at a very late date bringing 

their full culture with them. It is possible, however, that 

one of the other related Babocomari villages located in ttie 

Huachuca Mountains may produce earlier phases. Perhaps the 

peopl~ settled at Ramsay Canyon where they found that the 

farming land would not support the village ~Dd a portion of 

the group moved on to T~~ner Canyon and later to the Babocomari 

River. This question, naturally, cannot be answered until 

more excavating is done at the related sites on the eastern 

slopes of the Huachuca MOlh'1tains. 
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SUMMARY 

Excavations were begun at the Babocomari Village 

(Arizona:EE:7:l), in hopes that certain information might 

be obtained regarding the Salado movements after 1400 A.D. 

in the upper reaches of the S~n Pedro River Valley. The 

Amerind Fo~ndation, Inc., ,failed to find data which supported 

the Gladwin school of thought concerning the Salado move

ments into the San Pedro Valley after the above-mentioned 

date. Rather, all data supported a cultural affiliation 

with existing groups lying to the south and to the south

east of the Babocomari River Valley. At the end of each 

section of this report a short conclusion appears whi"ch is 

devoted to a discussion of Salado versus Chihuahua origins. 

It was not the particular purpose of this paper to 

enter into the problem of Hohokam and !\10gol10n roots, as 

portrayed at the Babocomari Village, and the influence of 

these two major groups on the cultures existing in the 

San Pedro River Valley, although there'was very little 

evidence supporting the Mogollon origins. The aim of the 

Dabocomari project was to project the time span upward 

into historic horizons because the present store of 

knowledge of the period between 1400 and 1700 A.D. in 

Southern Arizona is a blallJ{. The first step in this 

planned project has been completed through the thorough 
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excavation of the Tres Alamos sitel whereby archaeology 

of the San Pedro River Valley covered the estimated time 

span between 700 A.D. a~d 1450 A.D. This report carries 

the time span upward into the early part of the 16th 

century. There is a vague possibility that the site of 

the Babocomari Village is closely associated with the 

rancheria of San Joaquim de Basosucan2 of Kino's time 

and this belief can be verified when the next step of 

this planned project is executed. This will be the 

excavation of a historic Sobaipuris village visited by 

Kino from which historic dates can be derived with some 

certainty. , 
In summing up the material culture presented in the 

main body of this report, one m~ postulate that the in

habitants of the Babocomari Indian Village moved into the 

Babocomari River Valley at a time roughly contemporaneous 

with the last phase established at Tres Al~os, i.e., the 

Tucson Phase - ca. 1200-1450 A.D.3 This assumption is 

based upon the presence of Babocomari Polychrome at Tres 

Alamos in the Tucson Phase. 

The original settlers were undoubtedly a sedentary 

group, closely related to the three villages established 

on the east slopes of the Huachuca Mountains. • 

1TUTHILL, 1947, p. 17. 

2BOLTON, 1948, Vol. 2, p. 182. Also map of Kino's journey. 

3TUTHILL, ibid. 



It is very possible that the Babocomari group broke away 

from one of these villages and went in search of new farm 

land, settling in the nearby Babocomari River Valley. 

They built their village of puddled adobe and raised 

their houses in clusters about an open circular plaza. 

It is apparent that during the initial period of settlement 

the inhabitants were interested not in the defensive aspect 

of their newly established village but simply in its loca

tion in relation to their new farm land. Obviously, they 

were unafraid of' marauding groups and, although there is 

archaeological proof that the Babocomari Valley was occupied 

prior to the coming of' the Babocomarites, there was no 

evidence indicating any friction between the newcomers 

and any group that might have been living in the valley 

at the time of their arrival. 

During the course of the village I s growth many of' the 

original houses belonging to the Huachuca Phase were abandoned 

and subsequently used as trash dumps. The houses of the 

Babocomari Phase were built sli€~tly westward so tilat the 

late houses nestled closer to the nearby foothills. The 

archaeological evidence indicates that the village growth 

was not unlike that of the present-day pueblos which are 

in a constant state of f'lux. Certain rooms may be abandoned 

f'or a short period, only to be reused when the f'amily in

creases or there is need for more space. 
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The inhabitants or the village supported themselves, 

in the main, through agriculture. They grew corn, squash, 

beans, and other crops common to the valley. Hunting also 

played a most important r.ule in their subsistence pattern, 

as is evidenced by the numerous outdoor cooking ovens rilled 
I 

with quantities or animal bones. It was most surprising to 

rind that bison, commonly believed to inhabit the plains 

Vlest or the Pecos River in New Mexico, Vlere present in the 

upper reaches or the San Pedro River Valley during the time 

or the Babocomarites. Burralo bones were very common in the 

trash rill or the cooking ovens, as well as in a single large 

ceremonial cache located in association with Cremation Area 5. 

A1thoueh there were no speciric archaeological indications 

suggesting the use or native plants as a rood SOL~ce, it 

would be safe to assume that these people did utilize certain 

native plants as is the practice of many of the Papago groups 

today_ 

The ne thod by which the villagers disposed or their dead 

has been previously discussed but it is noteworthy at this 

time to review the trend regardine incineration in the San 

Pedro Valley. At the Gleason site, a site dated in the tenth 

century, it was noted that "of a total of 111 burials only 9 

were cremations, a percentage of 91.892 ror inhumations as 

against 8.108.,,4 At Tres Alamos5 36% of the burials Vlere 

4FULTorr and TUTHILL, 1940, p. 25. 

5TUTHILL, 1948, p. ~.9. 
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inhumations, while 64~ were cremations. The fieures for 

the Babocomari Village site are even more astounding in 

that approximately 99% of the burials exhumed were crema

tions while 1% of them were inhumations. There was a very 

apparent trend favoring cremations in the San Pedro River 

Valley. The burial habits of the Sobaipuris are unkno,vn, 

especially during the period immediately before the coming 

of tiLe Spanish. Gladwin makes a statement regarding the 

burial customs of the Sobaipuris, "Of the rest of their 

culture and customs we know but little, althou,sh it is 

noteworthy that the Sobaipuri did not practice cremation.,,6 

This statement, however, was based solely on a remark made 

by Russell in his report on the Pima in which he states, 

"Nothing was learned to indic ate that the Sobaipuris of the 

San Pedro practiced incineration.,,7 Russell suggests further, 

in the same report, that the question of Sobaipuris burial 

customs can be clarified only when archaeological work is 

carried on in a Sobaipuris site. 

At the close of the Huachuca Phase, or at the beginnine 

of the Babocomari Phase, the trade which the villagers enjoyed 

with the outlying groups to the north, south, and west was 

stopped. In the light of present information, the disrupting 

of normal trade relations between the Babocomarites and their 

neighbors can be answered only by a suegestion that at this 

6 GLADWIN , 1937, p. 195. 
7RUSSELL, 1908, p. 26. 
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time the Athapascans were moving into the area from the 

east and their presence affected the trade relations of 

the settled groups. However, the main impact of the 

Athapascan or Apache into the area does not explain why 

normal relations between the Babocomari Village and the 

villages lying to. the west of it should stop. 

The houses existing at the end of the Babocomari Phase 

were, without a single exception, destroyed by fire. Off

hand this in itself would suggest that a raiding party 

entered the unprotected village and razed it to the gro~~d. 

However, this hypothesis does not satisfy the author in that 

none of the houses displayed any evidence of violence. 

Rather, the floors of the houses were cleared of most 

household utensils, indicating that the Babocomarites 

packed up and left, even burning their ovm dwellings 

perhaps. 

The question of' "Vfnere did the Babocomarites go?" 

can be answered only after an historic Sobaipuris si te 

located in the San Pedro River has been excavated. This 

may prove or disprove that the Babocomari tes e1 ther joi:1ed 

forces with the early Sobaipuris villages alons the San 

Pedrb River, for protection against the Athapascan invasion, 

or that they moved south into Northern Sonora. 
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